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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE

Forge: New Orleans; Mexico City; Gettysburg; Havana: the Philippines; Verdun; Bataan; North Africa; Monte Cassino; Normandy; Arnhem; the "Bulge":
Pusan; Seoul; the Ia Drang Valley; Grenada, Panama; Kuwait. and. Iraq represent just a partial list of the places
where ordinary men brought distinction to themselves, the Army, and the
United States by their actions,
We must also not forget the many
other

campaigns

and operations

sion, they 6ave done so with a sense of
purpose, professionalism, and patriotism. We are grateful for the sacrifices
these individuals have made and the
example they have set for future soldiers. With a heritage as proud as the
one established by our Nation's soldiers over the past 220 years. we know
that the U.S. Army will always remain
the finest fighting force that history
has ever known.

the

Army has undertaken in its history.
which have included: surveying the uncharted west coast; protecting western
settlers; guarding our borders; assisting in disaster relief: providing humanitarian ald to other nations; and con-

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
having expired, morning business is
now closed.

ducting medical research that benefits

soldiers and civilians alike. There is
simply no question that the U.S. Army
has had a tremendous impact. in many
different ways, on the history of our
Nation and the world,
Soon we on the Senate Armed Services Committee will begin our mark up
of the fiscal .year 1996 defense authorisation budget, including the money
needed to support the Army. Often our
focus is on what weapon systems we
need to fund, how many new tanks.
field guns, or rifles we should purchase.
but our chief concern is always providlg for the soldier. We work to ensure
that the young E-3 ha a quality of life
that is not beneath him, and that the
soldier who dedicated his or her caxeer
to the Army and Nation is not forgotten. Each of us on the committee, and
I am sure in the Senate as well, understands that It is the people-the newest
recruit and the most senior generalwho make up the Army and guarantee
the security and defense of the United
States. We may have an arsenal of
smart bombs at our disposal, but it is
the soldier who must face and defeat
our enemies. Ensuring they have the
best equipment, training, and quality
of liffe possible are our highest priorities.
This investment in our men and
women in uniform pays a handsome
dividend beyond the security of the
United States. Countless numbers of
people who have served in the Army
have gone on to hold important positions in both the public and private
sectors. Our first President. George
Washington, was a general in the
Army, as were Ulysses Grant, Zachary
Taylor. and Dwight Eisenhower. Additionally, many former soldiers have
gone on to serve in the Halls of Congrew. In the House. there are some 87
individuals who served in the Army
and in the Senate. 27 of our colleaguss
have worn the Army green. I know that
each of us is proud of our association
with the Army and that we have been
able to serve our Nation as both soldiem and statesmen,
Madam President, over the past 20
years, more than 42 million of our fellow citizens have raised their right
hand and sworn to defend our Nation as
soldiers. In each Instance we have
asked our soldiers to carry out a mis-

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETITION AND DEREGULATION ACT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
resume consideration of S. 652, which
the clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 652) to provide for a procompetitlve deregulatory national policy framework designed to accelerate rapidly private
sector deployment of advanced telecommunications and Information technologies. and
services to all Americans by opening all telecommunications markets to competition.
and for other purposes.
The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.
Pending:
Felnstein/Kempthorne amendment No.
1270. to stuike the authority of the Federal
Comnmunications Commission to preempt
State
that establish
bar.
riers or
to local
entry regulations
for interstate
or intrastate
telecommunications services.
Gorton amendment No. 177 (to the language proposed to be stricken by amendment
No..170). to limit, rather than strike, the
preemption lanVage.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
will now be 20 minutes debate on the
Feinstein amendment No. 1270. to be
equally divided in the usual form, with
the vote on or in relation to the
amendment to follow immediately.
Mrs.
FEINSTEIN
addressed
the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from California.
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Madam President,
the amendment that is the subject of
discussion is one presented by Senator
KFPTORE and me. There Is a section
In this bill entitled "Removal of Entry
to Barriers." It is a section about
which the cities, the counties and the
States are very concerned because it is
a section that giveth and a section that
taketh away.
Why do I say that? I say it because in
ilection 254, the States and local governments are given certain authority
to maintain their jurisdiction and their
control over what are called rights-ofway.
Rights-of-way are streets and roads
under which cable television companies
put lines. How they do It. where they
do it and with what they do it is all a
matter for local jurisdiction. Both sub-
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sections (b) and (c) maintain this regulatory authority of local jurisdictions,
but subsection (d) preempts that authority, and this is what is of vital concern to the cities, the counties and the
States.
Senator KEMPTHORNE and I have a
simple amendment. That amendment,
quite simply stated, strikes the preemption and takes away the part of
this bill that takes away local government and State governments' jurisdiction and authority over the rights-ofway.
We are very grateful to Senator GORTON who has presented a substitute,
which will be voted on following our
amendment. However, we must, quite
frankly, say this substitute is inadequate.
Why is it inadequate? It is Inadequate because cities and counties will
continue to face preemption if they
take actions which a cable operator asserts constitutes a barrier to entry and
is prohibited under section (a) of the
bill. As city attorneys state, is a city
Insurance or bonding requirement a
barrier to entry? Is a city requirement
that a company pay fees prior to installing any facilities to cover the
costs of reviewing plans and inspecting
excavation work a barrier to entry? Is
the city requirement that a company
use a particular type of excavation
equipment or a different and specific
technique suited to certain local circumstances to minimize the risk of
major public health and safety hazards
a barrier to entry? Is a city requirement that a cable operator move a
cable trunk line away from a public
park or place cables underground rather than overhead in order to protect
public health a barrier to entry?
These are, we contend. intensely
local decisions which could be brought
before the FCC in Washington. The
Gorton substitute continues to permit
cable operators to challenge local government decisions before the FCC.
Why Is this objectionable to local jurisdictions? It is objectionable to local
Jurisdictions because they believe if
they are a small city, for example, they
would be faced with bringing a team
back to Washington. going before a
highly specialized telecommunicationsoriented
Federal
Communications
Commission and plighting their troth.
Then they would be forced to go to
court In Washington. DC, rather than
Federal district court back where they
live.
This constitutes a major financial
impediment for small cities. For big
cities also, they would much prefer to
have the issue settled in their district
court rather than having to come back
to Washington.
The cable operators are big time in
this country. They maintain Washington offices, they maintain special staff.
they maintain a bevy of skilled telecommunications attorneys. Cities do
not. Cities have a city attorney, period.
It is a very different subject.
Suppose a city makes a determination In the case that they wish to have
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wiring done evenly throughout their
city-I know, and I said this on the
floor before, when I was mayor, the
local cable operator wanted only to
wire the affluent areas of our city.
We wanted some of the less affluent
areas wired; we demanded it, and we
were able to achieve it. Is this a barrier
to entry? Could the cable company
then appeal this and bring it back to
Washington. meaning that a bevy of attorneys would have to come back, appear before the FCC. go to Federal
court here or with the local jurisdiction, and maintain its authority, as It
would under the Kempthorne-Feinstein
amendment. And then the cable operatore, if they did not like it, could take
the item to Federal court.
We believe to leave in the preemption
is, in effect, to create a Federal mandate without funding. So we ask that
subsection (d) be struck and have put
forward this amendment to do so.
I yield now to the Senator from
Idaho.
Mr. KEMPTHORNE. Madam President, how much time do we have remaining
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
are 3 minutes 21 seconds remaining.
Mr. KEMPTHORNE. Madam President, I will reserve my time and ask if
the Senator from Washington would
like to speak at this point.
I yield the floor and reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. GORTON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Washington is recognized.
Mr. GORTON.Madam President, the
section at issue here is a section entitled "Removal of Barriers to Entry."
And the substance of that section is
that "No State or local statute or regulation may prohibit or have the effect
of prohibiting the ability of any entity
to provide any Interstate or intrastate
telecommunicatlons services."
Madam President. this is not about
cable companies, although cable companies are one of the subjects of the
section. This is about all of the telecommunications providers that are the
subject of this bill. And it is the goal of
this bill to see to it that the maximum
degree of competition is available. And
In doing so. these fundamental decisions about whether or not an action of
the State or local government Is an inhibition or a barrier to entry almost
certainly must be decided in one
central place.
The amendment to strike the preemption section does not change the
substance. What It does change is the
forum in which any disputes will be
conducted. And if this amendment--the
Feinstein amendment--in its original
form is adopted, that will be some 150
or 160 different district courts with different attitudes. We will have no national uniformity with respect to the
very goals of this bill, what constitutes
a serious barrier to entry.
This will say that if a State or some
local community decides that it does
not like the bill and that there should
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be only one telephone company in its
Jurisdiction or one cable television provider in its jurisdiction, no national organization, no Federal Communications Commission will have the right
to preempt and to frustrate that monopolistic purpose. It will have to be
done in a local district court. And then
if another community in another part
of the country does the same thing,
that will be decided In that district
court.
So, Madam President, this amendment--the Feinstein amendment--goes
far beyond its legitimate scope. But it
does have a legitimate scope. I join
with the two sponsors of the Feinstein
amendment in agreeing tiat the rules
that a city or a county imposes on how
its street rights of way are going to be
utilized, whether there are aboveground wires or underground wires.
what kind of equipment ought to be
used in excavations, what hours the excavations should take place, are a matter of primarily local concern and, of
course, they are exempted by subsection (c) of this section.
So my modification to the Feinstein
amendment says that in the case of
these purely local matters dealing Iwith
rights of way, there will not be a jurisdiction on the part of the FCC immediately to enjoin the enforcement of
those local ordinances. But if, under
section (b), a city or county makes
quite different rules relating to universal service or the quality of teleservices--the
very
communications
heart of this bill-then there should be
a central agency at Washington, DC.
which determines whether or not that
inhibits the competition and the very
goals of this bill.
So, Madam President, I am convinced
and
that
Senators
FEINSTEi
KEMPTHORNE are right in the examples
that they give, the examples that have
to do with local rights of way. And the
amendment that I propose to substitute for their amendment will leave
that where it is at the present time and
will leave disputes in Federal courts in
the Jurisdictions which are affected.
But if we adopt their amendment, we
have destroyed the ability of the very
commission which has been in existence for decades to seek uniformity, to
promote competition, effectively to do
so; and we will have a balkanized situation in every Federal judicial district
in the United States. So their amendment simply goes too far.
Now, Madam President, I can see
some, including some of the sponsors of
the bill, who feel that this preemption
ought to be total. And those who feel it
ought to be total should vote "no" on
the Feinstein amendment and "no" on
mine as well. Those who feel that there
should be no national policy, that local
control and State control of telecommunications is so important that
the national policy should not be enforced by any central agency, should
vote for the Feinstein amendment. But
those who believe in balance, those
who believe that there should be one
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central entity to make these decisions.
subject to judicial review when they
have to do with whether or not there is
going to be competition, when they
have to do with the nature of universal
service, when they have to do with the
quality of telecommunications service
or the protection of consumers, but believe that local government should retain their traditional local control over
their rights of way, should vote against
the Feinstein amendment and should
vote for mine. It is the balance. It
meets the goals that they propose their
amendment to meet without being
overly broad and without destroying
the national system of telecommunications competition, which is the goal
of this bill.
Mr. KEMPTHORNE. Madam President, I am proud to join Senator FEINSTEINin this amendment. I also wish to
acknowledge the efforts of the Senator
from Washington, Senator GORTON.because all of us are trying to correct
what is a flaw in this bill. I find it ironic that the title of this bill, the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation Act of 1995. this flaw that is
in this bill smacks right at this whole
aspect of deregulation, which this Congress has been very good about reestablishing the rights of States and local
units of government.
Madam President, this amendment is
not about guaranteeing access to the
public right of way. As the Senator
from Washington just pointed out, that
language is in there. That is section
(a). This amendment is not about preserving the ability of a State to advance universal service and to ensure
quality in telecommunications services. because. Madam President, that Is
right here in section (b) of the bill.
This amendment is not about ensuring
that local governments manage their
rights of way in a competitively neutral and nondiscriminatory basis, because that is in section (c) of this bill.
In fact, the Senator from Texas, the
Presiding Officer, was instrumental in
having section (c) put into this act. It
was very helpful. The whole problem is,
Madam President, section (d) then preempts all of that. In section (d),it
states--and I will sumnuarize-that the
commission shall immediately preempt
the enforcement of such statute, regulation, or legal requirement to the extent necessary to correct such violation or inconsistency.
I think it is a shame that your good.
hard work, Madam President. now has
section (d) that preempts it and pulls
the plug on that. There are those that
would say the reason you have to have
that particular section is because there
may be instances In local government
that may compel a cable company to
give what they call extractions. We
asked our cable company in Idaho: Can
you give us some examples of where a
local community has sought extractions, where you might have to go in
trees and do something special? We do
not have any examples. I find it ironic
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that because there are some who be- state and local governments In the developsuperhighway. In
lieve that these extractions could take ment of thewe Information
are concerned that Section
place, the remedy Is to say that we will particular
254(d) would preempt local government aunow have a Federal commission of non- thority over the management of public
elected people preempt what local or rights-of-way and local government's ability
State governments do. That is back- to receive fair and reasonable compensation
sliding from what we have been trying for use of the right-of-way. We strongly opposed any preemption which would have the
to do with this Congress.
The Senator from Washington said impact of imposing new unfunded costs upon
that we must decide these cases in one ofir states, local governments, and taxayers.
place. That message is very clear.
Second, Senator Leahy will offer as
Madam President. If there is a prob- amendment to strike language preempting
lem. then we are now going to say with states from requiring IntraLATA tolldialing
this legislation, if we leave section (d) parity. Ten states have already established
in there, they must come to Washing- this requirement as a means of Increasing
ton. DC. You must come to Washing- competition, thirteen more states are considering itsadoption. If the goal of 5. 652 is
ton. DC.
What has happened to federalism, to to increase competition. the legislation
not take existing authority from
States rights and local rights? It was should
that is already being used to further
brought to my attention that in the eLtes
compensatioo. We strongly oppose this preState of Arizona they have pointed out emption and urge your support for Senator
that this. in fact, could preempt the Leahy's amendment.
Again, we urge you to Join Senator FeioConstitution of the State of Arizona.
This is a flaw in this legislation, stein and Senator Leaky In their efforts to
Madam President. that. again. a non- eliminate these two provisions from the bill
elected Commission-which I have a and avoid unwarranted preemption of state
and local governmeot in this critical area.
great respect for that CommissionSincerely.
could, in essence, preempt the ConfTZay BRANSTAD.
stitution of the State.
Co-Laed Governor on Telerowoeunications.
I ask unanimous consent to have
JARS L. CAMPBELL.
printed In the RECORDa letter from the
Prenident. Naional Conference of State
National Governors' Association. NaLegistlatures.
RANDALL FRANKE.
tional Conference of Stats LegislaProesd, National Associaton of Counties.
tures. National Ashociation of CounCaROLYN LOG BAKS.
ties, National League of Cities. U.S.
President. National League of Cities.
Conference of Mayors, all In support of
VICTOR ASKS,
this amendment. They point out that
Preudt., U.S.Conference of Mayors.
this will not be the impediment to the
barrier, but it is the right amendment
NATiONALGOVENsORSASSOCIATION.
to correct this flaw.
Washiington, DC.Juse 8, 1995.
There being no objection, the mate- STATE PREMPTION IN FEDERAL TZLErial was ordered to be printed in the
DEmULATION LzOuLaoomlpitcariloNs
REOORD. as follows:
TION
SUMMARY
NATuvsALGovOiucs"a AssocIATtON.
NATIONAL
OONerREMBOr STATE
The U.S. Senate has begun consideration of
LGISLATURS, NATIONALAssoS. e, a bill to rewrite the Federal Commu.
CIATION
Or COUNTiSS.NATONAL
nications Act of 1934 to promote competiLAOUE Or CITMs ANDUerro
tion. Several provislons In the bill and crSTArES CONFE cE Or MATORS,
tin proposed amendments would adversely
June 6. 1995. affect statos, and Governors need o commuHon. lrosIR Dot,
nicate their concerns to their senators to.
,eate.
3.
L.U.der,
Support the Feinstion/Kempthorne amendMjtorty
Rom. Toss DASCHLI.
ment to strike section 21(d) on FCC preempmlonsfl 'eaer U.S. Senate,
tin;
Waakington. DC.
Support the Leaby/Simpeon amendment to
DRAR SENATORDOLS AND SENATOR protect the state option to require
DASCHLB:
On behalf of state and local gov- IntraLATA toll dialing party (open. comernnute throughout the nation, we are petitive markets for regional phone service);
writing to strongly ug your support for and
two amendments to S. 5, the TeleeommuniOppose the Packwood/McCain amendment
aiOe Competition and Deregulation Act of to preempt local and state authority to tax
IM. Together these amendmente would pre- direct broadcast satellite services (DBS).
went an uwarranted Preemptios of tst and
BACKGROUND
local government authority and speed the
Both the House and the Senate have retsietion to a competitive teleoommunications environment. The first Amendment ported legislation to reform the Federal
achieves the appropriate balance between Communications Act of 1M4. The Senate bill.
the needed preemption of barriers to entry S. 652. would require local phone companies
and the legitimate authorilty of states and to open their networks to competitors while
loalitise, and the second permits states to also permitting those companies to offer
continue efforts already underway to pro- video services in competition with local
cable television franchises. Once the regional
mote competition.
First, Senator Feinstein will offer an Bell telephone companies open their netamendment to delete A broad and ambiguous works, they can apply to the Federal Compreemption section (section 254(d) of Title munications Commission (FCC)for pennisI. The Senate's bill's proposal under See- Stn to offer long-distance service.
During the debate over telecommunition 254(d)for Federal Communications Commission (FCC) review and Preemption of cations in 1994,states and localities banded
State and local government authority is to- together to promote three principles for intally Inappropriate. Section 254 (a) and (c) clusion in federal legislation: strong univerprovide the necesry safeguard against any Sal service protections, regulatory flexibility
posible entry barriers Or impediments by that would retain an effective role for states
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to manage the transition to a procompetitive environment rather than federal
agency preemption, and authority for states
and localities to manage the public rights-ofway. At a June 6 meeting of the State and
Local Coalition, chaired by Governor George
V. Voinovich. the attached letter was signed
by local oficials and Iowa Governor Terry 9.
Branstad, NOA co-lead Governor on Telecommunications. The letter calls for the support of two amendments.
FelnsteintKempthorne Amendment: Deleting Section 254(d). Senator Dianne Feinstein
(D-Calif.) and Senator Dirk Kempthorne (itIdaho) are offering an amendment that
would strip broad and ambiguous FCC preemption language from section 254(d) of the
hill. Section 254(a) preempts states and localities from erecting barriers to entry. and
this preemption Is supported by NGA policy.
Section 2%4(b) permits states to set terms
and conditions for doing business within a
state, including consumer protections and
quality of services; section 254(c) ensures the
authority of states and local government to
manage the public rights-of-way.
Paragraph (c) was inserted In the bill in
committee by Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison
(It-Teg.), and Includes a requirement that
any such fees and charges be nondiscrimfatory. Paragraph (d) states that if the FCC
"determines that a state or local government has permitted or imposed any statote.
regulation, or legal requirement that viofates or is inconsistent with this section. the
FCC shall immediately preempt the enforcement of such statute. regulation, or legal requirement to the extent necessary to correct
such violation or inconsistency." Because
nall telephone or cable companies are unlikely to have a presence in Washington.
D.C.. this provision would result In a bas toward mjor competitors. Striking paragraph
(d) leaves adequate protections for a competitive market.
Leahyitrmpaon Amendment: Deleting Preemption of State Authority to Require
IntraLATA Toll Dialing Parity. One major
reason that competition in long distance
service has increased is the requirement that
local phone companies permit long-distance
carriers dialing parity (i.e.. consumers so
longer have to dial additional numbers to
utilise as alternative long-distance carrier
service). Customers choose a carrier, and all
interLATA calls are billed through that
company. However. calls within a local ancese and transport area (Int-aLATA), or socalled ohort-haul or regional long-distance
calls, am under state jurisdiction and not
subject to this FCC rule. To date. ten states
have required toll dialing parity, and twelve
states are currently considering Its adoption.
Paragraph 2655BXi) of 5. 652 would preempt
the authority of states to order intraLATA
toll dialing parity; Senator Patrick S. Leahy
(D-Vt.) and Senator Alan K. Simpson (it
Wyo.) are offering an amendment that would
remove this preemptive language.
Stat and Local Taxing Authority. As reported by the Senate Commerce. Science.
and Transportation Committee, S. 652 includes language ensurlng that state and
local government taxation authority is not
affected by the bill. Senator Bob Packwood
(1-Ore.) and Senator John McCain (P-Arie.)
may offer an amendment exempting the DB5
industry from any local taxatlon. even taxes
administered by states. This language is
taken from H.R. 15M. recently approved by
the House Commerea Committee. States
must ensure that the Senate bill avoids the
preemption of state and local taxing authority.
ACTIONSNEEDED
Governors need to contact their senator to
the Feinstelo
urge support for both
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Kempthorne amendment and the Leahy/
Slmpon amendment, and to urge opposition
to the Packwood/McCal amendment.
Mr. LEVIN. Madam President. I support the Feinstein amendment to re52 which
move the provision In S.
would preempt local control of the public rights-of-way.
The Feinstein amendment would reteleof the
254(d)
section
move
communications bill currently being
considered by the Senate which directs
the FCC to examine and preempt any
State and local laws or regulations
which might prohibit a company from
servtelecommunications
providing
ices.
alhave
I
official
local
As a former
ways felt it was important that we in
the
to
Congress pay proper recognition
rights of local government.
Section 254(d) is the type of legislating that we in Washington should not
be doing-preempting State and local
decisions in areas where local government has the responsibility and specified knowledge to act in the best interest of their local communities. WashIngton should not micromanage how
its
administers
government
local
streets, highways, and other public
rights-of-way.
I will vote in favor of the Feinstein
amendment and in favor of the right of
local governments to retain control
and
streets, highways,
their
over
rights-of-way.
Mr. KEMPTHORNE. Madam President, bow much time do I have remainIng'
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time is expired.
Mr. GORTON. Madam President, how
much time is remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Three
minutes. 38 seconds.
President,
Madam
GORTON.
Mr.
once again, the alternative proposal,
which will be voted on only if this
amendment is defeated, retains not
only the right of local communities to
deal with their rights of way, but their
right to meet any challenge on home
ground in their local district courts.
Itself.
amendment
The Feinstein
Madam President. would deprive the
State
a
over
Jurisdiction
FCC of any
law which deliberately prohibited or
teleany
of
ability
the
frustrated
to provide
entity
communications
service.
competitive
It would simply take that right away
from the FCC. and each such challenge
would have to be decided in each of the
various Federal district courts around
the country.
The States retain the right under
subsection (d) to pass all kinds of legislation that deals with telecommunications providers, subject to the provision that they cannot impede competition.
The determination of whether they
have impeded competition, not by the
way they manage trees or rights of
way, but by the way they deal with
with telesubstantive law dealing
communications entities. That conflict
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should be decided in one central place,
by the FCC.
The appropriate balance is to leave
purely local concerns to local entities,
but to make decisions on the natural
concerns which are at the heart of this
bill in one central place so they can be
consistent across the country.
Madam President, the purposes of
this bill will be best served by defeating this amendment and adopting the
subsequent amendment. I yield back
the balance of my time.
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Madam President,
I ask for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CAMPBELL). Is there a sufficient second? There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the Feinstein amendment No..1270.
The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced- yeas 44,
nays 56. as follows:
iRollcall Vote No. 2.58Leg-I
YEAS-44
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Mr. GORTON. Mr. President. I move
to reconsider the vote.
Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

NO. 12M.AS MODIFIED,AND1,
AMENDMENTS
AS MODIFIED.EN BLOC
(Purpose: To require audits to ensure that
the Bell operating companies meet the separate subsidiary requirements and safeguards)
(Purpose: To recognize the National Education Technology Funding Corporation as
a nonprofit Corporation operating under
the laws of the District of Columbia, to
provide authority for Federal departments
and agencies to provide assistance to such
corporation, and for other purposes)
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
send two amendments to the desk and
ask for their immediate consideration
en bloc. The amendments are modified
versions of the amendments Nos. 1284
SIMON and
1282 by Senators
and
MOSELEY-BRAUN. They are acceptable
to the bill managers and have been
cleared on both sides of the aisle.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President. he may be
giving away the dome on the Capitol
Building. We want to know.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will be in order. Senators wishing
to hold conversations will retire to the
cloakroom.
abrheabm
Le'ri
Fairctoth
Feingold
Will the Senator from South Dakota
Mack
Ak.ka
Feindussi
repeat his request.
Ford
Mikulkh
Bide.
Mr. PRESSLER. I ask adoption of
nienn
emallsnan
Mseley-Brato
the
and
amendment
Simon
the
Bond
Murray
nesbuei
Moseley-Braun amendment.
Peln
Gaham
Without
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
Pryor
8Srtues
HKWBOr..
Burn
letbof.
Bonn,
objection, the amendments may be
Both
considered en bloc at this time. The
Campbell
Kerry
Cohen
Tuhclerk will report the amendments.
Kohl
Coinred
The legislative clerk read as follows:
Ltenberr
DeWine
WeU~toc.
The Senator from Sooth Dakota [Mr.
Dodd
PRESSLER], for Mr. SIMON, proposed amendNAYS--ment numbered 1284. as modified; and, for
Moynihan
a-m
Ashcroft
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAU, amendment numbered
Murkoski
Bennet
1282. as modified. "
NIlel
The amendments (Nos. 1284 and 1282),
Ormn
Brya
No-u
hose
Harkin
Packaood
as modified, are as follows:
nesee
Premle,
AMENDMENr NO. 1284
Bran
Reid
On page 31. Insert at the appreciate place
RockefeSer
following:
the
Cochran
nsosys
Co-erdel]
-(d) BIENNIALAUDIT.Shelby
craig
"(1 GENERAL REQUIREMENT.-A company
Johussn
D'A-mto
required to operate a separate affiliate under
Smilth
gussebeusS
Denchl.
this section shall obtain and pay for a Joint
geeop
ole
sbiopeo
suono
Sptecter
Federal/State audit every 2 years conducted
"robron
Donemdc
Liebosuu
by an independent auditor selected by the
w550er
Eon
st-..d
Commission. and working at the direction of.
Lott
Frsat
the Commission and the State commission of
Lollar
Goen
Mc~onell
each State in which such co-pany provides
whether such company
So the amendment (No. 1270) was re- service, to determine
has complied with this section and the regujected.
lations promulgated under this section. and
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I move
particulirly whether such company has comto reconsider the vote.
plied with the separate accounting requireMr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that ments under subsection (b).
motion on the table.
(2) RESULTS SUBMITTED TO COMMISSION:
The motion to lay on the table was STATE COMMSSIONs.-The auditor described
in paragraph (1) shall submit the results of
agreed to.
and to the
the audit to the ComrsisslI
Mr. PRESSLER. I ask unanimous
State commission of each State I. which the
consent that the Gorton amendment
company audited provides service, which
now be adopted by voice vote.
shall make such results available for public
The
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
inspection. Any party may submit comments
question is on agreeing to the amend- on the final audit report.
ment.
"(3) AccESS To DocumrrS.-Fur purposes
Without objection, the amendment is of conducting audito and reviews under this
subsectionagreed to.
"(A) the independent auditor, the CommisSo the amendment (No. 1277) was
sion. and the State commission ishall have
agreed to.
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cation telecommunications and information SEC. 05. AUDITS.
technologies through pubilc.private
yen(a) AUDITS BY lNDEPENDENTrCERTIFIEDPUBturns, by serving as a clearinghouse for in- LIC ACCOUNTANTS.formation on new education technologies.
(2) REPORTINO REQtflE
rENTS.-Thereport
and by providing technical assistance, in- of each annual audit described in paragraph
cluding assistance to States. If needed, to es- (1) shall be included in the annual report retablish State education technology agencies. quired by section 06(a).
(b) PuRPoS.-The purpose of this title is
(b) RicODEEmpniO REQUIREMENTS;AUDrT
to recognize the Corporation as a nonprofit AND EXAMINATIONOr BOOKS.corporation operating under the laws of the
(I)
ltECORDKEEPINO REQUIREMENT.-The
District of Columbia. and to provide author- Corporation shall ensure that each recipient
ity for Federal departments and agencies to of assistance from the Corporation keeps-provide assistance to the Corporation.
(A) separate accounts with respect to such
assistance:
SEC. 0. DEFINIrTONS&
(B) such records as may be reasonably necFor the purpose of this titie(I) the term "Corporation" means the Na- essary to fully disclosei) the amount and the disposition by such
tional Education Technology Funding CorAMENDMENT No. 182
recipient of the proceeds of such assistance:
poration described in section 02la(l):
iii) the total cost of the project or underAt the end of the bill, insert the foliowing:
and
scbool"
(2) the terms "elementary
taking in connection with which such assist"secondary school" have the same meanings
TITLE -NATIONAL EDUCATION
given such terms in section 14101 of the Ele- ance to given or used; and
TECHNOLOGY FUNDING CORPOPATION
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 0 (ili) the amount and nature of that portion
SEC.*5LSRHflITrU
the cost of the project or undertaking supof
1960. and
This title may be cited as the "National
plied by other sources: and
(3) the term "public library' has the same
Education Technology Funding Corporation
(C) such other records as will faciiitate an
meaning given such term in section 3 of the effective audit.
Act of 1995".
Library Services and Construction Act.
(2) AUDIT AND EXAMINATIONor BOOKS.-The
Sze . FpINDINGSS
PUPWeOS.
SEC. 04. ASSITANCe FOR EDUCATION TECH- Corporation shall ensure that the Corpora(a) FINDNOS.-The Congress findsas folNOLOGY;U=
tion. or any of the Corporation's duly ao.
lows:
(a) RECRIPT BY CORPORATION.-Notwiththortzed representatives, shall have access
(I) CoSPOSATION.-There has been establinhed in the District of Columbia a private. standing any other provision of law. in order for the purpose of audit and examisation to
to carry out the corporate purposes de- any books, documents. papers, and records of
nonprofit corporation known as the National
scribed in section M2a)(3). the Corporation any recipient of assistance from the CorporaEducation Technology Funding Corporation
which tsnot an agency or independent estab- shall be eligible to receive discretionary tion that are pertinent to such assistance.
grants. contracts. gifts, contributions, or Representatives of the Comptroller General
lishment of the Federal Government.
technical assistance from any federal depart- shail alse have such access for such purpose.
(2) BOaRD Or DEC-roRS.-The Corporation
mest or agency, to the extent otherwise per- SE. *. ANNUAL nsPoFM TSTIDMONYTO THE
is governed by a Board of Directors as premitted
by law.
CONGREaSS
scribed in the Corporation's articles of incor(b) AOGRZEMENT.-In order to receive any
(a) ANNUAL REPORT.-Not later than April
poration, consisting of is members, of assilmnce described in subsection
ia) the 3D of each year. the Corporation shall publish
whichCorporation shall enter into an agreement an annual report for the preceding fiscal
(A) five members are representative of publie agencies representative of schools and with the Federal department or agency pro- year and submit that report to the President
siding such assistance, under which the Cor- and the Congress. The report shall include a
public libraries;
comprehensive and detailed evaluation of
(B) five members are representative of potation agrees(1) to use such assistance to provide fund- the Corporation's operations, activities, flState government, including persons knowledgeable about State finance, technology Ing and technical assistance only for activi- aancial condition, and accomplishments
ties which the Board of Directors of the Cor- under this title and may include such recand education; and
(C) five members are representative of the poration determines are consistent with the ommendations a the Corporation deems apprivate sector. with expertise In network corporate purposes described in section propriate.
Sa)3);
(b) TESTIMO0Y BEFOR CoNoRS.-The
technology, finance and management.
(2) to review the activities of State edu- members of the Board of Directors. and offl(3) CORPORATZPURPosa.-The purposes of
the Corporation. as set forth in its articles of cation technology agencies and other enti- gem, of the Corporation shall be available to
ties receiving assistance from the Corpora- testify before appropriate committee of the
incorporation, are(A) to leverage resources and stimulate tion to assure that the corporate purposes Congress with respect to the report described
described in section 02(a)(3) are carried out; in subsection (a), the report of any audit
private investment In education technology
(3) that no part of the assete of the Cor- made by the Comptroller General pursuant
Infrastructure;
(B) to designate State education tech- poration shall accrue to the benefit of any to this title or any other matter which any
nology agencies to receive loans, grants or member of the Board of Directors of the Cor- such committee may determine appropriate.
Me. MOSELEY-BRAUN. Mr. Preslother forms of assistance from the Corpora- poration. any officer or employee of the Corpotation, or any other individual, except as dent. this amendment Is identical to S.
tion;
(C) to establish criteria for encouraging salary or reasonable compensation for serv792, legislation designed to connect
Ices:
states to(4) that the Board of Directors of the Cor- public schools and public libraries to
(I) create, maintain, utilize and upgrade
interactive high capacity networks capable poration will adopt policies and procedures the Information superhighway, which I
introduced earlier this year.
of poding audio, visual and data commu- to prevent conflicts of interest;
(5) to maintain a Board of Directors of the
nIcations for elementary schools, secondary
If there is any objective that should
Corporation
consistent
with
section command complete American consenschools and public libraries;
(ii) distribute resourcesto asure equitable 02(a52);
Sus. it Is to ensure that every Amer(6) that the Corporation, and any entity re- ican has a chance to succeed. That is
•aid to all elementary schools and secondary
calving the assistance from the Corporation,
schools in the State and achieve universal
are subject to the appropriate oversight pro- the core concept of the American
aces to network technology; and
dream-the chance to achieve as much
(il) upgrade the delivery and developsment cedures of the Congress; and
(7) to comply withof learning through innovative technologyand to go as far as your ability and tal(A) the audit requirements described In ent will take you. Public education has
based Instructional tools and applications;
always been a part of that core con(D) to provide loans. rants and other section 5; and
(B) the
reporting
and testimony
require- cept. In this country, the chance to be
forms of assistance to State education tech- mnent
described
in Oectin
96.
nology agencies, with due regard for provid.
(C) CONSTRUcrlON.-Nothing in this title educated has always gone
hand in hand
Ing a fair balance among tYPes of school districts and public libraries assisted and the shall be construed to establish the Corpora- with the chance to succeed.
TECHNOLOGY
disparate needs of such districts and librar- tion as an agency or independent establishment of the Federal Government. or to esNonetheless, I am convinced that it
ies;
tablish the members of the Board of Direc- will be difficult if not impossible for us
(E) to leverage resources to provide maultore of the Corporation. or the officers and to prepare all of our children to commum aid to elementary schools, secondary
employees of the Corporation. as officers or pete in the emerging global economy
schools and public libraries; and
(F) to encourage the development of edu- employees of the Federal Government.
access to the final accounts and records of
each company and of its affiliates necessary
to verify transactions conducted with that
company that are relevant to the specific activities permitted under this section and
that are necessary for the regulation of
rates:
"(B) the Commission and the State commission shall have access to the working papere and supporting materials of any auditor
who performs an audit under this section;
and
'(C) the State commission shall implement appropriate procedures to ensure the
protection of any proprietary information
submitted to it under this section.
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unless they all have access to the technology available on the information superlighway.
Technology
can help
teachers and students play the new
roles that are being required of them in
the emerging global economy. It can
help teachers use resources from across
the globe or across the street to create
different learning environments for
their students without ever leaving the
classroom. Technology can also allow
students to access the vast array of
material, available electronically, necessary to engage in the analysis of real
world problems and questions.
GAOREPORTS
Last year, I asked the General Accounting Office to conduct a comprehensive, nationwide study of our
Nation's education infrastructure. The
GAO decided to meet my request with
five separate reports. The first report
entitled-"The Condition of America's
Schools"--concluded that our Nation's
public schools need S112 billion to restore their facilities to good overall
condition.
The most recent GAO report entitled-"America's Schools Not Designed
or Equipped for the 21st Century"concluded that more than half of our
Nation's public schools lack six or
more of the technology elements necessary to reform the way teachers
teach and students learn including:
computers, printers, modems, cable
TV, laser disc players, VCR's, and TV's.
The report states that: 86.8 percent of
all public schools lack fiber-optic
cable; 48.1 percent lack sufficient electrical wiring; 34.6 percent lack sufficient electrical power for computers;
51.8 percent lack sufficient computer
networks; 61.2 percent lack sufficient
phone lines for instructional use; 60.6
percent lack sufficient conduits and
raceways; and 55.5 percent lack sufficient phone lines for modems.
LOCAL
PROPERTY
TAXES
The most recent GAO report did find
that students in some schools are takIng advantage of the benefits associated with education technology. The
bottom line, however, is that we are
still failing to provide all of our Nation's children with the best technology resources in the world because
the American system of public education has forced local school districts
to maintain our public schools primarily with local property taxes.
In Illinois, the local share of public
education funding increased from 48
percent during the 1980-81 school year
to 58 percent during the 1992-93 school
year. while the State share fell from 43
to 34 percent during this same period.
The Federal Government's share of
public education funding has also fallen from 9.1 percent during the 1980-81
school year to 5.6 percent during the
1993-94 school year.

tion of the information superhighway.
This amendment will not infringe on
Federal support for the acquisition and local control over public education In
use of technology in elementary and any way. Rather, it will supplement,
secondary schools Is currently frag- augment, and assist local efforts to
mented. coming from a diverse group of support education technology In the
programs and departments. Although least intrusive way possible by helping
the full extent to which the Federal local school districts build their own
Government currently supports invest- on-ramps to the Information superments in education technology at the highway.
precollegiate level is not known, the
S. 792 has been cosponsored by SenOffice of Technology Assessment esti- ators BURNS. CAMPBELL, KERRY, and
mated in Its report--"Power On!"- ROBS and endorsed by the National
that the programs administered by the Education Association, the National
Department of Education provided S208 School Boards Association, the Amermillion for education technology in ican Library Association, the Council
1988.
for Education Development and ReThere is little doubt that substantial search, and organizations concerned
costs will accompany efforts to bring about rural education.
education technologies into public
CONCLUSION
schools in any comprehensive fashion.
Mr. President. I urge my colleagues
In his written testimony before the to take this important step to help
House Telecommunications and Fi- connect public schools and public linance Subcommittee on September 30, braries to the information super1994. Secretary of Education Richard highway by quickly enacting my
Riley estimated that it will cost any- amendment into law.
where from 33 to S8 billion annually to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
build the education portion of the na- question is on agreeing to the amendtional information infrastructure.
ments en bloc.
Without objection, the amendments
NATIONAL
EOUCATION
TECHiOLOOY
FUNDING
CORPORATION
are agreed to.
So the amendments (Noe. 1282 and
Mr. President. three leaders in the
areas of education and finance came 1284). as modified, were agreed to.
Mr. SIMON. I move to reconsider the
together recently to help public
schools and public libraries meet these vote.
Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
costs. On April 4, John Danforth,
former U.S. Senator from Missouri. motion on the table.
The
motion to lay on the table was
Jim Murray, former president of
Fannie Mae. and Dr. Mary Hatwood agreed to.
Futrell. former president of the National Education Association, created
CLOTURE MOTION
the National Education Technology
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
Funding Corp.
the
previous
order, the clerk will now
As outlined in its articles of incorporation, the National Education Tech- report the motion to invoke cloture on
S.
652.
nology Funding Corp. will stimulate
The legislative clerk read as follows:
public and private investment in our
CIW'rUR MO7ON
Nation's education technology infraWe, the undersigned Senators. in accordstructure by providing States with
ance
with
the
provisions of rule XXII of the
loans, loan guarantees, grants, and Standing Rules
of the Senate do hereby
other forms of assistance.
move to bring to close debate on Calendar
AMENDMENT
No. 45 5. S.652the Telecommunlcatons CornMr. President, I introduced S. 792, petition and Deregulation Act:
Trent Lott. Larry Pressler, Judd Gregg.
the National Education Technology
Don NIckles. Rod Grars. Rick
Funding Corporation Act, on May 11.
Santorurn, Craig Thomas. Spencer
1995, to help provide the seed money
Abraham. J. James Exon. Bob Dole.
necessary to get this exciting private
Ted Stevens, Larry E. Craig. Mike
sector initiative off the ground. Rather
DeWine, John Ashcroft. Robert F. Benthan supporting our Nation's education
nett, Hank Brows, Conrad R. Borns.
technology infrastructure by creating
another Federal program, this legislaCALL OF THE ROLL
tion would simply authorize Federal
departments and agencies to make
The PRESIDING OFFICER. By unangrants to the NETFC.
imous consent, the quorum call has
The amendment I am introducing been waived.
today would not create the NETFC or
recognize it as an agency or establishVOTE
ment of the U.S. Government; It would
only recognize its incorporation as a
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
private, nonprofit organization by pri- question now occurs, Is it the sense of
vate citizens. However, since NETFC the Senate that debate on S. 652, the
would be using public funds to connect telecommunications
bill, shall be
public schools and public libraries to brought to a close? The yeas and nays
INFORMATIONSUPERHIGHWAY
the information superhighway, my are required. The clerk will call the
These statistics as well as the results amendment would require the corpora- roll.
of the second GAO report suggest to me tion to submit itself and its grantees to
The legislative clerk called the roll.
that the Federal Government must do appropriate
congressional oversight
The yeas and nays resulted-yeas 89.
more to help build the education per- procedures and annual audits.
nays 11, as follows:
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Threefifths of the Senators duly chosen and
sworn having voted in the affirmative.
the motion is agreed to.
Mr. PRESSLER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Dakota is recognized.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
want to thank all Senators for that
outstanding cloture vote and to say
that now In this poestoloture period. I
hope Senators will bring their amendments to the floor. We are ready to
proceed. Senator DOLE has Indicated a
desire of possibly finishing the bill
today or tonight. We hope we can do
that.
I think we are on the way to passing
a deregulatory, procompetitive telecomrmunications bill. I thank all Senators for their cooperation. We hope
that Senators who have speeches or
amendments will bring them to the
floor.
AME5DM
NO. LO
(Purpose: To protect ratepayers from having
to pay civil penalties for violations by
local exchange carriers of Interconnection
and other duties)
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Nebrasha ISA. KEaSTaI
Proposes asn amendment numbered 130.
On Page 17. after line 23, insert the followIng:
"(d) PAYMENT or Civil PsALTI.-No
civil penaltlea amesed wains a local exchange carrler a a result of a violation of
this sction will be charged directly or indirectly to that company's ratemyers."
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I have
discussed this with the managers of the
bill. and I have a modification that I
would like to get unanimous consent to

be included which does not change the
substance of the bill: it merely clarifies
to what civil penalties it refers. It says
'civil penalties, damages or interests,"
as opposed to just "civil penalties.I ask unanimous consent that this
amendment be modified in that fashion.
Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right
to object until we can get a copy of it
over here. We are trying to be cooperative and move the process forward.
Some of these amendments have been
modified at the very last minute. We
have a system of reading these over
here, and we would like to get a copy of
it.
Mr. HOLLINGS. If the Senator will
yield. I understand, Mr. President. the
distinguished Senator from Nebraska
has a one-line amendment. "No civil
penalties assessed against the local exchange carrier as a result of a violation
of the section will be charged directly
or indirectly to that company's ratepayers."
Trying that amendment on for size.
let us assume I ran a public utility,
whether it be. say. a telephone company. cellular or otherwise. I am running a public company and I am trying
to comply. Let us say I am president.
Unless I take the money out of my
pocket, how else am I going to avoid
paying the penalty against the company directly or Indirectly? How do I
do it? It is bound to come Out one way
or the other. My company. Hollings
Communications, has been assessed a
$5,000 fine.
Mr. KERREY. I have an easy answer
for that. For example, when the companies get into providing ancillary services, they will always say. no. this Is
not coming from the ratepayers, it is
coming from the shareholders. They do
this all the time. When the company is
offering a defense of something, or
when we are identifying something
that we are concerned may be billed to
the ratepayer. they will provide information to the FCC saying that it is
being charged to the shareholders, not
the ratepayers.
The bill provides, in section 224, civil
penalties and damages If the company
violates the Interconnection requirements. But my concern Is that there Is
uncertainty as to whether these are
going to be imposed, and even If they
are. what the level Is going to be. And
what the amendment attempts to do Is
protect the ratepayer from having to
shoulder the burden of any civil penalty that might end up being imposed,
damage or interest, assessed against
the local exchange carrier for violating
the interconnection duties imposed on
them by the legislation.
It seems to me--Mr. HOL.LINGS. I am willing to be
educated and go along. In my mind,
like Government, we do not have anything to give that we do not take. You
and I have the same idea in mind. If
that is what the Senator says and that
Is what they do, I am not the head of
the company, but I think I could make

S8311

it appear that the ratepayers were not
paying for it. But come what may. I am
afraid they would be.
Mr. KERREY. What the Senator from
South Carolina -is saying is exactly
right. It has always been a dispute with
consumers who object to things a certain company is doing, as to whether
or not a charge is being assessed to the
shareholder or the ratepayer. That has
always been In dispute. At both the
FCC and the State public service commissions, they have attempted to answer this. and they have mechanisms
that allow them to do this kind of separation.
This is an attempt to protect the
ratepayer In the event that the local
exchange company is fined. As I said.
there is considerable uncertainty. The
fines are rather substantial-in some
cases, a million dollars a day, and In
one case $500 million, which could potentially be assessed against a local exchange company if they violated the
terms and conditions of this new law. If
you presume that a S5 million fine is
levied against a local exchange company. It seems to me the ratepayer
should not be penalized as a consequence of a mistake being made by a
company that is trying to move from a
monopoly situation to a competitive
environment.
This amendment says that. if civil
penalties are imposed or damages or
Interests are imposed according to the
law, we just merely make sure that
they are not going to pasw It In particular to a captive ratepayer that has no
other option.
Mr. HOLINGS. Will the distinguished Senator yield?
Mr. KERREY. I am happy to yield to
the Senator.
Mr. HOLLINGS. This could make the
head of a corporation at least far more
careful. Perhaps it could be allocated
against him individually.
I hearken back. in the past, when I
was talking with the former distinguished Attorney General of the United
States. Robert Kennedy, and we had
the Mississippi case down at Oxford. He
was asking me about the enforcement
of these decisions of the Court.
I met Senator Kennedy long before
being Senators, otherwise we were very
close. I said. "You know our distinguished friend Governor Barnett has a
building right across the street from
the capital. If you had a $10,000 a day
civil fine imposed. I think you would
get his attention."
We public officials act and the public
will have to pick up, but when we are
individually responsible, that is a different thing.
I am confident that the Attorney
General Kennedy communicated that
with Governor Barnett. and thus the
admission of James Meredith to Oxford. The idea is a good idea. It Is one
I used some years back. I do not see
any objection to it. I will have to listen
to our distingished chairman.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
an objection to the modification of the
amendment?
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Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the righlt
The legislative clerk proceeded tUO viewed with the distinguished manager
to object. I do not think my colleague
I call the roll.
of the bill be included as part of this
from South Carolina has a copy of tho
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I ash amendment.
modified amendment with the hand unanimous consent that the order foi
Mr. PRESSLER. We have no problem
written changes.
the Quorum call be rescinded.
with the amendment and we axe preThis is a problem procedurally thai
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoul pared to accept it.
we have here with these modifications
objection, it is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Amendments must be modified, some.
Mr. KERREY. I ask unanimous con- objection the amendment is so moditimes.
sent that my request for modiflcatioc fled.
Let me ask, this is written in of this amendment be withdrawn.
The amendment. No. 1306. as modilonghand. I cannot see,"damages or inThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without t fled. is as follows:
terest" is inserted where?
objection. it is so ordered.
23.insert the followOn page 157.after line
Mr. KERREY. With civil penalty
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, we Ing:
damages.
have no problem with the amendment
"(d) PAYMZNr OF CIVIL PENALTIS. DAMMr. PRESSLER. It should read "pay- and we are prepared to accept it.
AGEs.
OR INTRZ2'r.-No civil
penalties, damment of civilpenalties, damages or inMr. KERREY. Mr. President, I ask ages, or Interest assssed against any local
terest," and then no civil penalties?
unanimous consent that a modification exchange carrier asa result of a violation referred to Inthis section
will be charged diMr. KERREY. That iscorrect . and no of my amendment be accepted.
civil penalty damages.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there rectly or indirectly to that compaey's rateMr. PRESSLER. "Damages or inter- objection to the modification of the payers."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
est, no civil penalties;" and then does amendment being accepted?
"damages or Interest" occur again? We
Mr. KERREY. I earlier withdrew it, be no further debate, the question is on
have damages and interest written but I heard the Senator from South Da- agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1306).
as modiagain.
kota sayMr. KERREY. Mr. President. I gave
Mr. HOLLINGS. The Senator from fied, was agreed to.
Mr. KERREY. While I understand the
the desk the only copy of the modifica- South Dakota was accepting the
tion I have. I am not even able to look amendment once the modification had Senator has Some additional anendments-I have some other ones I would
at my own copy.
been withdrawn.
send down-let me describe a little bit
Mr. PRESSLER. Even the modificaMr. PRESSLER. That is right.
tion, I cannot tellMr. HOLLINGS. Is that correct. Sen- what was in this amendment so colleagues understand how this bill has
Mr. KERREY. It should be both in ator?
the heading and the text. The change
Mr. KERREY. Let me withdraw the been modified.
I think it is an important amendneeds to be In the heading and the text. modification, and I would like to have
Mr. PRESSLER. I think we need a the modification sent to the Senator ment because we are moving from a
system of assessing rates for your local
clean copy.
from South Dakota.
Mr. KERREY. Would you like block
I. personally, would prefer not to telephone service, based upon a rate
letters?
have the amendment without this clar- base. That typically is calculated, preLet me have staff work on this while ification. I would like to have the man- sented to the public service comrmisI talk about the amendment.
ager of the bill look at the modifica- sion or the public utility commission
Mr. PRESSLER. I do not think we tion before it is accepted, and I would of the State, and the public service
have an objection to the basic Idea.
like to talk about the bill or the commission or public utility commisAre damages and interest different amendment for a little while, so we can sion makes -a determination about
local telephone charges based upon
from civil penalties?
look at a clean copy.
Mr. KERREY. Civil penalties is not
Mr. PRESSLER. We are prepared to that rate.
clear. That Is the interpretation that I accept the amendment as it is written
There are a number of States that
was given. I was attempting to clarify and drafted.
have moved to a more competitive type
this thing. I was told civil penalties is
Mr. KERREY. Without modification? of situation. I think there are seven.
not clear.
Mr. PRESSLER. Without modifica- eight, or nine States that have done
Mr. PRESSLER. Is the Senator tak- tions.
so--I believe Colorado just recently
ing "civil penalties" out and putting
Mr. KERREY. You are saying you ob- passed legislation. This legislation. S.
652 preempts the States and says we
ject to modifications?
"damages or interest" in?
Mr. KERREY. No. I am putting "inMr. PRESSLER. No, no, I did not say are going to go to a price cap system of
terest" and "damages" In.
that. I thought you had withdrawn regulation as opposed to rate base.
Mr. PRESSLER. Let me say, gen- your modification.
So. all 50 State public utility comerally speaking. I agree with the thrust
Mr. KERREY. I am withdrawing the missions or public service commissions
of the amendment. But if we could get modification so I can get the language would be required to use a price cap
a clean copy of the amendment, this is clear enough so that the Senator from system under this legislation.
a very confusing, the way it is written. South Dakota can evaluate the modiI think it is going to be important, as
It Is confusing to me at least.
fication itself. Then I can proceed and you move to this widespread use of
price
cap regulation, to say very clearMr. KERREY. I will.
discuss the amendment whife the modiThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The fication is being sent to the Senator. I ly, given the rather substantial penChair will ask the Senator from Ne- can redo it here so it is a cleaner copy. alties for failure to provide interbraska if he would like to temporarily
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there connection-and they are rather sublay this aside?
an objection to temporarily withdraw- stantial; as I said. I believe it is$1milMr. KERREY. Mr. President, ittakes ing the modification?
lion a day and up to $5 million a dayalmost no time at all. I would like to
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I sug- that you will not tap the ratepayer. I
get staff to clear this up. It is a single- gest the absence of a quorum.
believe it is important, if penalties or
line amendment. It should not be that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The damages get a~ssessed. It does not get
difficult to have staff write this up in clerk will call the roll.
passed on to that individual ratepayer.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
Regulators are inevitably going to be
block letters.
Mr. PRESSLER. I am not trying to call the roll.
asked by local telephone companies or
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask local providers of service, as new combe difficult.
Mr. KERREY. I understand. I put in- unanimous consent that the order for petitors come on line, to adjust these
sertions In this thing, and I need it the quorum call be rescinded.
caps. When they do, it is going to be
written out in a single line. I do not
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without very difficult if not impossible to exneed to lay the amendment aside.
objection. it is so ordered.
clude consideration of costs in making
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
NO.I. ASMODIFIED
AMENDMENT
that adjustment. In making that adThe
PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask justment they may not be able to idenclerk will call the roll.
the modification that I have now re- tify and exclude penalties effectively.
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This amendment will, as a consequence, protect ratepayers.
Mr. President. I am proposing an
amendment designed to protect ratepayers from having to shoulder the
burden of any civil penalties, damages
or interest assessed against local exchange carriers for violating the interconnection and other duties imposed
on them by this legislation.
Section 224 of the bill contains enforcement provisions. Under these provisions, a telecommunications carrier
that falls to implement the requirements of sections 251 and 255 can be
punished by a civil penalty of up to Si
million for each offense. A Bell company that repeatedly, knowingly, and
without reasonable cause falls to implement an interconnection agreement,
to live up to the agreement after implementing it, or to comply with the
bill's separate subsidiary requirements
can be fined up to W500
million. These
penalties ame Intended to deter companies from evading their responsibilities
to provide effective interconnection.
The section also provides that private
parties Injured by such conduct can recover damages and interest.
I have very serious doubts, Mr. President. about the efficacy of the civil
penalties and the prospect of damages.
I think there will be a lot of uncertanty as to whether sanctions will be
imposed. This uncertainty is inherent
in the nature of the interconnection requirements in the bill. For example.
the very first duty under section 251 Is
the duty to enter Into good faith negotiations with any telecommunications
carrier requesting Interconnection. The
lawyers could litigate until kingdom
come about whether a company has
faled to negotiate in good faith.
A similar example is found under the
minimum standards of interconnection. The local exchange carrier must
take whatever action under its control
is necessary, as soon as it is technically feasible, to provide telecommunications number portability
and local dialing parity. Now these two
things--number portability and local
dialing parity-sound a little arcane,
but they are both essential to having
any kind of meaningful local competition.
Number portability means that customers can keep their telephone numbers when they switch phone compsnies. Quite simply. telephone customers--both business- and residential--are not as willing to switch phone
companies if they also have to switch
phone numbers. If I'm a small company
in Omaha. NE. I can't afford to change
telephone companies if it means that I
have to change phone numbers, even if
the competitor offers an otherwise better deal. My customers wouldn't know
how to get a hold of me. All my listings. stationery, and business cards
would have to be redone.
So new phone companies who want to
compete with the established carrier
will be at a tremendous competitive

disadvantage if there is not number
portability.
But the local exchange carrier
doesn't have to take any action until
number portability is technically feasible. Who is going to decide that
issue? You can bet the lawyers will
have something to say about it. as well
as platoons of experts.
Same situation with local dialing
parity. Local dialing parity means that
a customer who subscribes to a competitor can make calls by dialing the
same number of digits as they would if
they were customers of the established
phone company. That's a big deal. People don't like to dial any more numbers
than they have to. Back In the days of
the old Bell system, that was one of
the ways the monopoly disadvantaged
MCI and other long distance competitors. You had to dial access codes if
you wanted to use MCI. That discouraged people from switching.
So the bill says that a local exchange
carrier has to provide number portability and local dialing parity as soon
as it is technically feasible, or there
will be penalties. Well, it could be
years before the lawyers and the experts and the FCC and the courts figure
out what is technically feasible. By
that time, the penalties or a private
action to recover damages may not
mean too much.
Which brings'me to my next point.
Mr. President. Even if penalties eventually are imposed, we don't know how
significant
the penalties actually
would be. The bill sets upper limits on
the amount of penalties. But it doesn't
offer any assurance that a penalty
would ever approach those figures. Actual penalties, if they are imposed at
all, could be a fraction of the possible
amount.
A private party seeking damages
would also face daunting prospects in
proving the level of those damages,
since In many cases the injured party
might never have gotten its business
going because of the very violation
complained of. The speculative nature
of damages might be a serious barrier
to recovery for the injured party.
This balance of uncertain high penalties or damages against the certain
and enormous financial benefit to local
exchange carriers-especially the Bell
companies-of not providing effective
interconnection to would-be competitors suggests that the deterrence effect
of this penalty scheme will be minimal.
So I have my doubts. Mr. President,
that this enforcement approach is
going to provide much encouragement
to local telephone monopolies to cooperate in opening up the local market
to competition.
But if civil penalties are imposed or
damages assessed, one thing we need to
make sure of is that they are not
passed on to local ratepayers. That is
what my amendment does, Mr. President. It states that.s. nlo civi penalties, damages, or Interset asessed against msylocal exchange carrier as s result of a violation referred to in
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this section will be charged directly or indirectly to that company's ratepayers.
This amendment is necessary. because the ratepayer are captive to the
local exchange carriers. They don't
have any choice. Without this amendment. the carrier could Just pass the
penalty or damages along to ratepayers--who would have to pay, because of that lack of choice. And. in
that case. the carrier would have succeeded in evading the requirements of
the bill twice-first by not meeting its
interconnection obligations and second
by making captive ratepayers foot the
bill for the penalty or damages.
Moving to a price cap form of regulation will not solve this problem. In
fact, a price cap system may increase
the chances that ratepayers will end up
paying the local exchange carrier's
civil penalties and damage judgments
if this amendment Is not adopted.
Under traditional rate of return regulation. at least, the State regulators can
conduct a rate case and scrutinize the
claim and tell the carrier. No. that's a
penalty, you can't pass that along.
Under price cap regulation, regulators will inevitably be asked to adjust the cape. And when they do adjust
them, it will be impossible for them to
exclude consideration of costs in making that adjustment. But in making
that adjustment, they may not be able
effectively to exclude penalties and
damages from the adjustment.
This amendment will put the burden
on the local exchange carrier to make
sure that penalties, damages and interest don't end up burdening ratepayers.
It makes sure that the penalties penalize the local exchange carrier, not the
captive ratepayers.
AMENDMENTNO. 14

(Purpose: To provide for the representation
of consumers on the Federal-State Joint
Boardon universal service)
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I have
an amendment at the desk. I ask for its
immediate consideration. It is amendment No. 1344.
Mr. President, there is under provision of this amendment creation of a
new Federal-State joint board.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will withhold. The clerk has not
yet reported the amendment. The clerk
will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Nebraska lMr. KiElPaYl
proposes an amendment numbered 1344.
On page 37, line 7. insert after "service,"
the following: "In addition to the members
of the Joint Board required under such section 410(c), one member of the Joint Board
shall be an appointed stility consumer advocate of a State who is nominated by a national organization
of State utility
consumer advocates.".
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. the
amendment is very straightforward. It
merely asks for a consumer advocate
to be appointed to be a member of this
joint Federal-State board.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate? The Senator from
South Dakota.
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Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I am
going to have to question this amendment. I want to confer here. Do we
have a copy of this amendment here?
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I say
to the Senator from Nebraska. as I understand the idea here it is to add a
consumer representative to the joint
board, which is now comprised of four
State commissioners and three Federal
commissioners. They have the general
overall concern of consumers as well as
Industry.
What you have suggested now, by the
amendment, is that a consumer representative be added on. The industry
friends, then. will say "We want an industry friend." If there is one thing
that sort the rankles this particular
Senator-and it Is not the Senator
from Nebraska; Heavens above, I have
the greatest admiration for him-but it
is this idea of classifications around
this town: middle class and lower class
and upper class and rich class and poor.
I represent the high. the low. the
rich, the poor and all classes. I really
look upon our public utility cormission at the several States to be very
much attuned to the interests of consumers as well as the industry, and
similarly with respect to the FCC
Members. Mr. Coelho and the Federal
Communications Commission were just
commended by the U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals here In the District of Columbia last week for the outstanding
job in measuring competition in the
market and how they balance the interests of consumers versus the needs
of the industry and otherwise.
So I really am not enthused about
this amendment but I yield to my distinguished chairman.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
must oppose this amendment reluctantly. I am all for consumers. But to
have a person appointed who is nominated by the National Organization of
State Utility Consumer Advocates,
then we would say we need a corporate
advocate. We need a racial minority
advocate. We need this and that.
So I feel strongly this would not be
an appropriate amendment. It is my
present intention to move to table it
and to ask for the yeas and nays. I
think we would have serious problems
that this would create, serious problems. I just do not believe in legislating, appointing one type or one group
having access to the board.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate? The Senator from Nebraska (Mr. KERREY).
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I acknowledge those are reasonable objec-

tions. I suspect the Senator from South
Carolina in particular has had experience as a Governor. Very often a statute ends up saying you have to have
one from this legislative district, four
Republicans, three Democrats, or vice
versa. Very often in the legislative
process you get quite detailed in trying
to narrow down or debate who is going
to be on this board. I am not doing
that.
Indeed, this provision is in H.R. 1555.
It is in the House bill. So I am not asking we come in and designate that you
have 'x" number of corporate members
and this number of Democrats and this
number of Republicans. I am merely
saying there should at least be one
consumer advocate. As I said,'it is consistent with what is already In the
House bill.
Philosophically I am with both the
Senator from South Dakota and South
Carolina. I think any amendment that
would come in and say with specific
language here how each one of these
board members have to look before you
can appoint them would complicate the
matter and not likely result in the
kind of board that is going to be needed. I merely argue, with respect, that
this conforms with the language of the
House bill. I would have loved to have
a situation where I was appointing
boards where this is all I had to worry
about, only appointing one consumer
advocate as opposed to all the typical
balancing requirements that are specifledin legislation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina [Mr. HOLLINGS].
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, in the
interests of all parties, as I understand
it. should we have a motion and a rollcall ordered, I hope these rollcalls
could be stacked beginning at 2
o'clock. We have a meeting of the leadership at the White House. We have
Members down. bipartisanly, at a
luncheon for the President of France,
President Chirac.
With that in mind, we can facilitate
and move right along with any particular votes. I hope we can start at 2
o'clock, if the chairman gives us permission to do so.
Mr. President. I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. is the
current business my previous amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendment be lald aside temporarily.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I have
an amendment numbered 1313.
AmKNDM5N'fNo.ISIS
(Purpose: clarifies state rate-making
authority)
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.
The
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. KERaSYI
proposes an amendment numbered 1313.
On page 116. between lines 2 and 3 insert
the following.
(D) Nothing in this section shall prohibit
the Commission. for interstate services. and
the States. for interstate services, from considering the profitability of telecommunications carriers when using alternative
forms of regulation other than rate of return
regulation (including price regulation and
incentive regulation) to ensure that regulated rates are just and reasonable.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I am
told by leadership that they are now
prepared to vote. If we could lay aside
this amendment and come back to the
Kerrey amendment No. 1344, 1 will
move to table at that time, if that is
agreeable with my friend from Nebraska.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. I ask unanimous consent that the amendment I just sent to
the desk be laid aside and that the previous amendment be the order of business. And I will speak a little bit further on that before a tabling motion is
made.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
NO. 1344
AMENDMENT
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, we are
by the Sena
motion
on
about to vote
ator from South Dakota to table an
for a single
provides
amendment that
consumer on the joint Federal-State
the House
in
Is
board. This provision
bill. I call to my colleagues' attention,
exactly
out
figure
to
trying
are
who
whether or not to support an amendconsumer
one
provide
ment that will
representative on this board, that it
references the universal services section. As we move from this monopoly
that has been established to provide
universal service-understand, that is
the purpose of the monopoly. The monopoly is put together to provide universal telephone service. It has gotten
the job done. Now we are going to move
from a monopoly situation to a competitive situation.
I support changing the law to get
that done. But as we make the transition, Members should understand that
we are putting universal service at risk
because we are basically moving over
time so that these companies-currently monopolies, currently pricing in
the vast majority based upon a system
of rate-based rate of return--are going
to move to a system of price caps, and
eventually they are going to price
based on cost.
Currently, you will have situations
in a metropolitan area, say Omaha.
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NE. where residential rates are about each one of these members are going to monopoly constraint. We are going to
$14 a month, and business rates are S30 look like and which political parties move again, for emphasis, so that Sena month. It does not cost the company and how many corporations.
ators understand what this bill does.
any difference. There is no difference
This merely says one individual. It is This bill preempts State legislatures.
in running a line to a business and run- the same language that is in 1155, the State Governors, regulatory
commisning a line to a resident. The law as set House bill. If there is going to be a ta- sionsthat say you can no longer have
up gives the monopoly the authority to bling motion. I urge my colleagues to rate-based return regulation. We are
earn a rate of return. But it is also vote against tabling. This is a going to move to a price cap system of
given the ability to subsidize the resi- proconsumer vote.
regulation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sendential rates, to shift costs; in other
I happen to think price cap in almost
words, so we can keep the residential ator from South Dakota.
all situations can be better than rateMr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I based. But there are some, Mr. Presirates lo*er than they otherwise might
move to table the amendment, and I dent. where we
be.
could have trouble.
I do not know whether the rates are ask for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a This amendment tries to address those
going to go from 314 to $18, or whether
situations by saying that "Nothing in
sufficient
second?
in a competitive environment they are
There appears to be a sufficient sec- this section shall prohibit the commisgoing to go down. I do not know. We
sion for interstate services and States
are going to allow them to price dif- ond.
for interstate services from considering
The yeas and nays were ordered.
ferently.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the profitability or earnings of teleIn transition, one of the biggest ques- question occurs on the motion
to table communications carriers when using
tions is, How do we continue to provide amendment
alternative forms of regulation other
1344
universal service to these residential from Nebraska offered by the Senator than the rate of return regulation." It
(Mr. KERREY]. The yeas
consumers? These are the consumers. and nays have been
ordered. The clerk does not say they have to. It says nothThere is already in place a Federal- will call the roll.
ing In this law shall prohibit them
State joint board.
The assistant legislative clerk called from considering the profitability of
It is going to be entitled for 1 year at the roll.
the companies.
least "Federal-State Joint Board on
The result was announced-yeas 55,
Mr. President. residential and busiUniversal Service."
ness consumer representatives and
nays 45, as follows:
The statute says that:
telecommunications competitors alike
fRollcall Vote No. 2D Leg.]
Within one month after the date of enactsupport this legislation's goal of enYEAS--t
ment of this Act, the Commisslo shall Insti- Abrbhoo
couraging effective competition in the
M.k •
rMat
tote andrefer to a Federal-State Joint Board
local telephone service market. Howucc.le
under section 410(c)of the Communications Bmoett
mcosell
ever, what I am calling the monopoly
Act of IBMa proceedlg to recommend rules
Morkowsk|
Oren
telephone rate amendment is necessary
Oes..ley
regarding the implementation of sectlon 253 Bea
Nioklo.
to protect ratepayers of noncompetiof that ActBers
Patkwood
Hatch
tive telecommunications services from
Which is the Universal Provisions Campbell
H.Ud
experiencing multibillion dollar rate
Rots
Cham
Act.
Roum"
0MI..
increases for these services during the
Including the definition of universal service. coat.
liutcbtso.
Sheby
cochn
transition to effective local competiThe Joint Board shaill,after notice and pub- covereel
lnofe
tion.
lic comment, make Its recommendations to
S ith
Jecffod.
State regulators-that is to say, the
the Commission no later than 9 months after eSAnoto
stve,.
Johon
D.Wtoe
National Association of Regulatory
the date of enactment of this Act.
7'..FKuettme
K-mpth-r~
ToM
Tko-.a
Commissioners;
consumer representaIn other words, this joint board is Dolo
nootenlid
gel
tives, the American Association of Regoing to make the recommendations Peloidoth
Lttt
Lowr
tired Persons, the Consumer Federaabout universal service to the FCC.
tion of America. Consumers Unlor, the
The FCC then:
NAYS-45
National Assoclation of State Utility
...may perlodically. but no less than once AkakA"
Consumer Advocates, as well as busiFeO-tin
every 4 yeas, Institute asd refer to the Joint Bad
M ley-BSun
p.01
ness telephone users-that is to say,
a Proceeding to review the implemenMor.Yhan
Or~htation of sectios 23 of that act and to make Ind-o
the customers of telephone companies,
Hatd
Noos
new recommendations as necessary, with rebusiness users, the International TeleHM.l
Pen
lootyl
speOt to any modifications or additions that
communications Association-all are
Kerr"
may beneeded. As Pertof any such proceedavid
concerned about section 301 of this bill.
Ing. the Joint Board shall review the defini- Byrd
Robs
In mandating price flexibility and
tion of. and adequacy of support for. oniverSoekeheller
Kobke
prohibiting
rate of return regulation.
"al service and shall evaluate the esxtentto
Simon
section 301 also prohibits State and
sltewhich universal service has been protected
Looteberff
Dod.
fot..
Federal
regulators
from considering
andadvanced.
Leth
earnings when determining whether
speots
In Paragraph (b). the Commission Oo.s
LUrb.
Wellstowe
prices
for
noncompetitive
services are
then is told to act.
So the motion to table the amend- Just reasonable and affordable, while
The Commission shall InItate a single proe- ment (No. 1344)was agreed to.
the
FCC
and
many
State
commissions
ceeding to implement recommendations
AMENDMENT
NO. II
have instituted various price flexibility
from the initial Joint Boeardrequired bysubThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The plans, typically based upon the prinsection (a)...
pending question is the Kerrey amend- ciples of price cap regulation. Almost
And then it Is supposed to complete
No. 1313.
all of those plans Involve some considthis proceeding within a year after the ment
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. this eration of earnings.
date of enactment of this act.
amendment would go into the bill, for
If regulators are prohibited from conSo this joint board is going to be colleagues who are
checking the lan- sidering the earnings factor when demaking a very important recommendaguage out. on page 116. And it refers to termining the appropriateness of prices
tion about how we maintain this uni- the duty to subscriber.
Well, it would for noncompetitive services, then the
versal service that our consumers, our add to the rate-of-return
taxpayers. ratepayers, voters out there elimination. In the third regulation captive ratepayers of these services
title of this will be subject to billions of dollars in
have grown accustomed to.
bill, we are at the end of the transition. rate Increases that regulators could
All this amendment does is say that I do not know when that Is going to
the Joint board should have on it a sin- be-3. 4 years, It could be sooner, de- otherwise prevent.
The
monopoly
telephone
rates
gle consumer representative. It is pending
upon the local area.
amendment does not change the bill's
something that I understand Is a philoThis amendment goes after those
sophical problem of specifying what areas where you may still have some prohibition on rate-of-return regulation, but would merely allow State and
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Federal commissions to consider earnings when authorizing the prices of
those noncompetitive services.
The ratepayer stake in the monopoly
telephone rates amendment is dranatically demonstrated by reviewing the
role of earnings within the regulatory
structure for the 4-year period from
1991 to 1994.During that period, if the
regulators of both interstate and intrastate operations of the local telephone
companies had been prohibited from
considering earnings when approving
rates under their price cap plans, the
excess revenue over existing authorized
rate levels could have easily exceeded
SI8 billion. In other words, If S. 652 had
become law in 1991,. telephone ratepayers of noncompetitive services-and
I keep emphasizing that where you
have competition, there is no problem-but ratepayers in noncompetitive
areas'and services would have had to.
pay $18 billion more in telephone rates
than they did between 1991 and 1994.
Future pocketbook hits will be even
higher unless this legislation is amended. The monopoly telephone rates
amendment
provides
a safeguard
against a rate impact for the future.
A recent study by Montgomery Associates. located In Massachusetts, estimated the rate impact over the next 4
years of S. 652, If its current form were
enacted. Based upon an examination of
regulatory and industry data, the
study conservatively estimates that
local rates would increase by S6 per
month over the next 4 years.
The
monopoly
telephone
rates
amendment recognizes It is highly appropriate that State regulators continue to have a role in determining the
appropriate price of noncompetitive
services in their States, and in so
doing, have the discretion to consider
the earnings of the local telephone
company. Approximately 75 cents of
every dollar consumers spend on their
overall telephone bills is for calls made
within their State. As we learned when
deregulating other industries, the legislative goal of local telephone competition advanced in this legislation
will not be achieved overnight. In the
interim, State regulators and legislatures will continue to be responsible
for ensuring quality service and fair
rates for noncompetitive telephone
services. Their hands will be tied if
Congress strips them of the authority
to even look at the company's earnings
before considering the price level of
noncompetitive services.
At a time when the Federal Government is committed to better recognize
the appropriate role of local government in assessing and protecting the
citizens of its State. it makes no sense
to handicap the States as they promote
the emergence of competition in local
telephone markets.
As the chairman of the Vermont Public Service Board recently described in
testimony before the Judiciary Committee on antitrust business rights and
property rights:

In truly *ompetltlve markets, prices are
the result of the forces of supply end demand
and don't need to be regulated at all. How.
ever, because local exchange. ancillary services, and InterLATA toll markets are at best
partially competitive, regulatory oversight
is still needed and-no one expects this situation to be remedied within the next 12
months.
How are prices in these markets to be set?
They necessarily involve the careful consid.
eration of each provider's rate of return on
noncompetitive services. A Judgment about
that rate of return must underlie the initial
determination of the starting prices allowed.
How else can regulators determine whether
the prices charged for their noncompetitive
services are "Just and reasonable," or whether excessive revenues from such services will
be available to subsidize competitive service
and keep out potential competitors?
The
monopoly
telephone
rates
amendment, Mr. President. recognizes
that the earnings of local telephone
companies are formidable. Each of the
7 Baby Bells is among the Fortune Top
50, with most in or approaching to the
Fortune Top 20 list.
According to the most recently available statistics from the FCC. Statistics
of Common Carriers, 1993-94 edition,
those local telephone companies required to report their earnings to the
FCC billed S50 billion in rates for 1993
and had net earnings of more than $5
billion.
Since the competition we strive for
In this legislation will not become an
instant reality, the monopoly telephone rates amendment recognizes the
need to provide State and Federal officials with the tools necessary to ensure
that the noncompetitive service of the
local telephone companies are not
priced at excessive levels. Accordingly,
I urge my colleagues to support the
monopoly telephone rates amendment.
Mr. WELLSTONE.
Mr. President.
first of all, let me thank my colleague
from Nebraska for his very eloquent
and strong voice on the floor of the
Senate for the past several days, especially in behalf of consumers in this
country; especially in behalf of making
sure there is, in fact, real competition.
Mr. President. I come to the floor
today to address what I consider the
merits and the faults of what may be
one of the most important economic
development bills this session of Congress will consider, namely, the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation Act.
Mr. President. we have had some enlightening discussions and some solid
disagreements on this bill. But this
much. I think, all of my colleagues
could agree on: The debate we have had
on this bill has opened all our eyes to
the dazzling world of possibilities provided by our emerging information
technologies.
It is a world that, at least from my
perspective, appears to have virtually
no limits in terms of the potential for
bettering the health, education, and
economy of the residents of my State
of Minnesota.
I can imagine workers in rural Minnesota telecommuting to and from
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work as far away as New York or Washington without ever having to leave
their homes or families. Or schoolchildren In a distressed Minneapolis
school district reading the latest publications at the Library of Congress via
thin glowing fiber cables. That excites
me as a teacher.
Or rural health care providers on the
Iron Range, consulting with the top
medical researchers at the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester to better treat their patients.
I can imagine, Mr. President, things
like these, but I do not have to. Already. communication miracles like
these are occurring with greater frequency across our Nation. It Is fascinating to live in such exciting times.
I think there is a consensus among
Senators on beth sides of the aisle on
this question. Mr. President. this bill presents the
elected representatives of our States
with a particularly exciting and at
times daunting responsibility. How do
we help dissolve the current artificially divided and fragmented telecommunications industry to nurture
the rapid development of these types of
communications. while ensuring that
these services remain available, and I
think the Senator from Nebraska has
said this over and over again, and affordable to everyone in the Nation, not
merely
the most privileged and
wealthy.
How do we ensure that this bill benefits not just the multibilllon-dollar alphabet soup of corporatlons-IBM,
MCI, AT&T. TCI. GTE, ABC, and the
rest-but the consumers of St. Paul.
and Mankato. Fergus Falls. and Duluth. MN. How do we guarantee. Mr.
President. fairness, access, and affordability in the telecommunications industry?
We have had several opportunities already. For example, last week the Senate, to its great credit, refused to strip
away provisions to keep telecommunication rates low for schools and hospitals. I am proud to say that I and a
majority of my distinguished colleagues voted to defend those protections.
With that vote I believe we took a
major step toward keeping our comrunication technologies affordable for futuregenerations, as well as reaffirming
the primacy of the consumer in this debate.
Monday night the Senate voted to
approve an amendment that I believe
will help keep adult-oriented cable
video programs away from children.
Again. I am proud to say I cast my vote
in support of a measure to ensure that
such programming be fully scrambled
before entering the consumer's household. giving those who know best. the
parents, the ability to control the flow
of new services into the home.
I an saddened, however. Mr. President, that the Senate has chosen now
to table a measure that I and many of
my colleagues believe is central, absolutely central, to this entire debate of
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competition and consumer protection:
Providing a role for the Department of
Justice to keep telephone monopolies
from reassembling themselves.
Mr. President. I have listened to the
debate on this.isue and I thank my
colleagues for some stimulating and insightflul comments on this subject,
Some of my colleagues say that these
protections, such as providing consumers a voice in the process through the
Department of Justice. or other
amendments, that my colleague from
Nebraska has introduced over and over
again to make sure that the consumers
are at the table and that there is a
voice for consumers, some of my colleagues have said that this is too
much, too bureaucratic, too inefficient
to enable businesses to compete.
I ask these same colleagues, after
you remove the protections against
huge rate increases, against monopoly,
against
u
for the privileged,
what would you replace them with?
Words. Mr. President. Promises. guarantees. reassurances that this time. although many of these companies have
misbehaved in the past, and have been
fined repeatedly for violating promises
to protect consumers, this time the
corporations promise to behave themselves and to conduct themselves in the
consumer's best Interest.
Mr. President, I have said it before.
and I will say it again. I do not buy it.
I would rather put my trust in solid
protections, written In law, to make
sure that rates remain affordable, services are available for everyone, and no
one is left behind In the stampede for
corporate profits. This extends across
the board: Let me make it clear that I
Intend to fight efforts to strip out of
this bill any consumer protections that
ensure affordability, fairness, and access in local and long distance phoneservice and cable TV. Unfortunately.
many of the strongest consumer protection amendments have been defeated to date.
I have noticed a lot of lobbyists out
In the halls these days; lobbyists that
as my colleagues know too well are
Just outside those doore.For the benefit of the RECORD, Mr. President, let me
take a moment and tell America who is
out there: NYNEX is out there, Mr.
President. and so is Time-Warner, and
Ameritech, and Northern Telecomm,
Bell South and Bell Atlantic and
Bell. Sprint and General
Southwestern
Electricand Gannett--they
are al out
there. Mr. President. It has been called
Gucci Gulch in the past, maybe this
time we should call It Cell-Phone Canyon. There can be no mistaking it:
there are billions and billions and billions of dollars at stake in this bll,
But there is smething eise at stake
here--something much more important
than all the billions and billions and
billions of dollars. The fate of the
American consumer Is at stake here. I
urge my collesagues to remember their
needs, and their voice. in the coming
debate and amendments,

For this reason I support thisKerrey
amendment, as I have past Kerrey
amendments. I believe that what is
lacking is where do the consumers fit
in? Where is their voice? Where are
their advocates? Do they get an opportunity to sit down at the table? And
will, in fact, we have true competition
as opposed to monopoly?
I hope the Cell-Phone Canyon out
there does not dominate the final vote
on these key amendments and the final
vote on this piece of legislation. I hope
the vast majority of consumers who
are not out In these halls are the ones
who in the last analysis we listen to.
Mr President. I yield the floor.
Mr. PRESSLER addressed the Chair.
THOMAS).The Senator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. We are prepared to
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Mr. PRESSLER. I think the bill is
moving very nicely. But we do have a
number of amendments filed, I think
particularly in certain areas. We are
eager for Senators to bring their
amendments. I do not see any Senator
on the floor. We are open for business
and are going to try to stack votes at
2 o'clock. now. Any Senator having an
amendment. please bring it.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

AlENDMENTNO. 1310
endorse this, to accept this amendment. Let me say to our friends that (Purpose: Clarifies that pricing flexibility
should not have the effect of shifting reveour bill has been endorsed by the White
sues form competitive services to nonHouse Conference on Small Businesscompetitive servicesl
by small businessmen across the counMr. KERREY. Mr. President, I send
try-and consumers are interested in
an
amendment to the desk and ask for
this bill. I have predicted that
consumer prices will drop dramatically its immediate consideration.
The
PRESIDING OFFICER. The
for telephone calls and cable television,
just as they dropped when we deregu- clerk will report.
The
legislative
clerk read as follows:
lated natural gas. just as they dropped
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. KEsSEY]
when cellular phones were deregulated.
proposes
an
amendment
numbered 1310.
In any event, we are prepared to acMr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
cept this amendment. Mr. President. I
urge the adoption of the Kerrey amend- unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
ment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
be no further debate, the question is on objection, It is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1313) was agreed
On pae 112.at the end of line I. Insert the
following sentence: "Pricing flexibility imto.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. now plemented pursuant to this section shall be
the Senate is open for business. Do we for the purpose of allowing a regulated teleprovider to respond fairly
have Senators who wish to offer communications
to competition by repricing services subject
amendments?
to competition but shall not have the effect
I thank all Senators for their co- of shifting revenues from competitive servoperation. Senator KERREY has another ices to non-competitive services.one? Great. I have been waiting eagerly
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. this is a
for his amendment.
very simple amendment. Once again, it
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I say to
references
I. Title 1I1 is a secthe chairman and ranking member of tion wheretitle
we describe
the committee, I have some amend- going to end regulation. how we are
is a section
ments filed. I am not sure I am going where we come in very Itdirectly,
and
to bring them all up. I filed them under make the transition to a competitive
the cloture rules. Some I am not quite pricing situation.
sure I want to bring up. My underFor citizens, consumers, taxpayers.
standing is under the cloture rules. voters and everyone else trying to figeach Member has an hour to talk. At ure out what this bill is all about, we
some point, I am going to want to currently allow local telephone compamake a closing statement.
I know I control some time. I just nies to set prices based upon a rate-ofwant to make sure I reserve about 30 return methodology. Most of the
States are set up that way. We ar
minutes so I can make a finalstatemoving to price cape. States are beginment.
be willing, prhap he can begin to ning to experiment with price cape.
even
with restrictions on them.
the
in
state them now and if he were
proper mood, then when an amendment a We are going to make a transition to
different method of pricing, eventucame to the floor we could set the ally allowing the price to be set upon
speech aside and hear the amendment? the cost of the service that is being
Mr. KERREY. That is an unusual re- provided. The language of title III lays
Quest. I will take a different course. I out a framework for transition from a
will take the road less traveled.
rate-based-rate-of-return system to a
Mr. President. I yield the floor.
price cap system.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Let me
This amendment simply adds to the
observe each Member should not feel description under "in general"-a paraobligated to take their hour.
graph that makes certain that:
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Pricing flexibility implemented pursuant
to this section shall be for the purpose of al.
lowing a regulated telecomunmicationo provider to respond fairly to competition by repricing services subject to competition but
shall not have the effect of shifting revenues
from competitive services to non-competitive services.
Mr. President, this is merely language under the general section of section 301. that attempts to say let us
make certain that we do not have any
language in this bill that permits the
pricing and the shifting of revenues
from a competitive situation to a noncompetitive situation.
I yield the floor.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, looking at this amendment with respect to
the phrasing in the purpose whereby in
pricing flexibility and responding to
competition by repricing services the
intent as I understand it is that you
not raise the noncompetitive services.
When you say shifting revenues or raising costs, then you get into the conoperations
cost-based
about
cern
whereby I think the intent here is
when you say shifting revenues--that
is what is disturbing to this Senator.
Is it the case that what the Senator
is trying to say is that as you respond
to that pricing flexibility, and you are
responding to the repricing services
competition that you do not raise competitive rates?
Mr. KERREY. That is correct.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I mean noncompetitive.
Mr. KERREY. The Senator is correct:
that we do not end up with noncompetitive rates.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
OFFICER. The
The
PRESIDING
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative. clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
AMENDMENTNO. 115. AS MODIFIED
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I failed
to ask unanimous consent to modify
this amendment. It says page 112 and it
should be page 113.
So I ask unanimous consent for that
now.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment (No. 1310), as modifled. is as follows:
On page 113. at the end of line 17. insert the
following sentence: "Pricing flexibility implemented pursuant to this section shall be
for the purpose of allowing a regulated telecommunications provider to respond fairly
to competition by repricing services subject
to competition but shall not have the effect
of shifting revenues from competitive servIces to non-competitive services."
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, if I
may ask the author of the amendment
a couple of questions about the amendment, as I understand it, "Pricing
flexibility implemented pursuant to
this section shall be for the purpose of
allowing a regulated telecommunications provider to respond fairly to
competition by repricing services subject to competition but shall not have
the effect of shifting revenues from
competitive services to non-competitive services."
Why would the Senator want to prevent a company from shifting from
competitive services to noncompetitive? First of all, what does the Senator mean?
Mr. KERREY. Generally speaking,
what I am trying to do with the language. I say to the Senator from South
Dakota, Mr. President, is to prevent a
continuation of a pricing scheme that
allows a shifting of revenue and in a
noncompetitive environment prices to
be higher than they otherwise would
be. That is the intent.
Mr. PRESSLER. What does the Senator consider competitive services to
be?
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I consider this to be one of the most important questions that should be asked repeatedly on the floor. I consider competitive service to mean a choice.
When I as a consumer-whether I am a
business person, whether I am in my
household, regardless of where I am-I
have choice.
I do not like the service that the
company is providing. I do not like the
price. So I am going to shift and go
someplace else. I have alternatives towhat I have right now. Right now, I
have very few alternatives at the local
level.
It is a very important question. What
will happen. I suspect, initially is that
you are going to get competition at the
higher end. as we currently do. in fact.
We have, as the Senator knows, all
kinds of competition coming into the
local level, a relatively small percent
of the overall pie. but we are starting
to get competition at the local level at
that higher end.
Mr. PRESSLER. What would be an
example of a problem with a company
shifting revenues from competitive
services to noncompetitive services?
Give me an example.
Mr. KERREY. The concern I have is
that I can keep my noncompetitive
prices higher than I otherwise would,
that I could keep the prices in a noncompetitive environment higher. If I
am a company with. let us say. $1 billion of cash flow a year and the law
now allows me at the local level to
meet a competitive alternative and
price in order to be able to get the
business, and now I have that business,
what I am concerned about is shifting
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that revenue in a fashion that enables
me to keep my noncompetitive prices
higher than I otherwise would. That is
the intent of the amendment.
Mr. PRESSLER. But the way the
amendment reads, It would have the effect of shifting revenues from competitive services to noncompetitive services. Was the intent of thatMr. KERREY. Right. That is exactly
right. Let us say I am the Acme Telephone Co., and I am currently given a
regulatory monopoly at the local level.
If I am the CEO of that company and I
am performing for my shareowners, I
am sitting there right now saying I
have all kinds of companies that are
coming into my local-market. They ae
trying to get my high-end users. So I
go to that high-end business user and
say I will meet that price. I am now
liberated In a competitive environment. I will meet that price.
What I am trying' to do with this language is to prevent the use of that kind
of revenue to keep, in an artificial
fashion, the price for that noncompetitive service higher.
Mr. PRESSLER. Does my colleague
mean shifting cost or shifting revenues? Because it would seem that It
would be logical you were shifting
costs.
Mr. KERREY. I mean shifting the
cost of the service, the revenue that
would be required to be paid In that
noncompetitive environment. So the
noncompetitive guy ends up paying a
higher rate as a consequence of my
being able now to go out and say I will
meet the competition; I will lower the
price; I will give you a lower price.
This amendment attempts to prevent
the use of that revenue in a noncompetitive environment.
Mr. PRESSLER. On this amendment,
I will have to oppose it because we do
not feel it does what the Senator seems
to be saying it does. I am not questioning the draftsmanship. But I wonder if
our staffs could discuss it a little bit
and see if we cannot-very frankly, we
cannotMr. KERREY. I would be pleased to.
Mr. PRESSLER. Quite understand
because we think it means you are trying to shift costs and also it would be
very rare that a company would want
to shift competitive services revenues
to noncompetitive services revenues as
far as we can see. But I would have to
oppose this amendment as it is presently drafted.
Mr. KERREY. I will be glad, Mr.
President, in a quorum call to sit down
and look at the language in here. I understand there may be some potential
confusion over precisely what it is
doing.
I will say again for emphasis, the intent here is to make certain when we
open up competition, we are basically
saying to a company that right now is
trying-I have heard the Senator from
South Dakota talk about it as weU, so
I think we are basically on the same
wavelength. If there is some confusion.
it may be that In drafting this I have
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created it. If the Senator is willing to
Identify a problem, I am perfectly willing to modify the amendment to make
the language clear.
But my intent is to create a situation where we say to a local company,
as I think we should by the way, OK,
meet the competitive, alternative. Go
ahead and price your service and meet
that competitive alternative. I just
want to make certain in a noncompetitive environment the revenue stream
does not end up being higher'as a consequence of liberating, allowing that
competition to be met.
Mr. PRESSLER. I would say before
we go into a quorum call that we welcome other amendments and speeches
by Senators. The Senate is open fbr
business, and we will conceivably la
this aside if somebody else comes with,
an amendment. And with that I note
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The,
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
obJectionit is so ordered.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that it be in order
for me to 'address the Senate as in
morning business.
The PRESIDInW OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HELMS. I thank the Chair.
(The remarks of Mr. BILKS pertainIng to the submission of S. Res. 133 are
located in today's RECORD under "Submission of Concurrent and Senate Resolutions.")
Mr. HOLLINOS. Mr. President. while
it appears we do not have an immediate amendment, we are reconciling
differences, including one on universal
services and otherwise.
While we are engaged in that negotiation. I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll. The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, what is
the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
pending business is the Kerrey amendment No. 1310.
Mr. KERREY. I ask unanimous consent to withdraw amendment No. 1310.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
The amendment (No. 1310) was withdrawn.
AMDMm52'r
NO.131
(PWose: To require more than "an InterconnectiOn agreement prior to long dietance entry by a Si operating company)
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
Its Immediate consideration.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The provision, a Bell operating company
clerk will report.
could gain entry into the long distance
The bill clerk read as follows:
market on the basis of one interThe Senator from Nebraska [Mr. KEREY) connection agreement with a competiproposes an amendment numbered 13M.
tor. It would not matter whether that
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask competitor
was
weak,
underunanimous consent that reading of the capitalized, or lacking either expertise
or a business plan-that one competiamendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without tor could facilitate Bell entry into
objection, it is so ordered.
markets which at that time may. or
The amendment is as follows:
may not, be competitive.
On page 83. strike out line 12 and all that
One of the goals of this bill is to open
follows. through line 20 and insert in lieu the door, to provide incentives to fathereof
the folloingr
cilitate local competition.
Unless
"(b)SPECIFIC
INTERLATA INTERCONNECTION
amended, this provision may counter
REQUIREMENTS~
"(1) IN oENERAL.-A Bell operating com- that intended goal. in fact removing Inpany may Provide InterLATA services in ac- centives for the Bells to reach agreecordance with this sectlon.only If that com- ment quickly with their strongest popany has reached interconnection. agree. tential competitors. If the Bells think
matnt, under section 251 with telecsmmunl- that they can gain entry without havcations carriers. that have requested Inter. ing to, complete more than one agreeconnection fBr the purpose-of providing tele- ment;, we- are! in, fact Inviting them to
phone: ehange, service or,exchange, access
service, Includilg, tescommunlcations; car- game the, process. Instead of helping to
local
competition, they
riers caspele ofproviding 5.substantlal num- facilitate
er 01, business, and residential' customers msght gain entry, at. a time' when. they
witr tealphone, eohange or exchange acces, still monopolize, their, local, markets,,
service Those agreementa halil provide at a. perhaps, both stunting the.develnpment
minimum. or interr0nnection that. meets, off local competition and, endangering
the competitive checklist requirementsi of. the!gali thathave beenmade over theparagrph (2).
past decade' in. the- increasingly, com
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. this is petitiveilongdistance industry:,
an amendment to section 235 of the
This amendment, would clarify tha
Communications Act of 1934. I dis- current provision and'move'it, lntoaline!
cussed It with the managers of the bill. with the bill's overall intentiosnbenI will briefly describe it.
suring that a BOC enters into more
The requirement of the current pro- than ouv interconnection agreement
vision Is an attempt to deal with actu- and by ensuring that those agreements
ally section 251 as well by saying that are reached with telecommunications
my concern with 235 is that it might carriers capable of serving a substanallow a local telephone company to get tial portion of the busines and resiinto interLATA after having satisfied dential loop telephone markets. This
In a very minimal fashion the inter- clarification strengthens the incenconnection requirement either of the tives and the conditions for. competicompetitive checklist or of 251. The re- tion to develop.
quirement of the current provision
The requirement in the current pro,
should be satisfied as a local telephone vision could be satisfied after a SOC
company reached an interconnection reached an interconnection agreement
agreement with only a single tele- with only a single telecommunications
communications carrier, although in carrier, although in many markets It is
many markets a substantial number of probable that a substantial number of
carriers will request Interconnection. carriers will request interconnection.
Under the current provision, a Bell Under the current provision, a BOC
company needs only a single entity re- need reach agreement with only a sinquesting interconnection without re- gle entity requesting interconnection,
gard to whether the requesting com- without regard to whether the requestpany is weak, undercapitalized, or ing company is weak, undercapitalized,
lacking in other expertise or business and lacking either expertise or a busiplanning.
ness plan.
This amendment would ensure that a
The amendment would ensure that a
local telephone company which enters SOC enters into more than one interinto more than one interconnection connection agreement and that the
agreement, that the agreement in- agreements
include
telecommunicludes telecommunications carriers ca- cations carriers capable of serving a
pable of serving a substantial portion substantial portion of the business and
of the business in a residential local residential local telephone markets.
telephone market. Although It could Although this does not ensure that
not ensure that competition will de- competition will develop, it does envelop. it ensures the interconnection sure that interconnection agreements
agreements are reached before the long are reached before long distance entry
distance entry of the company capable with companies capable of providing
of providing local services to both busi- local service to a substantial number of
ness and residential customers.
both business and residential cusThis amendment would remedy a pro- tomers.
vision in the bill which concerns me. a
Mr. President. it is a pretty straightprovision which I believe is very dan- forward, clarifying amendment. As I
gerous and susceptible to interpreta- have said on a number of occasions, as
tion in a manner counter to the overall the managers have as well, this piece of
intentions of S. 652. Under the current legislation is unprecedented. We are
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trying to manage a transition from a
current regulated monopoly into a
competitive arena. It is very difficult
to do. What we have established is in
section 251. be It a long distance company or other carrier. it can be anybody who wants to get into local business. they can either negotiate an
agreement or satisfy, I believe. 10
things in section 251; that is to say, the
Communications Act of 1934. section
251. Once they have satisfied those
agreements-they have to satisfy those
agreements in order to satisfythe
law-251 describes what they have to do
when somebody comes and says. I
want to get into local service, I want
to approach your customers." Section
251says what they have to do.
In addition, in 255. there is a 14-part
competitive checklist before the local
Bell company can get into interLATA
to provide long distance service. This
amendment provides language to make
certain that we do not end up with an
application occurring after having satisfied a minimal requirement. In other
words, I have competition but it is a
relatively small company. They really
are not effective competition. This attempts to strengthen the competitive
requirement prior to the FCC giving
InterLATA approval.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. may I
request that the clerk read the current
provision on line 12,most specifically
the interLATA interconnection requirement. just the first paragraph as
it appears in the bill as it appears now.
I believe there is one change in it. I
want to make sure that is the case.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, which
page are you going to read?
Mr. STEVENS. This is page 83. which
is the current specific requirement pertaining to section 251. 1 just want to
see if the bill I have is the same as the
one that is before the clerk. Are there
any changes?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
have been no changes to the bill 6n
that page.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. on
that page is the requirement, specifically the interLATA interconnection
requirement, which specifically states
that a Bell operating company may
provide interLATA services in accordance with the section only if that company has reached an interconnection
agreement under section 251 and that
agreement provides at a minimum for
interconnection that meets the competitive checklist requirements of
paragraph 2. Paragraph 2 is the competitive checklist. I am certain that
the Senator from Nebraska and the
Senators involved in this debate know
what is in that checklist.
What the Senator attempts to do
with his amendment is to expand that
agreement in a way that, In effect, as I
understand his intent, will preclude
any small company not capable of pro-
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vlding substantial coverage for both
business and residential customers in
the exchange access areas.
Under the circumstances, what that
would do is really prevent the transition from taking place as we envision
It.
There Is no question, as the Senator
from Nebraska stated, we are going
from a period of regulation both under
the courts and under the FCC to a new
type of regulation in which this checklist Is one of the predominant features.
Under the circumstances of the bill as
it stands, size Is not material but compliance is. And it will take some time
In the transition period for that to happen.
This is one reason why we have opposed changes In the public interest
section of the bill, because it may well
be that in this transition period there
Is going to be several different entities
trying to get through the gate at the
same time, so to speak. And the question of public interest is going to weigh
in terms of which of those entities
should be approved under this section
of having met with the requirement of
the cornpetItIve checklist.
I think the Senator's amendment
narrows that group that can be at the
gate to be reviewed by the FCC and as
such it would be restrictive of competition in the very essence, in the beginning, and therefore we would oppose
the Senator's amendment as changing
the concept which is. again I read,
compliance under the bill Is that the
agreement provides at a minimum for
interconnection. it meets the requirements of the checklist, the competitive
checklist. This adds to the minimum.
saying, in effect, that you have to have
size, a large enough carrier that is capable of providing a substantial number of business and residential customers within the telephone exchange
or exchange access service. Under the
circumstances, the Senator from Nebraska limits those who can get to the
gate first. It says the only ones that
can get to the gate first are the large
carriers.
Mr. KERREY. No.
Mr. STEVENS. That is my contention. Until the Senator disabuses me of
that, I intend to move to table his
amendment.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. let me
read the language. Certainly I believe
the language is clear on that point. I
am not trying to preclude at all. You
can still have a small carrier, a very
small company come in and be given
the Interconnection requirement at the
local level. It would be less likely to
happen. This amendment does not say
that that company is precluded. It does
not use the language "preclude" at all.
It says interconnection for the purpose
of providing-only if that company
reaches "interconnection agreements
under section 251 with telecommunications carriers that have requested
interconnection for the purpose of providing telephone exchange service or
exchange access service, including tele-
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communications carriers capable of
providing a substantial number of business and residential customers."
What it Is attempting to do--end I
left the language relatively general, in
fact, because what I am trying to do, I
say to the Senator from Alaska, what I
am trying to do Is to make sure-we
tried earlier unsuccessfully. In fact. I
have a couple other amendments that I
do not believe I am going to send to the
desk refighting the battle over whether
or not the Justice Department should
be the arbiter of whether or not there
is competition.
In S. 1822, last year's bill, what we
said was that once the Department of
Justice has determined there is local
competition, the local company then
can do long distance. That was the
method by which we made certain that
there was local competition prior to
the company getting into long distance. That was the idea.
Well, now what we have done is replaced the Department of Justice determination with a checklist so that
we have this checklist and we have language in 251that allows for these interconnections.
Well, what this simply does is it tries
to make sure we. get a little more certainty of competition because the FCC
does not make any Judgment about
competition other than the connection.
The FCC takes the 14-point checklist.
The FCC has to certify that the checklist has been satisfied and that the
company has reached an interconnection agreement under section 251 that
provides at a minimum for interconnection that meets the competitive
checklist requirements.
I understand that it says at a minimum, and there needs to be more.
What this attempts to do is bulk that
up and describe something a bit more
than what is required currently under
251.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. if the
Senator is finished, let me state that
as it is, as I see it and my adviser, Earl
Comstock, sees It, we agree that the
impact of this could be that a Bell operating company could not enter the
service area, InterLATA. if there was a
carrier seeking to provide service and
had met the minimum requirements of
the checklist, the competitive checklist but was a small carrier. As a matter of fact. as I said, I think there
could well be several small carriers at
the gate, plus there could be a larger
carrier at the gate and the question
would be in terms of the public interest
who would be involved in getting approval under section 251. But as a practical matter the Bell company cannot
come in until someone provides that
service. The Senator's amendment
raises the threshold on the level of that
service and as such will say the Bell
companies cannot come in until there
is a substantial competitor there to
provide the service.
Mr. KERREY. That is correct.
Mr. STEVENS. I tried to explain that
before but I apparently did not get the
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communication correctly as far as the
Senator from Nebraska is concerned.
That is precisely what we are trying to
avoid. We want to make sure that the
checklist is met at a minimum and the
public interest provision comes in at
that point. The FCC might delay a
smaller company if there is another
one coming through the process that
would provide a greater service in the
area involved. I think that the Senator
would understand that. But as a practical matter we do not look at size as
being determinative of whether or not
the Bell company could enter the area
and provide service in the interLATA
area.
I will be happy to yield.
Mr. KERREY. What the bill does not
do. as I read it. is give me at least confidence in the 14-point checklist. What
it says is--Mr. President. 25= is the new
section. It is actually called section 221
in the bill, but it creates a new section
255 In the 1934 act, and it is called
interexchange
telecommunications
services, but it is the point where we
were removing the restrictions that are
currently in place.
Currently, a local company cannot do
long distance. What this does is says
here are the terms and circumstances
under which It can do long distance.
We fought the battle yesterday saying that I thought that the test that.
was in last year's legislation, S. 1822,
and I think It was HR. 3626, the House
bill. that the test there was the right
one; it had the Department of Justice
determine the competition, and when
there Is no substantial possibility that
the monopoly could use their power to
impede competition, have at it. Go to
it. Let the Department of Justice make
that determination.
We lost that battle: Now what I am
attempting to do is to say that the Ianguage, as I read the current language
In the bill it sets specific InterLATA
interconnection requirements under.
whatever it is. (b) of section 255, specific interLATA interconnection requlrements. There are two sections,
two paragraphs in there that are important. The first one is the general
paragraph which this amendment replaces, and the second one Is the competitive checklist.
The current general paragraph says a
Bell operating company may provide
interLATA. do long-distance service, in
accordance with this section only if
that company has reached an Interconnection agreement under section
251 and that agreement provides at a
minimum for Interconnection that
meets the competitive checklist requirements of paragraph 2.
As I read this, what I can do, if I am
a Bell company, and let us say I have
50 people applying to go into interconnection. all I have to do is get one
of them on line. I could have relatively
stable competition. I Just do not get
into an agreement with them. I wish to
get Into long distance.
What I am trying to do is to make
sure that I have that competitive
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choice at the local level before permission is granted. And so I do not say in
my substitute paragraph that any company is precluded from an interconnection agreement under section 251. It
says Instead that "a Bell operating
company may provide interLATA service in accordance with this section
only if that company has reached"which is in the language here-"ony if
that company has reached an interconnection agreement under section
251--all that is the same as the paragraph I am replacing-with telecommunications carriers." And here is
where it differs: "Telecommunications
carriers that have requested interconnection for the purpose of providing
telephone exchange service or exchange access service, including telecommunications carriers capable--it
does not say it is going to preclude
anybody. It just has to include "carriers capable of providing a substantial
number of business and residential customers with telephone exchange or exchange access service."
It says these agreements shall provide at a minimum the competitive
checklist which is also in this other
language. It does not say any company
is precluded. It does not in fact say it
has to be x percent of the market or
anything like that.
It just says that it has to be more
than a relatively small company that
does not really provide that competitive alternative for that consumer,
that customer, that household at the
local level.
The Senator from Alaska may still
move to table. I hope not. based upon
the language precluding a small company from still coming--a small company could still come and be allowed
under the interconnection agreements
of 251 to Interconnect at the local level.
This means I need a little bit more
than a small company before the
interLATA approval is granted.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I understand the Senator's Intent. I call his
attention to the provision of subsection (g) of 251on page 25:
A local exchange carrier shall make available any service. facility. or function provided under an interconnection agreenet to
which it Is a Party to any other telecommunications carrier that requests such
interconnection upon the same terms and
conditions as those provided in the agreement
We interpret that section to mean if
there is a small carrier involved and it
comes into the area, which means the
Bell carrier can then enter long distance. that other carriers can come in
easily; as a matter of fact, they would
not have to comply with 251.
The problem is that as we see it in
rural areas where only a small carrier
may seek the interconnection to provide competing local service in the beginning, it means that that small carrier cannot enter this picture until
there Is a larger carrier that would be
able to handle the substantial test of
the Senator's amendment. The Sen-
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ator's amendment would require that
you have a carrier capable of providing
service to a substantial number of businesses and residential customers. Obviously, the small carrier cannot do that.
One is looking at the test for the Bell
companies; the other is looking at the
test for entry. We believe the predominant issue in regard to 251 is that there
be no requirement other than the minimum compliance with the competitive
checklist, as provided in subparagraph
(2) of subsection (b) that I read from
section 251.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I understand the concern, but the larger concern. I believe, still remains, which is
expressed by the findings in the bill
and the description of the bill of what
it is attempting to do. which is: We
want to make sure we have competition before we get into long distance.
That is the idea.
Currently, if I am a consumer, a
household in Omaha. NE. I have one
choice. That is what I have. My telephone company wants to get into long
distance. The intent here Is before you
get into long distance, you get some
competitive choice at the local level. If
all I have to do is sign an interconnection agreement with one small company before that occurs, that hardly
provides the kind of competitive
choice, as I understand the intent of
the bill.
I understand the Senator's concern
about rural carriers, but I do not believe. at least as I read it. that the
amendment precludes the possibility of
a rural carrier, a smaller carrier interconnecting.
Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. it is,
in our judgment. that the language of
the bill, as it stands, provides an incentive to the long-distance companies.
who are worried about Bell companies'
entry into long distance, to come forward and use the provisions of section
251 to negotiate the Interconnection
agreements.
If they do not do that and a small
carrier does come forward, it still
meets the requirements of this section
and. therefore, it is sort of an incentive
to the other long distance companies
to come forward and get involved in
the negotiations regarding section 251.
in our judgment.
In any event, it adds a level to the
threshold. It increases the minimum
requirements that we have associated
with compliance with the checklist
and, as such, it adds another burden to
future competition, which is something
that we disagree with-the Senator on.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. It unquestionably asks for a minimum requirement. That is unquestionably
true. I believe if this amendment were
adopted. it would be a reasonable substitute for the Department of Justice
role. It makes sure you have competition. The concern ought not to be for
most of these companies trying to figure out whether you have competition;
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the concern really ought to be is there
a competitive choice: Do I have in my
residence in Omaha. NE. or do I have in
my residence in any other area a competitive choice?
It does not Insert "no substantial
possibility" language. It does not insert any specific language. It Just says
that it has to be more than a single.
small interconnection.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. it is
not my desire to limit in any way the
Senator's debate on this amendment.
Mr. KERREY. I conclude my debate.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, again I
say what the'Senator from Nebraska is
looking for is something to increase
the effective competition tests that are
in this bill. The section we have been
debating, section 25(bXl). sets a minimum requirement for the Bell operating companies to enter into interLATA
services. We think that is sufficient. in
view of the requirements of the checklist itself.
Unless the Senator wishes to make
additional comments. I Intend to move
to table his amendment, but I will be
happy to let him have the last word, if
he wishes to do so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. the last
word merely is that the Senator from
Alaska is right. I am not worried about
the minimum requirement in 255. I
think it needs to be strengthened. This
amendment does precisely that, it attempts to strengthen the requirements
of 256 prior to being given permission
for interLATA service.
Mr. STEVENS. The Senators's definition is the difference between us.
I move to table Kerrey amendment
No. 1301. and I ask unanimous consent
that the vote on this motion to table
occur at 2:30 p.m. today and that there
be no second-degree amendments in
order to the amendment prior to the
vote on the motion to table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, in
view of the fact that there is approximately an hour left. I ask unanimous
consent to lay this amendment aside
until the time established for the vote
on my motion to table, in the hope
someone might come forward with another amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. STEVENS. I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. DOROAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to speak as in
morning business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, how
long?
Mr. DORGAN. Ten minutes.
Mr. STEVENS. I have no objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota is recognized.
Mr. DORGAN. I thank the Chair.
(The remarks of Mr. DORoAN pertaining to the introduction of legislation
are located in today's RECOR under
"Statements on Introduced Bills and
Joint Resolutions.")
Mr. STEVENS. I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ABRAHAM).Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. STEVENS. The Senator from
California has two amendments. One is
an amendment to the other. We have
no objection to the motion she is going
to make to consolidate those amendments.
If she wishes to take it up at this
time. we would be happy to do so on
the basis of a time agreement, 30 minutes to be divided, 20 minutes on the
side of the proponent, 10 minutes over
here. with no second-degree or other
amendments in order.
We will have a vote on or in relation
to the amendment following the vote
on the motion to table that has already
been agreed to.
I ask unanimous consent that that be
the agreement under which the Senator takes up this amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. LEAHY. Reserving the right to
object, and I shall not object, the distinguished senior Senator from Nebraska and I, Mr. President. have a
couple of amendments regarding the
Internet that I think we can do in a
relatively short period of time.
I wonder if it might be possible for
these two Senators to then follow the
amendment we just discussed.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I say
to my friend that we have amendments
already scheduled to come up for a vote
at 2:30. It is our hope we will have this
vote on Senator BOXER'S amendment
right after that, and we would be
pleased to take up your amendments
following that, if the Senator would
like to do so.
Mr. LEAHY. Fine.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
AMENDMENTNO.1340AND AMENDMENT
NO. 1354

(Purpose: To preserve the basic tier of cable
services)
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President. I want
to thank the Senator from Alaska for
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his courtesy he extended to this Senator and to the Senator from Michigan,
Senator LEVIN.
We are anxious to put our amendment forward. It is very straightforward. I ask that my amendment
numbered 1340 be modified by my second-degree amendment, which is also
at the desk, amendment No. 1354.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I yield myself,
out of the 20 minutes, 7 minutes.
'Mr. President there has been a lot of
debate on this bill. the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995. A lot of It is quite technical. A lot of it Is difficult to follow.
I do believe that the amendment that
the Senator from Michigan, Senator
LvIS,
and I are proposing is quite
straightforward.
What we want to do with this amendment Is to protect--protect-the people
who currently have cable service from
losing channels that they have grown
used to that are in their basic service.
We are very fearful that because of
the changes made in this bill, cable
companies will move certain channels
out of their basic tier of service, and
the public that has grown used to this
basic service will now be forced to pay
for these channels on a second tier.
For example, there are many viewers
that in their basic service get stations
like CNN or TNT. What we are fearful
of-if we do not pass the Boxer-Levin
amendment-is that cable companies
will jettison stations like CNN or TNT
and tell the customers who have been
receiving those programs in their basic
service that they will have to pay
extra. Now CNN and TNT will go into
another tier, and the people who have
been watching them will have to now
pay more.
It is very straightforward. What we
are saying is, if you want to reduce the
level of service that you currently have
as a cable operator, you first need to
get approval from the local franchise
authority, which is usually the board
of supervisors or the county commissioners or the city council or the
mayor.
So we are taking, I think. in this
amendment, some commonsense steps.
We are saying before the competition
fully comes in. and we look forward to
that day, before the competition really
comes in. for a period of 3 years-we
have sunsetted this at 3 years-we
want to protect the people who rely on
cable. We want to protect them so they
do not suddenly find themselves without channels that they have grown to
rely on and, in addition, they would
have to spend more money to order
these channels in another tier of service.
I am very hopeful we will get broad
bipartisan support for this amendment.
Because, whether Mrs. Smith or Mr.
Smith lives in Washington or California or Michigan or South Dakota or
Ohio, wherever they may live, they
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may be finding out that they will suddenly have to pay more for programming they had on their basic rate.
Let me tell my colleagues what is
going to happen to Senators. Whether
they are from California or MichIgan
or South Dakota or Ohio-wherever
they are from-they are going to get
the call from that senior citizen who
has come to rely on that programming.
They will say. "Senator, why did you
not protect me? Why do-Inow have to
pay extra money for CNN?" Then. if
you voted against Boxer-Levin. you
will have to explain it. You will say.
"Well. Mrs. Smith, I thought competition would come in and you would not
get stuck."
Mrs. Smith will say. "Well. good. I
will send you my bill. You pay it. Because you should have protected me at
least in a transition period and I deserve that protection. By voting
against the Boxer-Levin amendment
you left me exposed to a situation
where I lose programming and suddenly have to pay more for it."
Mr. President, I retain the remainder
of my time and yield 7 minutes to my
friend from Michigan. Senator LEVIN.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan is recognized.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President. I thank
my friend from California for taking
the initiative on this bill.
The amendment she Is offering really, I believe, is Intended to carry out
the purpoe of the bill. What the bill
intends to do is deregulate the rates on
upper tiers. But as part of this compromise, it is Intended that the basic
rate--the basic tier continue to be subJect to regulation by the local franchise authority. That is the structure
of this bill. Basic tier is going to continue to be regulated. The upper tiers
are going to be deregulated. That, it
seems to me, is quite an important decision on the part of the sponsors of
this bill, and one that is a very reasonable decision.
But the problem then becomes, since
the upper tiers are deregulated, the
cable operator who currently shows,
for instance, ESPN as part of the basic
tier and provides it as part of the basic
rate would then have an incentive to
move ESPN to a higher tier and out of
the basic tier, unless this amendment
is adopted.
I believe the sponsors of the language
in the bill would say it is their intent
that the basic tier remain and that it
remain regulated. I think that is the
intent of this bill. But there is a loophole which we should close with this
amendment. That loophole Is that.
since the upper tiers are deregulated
and therefore price is deregulated and
cable companies then can raise prices
on upper tier. there would be an Incentive to move channels that are currently provided as part of the basic
cable out of basic cable into the upper
tier, unless there is at least a period of
a couple of years until competition
comes in. which will take care of this
problem.

Competition is the answer. We all
know that. The problem is there is
going to be an interim period here, and
that is why the Boxer amendment in
its second-degree portion which is now
part of the principal amendment has a
3-year statute of limitations on this
provision. We recognize that competition is intended to correct this problem. But we also recognize it is going
to be a period of time before competition effectively can do that.
So. in order to avoid the. I believe.
unintended consequence of someone
who currently is given basic cable at a
certain rate suddenly finding the channels, that were previously part of that
basic cable, still subject to price regulation, are now shifted Out of that
basic cable into the unregulated upper
tiers, this amendment is essential.
That is the heart of It. It is a fairly
straightforward amendment. It is a
very proconsumer amendment, but it is
not only proconsurmer. I think It i also
a way of our carrying out our commitment to our constituents. And that
commitment is we are going to continue to regulate the basic cable. Yes.
the upper tiers are going to be deregulated but there is not going to be a surprie.
If you have been getting-and I emphasize if" you have been gettingESPN. or CNN or whatever on your
basic cable, you are not going to find
suddenly that rug is pulled out from
under you, those channels are suddenly
removed to a higher tier.
Unless we adopt something like this
we are going to find our constituents
coming to us and saying, "Wait a
minute. I thought you said basic cable
was going to continue to be regulated
by the local franchising authority.
That was the representation you made.
The local franchise authority was
going to continue to regulate basic
cable. I have been watching ESPN
every night and all of a sudden, ESPN
Is not on my basic cable anymore.
What happened? That was supposed to
continue regulated and now we find it
is in the higher tier. My basic cable.
which is all I get. does not have channels which I am accustomed to and
which you folks said would continue to
be regulated."
So I think, in order for us to carry
out what is the intention 'of this bill,
that it is necessary to have this transition amendment that the Senator from
California and I are offering to the
Senate. Again, it is a way I truly believe that carries out the intent of the
sponsors of this bill and the basic compromise which they have reached.
which Is that we are going to continue
to regulate or allow the local franchise,
more accurately, to regulate the basic
cable while we are deregulating the
upper tiers.
So, Mr. President, again, with the
sunset provision, I think that would
address any concerns that regulation is
going to continue after it is needed. It
is not going to be needed when competition takes over but there is this pe-
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riod we all know when competition
cannot quite yet do the job. It has been
recognized in a number of ways in this
bill. This amendment would be. if
adopted, another recognition of the reality that, until competition comes in,
we should have an interim period
where we are going to protect consumers against the unintended consequences which
otherwise
might
occur.
I congratulate my friend from California. This is a straightforward
amendment. We hope the managers of
the bill would accept this amendment
but, if not, we hope the Senate then
would adopt it on a bipartisan basis.
I yield the remainder of my time, if I
have any. and yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
The Senator from California.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President. would
the Chair inform the Senator how
much time she has remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 9 minutes.
Mrs. BOXER. I ask the Senator from
South Dakota if he Is going to speak
either in favor of or opposing the
amendment of the Senator?
Mr. PRESSLER. I will be opposing
the amendment. I ask the Chair, how
much time do I have?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has the 10 minutes that was allocated.
Mr. PRESSLER. The parliamentary
situation Is that there is a vote scheduled at 2:30?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
a vote scheduled at 2:30 p.m., tabling
the Kerrey amendment.
Mr. PRESSLER. Yes, I will be speaking against the amendment and I will
offer a motion to table at some appropriate time. I could do that now and
stack the vote. this next vote, If that.
would be agreeable to my friend?
Mrs. BOXER. As long as the Senator
from California has 9 minutes to complete a presentation, we have no objection and will be happy for the yeas and
nays on the motion.
Mr. PRESSLER. I ask unanimousconsent that It be in order at this time,
and may I ask unanimous consent that
at 2:45, at the conclusion of the first
vote. the Senate then proceed Immediately, and I will make a motion to
table at that time. but that we continue to debate?
Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator repeat
the unanimous-consent request?
Mr. PRESSLER. First of all. I ask for
the yeas and nays on this amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. I ask unanimous
consent that at the conclusion of the
first vote, it be in order to move to
table the Boxer-Levin amendment. So
we can have two back-to-back votes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mrs. BOXER. I say to my friend.
there is no objection.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. I will speak against
this amendment, if I may do so now.
I yield myself. Mr. President. 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator may proceed.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
urge Senators to vote "no" on the
Boxer-Levin amendment. The business
of cable TV has been much debated,
and we have settled on a bipartisan approach in the committee bill and it has
been settled by the Dole and Daschle
subsequent amendments and by leadership amendments. The cable TV issue
should be left as it is in the bill.
This amendment forbids a cable operator from taking any program service
off basic service without approval of
the local franchising authority. We feel
strongly that would violate the spirit
of the agreement that has been reached
on a bipartisan basis regarding cable
television pricing and cable television
the United
throughout
servicing
States.
The Cable Act of 1984 specifically forbids authorities from specifying particular services to be carried. I am very
touchy about giving any authority the
power to pick programming or the
power of the mayor of the city, for example, to decide what is going to be in
the local newspaper or what columns
are going to be carried., and which
newspapers are going to operate in that
city, or what comic strip characters
are going to be allowed in that particular city, or what editorial writers are
going to operate in that particular
area.
The Cable Act of 1984 did so to protect the first amendment. It specifically prohibited franchising authorities, and it did so to protect the first
amendment right to decide what to
carry. This amendment would take
that away. It is a major reversal of
longstanding cable policy that carefully balances the rights of cities and
operators.
For instance. if a cable operator
wanted to replace a home shopping
service with a news service, it could
not do so without getting approval or,
if it wanted to replace one classic
movie channel with another, it would
be forbidden unless the city agreed.
The amendment is not needed to protect the channel location of local
broadcasters. They cannot be removed,
in any case. The cable operator must
already carry local TV stations on the
basic tier. It is not needed to protect
access channels on basic, either. The
Cable Act requires them to be carried
on basic along with broadcast signals,
and cities already can require these
channels as a part of any franchise
that is granted.
This amendment would freeze certain
programming lineups on smaller systems for no good reason except to give
cities editorial power over a cable operator's programming.
Mr. President. the cable agreement,
or the agreements in relationship to
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getting. I say to
the
pricing of cable television, have been were
deal with
notfriend,
didmy
worked out very laboriously in the committee probably I cannot imagine
committee, and again in the manager's that issue because
a situation
amendment, and again in the leader- Senators want to haveringing off the
are
ship amendment. I think we have the where their phones
hook.
cable thing settled down, or at least I
Look, the Boxer-Levin amendment is
hope so.
The Boxer-Levin amendment sup- supported by the Consumer Federation
by the
posedly prevents an operator from of America and it Is supported saying
I am
moving a popular service from a regu- Consumers Union. And
this bill is
that
years
3
the
for
that
less
a
on
it
offering
and
tier
basic
lated
through, let us protect
regulated cable programming service--- working its wayLet us protect our rateCPS-tier. But most such migration our consumers.
they happen to
has already occurred off the basic tier. payers, whatever State
simple process. It is
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The be In. It is a very
when
Chair wishes to inform the Senator a very simple amendment.inYes.
the cable
real competition
that he has used 5 minutes of the 10 we have
for
need
any
be
not
industry, there will
minutes.
is
Mr. PRESSLER. Thank you very the Boxer-Levin amendment. That
why we have sunsetted that amendmuch.
ment.
I
underMrs. BOXER. Mr. President.
My friend is concerned about giving
stand my friend has reserved 4 or 5
local government too much power. On
minutes at this time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. He has 5 the one hand, I have my colleagues on
the Republican side saying that is
minutes left.
Mrs. BOXER. I would like to at this where the power ought to be; not here
local
time ask for 5 minutes so I may close in Washington but with theof commayors, city councils, boards
the debate on my amendment.
besupervisors
of
boards
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- missioners,
cause they are close to the people. And
ator may proceed.
aPBoxer-Levin
the
amendment,
this
Mrs. BOXER. I appreciate that very
proach, gives them the ability to promuch. Mr. President.
I want to say to my friend from tect the people in their communities
South Dakota that I thought he had a from being ripped off by a cable comvery thoughtful response to the Boxer- pany, and having to pay more for someLevin amendment. But I want to take thing they always got In their -basic
these issues one at a time in my hope tier.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
that my colleagues are listening to this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
debate because I am putting up a warnIng flag to my colleagues that the first yields time?
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
time a cable company moves CNN or
5 minutes.
TNT or ESPN off basic service, your yield myself my remaining
will give the Senator from CaUThat
phones are going to be lighting up. You
fornia a chance to finish.
are going to have to explain why you
Let me say that I urge my colleagues
did not protect your people.
Boxer-Levin
The answer that my friend from to vote "no" on the have resolved
because we
amendment
South Dakota puts forward is one that
issue, we have
I take issue with. He says we have had the cable a television
good compromise and a
a bipartisan approach to the cable part achieved
But let me go on and
of this bill. It has been settled. With all good settlement.amendment
supposedly
the
that
say
due respect, I say to my friend, it may
moving a
well be that there are Senators who are prevents an operator from
basic
regulated
a
in
service
popular
not on the committee of jurisdiction
on a less regulated
who may have thought of the problem tier and offering it service,
tier.
CPS
a
programming
cable
that Senators on both sides of the aisle
But most such migration has already
did not think about.
few
a
Only
tier.
basic
the
off
occurred
This amendment does no violence at
smaller systems have large
all. I would characterize it as a transi- mostly
proalready
bill
Senate
The
tiers.
basic
tional ratepayer protection amendagainst higher prices
ment. Why do I say transitional? It vides protection
CPS tier should an operator mionly lasts for 3 years. If a cable com- on the
seek a steep rate Inand
services
grate
channel
a
cable
off
pany wants to rip
that is called the bad
that you have been watching and you crease. I think
Is in the legislathat
provision
actor
tier,
basic
your
have been getting In
tion.
you have the ability to say to the local
needed to pronot
is
amendment
The
a
take
franchising authority, please,
tect the channel location of local
look at this and see if it Is fair.
pointed
already
have
I
broadcasters.
I say to my friend from South Dathey are already there and
kota, if he has a farming family in out that must-carry provisions. It is
the
under
South Dakota and they are used to get- not needed to protect access channels
ting a certain program on their basic
The Cable Act retier, and they are not extremely on basic tier, either. carried on basic
wealthy, and they are paying $20 a quires them to be
signals, and cities
broadcast
with
along
month for their basic service, and they
already can require these channels as
love the channels in their basic service
that is granted.
franchise
of
any
part
and those channels are ripped away.
The amendment freezes certain prothen they have to pay another say S15
systems for no
smaller
on
lineups
gram
or $10 a month for those channels they
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enhanced competition and consumer protection. By opening the marketplace to all competitors on equal terms and conditions. you
will ensure vigorous competition that will
deliver economic growth. improve services

good reason except it gives cities editorial power over a cable operator's
programming.
Let me conclude by saying that I
think the Boxer-Levin amendment Is and lower prices to all Americans.
Weurge you to passthis legislation in its
not a good idea.
It is a regulatory idea. This is sup- present form and without delay.
is
It
bill.
deregulatory
posed to be a
So they want this legislation, the
said: What will the family do on the small business people of America. and
farm in South Dakota? I come from a
self-employed Americans. And I have
farm in South Dakota. There is a di- beard some people talking about lobbyrect satellite broadcasting competitive iss out hero. Of course there are lobbyalternative. There is going to be a late everywhere. They have the right to
video dial competitive alternative. We
petition our Government. But here.
are going to have the electric utilities signing these letters, we have 50 of the
able to get into telecommunications. If leading small businessmen of America
we pass this bill. there is going to be so
gathered in President Clinton's offices
much competition and so many alter- for a conference. The small business
native voices and sources that prices
people of America are for this bill.
are going to collapse. There are going
They do not support over-regulation
to be more services available, and they sach as the Boxer amendment.
are going to be competitive. We do not
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senneed regulation.
ator's time has expired.
For example, if we look at what has
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President, I yield
shown up in the last few years, the
myself the remainder of my time.
Learning Channel. the History ChanI did not know the small business
nel. even "MacNellLehrer" has been
people took a stand against the Boxer
sold to a private company and is going
amendment, but I have to just say this
to make additional public affairs proto my friend. The Consumer Federation
grams for profit.
are 60
Times are changing. There is more of America supports it. and there
million cable subscribers. And I say to
altercompetition out there, more
natives. The thinking of the 1950's and my friend the minute a cable operator
a station 'off of the basic
1960's and 1970's and 1980's that regula- throws
tion will bring things to smaller cities tierIf my friend will
PRESSLER.
Mr.
true.
and rural areas is not necessarily
My State is a State of smaller cities yieldyield on the SenI
will
BOXER.
Mrs.
and rural areas, but we will benefit
ator's time. I do not have enough time:
greatly from the telecommunicatlons
sorry.
am
I
revolution. This bill will help small
Mr. PRESSLER. I did not specifically
business and small towns. I have with
mean they were opposed to the Boxerme the signatures of 500 delegates to
the White House Conference on Small Levin amendment. They are for the bill
Buslness-meeting this week here in and the Boxer-Levin amendment would
Washington-telling about how much change the bill. But I should not say
this telecommunications bill will help that they are against the Senator's
emall business. More than 50 delegates amendment specifically.
Mrs. BOXER. I thank the Senator. I
to the White House Conference on
Small Business this week have written appreciate my friend clarifying that on
to President Clinton urging him to sup- his time because I have so little time.
I think it Is important not to confuse
port our reform bill. S. 652.
the debate. This is not about the whole
We have heard a lot in this Chamber
bill, I say to my friend from South Daabout how corporate interests are Influsncing this, and so forth. Occurring kota. Let us not engage in overstateat this moment over at the White ment. This Is a small provision, a small
House is the small business conference, provision that deals with one issue. It
and we have 500 of those delegates who is a transitional amendment. It says
let us protect the ratepayers for 3
sent a petition urging that President
Clinton support this bill and that the years. those people who sit in their
Congress pas it quickly and that it
homes and pay for cable and get cernot put more regulation in It. But this tain channels In their basic tier.
Under this bill, a cable companyamendment is for more regulation.
Mr. President, I will read Into the and by the way, they are not a "bad
RZCORD portions of a letter to me from
actor" if they do this because it Is tothe mall business owners of America: tally allowable under the bill--can
... strongly urging you to enact legisa- knock out several of those channels,
tion that will open l11 telecommunications
put them on another tier and charge
sod complete competition. you for it. and you are 'sitting there
markets to fll
ensuring that all Americans enjoy the lower like a chump. I hope you will call your
prices and Innovative services that unfet- Senator and ask that Senator If they
tered competition will produce.
We are pleased to present you with copies voted for Boxer-Levin, because we will
of more than S00 letters to President Clinton protect you. I think we are doing the
som delegates to the White House Con- right thing for the small business peofernce on Small Busises seeking White ple. I think we are doing the right
House support for Senator Prssler's Telething for the cable companies because
communications Competition Deregulation they sometimes do not know what they
Act, S. S ...
up against when they do this--the
are
652
beat
S.
offered.
Of all the solutions
achieves the goal of streamlined regulation. outrage that will follow.

S8325

I am a Senator. I have served here for
3 years. I served in the House of Representatives for i0 years. I served on e
local board of supervisors for 6 yeare,
and I swear when I go to a communlt:
meeting now as a Senator people will
raise their hand more about cable ser%ice than almost anything else. Oh. they
are interested in Bosnia. They care .
lot about the big global issues. o,
course. But nothing impacts their daily
life more, It seems to me, than whac
they bring to a Senator regarding the.
cable rates and the quality of their pr-.,
gramming.
So I think we have a chance to stand
up for the little people out there who
look forward to these programs. And,
yes, maybe we are stepping on a few
toes of the cable people. But I am not
worried about them. Do you know what
they did, the cable companies? From
1984 to 1992, when they were unregulated, they raised basic cable service
rates by 40 percent. So at that time the
same arguments were heard: Oh, competition is around the corner.
My friend talks about satellite
dishes. I say to my friend from South
Dakota, maybe he does not know the
numbers. But only one-half of I percent
of consumers receive digital broadacast
satellite service. 8o he can talk about
his people In South Dakota getting satellite service. but only one-half of I
percent can afford it.
Will they get It soon? Yes, they will
get It soon. Yes, there will be more
competition. And I applaud that. I love
the thrust of the bill, that we are going
to Invite people In and have competition. But I have to warn my friends.
Until that day that there Is enough
competition, that the satellite dishes
are affordable and everyone moves into
this business, you are going to get the
calls from your consumers, whether
they are in Kentucky or California or
North Carolina, South Carolina. Indiana, I do not care, Michigan. whatever.
Mr. FORD. Will the Senator yield for
just I minute?
Mrs. BOXER. I will be glad to yield.
Mr. FORD. The Senator from Califorla used the rate increase of 40 percent.
That was from GAO sending out a postcard and asking you to respond. And
only those responded that had a very
low Increased rate. Some areas went as
high as 200 percent. And I can name
those to you. So 40 Percent Is a low figure. And I think we ought to remember
that and pay attention to the Senator's
amendment.
Mrs. BOXER. I thank my friend so
much. It means go much to me that he
sees there is merit In this amendment.
Senator LEVIN and myself thought
long and hard. and we decided it was
Important to stand up for the consumers, protect the consumers so the cable
companies, just in this 3-year Interim
period, cannot pull out from under you
a basic, important channel that you
have grown used to, that you have paid
for In your basic service, and charge
you more for it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired.
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Mrs. BOXER. I thank my friend very
much. I yield the floor at this time. I
hope Senators will support BoxerLevin.
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(0) PRSERVATION OF AIC TIER SERVICE.-A cable operator may not cease to fur.
nlsh s part of it basicservice tier any pro.
grammlng that Is part of such basic service
tier on January 1. 1995.unless thi franchis.
VOTs ONAMENDMENTNO.I1
Ing authority for the franchise area conThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Under cerned approves the action. This provision
the previous order, the question is on shall expire three (3) years after the date of
agreeing to the motion to lay on the enactmsent."
table amendment No. 1307, offered by
AMENDMENT NO. 140. AS MODIFIED
the Senator from Nebraska. The yeas
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
and nays have been ordered. The clerk the previous order, amendment 1340 is
will call the roll.
modified by the language of amendThe legislative clerk called the roll.
ment 1354.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
The amendment (No. 1340). as modiany other Senators in the Chamber defled. is as follows:
siring to vote?
On
page 71,between lines 2 and 3. insert
The result was announced-yeas 79,
the followingi
nays 21. as follows:
(d)PRESERVATIONOF BASIC TIER SERVIuc.IRollcall Vote No. 261Leg.]
Section 623 (47 U.S.C. 543) Is further amended
YEAS--79
by adding at the end the following:
"(n) PRESERVATION OF Basic TIER SERvAbra ana
Feinsteoi
M4C0Ia
Aoh olt
Ford
MSconaell
ICS.-A cable operator may not cease to furBahme
rrlt
Milklskn
nish as part of Its basic service tier any proBennett
Olen
MoseleyBrau
gramming that is part of such basic service
iden
•
0ton
Moynihan
tier on January 1, 1995.unless the franchisBond
arannin
Mrkoski
ing authority for the franchise area conBes.
Orans
Niekle
cerned approves the action, This provislon
Be
Orsliy
Nun.
shall expire three (3) years after the date Of
Bryan
Grgs
P-k...d
Bumpers
Herkin
peaeer
enactment."
B.us
Hath
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenPryr
Hatfeld
Byrd
Rokefeller
Rael
ator from South Dakota [Mr. PRESCpbspell
Roth
Helm
e
clat
SLER] is recognized to make a motion
coate
Holn1r
o
to table.
Cooheah
Hutchison
Sartaus
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
shelby
toubee
Cohen .
Sloop
Coeerdell
Jefford.
move to table the Boxer amendment,
Craig
Johastou
Suth
and I ask for the yeas and nays.
D'Aratn
Kseobem
eoo.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
Dechle,
KPher
spevter
Dewlso
sufficient second?
Kooedy
Sitee
Dole
Ke=T
Thounn
There is a sufficient second.
Do0
Kohl
Thoopson
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Dor"
Lott
Thuond
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
Ex.n
Law
Warner
F.atb
Maelk
question is on agreeing to the motion
to lay on the table the amendment.
NAYS-21
The yeas and nays have been ordered.
Akak.
Or-ano
Lloberr.,.
The clerk will call the roll.
Oateu
Inouye
Moray
Doze,
Kerrey
Pell
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Bradley
Eyi
Reid
Mr. MACK (when his name was
Coord
Lautetober
Rohb
called).
Present.
Dodd
Leahy
Blen0o
Pelodold
Lovis
WeIls5000
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Senator
from
Vermont [Mr. JEFFORDS] is
So the motion to lay on the table the
necessarily absent.
amendment (No. 137) was agreed to.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER
(Mr.
AMENDMENT NO. 130 AND AMENDMENT
NO. 13M
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The GREGG). Are there any other Senators
in
the
Chamber
desiring
to vote?
clerk will report amendments 1340 and
The result was announced-yeas 60.
1354.
The legislative clerk read as follows: nays 38,as follows:
lRolicall Vote No. 262 Leg.)
The Senator from California (Mrs. BOXER)
and Mr. LEVIN proposes amendments numYEAS-50
bered1340 and 1354 theretoMCa
Abraham
F-s
Ashcesit
The amendments are as follows:
Olean
Mccnnell
soocus
Mark-wlit
cortoa
rckfes
AMENDMENT No.1340
Beonnett
Orarso
On page 71. between lines 2 and 3. Insert
Bond
Nunn
mrs~ley
Packwood
the following:
Bresta
Preler
Brown
(d)PRESERVATION or BASIC TIER SERVICEOress
H..h
Section 623 (47U.S.C.543) is further amended Burns
Carnpbell
Hateeld
Rocelfellier
by adding at the end the following:
Ruth
Heflin
-is) PRESERVATION OF BASIC TIER SERV- Chaiee
lel
ra
ICE.-A cable operator may not cease to fur. Coats
Shelby
nish as part of its basicservice tier any pro. fuobras
Cocerdoll
Smith
grammlng that is part of such basic service Craig
Inhofe
Kassebaum
specter
tier on January 1. 1995. unlessthe franchis- D Abnato
Kempthore
ing authority for the franchisearea con- Dauchle
Th.-M
DeWle
Kerr
cernedapproves the action.".
Th-ran.
Dole
tyl
Thuamond
Dornesic
Lott
AMENDMENr No. 1354
Luger
Warner
Fagecloth
Strike all after "(diIn the pending
amendment and insert the following:
NAYS-_3
PRESERVATION OF BASIC TIER SERVICE.sumers
Boxer
Akaka
Byrd
SectIon 623 (47 U.S.C. 543) is further amended Biden
Bradley
Cohen
Brnangan
by adding at the end the following:
Sez

Conrad
Dodd
Dooras
Esos
FelnglZd
Felsteln
Ford
0,550,5
Harkin
Inouye

Johaston
Moidba
Isanody
Murray
Kam're
Pell
Kohl
Prye
Leasabers
Robb
LmI's
Saotm
Letna
Simo.
Libeemsaa
8005
Mllhlaki
Mosey-Brau.W.stn
ANSWERED

PRESENT"-

NOT VOTING-I
Jeffords
SO the motion to lay on the table the
amendment (No. 1340), as modified, was
agreed to.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I want to
urge my colleagues on both aides-if
there are any amendments on this side.
too-we want to try to complete action
on this bill today. The chairman has
indicated his willingness to stay all
night and keep the hours running.
Thirty hours will expire tomorrow at 4
p.m. If we stay all night that would be
4 p.m. Or, if we can get an agreement
to vote final passage by 12 noon tomorrow, otherwise. I think we may seriously consider the first option-staying
all night.
I believe that most of the amendments will be tabled. I do not know of
any serious amendments at all. Most of
the amendments are on the other side.
There are still some 50 amendments
pending which ia sort of par for the
course, so far. But we hope that if people are serious about their amendments, they will offer them today so
that we can dispose of this.
The managers have been on the floor
now for almost a week. They have done
an outstanding job on both sides. They
are prepared to complete action on this
bill late, late. late tonight. I urge my
colleagues. Maybe some amendments
will be accepted. I do not know what
the status of nany of these amendments are. But it would be our intention to table every amendment from
now on unless the managers indicate
otherwise,
We are having a Republican conference. I will make that clear to them
that, if we are going to finish this bill.
we have to have some discipline on this
side to help table amendments for both
managers of the bill, not just the manager on this side.
So I urge my colleagues to finish
today. If you want to agree to an
agreement, we will have final passage
no later than noon tomorrow. Otherwise. I will leave it up to the managers.
The chairman has indicated to me that
he prefers to stay here all night and
dispose of aciendments between now
and 4 o'clock tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senator from
Vermont is recognized.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. while the
distinguished majority leader is on the
floor, I note that many of us have been
trying to work out a time agreement.
There is cooperation on both sides of
the aisle. For example. I am about to
call up an amendment which will by
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prearrangement have a second-degree
amendment by Senators EXON and
COATS. We will keep that on a relatively short time agreement, and we
will wrap that one up. I will also be
yielding to Senator KERREY, who has
an amendment which I understand is
going to be accepted. Senator BREAUX
and I have been trying to work out one
of the major issues, which I think both
sides agree is a major issue that must
be debated, an intraLATA amendment.
to try to see If we cao reach an area of
agreement by which we would speed
that one up.
Mr. President. with that, I yield, if I
might, to the Senator from Nebraska.
Senator KERREY.
Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. what is
the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska is recognized.
Mr. KERREY. Is there an amendment
before the body?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
no amendment pending.

SENATE

competition shall not have the effect of
using noncompetitive services to subsidize
competitive services."
Mr. PRESSLER. I urge adoption of
the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate? If not, the question is
on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1310), as modified, was agreed to.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote.
Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont.
AMENDMENT
NO. i=. AS MODIFIED
(Purpose: To revise title IV of the bill and
provide for a study of the legal and technical means of restricting access to obscenity on Interactive telecommunications
systems)
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I ask it
be in order to call up amendment No.

1288.

The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
clerk will report the amendment.
Mr. LEAHY. I will note while the
(Purpose: Clarifies
that pricing flexibility clerk is getting the amendment, it is
should not have the effect of using non- an amendment proposed by myself.
competitive services to subsidize competi- Senators MOSELEY-BRAUN, FEIN0OLD
tive services)
and KERREY of Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I send
The assistant legislative clerk read
an amendment to the desk and ask for as follows:
its immediate consideration, amendThe Senator from Vermont [Mr. LEAYl.
ment 1310.
for himself, Ms. MOSELEY-SRAUN. Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The FEINOLD, and Mr. KERREY. proposes an
clerk will report.
amendment numbered 1288.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, we are
unanimous consent to modify the under postcloture, so I would ask unanamendment in accordance with the imous consent that I may
be allowed,
agreement of both managers.
on behalf of myself and the same coThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there sponsors, to modify my amendment.
objection?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right objection?
to object, and I will not object. I just
Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right
want to explain to the Members of the to object and I shall not object, this is
Senate that it is unusual to allow an the modificationamendment in this cloture situation.
Mr. LEAHY. Modifying the amendbut we view this as duplicative; we al- ment that is at the desk. I would tell
ready have cross-subsidiation. but we the distinguished manager.
do not think it changes the nature of
Mr. PRESSLER. I have no objection.
the bill, and we are prepared to-accept
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
this amendment.
objection, It is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
The amendment (No. 1288). as modiobjection to the unanimous consent re- fied. is as follows:
quest? Without objection, it is so orOn page 137. strike out line 7 and all that
dered. The clerk will report the amend- follows through page 144, line 19. and Insert
ment. as modified. in lieu thereof the following:
The assistant legislative clerk read S. 40L OSCENE PROGRAMMINGON CABLE
1TLEVIsION.
as follows:
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. KEREYs] Section SW9(47 U.S.C. 509) is amended by
Proposes aS amendment numbered 1310. as striking "1110.0" and Inserting '$100,000".
nc.
L BROADCAgTINGOBSCENE LANCUAGg
modified.
ON RADIO.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I ask
Section 1464 of title 18, United States Code.
unanimous consent that reading of the is amended by striking -I0,000- and Insertamendment be dispensed with.
ing 11"00.000",
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without SEC. 4ft REPORT ON MEANS OF RESTRICINo
ACCESs TO UNWANTED MATERIL
objection, it is so ordered.
I1N INTERACIVrE TELECOMMUNI.
The amendment is as follows:
CATIONSSYSTEMS.
On pegs 113.at the end of line 17.Insert the
(a) REFORT.-Not later than 150 days after
following sentence: "Pricing flexibility Im- the date of the enactment of this Act. the
plemented pursuantto this section for the Attorney General shall submit to the Compurpose of allowing a regulated tele-mittee on the Judiciary of the Senate and
communicstions provider to respond to com- House of Representatives a report containpetition by repricing services subjectto IngAMENDMENT
N0. 1310,
AS MODIFIED
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(1)an evaluation of the enforceability with
respect to interactive media of current
criminal laws governing the distribution of
obscenity over computer networks and the
creation and distribution of child porosgraphy by means of computers:
(2) an assessment of the Federal, State.
and local law enforcement resources that are
currently available to enforce such laws;
(3) an evaluation of the technical means
available(A) to enable parents to exercise control
over the Information that their children receive by interactive telecommunications
systems so that children may avoid violent.
Sexually explicit,harassing, offensive, and
other unwanted material on such systems;
(B) to enable other users of such systems
to exercise control over the commercial and
noncommercial information that they receive by such systems so that such users
may
avoid
violent, sexually
explicit,
harassing, offensive, and other unwanted material
on such systems; and
IC) to promote the free flow of information. consistent with the values expressed In
the Constitution. In interactive media; and
(4)recommendations on means of encouraging the development and deployment of
technology. Including computer hardware
and software, to enable parnts and other
users of interactive telecommunications sys.
tems to exercise the control described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (3).
(b)CONSULTATION.-Io preparing the report
under subsection (a),the Attorney General
shall consult with the Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Communication and Information.
'SEC.40e EXEDIED CONGRESSIONALREVIEW
PROCEDURE.
"is) REqUIaEEN
OF LoniSLATIVE PROPOaAL.-The report on means of restricting
access to unwanted material In interactive
telecommunications systems shall be accompanied by a legislative proposal In the form
of a bill reflecting the recommendations of
the Attorney General as described In the report.
'(b)IN GENERAL.-A legislative proposal
described in (a) shall be introduced by the
Malority Leader or his designee as a bill
upon submission and referred to the committees In each House of Congress with jurisdiction.Such a bill may not be reported before
the eighth day after the date upon which It
was submitted to the Congress as a legislative proposal.
'1)
DISCnASO.-If the committee to
which Is referred a bill described in subsection (a) has not reported such bill at the
end of 20 calendar days after the submission
date referred to In (b).such committee may
be discharged from further consideration of
such bill in the Senate upon a petition supported In writing by 30 Members of the Senate and in the House upon a petition supported in writing by one-fourth of the Members duly sworn and chosen or by motion of
the Speaker supported by the Minority Leader. and such resolution shall be placed on the
appropriate calendar of the House Involved.
"(d)FLOOR CONSIDERATION."(1) IN OGNERAL.-When the committee to
which such a bill is referred has reported, or
when a committee Is discharged (under subsection (0) from further consideration of
such bill. it 10 at shy time thereafter in
order (even though a previous motion to the
same effect has been disagreed to) for a motion to proceed to the consideration of the
bill. The motion Is not subject to amendment. or to a motion to postpone. or to a
motion to proceed to the consideration of
other business. A motion to reconsider the
vote by which the motion Is agreed to or disagreed to shall not be in order. If a motion
to proceed to the consideration of the bill Is
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agreed to. the bill shall remain the unnished business of the respective House until
disposed of.
"(2) FINAL PA5AO.-Immedately following the conclusion of the debate on such a
bill described in subsection (a), and a single
quorum call at the conclusion of the debate
If requested in accordance with the rules of
the appropriate House. the vote on final passage of the bill shall occur.
"(3) APPZALS.-Appeais from the decisions
of the Chair relating to the applicatiod of
the rules of the Senate or the House of Representatives. as the case may be. to the procedure relating to a bill described in subsection (b) shail be decided without debate.
"(e) CONSlPrrMoNAL AmTolRrr.-This section Is enacted by Congress'(I) as an exercise of the rulemaking power
of the Senate and House of Representatives.
respectively, and as such it is deemed a part
of the rules of each House. respectively, but
applicable only with respect to the procedure
to be followed in that House in the case of a
bill described Is subsection (b. and it supersedes other rules only to the extent that it is
inconsistent with such rules; and
(2) with full recognition of the constitutional right of either House to change the
rules (so far as relating to the procedure of
that House) at anytime, in the same manner.
and to the same extent as in the case of any
other rule of that House.
-SEC. 4se. ADDONA. PROoemON ON BEL.
ING FOR TIL-FILES TELEPHONS
CAUA
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I yield to
the distinguished Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska is recognized.
Mr. EXON. I thank my friend from
Vermont and I thank the Chair.
AMENDMENTNO. 130 AMENDMENT
NO. il. AS
MODIrIED
(Purpose: To provide protections against
harassment, obscenity, and indecency to
minors by means of telecommunications
devices)
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I call up
amendment No. 1362, which is at the
desk. and I am Introducing this on behalf of myself and Senator COATS.
The
PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
clerk will report the amendment.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Nebraska (Mr. EXON] for
himself and Mr. COATS. proposes an amendment numbered 1362 to amendment No. 1288.
as modified.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
Mr. LEAHY. Reserving the right to
object, and I shall not object, Mr.
President. am I correct this is in the
form of a second-degree amendment to
my amendment?
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
Chair Is trying to determine that.
Mr. EXON. The amendment that I am
offering Is a second-degree amendment
to the Leahy amendment that Is pendIng. am I correct?
The PRESIDING
OFFICER.
This
amendment is a second-degree substitute.
Without objection, reading of the
amendment is dispensed with.
The amendment is as follows:
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In lieu of the matter to be Inserted. insert respecting restrictions for persons providing
the following:
information services and access to informsaac. OBSCENE OR HiARASSINO ISE O TELE, tionservicesCOMIMUNICATIONS
FACILITIES
"(1)No person shall be held to have vioUNDER THE COMMUNICATIONSACT lated subsections (a). (d),
or (el solely for
is"a
providing access or connection to or from a
(a)0FFENSs.-ectiOn 223(47 U.S.C. =3) is
facility, system, or network over which that
amended"(I)by striking subsection (a)and insert- person has no control, Including related capabilities which are incidental to providing
Ing inlieu thereof;
access or connection. This subsection shall
"() Whoever"(1)in the District of Columbia or in Inter- not be applicable to an individual who is
owned or controlled by. or a conspirator
state or foreign communications
(A) by means of telecommunications de- with. an entity actively involved in the creation. editing or knowing distribution of
vice knowinglycommunications which violatethis section.
"(I)makes, creates. or solicits, and
"(21 No employer shall be held liable under
"(i)initiates the transmission of,
this section for the actions ofan employee or
any comment, request, suggestion, proposal.
agent
unless the employee's or agent's conimage, or other communication which is obduct is within the scope of his employment
scene, lewd, lascivious. filthy. or indecent.
with intent to annoy, abuse. threaten, or or agency and the employer has knowledge
of. authorizes, or ratifies the employee's or
harass another person;
"() makes a telephone call or utilises a agent's conduct.
"(3) It is a defense to prosecution under
telecommunications device, whether or not
or (e)that a person has
conversation or communication ensures4 subnsectlon (a).(d)(2),
without disclosing his identity and with in- taken reasonable. effective and appropriate
actions
in
good
faith
to restrict or prevent
tent to annoy, abuse, threaten, or harass any
person at the called number or who receives the transmissionof.or access to a cornmunication specified in such subsections. or
the communications:
complied with procedure as the Commission
(C) makes or causes the telephone of another repeatedly or continuously to ring. may prescribe in furtherance of this section.
with intent to harass any person at the Until such regulations become effective, it Is
a defense to prosecution that the person has
called number; or
(D) makes repeated telephone caile or re- complied with the procedures prescribed by
peatedly initiates communication with a regulation pursuant to subsection (b)(3).
telecommunications device, during which Nothing in this subsection shall be construed
to treat enhanced information services as
conversation or communication ensues, solely to harass any person at the called number common carriage,
or who receives the communication;
"(41No cause of action may be brought in
or
any court or administrative agency against
"(2)knowingly permits any telecommuni- any person on account of any activity which
cations facility under his control to be used is not in violation of any law punishable by
for any activity prohibited by paragraph (1) criminal or civil penalty, which activity the
with the intent that It be used for such ac- person has taken in good faith to implement
tivity,
a defense authorized under this section or
shall be fined not more than 3100,000
or im- otherwise to restrict or prevent the transmlsolon of.or access to,a communication
prisoned not more than two years,or both.";
specified in this section.
and
"(g)No State or local government may im(2)by adding at the end the following new
pose any liability for commercial activities
subsections:
or actions by commercial entities in connec"(d)Whoever"(I)knowingly withinthe United States or
tion with an activity or action which conin foreign communications with the United stitutes a violation described In subsection
States by means of telecommunications de- (as2),(d)(2).
or (e(2) that is inconsistent
vice makes or makes available any obscene with the treatment of those activities or actions under this section provided, however.
communication in any form including any
that nothing herein shall preclude any State
comment, request, suggestion. proposal, or
Image regardless of whether the maker of or local government from enacting and ensuch communication placed the call or initi- forcing complementary oversight. liability,
and regulatory systems, procedures, and reated the communications; or
'12) knowingly permits any telecommuni- quirements. ss long as such systems. procecations facility under such person's control dures, and requirements govero only intrato be used for an activity prohibited by sub- state services and do not result in the imposection (dKl) with the intent that it be used sition of inconsistent rights, duties or obligations on the provision of Interstate servfor such activity;
shall be fined not more than $100OD or im- ices. Nothing In this subsection shallpreclude any State or local government from
prisoned not more than two years or both.
governing conduct not covered by this seci)Whoevertion.
"(1)knowingly within the United States or
-(h) Nothing In subsection ia). (d). (el. or
in foreign communications with the United
States by means of telecommunications de- (fnor in the defense to prosecution under us).
id).or ie shall be construed to affect or
vice makes or makes available any Indecent
limit the application or enforcement of any
communication in any form including any
comment
request. suggestion.
proposal. other Federal law.
image, to any person under 18 years of age
"(i)The use of the term 'telecommuniregardless of whether the maker of such cations device' in this section shall not imcommunication placed the call or initiated pose new obligations on (one-way) broadcast
the communication; or
radio or (one-way) broadcast television oper"(2)knowingly permits any telecommuniators licensed by the Commission or (onecations facility under such person's control
way) cable service registered with the Fedto be used for an activity prohibited by para- eral Communications Commission and covgraph i1 with the intent that it be used for ered by obscenity and indecency provisions
Such activity.
elsewhere in this Act.
.
shall be fined not more than $100,000
or im-ij Within two years from the date of enprisoned not more than two years or both.
actment and every two years thereafter, the
"if)Defense to the subsections (a).(d). and Commission shall report on the effectiveness
(e).restrictions on access, judicial remedies of this section.
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Mr. PRESSLER. I wonder If I should
of time
10 minutes
not try to reserve
1
io 4S..
L
"Section e 9that
in cae some
Senator, from
RoArkifniNg
d
OBSCENE0
whom we havenotheard.feeSadly.
C. . eOADCsliNG OBSCEN
E LANCIUAGwhom we have not heard, feels an irreONRADIO.
pressible urge to make a speech.
"Section 1464of Title 18. United States
Mr. LEAHY. Might I suggest this to
Code. is amended by striking out 'SI.000' and the Senator from South Dakota. that
Inserting'1S100,000'
the two managers each have 5 minutes
S
. S..EPARABIITY.
of that time.
'
If any provision of this Title. IncludMr. PRESSLER. Fine. I do not iniog amendments to this Title or the applica- tend to use it, but someone may feel an
tin thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, the remainder of this Title and irrepressible urge to make a speech,
the application of such provision to other
Mr. LEAHY. That sometimes happersons or circumstances shall not be af- pens. Mr. President. in this body. It is
fected thereby.
rare, but it sometimes happens,
-SEC. . ADDITIONAL
PROHIBrTON ON BFLLING Mr. PRESSLER. The Senator will acFOR TOL.L.FREE TELEPHONEcommodate them.
CAUS.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President. I also reThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- serve the right to object. I wish to just
ator from Nebraska is recognized.
clarify that in all of that request the
Mr. EXON. Iask la spirit of moving Senator from Indiana will have an opthings along, I thaspiri
ving
e en ao fh
things along, I think there ha been portunity to speak on the contingency
general agreement among the prin- that--we are offering this together
cipals that we could have a time agree- with the Senator from Nebraska. but
ment on this matter and then a vote. on the contingency that in the event
and I would like to ask my friend from the
amendment,
the
Exon-Coats
Vermont if he is prepared to propose amendment is defeated, I would like to
the unanimous consent agreement that have 5 minutes or so of that time behadagree fore a to.Now.
we all had agreed to. we al
vote on the underlying amendMr. LEAHY. Mr. President, if the ment.
Senator will yield. I will soon proMr. EXON. I am happy to agree to
pose-let me just outline what I pro- that.
pose-we agree to have a 2-hour time
Mr. COATS. I do not object,
agreement evenly divided between the
Mr. PRESSLER. I just want' to be
Senator from Nebraska and myself on a sure to protect the rights of Senators
second-degree amendment, with a 20- who may be in committee. They are
minute time agreement evenly divided having two or three markups. This subbetween the Senator from Nebraska ject is of great concern to our Nation
and myself on the underlying Leahy, et and to a lot of Senators who may be in
al amendment, with the understanding. a markup at this moment who want to
of course, that either or both sides speak. I am sure the managers will
could yield back time.
work them in for 5 mibutes and perSo with that understanding, I ask
ampsthe Senator from Indiana could
unanimous consent that there be a 2- help allocate that time.
hour time agreement on the Exon
Mr. COATS. It Is certainly not unamendment evenly divIded, at the expi- heard of that Senators might have an
ration of which or the yielding back of irrepressible urge to speak on this or
time there be a vote on or In relation any other amendment.
to the Exon amendment, and then, if
Mr. PRESSLER. I have no objection,
the Exon amendment is not adopted,
Mr. LEAHY. I hope as the time goes
we go to the underlying Leahy amend- on perhaps the points will be made and
ment with a 20-minute time agreement we may be able to yield back time and
evenly divided, with a vote following not use it all.
on or in relation to it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? Without objection, it is so
objection?
ordered,
Mr. EXON. Merely a matter of clariWho yields time?
flcation. Did I understand the Senator
Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
from Vermont to Include that after we
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senfinish the 2 hours equally divided or ator from Nebraska.
yielded back, we would have a vote at
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I wish to
the end of that time?
thank my fine colleague from Indiana
Mr. LEAHY. That was part of the for all the help he has been and for a
unanimous consent. Mr. President; on lot of work we have put in on this. I
the understanding that if the Exon wquld be glad to yield to him for whatamendment was defeated, then, of ever time he wants to begin debate or.
course, we would go to the underlying if he wishes me to proceed. I will do so
Leahy amendment. If it was not, then at this time.
obviously
the
underlying
Leahy
Mr. President, I yield myself 10 minamendment would be moot.
utes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. President. I would like to start
objection?
out this debate by reading a prayer
Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right that was offered by the Chaplain of the
to object, and I shall not, perhaps I Senate on Monday, June 12, that I hope
shouldwill guide us once again. It was so
Mr. LEAHY. Let me add that no much on point to what this Senator
other amendments be in order prior to and the Senator from Indiana and oththe disposition of these amendments ere are attempting to do that I think it
under the unanimous consent request.
is worthy of repetition:
59c,

.
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Almighty God. Lord of all life. we praise
You for the advancements in computerized
communications that we enjoy in our time.
however, there are those who are littering this information superhighway with
obcene, Indecent. and destructive pornography. Virtual but virtueless reality is projected in the most twisted, sick misuse of
sexuality. Violent people with sexual pathology are able to stalk and harass the innocent. Cyber solicitation of teenagers reveals
the dark side of online victimization.
Lord, we are profoundly concerned about
the impact of this on our children. We have
learned from careful study how children can
become addicted to pornography at an early
age. Their understanding and appreciation of
Your gift of sexuality can be denigrated and
eventually debilitated. Pornography dis.
allowed in print and the mail is now readily
available to young children who learn how to
use the computer.
uOh God. help us care for our children. Give
wisdom to create regulations that will
protect the Innocent. In times past, You
have used the Senate to deal with problems
of air and water pollution. and the misuse of
our natural resources. Lord. give us courage
to balance our reverence for freedom of
speech with responsibility for what is said
and depicted.
whenpollution
they conSenators the
guideof the
sider ways
controlling
of
computer communications and how to preserve one of our greatest resources: The
minds of our children and the future and
moral strength of our Nation. Amen.
Mr. President. that Is the end of the
quote of the Chaplain of the Senate
that I referenced earlier.
If in any American neighborhood an
Individual were distributing pornographic photos. cartoons, videos, and
stories to children, or if someone were
posting lewd photographs on lampposts
and telephone poles for all to see, or if
children were welcome to enter and
browse adult book stores and triple X
rated video arcades, there would be a
public outrage. I suspect and I hope
that most people, under those oircumstances, would immediately call
the police to arrest and charge any person responsible for such offenses.
I regret to report that these very offenses are occurring everyday In America's electronic neighborhood. It is not
right to permit this type of activity in
your neighborhoods and it is not right
to ignore such activities via a child's
computer.
Section 402 of the Communications
Decency Act, that I have just offered
on behalf of myself and my colleague
from Indiana, Senator COATS,a version
of that, which has been slightly amended, was approved by the Senate Coinmerce Committee and added to S. 652,
the Telecommunications Competition
and Deregulation Act that stands for a
simple proposition; that is, the laws
which already apply to obbcene, lndecent, and harassIng telephone use and
the use of the mails should also apply
to computer communications. That is
the heart and soul of our amendment.
Not only are children being exposed
to the most perverted pornography and
inappropriate
communications, but
adults are also being electronically
stalked and harassed.
I have had the opportunity to share
with several Members of the Senate. on
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both sides of the aisle, what I refer to
as the "blue book.'" When I have shown
this to Members on both sides of the
aisle, there has been shock registered,
obviously, on the faces of rny colleagues, shock because few understand
what is going on today with regard to
the pollution of the Internet. I cannot
and would not show these pictures to
the Senate. I would not want our cameras to pick them up. But I think they
probably are best described by some
other material that has come to my attention by people who ace strongly supporting our proposition. It says:
Warning. Do not open untilfurther instructions, Offensive material enclosed. Keep
out of reach of children.
I hope that all of my colleagues, if
they are interested, will come by my
desk and take a look at this disgusting
material, pictures of which were copied
off the free Internet only last week, to
give you an idea of the depravity on
our children, possibly our society, that
is being practiced on the Internet
today. This is what the Coats-Exon
amendment is trying to correct.
Mr. President, it is no exaggeration
to say that the most disgusting, repulsive pornography is only a few clicks
away from any child with a computer.
I am not talking just about Playboy
and Penthouse magazines. By comparison, those magazines pale in offensiveness with the other things that are
readily available. I am talking about
the most hardcore, perverse types of
pornography, photos, and stories featuring torture, child abuse, and bestiality.
These images and stories and conversations are all available in public
spaces free of charge. If nothing is done
now. the pornographers may become
the primary beneficiary of the information revolution.
I am the first to admit that solutions
to this problem are not easy ones. It
requires careful balance which protects
legitimate use of this exciting new
technology. respects the Constitution
and, most importantly, provides the
possible for
protection
maximum
America's families and America's children.
After months of discussion, negotiations, and research. I am pleased to
offer the Exon-Coats refinement of the
Communications Decency Act provisions included in the committee-reported bill. This modification represents a carefully balanced response
to growing concerns about inappropriate use of telecommunications technologies.
In committee, the decency provisions
were refined to clarify and to focus on
wrongdoers and to avoid imposing vicarious liability on innocent Information service and Internet access providers who simply act as the mailmen, if
you will. for computer messages. The
modification now before the Senate
further clarifies that the proposed legIslation does not breach constitutionally protected speech between consenting adults nor interfere with legiti-

mate privacy rights. The revision also
provides strong protection for children.
Mr. President, these revisions also
make it certain that provisions of the
Communications Decency Act in no
way adversely affect the well-litigated
dial-a-porn statutes generally-referred
to as 47 U.S.C. 223 (b) and (c).
The Communications Decency Act is
not a panacea. What the legislation
will do is give law enforcement new
tools to prosecute those who would use
the computer to make the equivalent
of obscene telephone calls, to prosecute
electronic stalkers who terrorize their
victims, to clamp down on the electronic distributors of obscene materials. and to enhance the chances of
prosecution of those who would provide
pornography to children via the computer.
Parents, teachers and law enforcement should not be lulled into a false
sense of security. Their vigilance will
still be required even after this muchneeded legislation is enacted into law.
New voice, video, data and imaging options will soon enter every home or be
available to America's children and
neighborhood schools and libraries.
This information revolution will give
Americans unprecedented opportunities to enrich their lives, gain knowledge, and enhance their productivity.
This legislation attempts to make
the information superhighway a little
bit safer for families and children to
travel. The time to act is now. Delay
only serves those who would endanger
the Nation's children and those who
use the new technology to distribute
obscene materials or use the secrecy of
the computer medium to harass others.
I urge my colleagues to stand up for
families and children and vote for the
Communications Decency Act. Let us
put politics aside and work together to
protect the children.
I yield the floor.
Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Vermont is recognized.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I yield
myself whatever time I may consume.
Nobody in here would disagree with
the fact that we want to keep hardcore
pornography away from our children. I
am the proud parent of three children,
and the proud father-in-law of three
others. I cherish the time when those
children were growing up.
I had the advantage of growing up in
a family where we learned to read at an
early age. My parents had published a
weekly newspaper when I was a child
and owned a printing business throughout the time I was growing up until my
adult life when they retired.
They read to us as children and encouraged our reading. By the time I
was 4 years old. I was reading books actively. By the time I finished third
grade. I had read all of Dickens and
most of Robert Louis Stevenson. I say
that not to brag but becdtsse It happened with the encouragement of my
parents. They guided me; they encouraged me to read and to read a good
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deal. They knew that. periodically. I
might read something that they probably wished I would not. but they got
me to read and read and read. It helped
me through college, it helped me
through law school, it helped me
through my days as a district attorney,
and it certainly helped me become a
U.S. Senator.
I also use Internet. I do town meetIngs on the Internet. I correspond with
people around the world with the
Internet. I call up information I need
and plan trips to other countries. I call
up information and maps, and so on. I
find it is a most marvelous tool. Somebody raised the question about something in Australia the other day, and I
could click into the Internet and pull
up something from a country thousands of miles away, instantaneously.
Now, I have not seen the things on
the Internet,-I do not doubt that they
are there-that the Senator from Nebraska speaks of. I am six-foot-four,
and I looked over the shoulders of a
huddle of Senators going through the
blue book of the Senator from Nebraska. I saw one page of it, but I do
not care to see that kind of filth. I also
know that I use the Internet probably
more than most. and I have not been
able to find some of these things. But I
do not question that they are there. I
do worry about the universal revulsion
for that kind of pornography-I assume
it is universal in this body-and that
we not unnecessarily destroy in reaction what has been one of the most remarkable technological advances, certainly in my lifetime-the Internet.
It has grown as well as it has, as remarkably as it has, primarily because
it has not had a whole lot of people restricting it, regulating it, and touching
it and saying, do not do that or do this
or the other thing. Can you imagine if
it had been set up as a Government entity and we all voted on these regulations for it? We would probably be able
to correspond electrically with our
next-door neighbor. if we ran a wire
back and forth. and that would be it.
Had we had the Government involved
every step of the way and had us engaged in micromanaging it every step
of the way, we would not have the
Internet that we have today.
I think there is a better way to reach
the goal that the Senator from Nebraska and I share. The goal is-and I
yield to nobody in this body-to keep
really filthy material out of the hands
of children.
Maybe we can do it the same way my
parents did. They guided me when we
read. We have software that can allow
parents to know what their children
see on the Internet. Maybe some day
we will accept the fact that there is
some responsibility on the part of parents. not on the part of the U.S. Congress to tell children exactly what they
should do and read and see and talk
about as they are growing up. Maybe
mothers and fathers ought to do what
mine did and what my wife and I did
with our children,
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In that regard. Mr. President, I also
suggest that if we are going to get involved, maybe we should allow the
elected Members of this body to do it.
I was concerned when I heard the new
Chaplain. I have not had a chance to
meet him. Some day I will. After listening to his prayer, it seems like he
was part of the debate. It reminds me
of his predecessor who gave a long.
long prayer here hortly after the arrest of O.J. Simpson saying that he
worried about poor O.J. Simpson's
state of being, and that we should pray
for him and hopefully he would feel OK.
Some of us suggested that maybe there
ought to have also been prayers for the
two people that were murdered. I do
not mean in any way to suggest who
committed the crime. But I recall suggesting that maybe if we are going to
have the chaplains interject themselves into public debate, they may
want to be evenhanded enough, at
least, to pray for those who have died
and not just for somebody who may be
a wealthy ex-football star.
By the same token. I suggest to the
Chaplain-who may be a very fine man.
for all I know-that perhaps he should
allow us to debate these Issues and determine how they come out and maybe
pray for our guidance, but allow us to
debate them. He may find that he has
enough other duties, such as composing
a prayer each morning for us. to keep
him busy.
The concern I had in my amendment-my amendment speaks to the
need to have a real study of just how
we do this. I suggest one way, of
course, Is to have the kind of software
that is now available, where parents
can find out exactly who their children
have been corresponding with or what
they have been looking at on the
Internet. Parents can make It very
clear that if you want to use the computer, there are certain areas you do
not go into.
It is the same way we do it today. A
parent can say, hey, you are going to
bring books home and there are certain
things that are going to be off limitsat least at your age. It is not that
much different just because they might
be able to call up the books, or whatever. at home. That is no different than
calling up the books from the corner
bookstore. I suspect that a number of
these things are available there.
My bill would require the Attorney
General, in consultation with the National Telecommunications Information Administration of the Department
of Commerce, to transmit to the Judiciary Committees In the Senate and in
the House of Representatives a report
of evaluating current laws and resources for prosecuting online obscenity and child pornography.
If pornographers are out there, prosecute them. I have voted, as most of us
have, to go after them. As a former
prosecutor and as a parent, I find them
the most disgusting people.
What they do to our children is terrible, allowing authorities to go di-

rectly after them. Let us find out how
we do that without destroying the
Internet.
For example, the first part of the
amendment from the Senator from Nebraska and the Senator from Indiana
would make it a felony not only to
send obscene messages to another person, but apply the same penalty to
sending an e-mail message with indecent or filthy words that you hope will
annoy another person.
For example, if someone sends you an
annoying e-mail message and you respond with a filthy four-letter word.
you may land in jail for 2 years with
$100.000 fine. If you picked up the phone
and did the exact same thing, you are
perfectly OK. But if you type it out and
send it to the person electronically, no
matter how annoyed you might be,
tough.
I do not think under this amendment
a computer user would be able to send
a private or public e-mail message with
the so-called seven dirty words. Who
knows when a recipient would feel annoyed by seeing a four-letter word online?
The second part of the amendment
makes it a felony to send or receive
over computer networks any obscene
material. There is no requirement that
the person soliciting and receiving the
material knew it was obscene.
In other words, you click on your
Internet--and you can go through
thousands and thousands of words-and
find out that something you called up
expecting it to be innocent is not, you
could be prosecuted for receiving it
under this statute.
I think that goes too far. I think that
could be far better worded. I think that
if we had the Justice Department study
the area and make recommendations
that we then act lipon within a very
short period of time, which is also in
my amendment. I think It would be far
better.
What I worry about is not to protect
pornographers. Child pornographers. in
my mind. ought to be in prison. The
longer the better. I am trying to protect the Internet. and make sure that
when we finally have something that
really works in this country, that we
do not step in and screw it up. as sometimes happens with Government regulation.
When it came Out that I was looking
for an alternative approach, one that
would allow the Justice Department to
find a way to go after pornographers
but to protect the free use of the
Internet. I received these petitions almost immediately.
Every page of this stack of documents that I am holding has dozens
and dozens of names from across the
Internet. These are people saying yes.
that is the way to do it. Find Out how
to go after the pornographers. but keep
our Internet working. There were 35.000
petitions, in a matter of days.
In that regard. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that an article in
the New York Times magazine this
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Sunday by James Gleick. titled, "This
Is Sex?" be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
(From the New York Times Magazine. June
II, 1995]
Tlis Is SX?
(By James Gleick)
At first glance, there's a lot of sex on the
Internet. Or. not at first glance--nobody can
find anything on the Internet at first glance.
But if you have time on your hands. if you're
comfortable with computing. and if you have
an unflagging curiosity about sex-in other
words. if you're a teen-ager-you may think
you've suddenly landed in pornography heaven. Nude pictures! Foul language! Weird
bathroom humor' No wonder the Christian
Coalition thinks the lnternet is turning into
a red-light district. There's even a "Red
Light District" World Wide Web page.
So we explore. Some sites make you promIse to be a grown-up. (O.K.: you promise.)
You try "Girls." a link leading to a computer at the University of Bordeaux, France.
The messageflashes back: Document Contains No Data. "Girls" at Funet. Finland.
seemsto offer lots of pictures (Doily Parton!
Ivana Trump!)-Conneet Timed Out. "Girls."
courtesy of Liberac University of Technology.
Czech Republic. does finally, with
painful slowness, deliver Itself of a ll2.9byte image of Madchen Amick. You could
watch It spread across your screen, pixel by
tantalizing pixel. but Instead you go have
lunch during the download, and when you return. there she is-in black-and-white and
wearing clothes.
These pictures, by the way. are obviously
scanned from magazineq. And magazines are
the ideal medium for thbm. Clearly the battle cry of the on-line voyeur is "Host Contacted-Wating for Reply.'
With old Internet technology. retrieving
and viewing any graphic image on a PC at
home could be laborious. New Internet technology, like browsers for the Web, makes all
this easier. though it still takes minutes for
the typical picture to squeeze its way
through your modem. Meanwhile. though.
ease of use has killed off the typical purveyor of dirty pictures, capable of serving
hundreds of users a day but uninterested in
handling hundreds of thousands. The Conser.
vatoire National des Arts et Mtlerm has
turned off Its "Femmes femmes femumesIs
vous aims" Web page. The good news for
erotica fans is that users are redirected to a
new site where "You can find naked women.
including topless and total nudity'; the bad
news is that this newsite is the LouvreThe Internet doesoffer accessto hundreds
of sex "newsgroups," forums for discussion
encompassing an amazing spectrum of Interests. They're easy to find-in the newsgroup
hierarchy "alt.sex" ("sit" for alternative)
comes right after "ait.sewing.'" And yes,
alt.sex is busier than ait.sewing. But quite a
few of them turn out to be sham and self-parody. Look at ait.sex.fish-practically nothing. Alt.sex.bestlallty-ha! just what Jesse
Helms
fears
most,-gives
way
to
alt.sex.bestiality.hamster.duct-tape, and fascinating as this sounds, when you call It up
you find it's empty. presumably the vestige
of
a
short-lived
joke.
Alt.sex.bondage.particle-physics Is followed
by alt.sex.sheep.b a bas. bsaasmoo-help!
Still. if you look hard enough, there is grotesque stuff available. If pornography doesn't
bother you, your stomach may be curdled by
the vulgar commentary and clinical how-to's
in the militia and gun newsgroups. Your
local newsstand is a far more user-friendly
source of obecenity than the on-line world.
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but it's also true that. if you work at It. you In. Meanwhile. if gun-wielding extremists
can find plenty on line that will disgust you. wish to discuss the vulnerable points in the
and possibly even disgust your children.
anatomy of F. BI. agents, they too can do so.
This Is the Justification for an effort in At least the rest of us can listen
in n them.
Congress to give the Federal Government too. Perhaps there
is a grain of consolation
tools to control the content available on the there-instead of censorship,
exposure
to the
Internet. The Communications Decency Act. light. Anyway, the only real alternative
now
making Its way through Congress. alms to would be to unwire the
Information Supertransform the obscene-phone-cail laws into a highway altogether.
vehicle for prosecuting any Internet user.
Mr. LEAHY. I would note a couple
bulletin-board operator, or on-line service
that knowingly makes obscene material things from the article. It points out
that it is a sad reality for Federal auavailable.
As originally written, the bill would not thorities that they cannot cut off poronly have made it a crime to write lewd E- nographers without forcing the middlemail to your lover: it would also have made man-the on-line services of the United
it a crime for your Internet provider to States--to do the work of censorship,
transmit It. After a round of lobbying from
the large on-line services, the bill's authors That work Is a practical impossibility.
A typical Internet provider carries
have added "defenses" that could exempt
mere unwitting carriers of data, and they more than 10,000 groups. As many as
say it Is children, not consenting adults. 100 million new words go through them
they aim to protect. Nevertheless, the legis- every day. Are we going to have a
lation is a historically far-reaching attempt whole new group in the Justice Departat censorship on a national scale.
ment checking these 100 million new
The Senate authors of this language do not
use E-mail themselves, or browse the Web, or words to find out if they are wrong?
chat innewsgroups. and their legiolation re- Some of the words might appear, just
fleets a mental picture of how the on-line looking at their listings, to be someworld works that does not match the reality. thing wild. There may, in fact, be nothThe existing models for Federal regulation Ing there.
of otherwise protected speech-for example. The article notes a listing for
censorship of broadcast television and proh"Femmes,
Femmes,
Femnmes",
a
bition of harassing telephone calls--come French word for women. If you call
up
from a world that is already vanishing over the listing,
it is a catalog to the
thehorizon. There aren't three big television
networks now, serving a unified mass mar. Louvre in Paris. Somebody has a sense
ket;there are thousands of television broad- of humor. But it gives everyone an
casters serving, ever-narrower special inter- Idea. Is this person suddenly going to
ests. And on the Internet. the number of be under investigation because of his or
broadcasters is rapidly approaching the sum- her sense of humor?
bhrof users: uncountable.
I am about to yield the floor. Mr.
With Internet use spreading globally, most
live sources of erotic images already seem to President. and reserve the balance of
my
time. Before I do that. I ask unanibe overseas. The sad reality for Federal authorities is that they cannot cut those off mous consent to have printed in the
without forcing the middlemen-on-line RECORD a list of groups ranging from
services In the United States-to do the the Association of American Publishers
work of censorship, and that work is a prac- to the American Library Association,
tical impossibility. Any teen-ager with an the Newspaper Association of America,
account on Prodigy can use Its new Web to the Times Mirror. all of whom supbrowser to search for the word "pornog- port my idea of a study in finding a
raphy" and click his way to "Femmes
femmes femmes" (oh.well. better luck next better way of doing this.
time). Policing discussion groups presents There being no objection, the matethe would-be censor with an even more hope- rial was ordered to be printed in the
less set of choices A typical Internet pro- RECORD. as follows:
vider carries more than 10.000
groups. As
SUProRTERS OF LEAiT STDY
many as It0million new words flow through
Association of American Publishers iAAP).
them every day. The actual technology of
of American University Pressthese discussion groupsis hard to fathom at es Association
iAAUP).
first. They are utterly decentralized. Every
The Faculty of the City University of New
new mesage begins on one persons com- York.
puterand propagates
outwardinoases like
Interactive Working Group.
a chain fetter thatcould eventually
reach
Online Operators Policy Committee of the
every mailbox in the world.Legislators
would like to cut off a eroup like interactive.
Services Association.
alt. e ondue parlt icle-physic'
at the American Advertising Federation.
source. or at its home-but it has no source
American Association of Advertising Aaenand no home, or rather, it has as many ties.
homes s there are computers carrying
American Library Association.
newsgroups.
American Society of Newspaper Editors.
This is the town-square
speech the First
Association of National Advertisers, Inc.
Amendment was for:
often rancorous, someAssociation of ResearchLibraries.
times harsh and occasionally oscece. Voices
Business Software Alliance.
do carry farther now, The world has never Center for Democracy and Techrology.
been this global and this intimate at once.
Computer and Communications Industry
Even seasoned Internet users sometimes for- Association.
get that, lurking Just behind the dozenvisi. Direct Marketing Association.
ble participants in an out-of-the-woy
Electronic Frontier Foundation.
cewsgroup.
tens of millions of potential
Feminists For Free Expression.
readers can examine every wordthey post.
Magazne Publshers of America.
If a handful of people wish to sharetheir
Media Access Prioect.
private
experiences with like-minded people
National Public Telecomputing Network.
in alt.sex.feti-h.hair, they can do so. effiNewspaper Association of America.
ciently-the most fervent wishes ofCongress
People for the American Way Action Fund.
notwithst.dinug-and
for better or worse.
Recreational Software Advisory Counsel
they llhave to learn that children can listen
Software Publishers Association.
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Times Mirror.
Mr. LEAHY. I yield the floor, and I
reserve the balance of my time.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield 10
minutes to the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President. I want to
start by thanking my colleague from
Nebraska for his interest in this subject and for his willingness to work
with me and our staff in putting together what I think is an important
piece of legislation, and a very effective piece of legislation.
Obviously. it is a difficult task, balancing first amendment rights with
protections that go toward placing restrictions, in reasonable ways, so that
particularly children are not recipients
of obscene or indecent material.
Mr. President. sometimes our technology races beyond our ability to stop
and reflect. We are left with a very
dangerous gap, a period of time when
society is unprepared to deal with the
results of such rapid change. That is
the situation we face with the Internet.
The Internet is a tool of great potential.
Senator LEAseY has said it opens a
new world of opportunity. It has become, without. I believe, anybody specifically planning it or anticipating it.
it has become one of the largest distributors of pornography in the world.
One study found more than 450,000
pornographic images and text files are
available to anyone with a modem.
This vast library of obscenity and Indecency was accessed 6.4 million times in
just the last year.
Now. we need to make sure what we
are talking about here. We are not
talking about what most people now
have images in their mind as to what is
available off the Internet. I looked at
the Senator's blue book. and I would
urge every Senator to look at that before they make a final decision on what
we are doing here. It is important to
understand the kind of material that is
available. Everything imaginable. We
are talking about images and text that
deal with the sexual abuse of children.
We are talking about images and words
and sexual abuse of infants.
By one estimate about a quarter of
the images available involve the torture of women- We are dealing in
many. many cases with perversion and
brutality beyond normal imagination
and beyond the boundaries of a civil society.
These facts are clear, because it is
available now in the Internet. and we
have pictures of it if anybody wants to
see it. or copies of the text that is
available on the Internet.
There is one more fact that ought to
move the Senate from great and deep
concern
to immediate
action here
today. That is
the fact that the
Internet is the one area of communica
tion technology that has no protection
at all for children.
Now. we face a somewhat unique, disturbing and urgent circumstance. because it is children who are the computer experts in our Nation's families.
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My generation-I have not figured
out how to use the VCR yet. I have a
blinking 12 1 do not know how to get
rid of. It is the children today who are
trained from almost kindergarten on,
on how to access the computer.
They have technology available at
their fingertips that most adults do not
have. Sometimes in the interest of
helping with their homework or for the
development of our children, we place
the computer either in a special room
or even in their bedrooms.
Of the 6.8 million homes with on-line
accounts currently available, 35 percent have children under the age of 18.
The only barriers between those children and the material-the obscene and
indecent- material on the Internet-are
perfunctory, onscreen warnings which
inform minors they are on their honor
not to look at this. The Internet is like
taking a porn shop and putting it in
the bedroom of your children and then
saying "Do not look."
I think anybody who is a parent understands that is a pretty difficult situation.to enforce. That really is a miscarriage of the responsibility that I
think adults hold to our society, to our
children in our society.
We have al read the worst abuses of
this new technology. Children, not realizing the danger, give out their
names, their addresses, their phone
numbers to people they meet over the
Internet. They become easy targets for
sexual abuse.,Recently, one man, in an
attempt to find out just how difficult a
problem this was, posed-typed in on
the computer-posed himself as a 13year-old. In the course of one evening
on-line he was approached by more
than 20 pedophiles.
I suggest that, as difficult and as horrendous as these stories are, the effect
of this kind of material, this kind of
practice Is far broader. It does not turn
all who see it into rapists and killers.
but it does kill something about our
spirit, particularly the spirit of our
children. I think w have always felt a
special responsibility and obligation to
defend childhood through parents,
through society; to make it, to the best
extent we can, a safe harbor of innocenoe. It is a privileged time to develop
values In an environment that is not
hostile to our children.
But the Internet has invaded that
protected place and destroys that innocones. It takes the worst excesses of
sexual depravity and places it directly
into the child's bedroom, on the computer that their parents purchased in
the thought it would help them do
their homework or develop their intellect. When sexual violence and gross
indecency are available to anyone at
the touch of a button, both an individual or a culture become desensitized. It
is not always that people emulate this
material, but often you can become immune to it. The images and messages
act like a novocaine on our national
conscience. They numb our capacity
for outrage.
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What used to outrage us now becomes almost commonplace. They have
invaded our homes. They have invaded
the minds of our children. I think they
have numbed us to the shock that used
to be present when this kind of material was exposed.
This is an issue beyond partisanship.
It is sponsored by a Democrat and Republican. I hope our concern will unite
people across the ideological spectrum.
A vote for the Exon-Coats amendment
is a way to side with women endangered by rape and violence, to side with
children threatened by abuse, to side
with families concerned about the innocence of their children and the decency of our culture.
The question, in my mind. is not if
we should act but what we should we
do. I believe the Exon-Coats amendment is a serious, thoughtful answer to
that question. It is carefully crafted to
be constitutional, to address the constitutional questions. But it is also designed to leave pornographers on the
Internet, who would provide their material to children, with no place to
hide.
The approach we are taking has been
legally upheld in the dial-a-porn statutes. It extends that approach, which
has already proven its worth, to this
new technology.
What we are doing here Is not new.
What we are doing here is not something that has not been debated before
this body. We are taking the standards
adopted by the Senate, by the Congress, signed into law, that apply to
the use of these kinds of communications over the phone wires and applied
it,now, over the computer wires. It is
Just simply a different means of bringing a communication into a homethrough the computer rather than
through the phone. We are taking the
same standards.
This Senate, on November 16, 1989.
voted 96 to 4 to adopt these standards;
96 Members of the Senate have already
voted to adopt these standards and
apply it to the telephone communication of obscenity and indecency. All
Senator EXON and I are trying to do is
apply those same standards now to this
new means of reaching into our homes.
The bottom line is simple. We are removing indecency
from areas of
cyberspace that are easily accessible to
children. If individuals want to provide
that material, they have to do so with
barriers to minors. If adults want access to the material, they have to
make an affirmative, positive effort to
get It.
Let me repeat that. That is the critical part of this bill. We are simply saying here if you are in the business of
providing this material, you have a responsibility, and it is punishable by
penalty of law if you violate that responsibility-I ask the Senator for 5
additional minutes.
Mr. EXON. I wish to yield whatever
additional time the Senator from Indiana requires.
Mr. COATS. I thank the Senator
from Nebraska for the additional time.
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Mr. President. all we are saying is. if
you are In the business of providing
this material, you have to provide barriers so it does not get in the hands of
children. If you are an adult who wants
to receive this material, you have to
call up and get it. You have to subscribe to it. You have to prove you are
an adult before you receive It.
What would our 1 .mendment do? It
would clean up the Internet. We ban
obscenity. And we require that indecency be walled off so children cannot
have access.
We also require commercial on-line
services to adopt this standard. If they
wish to provide indecent material, they
have to make what we call an effective.
good-faith effort to segregate it from
access to children and, as the Senator
from Nebraska has said. we protect
women and children from sexual predators who use this technology to harass
and to stalk.
Critics of the amendment are going
to say it will cripple or close the
Internet. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Our legislation includes reasonable protections for businesses and service providers who act in
good faith to shield children from Indecency. We provide defenses for those
who do nothing more than merely provide access to the Internet. This means
that small businessmen and others who
simply have a computer in their office
are not going to be subjected to the
penalties when that computer is misused. It is important to note that both
the chamber of commerce, representing
business, and a number of national
family groups concerned about pornography, have both endorsed this legislation. They have understood we have defined an approach that is strong but
reasonable and realistic.
Critics may also charge the standards we have set are too high and this
will force businesses to deny children
access to the Internet entirely, but
that is not true. That is a scare tactic,
not an argument. Our legislation simply provides the same protections for
children that currently exist in every
other sector of our society.
Pornographic magazines today cannot be sold to minors. Telephones
today cannot be used to provide indecent messages to minors. But magazine
stores and telephone companies are
alive and well. They still succeed because the reasonable efforts that we
ask in the interests of children are not
crippling demands.
Mr. President, one of the most urgent
questions in any modern society is how
we humanize our technology, how we
make it serve us instead of corrupt us.
America is on the frontier of human
knowledge but it is incomplete without
applying human values.
One of our most important values is
the protection of our children, not only
the protection of their bodies from violence but the protection of their minds
and souls from abuse.
We cannot and we should not resist
change. But our brave new world must
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not be hostile to the innocence of oui r
The language, as modified,
now
children. The Exon-Coata amendmeni makes it a criminal offense, punishable
is a reasonable amendment. I hope thai by up to 2 years in prison and/or a
Members will support it.
$100.000 fine, to knowingly
creI am pleased to join the Senator frorr ate. or solicit and initiate make,
the transNebraska in offering it to the Senati mission of. or purposefully make availfor its consideration.
able any indecent-I emphasize the
I yield the floor.
word "indecent--communication, reMr. F'EINGOLD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Whc quest, suggestion. proposal, image, or
other communication to a person under
yields time?
18 years of age.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. unles
That would appear. on its face, to be
the distinguished Senator from Nebraska Is seeking recognition, I yield 2C within the scope of the Government's
authority
to regulate indecent speech
minutes to the distinguished Senator
directed at minors. The Supreme Court
from Wisconsin.
In
the
Pacifica
Foundation case and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senother decisions has made it clear that
ator from Wisconsin is recognized.
the
State
may
well
have an interest in
Mr. FEINGOLD. I thank the Chair.
Mr. President. I rise in support of the prohibiting indecency to minors.
However. I. along with my colleague
amendment offered by the Senator
from Vermont, and I am pleased to be from Vermont. continue to have cona cosponsor of the amendment because cerns about this provision. We share
I think that is the right approach. I op- the goal of this provision, but disagree
pose the second-degree amendment of- on the means to achieve that end.
The crux of the problem, however, is
fered by the Senator from Nebraska.
But I first want to applaud the Sen- that due to the unique nature of interator from Nebraska, Senator EXON. for active telecommunications systems,
his concern about the need to protect attempts to prohibit indecent speech to
children from obscene and indecent minors on these networks raises quesmaterial.
tions of constitutionality.
No one has done more than he to
The Supreme Court, in the Sable deraise the awareness of parents, edu- cision, made it clear that any attempts
cators, and legislators about the need to regulate indecent communications
to address the problem of materials on directed at minors must take into accomputer networks that may not be count the medium being used and the
appropriate for children. One needs least restrictive means to achieve the
only to "surf the net" bulletin boards, goal of prohibiting indecency to miread newspapers, periodicals, and listen nors. Thus, under Pacifica, offensive
to broadcast media to know that the works could be banned from radio
question of obscenity and indecency on broadcasts during certain hours becomputer networks is one of the hot- cause there was, in effect, no other less
test topics around. The Senator for Ne- restrictive means of preventing minors
braska is responsible for the debate on from being exposed to such materials.
In contrast. Sable struck down broad
this important issue and I applaud his
very genuine concern, his good inten- Federal legislation seeking to ban certain
communication via the telephone
tions. and hard work to protect chilbecause there were alternative, less redren.
I have children of my own, and there strictive means available. The Federal
are materials available through the statute in the Sable case was finally
Internet that would not be appropriate upheld when It was modified to require.
for them. Some of those materials providers of sexually explicit telephone
skirt the boundaries of indecency or services, the so-called Dial-A-Porn
obscenity and other materials, while services, to adopt mechanisms such as
not indecent, are of an adult nature credit card authorization or other
that my children may not have the ma- means of verifying age to prevent miturity to understand at their age.
nors from accessing such services.
So I. too. want to find methods to
In other words, where alternative
allow parents to protect their children means are available to block access by
from material on computer networks minors to these services, those methwhich they view as inappropriate with- ods must be implemented rather than
out trampling on first amendment denying adults their constitutionally
rights of the users of interactive tele- protected right to such material.
communications systems.
The proposed amendment not only
I regret to say that I do not believe adopts an approach that is not the
the Senator from Nebraska has revised least restrictive, it has the potential to
the language as reflected in this sec- retard significantly the development of
ond-degree amendment. which achieves this new type of Interactive telethat end.
communications.
The Senator from Nebraska has gone
CHILLING
EFFErCTr
ON C1BERSPACESPEECH
a long way to revise the language of
I am concerned that this legislation
the Communications Decency Act to will have a chilling effect on constituallaythe concerns of antipornography tionally protected speech on intergroups, civil liberties organizations, active communication networks, poand law enforcement officials who tentially slowing the rapid technoraised objections to the bill. His efforts logical advances that ace being made
to accommodate his colleagues only in this new technology.
underscore his commitment to the welBecause of the unique nature of
fare of our children.
interactive telecommunications net-
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works, prohibiting indecency to minors
without impacting constitutionally
protected communications between
adults must be carefully tailored.
One of the most popular services
accessed via the Internet is USENET. a
series of interactive bulletin boards.
news groups, and other participatory
forums which are dedicated to different
topics. They are literally thousands of
these groups available on computer.
networks and they are used widely for
discussion of everything from current
events such, as the legislation we are
discussing today to completely obscure
subjects. They are used for recreation,
entertainment, business, research, and
many other purposes.
Users
participating
in
those
newsgroups may simply read the messges or they may post their own.
There is no way to know who will be
reading your message.
Since it is possible that any minor
whose home computer can access the
Internet would also have access to the
public bulletin board, one could make
the case that the adult posting the socalled indecent message did so knowing
that a minor might see the message.
Thus. if this legislation became law,
an adult participant on a bulletin
board who posted a profane message
using some of the "seven dirty words"
on any subject could be subjectto
criminal penalties of up to 2 years in
prison or a $100.000
fine. if a minor
might read the message posted on that
bulletin board.
This threat of criminal sanctions,
could have a dramatic chilling effect
on free speech on interactive telecommunications systems, and in particular, these newsgroup and bulletin
boards accessed through the Internet.
Quite simply, adults will have to watch
what they say on these forums.
Let me provide an example of how
that might occur. According to an article in the Phoenix Gazette earlier this
year; a large computer bulletin board
was raided by the Arizona State Department of Public Safety and the
local police for providing obscene material on their service. While months
later the operators of that service had
not yet been charged, it was reported
that "The crackdown had a chilling effect on providers of on-line services.
Within days, operators of similar
boards removed obscene files or eliminated public access to them."
Now. Mr. President, there is no issue
raised when the legitimate law enforcement efforts to enforce anti-obscenity
laws and ordinances have a chilling effect on the distribution of obscene materials. Under a constitutional interpretation in our country, obscenity
does not have the same constitutionally
protected
status
as
nonobscene speech.
However, Senator EXON's bill would
likely have a chilling effect on protected speech-or speech which may be
perceived to be indecent. but not obscene.
between
adults
Communication
through the Internet would likely be
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reduced to the lowest common denominator-that which is appropriate for
children. Mr. President. that is not free
speech..
INDECENCY
DEFINEDBY COMMUNIrYSTADARDS

Second. Mr. President. the threat of
criminal sanctions despite a user's lack

of control over, or knowledge of. who
views hisher message, is of additional
concern given that indecency is defined
based on community standards.
The definition of indecency for computer networks hasn't been fully explored. For broadcast media. FCC has
defined indecency as "language or material that, in context, depicts or describes in terms patently offensive as
measured by contemporary community
standards for broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities or organs"including the so-called seven dirty
words.
The
nature
of interactive
telecommunications makes even the "comand entirely difmunity standard"
ferent matter. As a bulletin board user
you may not even be aware of who will
be reading your communication, let
alone where they are located for purposes of figuring out what a community standard might be.
It is unclear what would constitute a
community standard for indecency?
Whose
community?
That
of the
initiator or that of the recipient? Will
all free speech on the Internet be diminished to what might be considered
decent in the most conservative community in the United States?
An article in the San Diego UnionTribune in Fbruary of this year documented a case in which a Tennessee
court convicted a California couple of
violating obscenity laws with their sexually explicit bulletin board based and
operated in California. The jury applied the community standards of
Memphis because the materials from
the bulletin beard were downloaded
there.
Again, in the case of obscenity, the
community standard is of less concern
because obscene speech is
not protected. But in S. 652, we are prohibiting
protected speech, so-called indecent
speech. The uncharted
community
standards for Indecency pose a risk
that few users will be willing to bear.
INDECENCY
PROVISIONSCOULDMAKE ILLEGAL
SOCIALLYVALUABLEFORUMS
Based on the definition which has
been applied to broadcast media, we
could declare the content of many bulletin boards indecent-including those
containing medical and academic discussions. on-line support groups where
users discuss the trauma of sexual and
physical abuse, or bulletin boards
which contain information on sexually
transmitted diseases and AIDS and
how one might prevent them.
Arguably, while the- content is of a
mature nature, these types of forums
have tremendous social value. However. if minors gained access to these
services, those making the indecent
comment could be subject to 2 years in
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prison. Many of these bulletin boards interactive telecommunications sysfor adults would simply cease to exist. tems often bear a greater resemblance
Would the threat of criminal sanc- to the print media, the fact remains
tions and the unclear nature of an in- that these interactive telecommunidecency standard have a chilling effect cations systems have some entirely
on free speech via computer networks? unique characteristics which need to be
I say it will. You bet it will.
considered.
Adults will be forced to self-censor
It is a unique form of media posing
their words, even if they did not intend differing challenges and opportunities.
those words for children and even if Unlike broadcast or print media, an Inthey are protected by the first amend- dividual on the Internet can be both a
ment.
communications recipient and originaMr. President. the use of computer tor simultaneously. Congress needs to
networks holds tremendous potential understand these differences before we
for the expansion of public dialog and can determine how best to protect childiscourse advancing the value of the dren and the constitutional rights of
first amendment. It is an industry that Americans.
is growing by leaps and bounds.
SCPREME
COURTADDRESSES
CONSTI'T'rIONALThe business, educational, and social
ITY OFCONTENTREGULATIONBASEDON CHARwelfare potential of the information
ACTERISTICS
OFTHEMEDIUM
superhighway is almost without limit.
The way in which the Supreme Court
It would be devastating to limit the po- has dealt with obscenity and indecency
tential of this medium by taking steps questions as they relate to the first
that could have the effect of silencing amendment has a lot to do with the
Its users.
structural characteristics of the meDIFFERENT
SrANDARDS
FORTHESAME
dium in question.
MATERIALS
The Supreme Court has taken into
An additional concern. Mr. President. consideration the scarcity of the meis that this legislation will establish dium as a public resource as well as the
different standards for material which ability of the user to control the mateappears in print and on the computer rial he or she might view over the mescreen. The legislation would make dium. The print media has been afcertain individuals subject to criminal forded a greater degree of first amendpenalties if they made their materials ment protection because of the decenand publications available on computer tralized and nonintrusive nature of the
networks to which minors had access. medium. Newspapers are Inexpensive to
However, that same material, the same produce and to purchase, virtually unmessage would be perfectly legal, and limited
in
number,
and
are
fully protected under the Constitution. noninvasive-that is, it is easy for a
in a bookstore, or a library. If a minor consumer to avoid the media if they
stumbled
across,
or
purposefully wish,
sought. indecent materials in a bookBroadcasting, which uses the scarce
store and simply looked at that mate- public spectrum and which is more difrial, the author of that material would ficult to control from an end-user
not be subject to criminal penalties nor standpoint, has not enjoyed the same
would the bookstore or library that protection as print media. It is easier
to come across indecent or offensive
stocked the material.
I urge my colleagues to keep in mind material while flipping through the
that many published works are avail- channels on your television. Broadcast
able over the World Wide Web through spectrum is also limited so courts have
the Internet. There is even a "Virtual upheld content regulation to ensure
Library" on the World Wide Web. that public resources furthered the
Therefore it is entirely conceivable public interest.
that we would have two separate standInteractive communications are difards for legality of the same works ferent. Mr. President. There is a greatpublished in the print media and on er ability on computer networks to
electronic communications systems.
avoid materials end users do not wish
Civil liberties advocates point out to receive than exists for either broadthat under this bill it is possible that cast media or telephony, but arguably
an individual who makes available less than exists in print media.
electronically the novels such as "Lady
Users of the Internet and other onChatterley's Lover," "Catcher in the line functions typically do not stumble
Rye" by J.D. Salinger. or the many across information, but go out surfing
novels of Kurt Vonnegut such that for materials on a particular subject.
they are potentially accessible to mi- As such. they use search words, mesnors. could be subject to criminal pen- sage headings, and the so-called gopher
alties while could be found in any li- as their guide. Most newsgroups or bulbrary and bookstore. Why the different letin boards that have sexually explicit
standard?
materials are named such that there
Jm'reRAC'riVE
MEDIA'S
UNIQUE
TrECHNOLOGICAL
can be little doubt what types of mateCHARACE'rISTIcs
MUSTBECONSIDERED rials one might encounter if you try to
The fundamental flaw in the lan- get into that area.
guage proposed by Senator EXON is RESTRICTION
OF PROTECTEDSPEECHJUSTIFIED
that it attempts to regulate computer
TO SERVE COMPELLINOGOVERNMENT INTEREST ONLYFOR LEAST RESTRIMcIVEMEANS
networks as we regulate broadcasting
and telephones when it has little in
In addition to characteristics of scarcommon with either of them. Although city and user control, the Supreme
the materials transmitted through Court has allowed the abridgement of
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protected speech based on certain criteria. Over the years. the Court has
carefully examined two factors when
determining the extent to which content shall be subject to government
controls without violating the first
amendment:
Whether there is a compelling government interest to abridge protected
speech:
Whether abridgement is accomplished in the least restrictive means.
Mr. President, while the Supreme
Court has recognized that there may be
a compelling government interest in
shielding minors from indecent communications, I do not believe that the
provision in the Exon bill will serve
that interest In the least restrictive
means. The provision, while appearing
to apply only to minors, will in fact restrict the free speech of adults.
The interactive electronic communications market is growing and the
technology Is evolving rapidly. Contrary to what others might contend, it
is not clear that there are not adequate
technical means available to parents
and service providers to screen out obJectionable material for children.
There Is currently software available
which allows parents and employers to
screen out objectionable services or
newsgroup on the Internet. On-line
service providers also have the ability
to provide parents with a choice of
what types of information their children should access. Schools and universities that provide the service of connection to the Internet can also decide
which types of news groups on
USENET they will make available.
Carnegie-Mellon University recently
made offensive-news groups less accessible to students by taking their names
off their master list.
I want to clarify one other technical
matter. The Senator from Nebraska
presented a chart which indicated that
one's home computer Is connected directly to the Internet.
That is not always accurate, Mr.
President. In many cases, users need to
access first a remote computer or connect with an access provider.
In some cases, that service provider
is an online service, like Prodigy or
America On-Line. Other services merely provide the connection services.
much like a common carrier to the
home users.
Why is this a crucial distinction? Because it makes clear there are ways to
control what one receives on a computer. Because the access provider acts
as an intermediary between the user
and the Internet. they can also eliminate access to certain services. Many
of those Internet access providers are
already recognizing the market potential of providing parents and schools
with the opportunity to control the access of children to some services on the
network. And I am not just talking
about the big ones like Prodigy and
CompuServe. I am talking about
Slecom, Inc.. which is an Internet service provider in Grand Rapids, MI,
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which supplies 20 elementary and secondary schools with restricted one-way
access to USENET discussion groups
through the Internet. The company
does not make available tle news
groups on USENET which may be inappropriate for children. That company is
realizing that the simple service of not
providing access to all the USENET
services has been a marketing advantage for them.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has now used 20 minutes.
Mr. FEINGOLD. I ask that I be yielded 5 minutes.
Mr. LEAHY. I yield the Senator 5
minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is recognized for 5 additional minutes.
Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr. Krol states in
his book, when explaining the technical needs of Internet users:
No matter what level you're at,Internet
access always comes via an access provider:
an organisation whose Job It is to sell
Internet access.
He further indicates that Internet
service providers are participating in a
competitive market. That means the
opportunity exists to solve at least
part of the problem through the marketplace today, not through governmental prohibitions.
None of the, technical safeguards
available, such as blocking software
and provider screening, are perfect, but
the nice thing is they do not violate
the first amendment.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to print an article in the RECORD
from the Wall Street Journal describing some of these technologies.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Wall Street Journal. May 15. 1995)
NEW SOPTARE FILTERs SEXUAL, RACIST
FARE CIRCULATED ON INTERNET
SURFWATCH PROGRAM ADDRSSES RENEWED
CYBERSPACE FEARS FOLLOWING OKLAHOMA
BLAST
(By Jared Sandberg)
Think of it as a parental hand shielding
children's eyes from the evils of cyberspace.
That's the giest
of a software program developed by SurfWatch Software Inc..a Los
Altos. Calif.. start-up. The program. expected to be released today, will allow
Internet users to block sexually oriented
data transmitted via the global computer
network.
"The goal is to allow people to have a
choice over what they see on the Inlernetby
allowing them to filter
or block sexually explicit
material."
said Jay
Friedland.
SurfWatch's vicepresident of marketing- Mr.
Friedland said the software will also allow
users to filter out files such as bomb-maklng
manuals and neo-Nazi screeds, which have
been circulated by hate groups on the
InternetA growing number of firms are racing to
provide tools to filter
out pornographic and
racistfare stored on the Internet before the
government takes action itself. The proposed
telecommunications-reform bill before the
Senate makes It illegal for individuals and
corporations to put sexually explicit material on the Internet. Last week. the Senate
held hearingsin the wake of the Oklahoma
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bombing regarding the use of computer networks to disseminate hate literature that
could incite violence.
The government moves concern free-speech
advocates, who prefer a technological fix.
"We don't have to rely on the government to
attempt
to censor everything on the
Internet," said Daniel Weltoner, deputy director of the Center for Democracy and
Technology, a civil-lierties group that testified at lastweek's hearings. Users have no
control of broadcast media, other than to
change channels or turn it off. But in
cyberspace, "SurfWatch Is a great example
of the flexibility
and user control that Is inherent in interactive media," Mr. Weitner
said.
On-line services such as Prodigy Services
Co. only grant Internet access to children
with parental persnislon. Jostens Inc. recently released software for schoolsthat allows teachers to block electronic bulletin
boards that contain pornographic pictures.
SurfWateh's Mr. Friedland said the software contains the Internet addresses of computers storing sexually explicit material.
blocking a user's attempt to access those
computers. But such porno-troves often are a
moving target: once users find out about
them. those computers tend to get overwhelmed by traffic, shut down and move
elsewhere on the network and take a new address.
To counter that problem. SurfWatb will
charge users a subscriptionfee for software
updates that Include new offending Internet
addresses. The company is using a database
to search the Internet for words such as
"pornography* and "pedophilla" and make a
list of Internet sites, which won't be visible
to users.
Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr. President, clearly there are ways parents can exact
control over what their children can
access on their home computers. It is
clearly preferable to leave this responsibility in the hands of parents, rather
than have the Government step in and
assert
control
over
telecommunications. Whenever there is a choice between Government intervention and
empowering people to make their own
decisions, we ought to try first to use
the situation of the approach that involves less Government control of our
lives.
It is also not clear that existing
criminal statutes are incapable of enforcing laws to protect children on
interactive telecommunications. There
have been many reports of prosecution
of illegal activity related to the transmission of obscenity uiing interactive
telecommunications.
So. Mr. President, I do not even
think it is clear we do not have the authority today to prosecute online obscenity. The truth is we just do not
know at this point. We need more information. However, it is entirely clear
to me that Congress certainly should
not abridge constitutionally protected
speech if there are less restrictive
means of serving the compelling Government interest.
To conclude, that is why I strongly
support, as an alternative, the efforts
of the Senator from Vermont. This
amendment requires an expeditious
evaluation by the Department of Justice of the technology available now to
allow parents to protect their children
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from objectionable materials while upholding the values of the first amendment. The Attorney General must also
evaluate whether existing laws are adequate to enforce criminal laws governing obscenity.
This study, which has to be completed within 5 months, will provide
Congress with the information we need
before we consider legislation. Given
the first amendment issues at stake
here. I believe the Judiciary Committee of the Senate should also be given
an opportunity to review this matter. I
do not. in theory, object to some legislation.
I simply want to work with my colleagues to determine how best to protect children, while at the same time
protecting the rights of Americans to
free speech.
I will close with these remarks from
an article in the Federal Communications Law Journal by Prof. Fred Cate.
In the article, he discussed how electronic communications have changed
the way we communicate and have
even greater potential .to revolutionize
communications. He stated:
If So yeas of the Communications Act of
1934has taught us nothing else, it must caution against excluding communications
media from the full protection of the first
Amendment. To do So with today's electronic
Information technologies would create an exception that would make the role of freedom
of expression
meaningless.
Mr. President., .1 believe the Exon
amendment, unfortunately, does create
such an exception, and I urge my colleagues to oppose this language and
support, as an alternative, the amendment of the Senator from Vermont.
I urge my colleagues to vote accordingly when we vote. I thank the Chair
and yield the floor.
Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDINGOFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield myself 10 minutes.
I have been listening with keen intereat to my friends and colleagues, the
Senator from Vermont and the Senator
from Wisconsin. I hope that they will
listen very carefully to, some of the
things this Senator has to say. because
everything that they have brought up
are things that I considered very long
and very hard when I started working
on this difficult situation a year ago.
Nothing they said is new. I just. think
they are. without malice aforethought.
putting some spin on the Exon-Coats
amendment that simply is not there.
I ask unanimous consent that Senator BYRD and Senator HEFLIN both be
added as original cosponsors to the
Exon-Coats amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. EXON. I appreciate very much
Senator BYRD and Senator HEFLIN. two
very distinguished lawyers, the latter.
Senator HEFIN. being the former chief
Justice of the supreme court of Alabama. I think both of them would not
be a cosponsor of this Exon-Coats
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amendment unless they felt it had ade- Thank you for your attention to our concerns.
quate constitutional safeguards.
Sincerely.
At this time. Mr. President. I ask
lOrINA.
BRIAN C.
unanimous consent that the following
Diectoe.
letters in support of the Exon-Coats
Governental Affairs Office.
amendment be printed in the RECORD.
The first is from the Christian CoalNATIONAL COALITIONFOR TrE
tion headed:
"Senators
EXON and
PROTETI ON OFCHILDREN & FAMILIES.
COATS Have Joined the Efforts. SupCincinnati. OH, June 13,1995.
port the Exon-Coats Antipornography Hon. JAMESEXON.
Amendment." And we have the support
U.S. Senate.
Washington, DC.
of that organization.
Next, a letter from the National CoaDEAR SENATOREXON: I am writing you on
lition for the Protection of Children behalf of the National Coalition for the Proand Families that has essentially the tection of Children & Families to offer our
strong support for your willingness to Introname message indifferent words.
duce an amendment, along with Senator
Next. Mr. President, a reference that Coats, to the Telecom legislation dealing
Senator COATS made earlier in his ex- with the problem of children's access to porcellent presentation. I pause for just a nography on computer networks. We believe
moment to thank him for all of his that such legislation is dital to the well being
help and cooperation and for the excel- of our nation's most important resource. Its
lent, forthright, factual statement he children.
Unless the problem of computer pornogmade in explaining what we are atis addressed now. millions of children
tempting to do and how seriously we raphy
will have access to the worst and most Dioconsider this to be. That is why we are lent forms of pornography via computer netacting. Senator COATS mentioned the works and the Internet. Currently. almost
chamber of commerce supports thin
any child with access to the Internet can
legislation. I have a letter from the quickly download and view bestiality. tarchamber of commerce that I likewise tore, rape. mutilation, bondage, necrophilia
will include in the unanimous-consent and other unspeakable acts. The pornogrequest.
raphy Industry has opened up a free store en
uexst
e Fthe
Internet and Invited our children to get
Next is the Family Research Council,
whatever they want. Pornographers have no
along the same general line.
right to hijack Cyberspace. which offers a
Next is a news release from the Na- host of promising technologies which should
tional Law Center for Children and be available to children and families without
Families. of Fairfax. VA. that follows fear of encountering violent, degrading porthe same general category.
nography. Our society now faces a fundamenLast but not least, a news release tal choice of whether we really believe that
the Internet is a public network where chtlfrom Women of America Say "Enough
dreb will be welcome, or rather, one which
Is Enough."
I
askunanmousconset
tht
th
S
omers. just to pornographers and their conbelongs
those
that
I ask unanimous consent
letters be printed in the RECORD.
We have had the opportunity to review the
There being no objection, the letters language of the "Eon-Coats" amendment in
were ordered to be printed in the detail. We believe your careful approach to
RECORD, as follows:
amending the telecommunications legielsSENATORS EXON AND COATS HAVE JOINED LiOn 'a constitutional, wisely tailored to help
THEIR EFFORTS. SUPPORTTHE EXON-COATS protect children from this heinous material,
Aiers-PORNOGAPHYAMENDMENT
and effective in navigating complex court
precedents in this area
CHRISTIANCoALrTION.
Thank you for your willingness to address
Washlngton. DC'. Ame 1. 1995.
DERa ScENATon You may have received an these critical Issues. Your leadership on this
earlier letter from the Christian Coalitin
issue Is a great service to the world's chilurging your support for the Coats amend- dren.
ment to S. 652. the Telecommunications ReScerely.
DEES KAPLAN.
form Act. We are pleased to see that the
Vice President. Public Policy.
competing versions of anti-pornography legIslatlon proposed by Senators James Exon
and Dan Coats have subsequently bees recCHAMBERor COMMERCEO THE
onciled Into a joint amendment. I write you
UNITo STATES or AMERICA.
now to urge your support for this bipartisan
Washington. DC. June 13. 199 .
computer pornography amendment.
Members of Ihe United Stotes Senate:
Pornography on the computer superOn behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Coinhighway has become so prevalent and acces- mermo Federation of 215.001 business memsible to children that it necessitates congres- ben. 3.0 state and local chambers of com.
sional action. The comprehensive isle- merce. 1.200 trade and professional assocla.
eommunicazions legislation which the Sen- tions. and 72 American Chambers of Coinate is currently debating is an appropriate meree abroad, we strongly urge your support
vehicle, to address this critical problem, and for the amendment to be offered by Senators
we urge the Senate not to let this oppor- Exon (D-NEt and Coats (R-IN) to S. 652. the
tnity go by.
"Telecommunications Competition and DeAlthough Senator Patrick Leahy and oth- regulation Act of 1995." regarding revisions
ere may urge that the matter be referred to to the Communications Decency Act.
the U.S. Department of Justice for its review
The Exon-Coata amendment firmly proand analysis, we oppose such a course of ac- tects children against obscene, Indecent. and
tion. The increasing existence of computer other types of objectlonable commuolcapornography today requires action, not more
ions. It also preserves the interests of buststudy
nesw users of Information systems. The IanOn behalf of the 1.6 million members and guage is rightfully targeted to reach and
supporters of the Christian Coalition. we prosecute the "bad actors" who exploit the
urge you to support the Exon-Coate amend- capabilities of information technologies to
ment when It comes to the Senate floor. reach children and unconsenting adults.
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which we support fully. Yet adequate defenses and safe harbors are provided to en sure that American businesses can utili D
these telecommunications-based
product, I
and services to enhance their competitive noss. address major business problems sut h
as empioyee training and customer service
and reach new domestic and global markel
shares and suppliers-.ithout fearing unin.
tended or uncertain liabilities flowing fronr
i
the actions of others.
Unlike some previous proposals, this legis
lation provides the certainty that businessoI
need to ensure that they can employ online I
information technologies. The absence 0l
this certainty would create a broad and fin
tent disincentive. especially for small bust.
nesses, to the use of online systems and the
interconnection of private business systems
with the Ni. The Chamber membership is
calling on Congress to enact telecommunications reform legislation to enhance our
children's lives and our business' productivity. This amendment does both.
Please vote "Yes" for the Eson-Coats
amendment to S. 652.
Sincerely.
R. BRUCE JOSTEN,
Senior Vice President.
FAMILY RcsEARcH CoUNCIL.
Wohngslos, DC. June 13. 1995.
DEAR SENATOR, I wrote to yOU ]st week
with my concern about the Pending anti-ornography amendments to the Telecommunications Bill and urging your support of the
proposed Coats Amendment, Last night, Senator Exon agreed to Join Senator Coats in his
legislative approach against the obscenity
and indecency polluting cyberspace. The
Family Research Council commends these
Senators for their willingness to take a
stand on this unpopular issue. Today or tomorrow, the Exon-Coats Amendment will be
offered which wilt criminalne commercial
and non-commerclal distribution of hardcore pornography through computers, as well
as keep all forms of poreography out of the
hands of the most vulnerable "Net surfers"our children.
I urge you to support the Exon-Coate
Amendment to eliminate "cyberspace'" a
safe haven for pornographers.
The Eon-Coate Amendment breaks new
legal ground in the fight against porn by
crlnallzing 'free" Obscenity traded on the
Internet. and by making it illegal to make
Indecent material available to children.
Importantly, the Exon-Coate Amendment
still addresses the problem of porn on basic
cable packages. It ait prohibit cable programmers from forcingupon famnilies channels which feature Indecent programs wben
they sign up for cable. The indecent channels
will be provided only upon specific request
Computer pornography In the next great
threat to our children's hearts and minds. I
commend Senator Coats and Senator Exon
for fighting an evil which transcendsparty
lines.
Sincerely.
GARY L. BAUER
Pe.det.
SUPPORT
EXON-COATS
COMPt-rcR
PORN
AMENDMENT SAYS NATIO.L LAW CENTER
FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
The National Law Center for Children and
Families ("NLC"I is a non-profit legal advice
organication which supports law enforcement and governmental agencies in the prosecution and improvement of federal and
state laws dealing with obscenity and the
protection of children. NLC's Chief Counsel.
Bruce Taylor. feels that today's version of
the "'Exon-Coats"amendment is both effective and constitutional. It would criminallze
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the distribution of obscenity on the burgeoning computer service networks, such as the
"Internet". "Use Net", and "World Wide
Web". The amendment also criminallZes the
knowing distribution of "indecent" material
to minor children. Both provisions cover
noncommercial. as well &s commercial,
transmissions. This is important. since
present law does not Cover indecency to mlnors except for commercial dial-porn messages over the phone lines. Also, the ExonCoats amendment would clearly cover all
distributions of hard-core obscenity over the
computer networks, whereas existing law
has been enforced only against commercial
sales of obscenity by common carrier and
computer.
The vast amount of hard-core pornography
on today's computer bulletin boards Is
placed there indiscriminately by "porn p1rates" who post freely available pictures of
violence, rape. bestiality, torture. excretory
functions, group sex. and other forms of hard
and soft core pornography which are as
available to teenager computer users as to
men who are addicted to pornography. A
tough federal law is needed to deter such unprotected and viciously harmful activity and
the Exon-Coats bill does just that. making
such activity a felony punishable by up to
two years in prison and 3100,030 $n fines.
Many of the previous previsions of the
Exon bill were criticized by pro-family
groups as too lenient and providing too
many defenses for pornographers, as well s
for. the on-line computer service access providers, such as
Prodigy, CompuServe,
NITCOM. and America On Line. The present
version of the Exon-Coats amendment would
exempt the phone company carriers and
computer access providers only to the extent
that they provide mere access for users to
connect to the services and boards of other
companies and individuals beyond their control. To the extent any phone or computer
access company would offer obscenity on
their own boards, they would be as liable as
anyone else. Likewise for making indecent
material available to minors under age 18, if
they do it-they are liable, but If they don't
do It-they aren't liable if someone else does
it. This puts the primary criminal liability
on those who distribute obscenity to anyone
and on those who make indecency available
to minors without taking reasonable stepe to
limit it to adults. Although some people and
groups may feel that the phone and computer access providers should bear responsibility for the traffic in obscenity and indecency that is available to minors, there are
Constitutional limitations that apply by law
to any act of Congress In these regards. One.
regulations to protect minors from indecent
speech must be the "least restrictive means"
to protect minors while allowing adults access to non-obscene speech. Second. the law
cannot impose strict liability for obscenity.
The Exon-Coats amendment Is designed to
Satisfy both constitutional requirements,
while still providing a serious criminal deterrent to those who would put obscenity
onto the computer nets or who would publicly post indecent materials within easy
reach of children.
The amendment, therefore, contains -good
faith" defenses that would allow any company. carrier. internet connector. or private
Individual to create reasonable and effective
ways to screen children out of adult conversatlons and allow adults to use indecent.
noobscene. speech among adults. This
should encourage the access providers to
take steps to enforce corporate responsibility and family friendly policies and monitor
their systems against abuse. When they do
take such steps, the good faith defense would
protect them from becoming liable for
unfound or unknown abuses by others, and
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that is all we think the law can ask of them
at this point. There to only so much that can
be done In a way chat is "technically feasible" at any Point In time, and the ExonCosts bill would not require anyone to take
steps that are not technically feasible and
does not. and should not. expect anyone to
take allsteps that may be technically possible. This bill would also allow the States to
enforce their own obscenity and "harmful to
minors'" laws against the pornographers and
porm pirate. If the chose to regulate the carrers and connectors, they would be bound by
the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution
and the First Amendment to using consistent measures. This is not Inconsistent with
existing requirements for the States to meet
under any criminal law. The Jointrole of fedcral and state Prosecution of those who distribute the obscenity, and indecency to mlcore, Is thus preserved.
The good faith defense also allows responsible Users and providers to utilzethe existIng regulations from the F.C.C.for dial-porn
systems until such time as the F.C.C.makes
new regulations specifically for the computer networks. This means that a company
or Individual who takes a credit card. pin
number, or access code would be protected
under present F.C.C. rules if a minor stole
his parent's Visa card or dad's porn pin number. In other words, some responsibility still
resides with Parente to watch what their
kids are watching on the computer. This is
serious business and there is a lot of very
harmful pornography on the "Internet". so
parents better take an interest in what their
children have access to, but cannot expect
every one elseto solve the entire problem for
them. Federal law can make It a crime to
post hard-core obscenity on the computer
boards, but many people are willing to break
that law. The pore pirates are posting the
kind of porn that hasn't been sold by the pornography syndicate in their "adult" bookstores in nearly 20 years. This law should
deterthem from doing that any longer and it
would allow federal prosecutors to charge
them for it noW.
''he defensesto Indecency are available to
every one. so that every one has a chance to
act responsibly as adults in protecting Colldrew from indecency. This is what the Supreme Court will require for the indecency
provisions to be upheld as "least restrictive"
under the First Amendment. Conversely, no
one has a defense to obscenity when they distribute or make obscenity available. The
only exception to this Is for the carriers and
connectors in their role as mere access connectors, only then would they be exempt
from the obscenity traffic of others. However.if the on-line service providers go beyond solely providing access, and attempt to
pander or conspire With pornographers. for
instance, then they would lose their obscenityexemption and be liable along with every
one else.This isa limited remedy to prevent
the bill from causing a "prior restraint" on
First Amendment rights. This bill would be
nothing at all if It were struck down or enjoined before it could be used against those
who are posting, selling, and disseminating
all the pornography on the computer networks.
There has been some criticism that this
bill in adopting good faith defenses, would
make it ineffectual and that this would
weaken the bill in the same way that theenistingdial-pore law is not completely effective. We disagree. The defenses in the dialporn law were necessary to having that law
upheld by the courts. Without them, it was
struck down by the Supreme Court. Only
after the F.C.C. provided its technical
screening defenses was the law upheld by the
federal appeals courts.This law adopts those
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constitutionally required measures for Inde"ENoUoH IS ENOUH!" CAMPAIGN.
cency and for obscenity only for the mere aeWashington,DC. June 14,1995.
caem providers. The dial-porn law has re- WOMEN OF AMERICA SAY "ENOUGH IS
moved the prrecorded message services
ENOUON!"IN SUPPORT or ExoN-COATS COMfrom the phone lines. The pornographers
PUTER PON AMENDMENT
have gone to live credit cud calls. To the exThe "Enough is Enough!" campaign is a
tent they are still obscene, they can and non-partisan non-preolt organization which
should be prosecuted by the Department of educates citizens about the harms of pornography and its link to sexual violence.
Justice. with the help of the F.B.I. That is
what It will take to remove the rest of the il- "Enough is Enough!" iS dedicated to eliminating child pornography and removing Illelegal dial-porn services. The meet ineffective
part of the dial-porn law Is not the F.C.C. de- gal pornography from the marketplace.
According to Dee Jepsen. President of
fenses, they are line. What is broken is the
"Enough Is Enough!". "We represent thouphone company defense in the statute. 47 sands of women and concerned
men across
U.S.C. 1223(cX2XB). that allows the bell com- America standlng together in support of
panies to rely on "the lack of any represen- sound legislative measures that will enhance
tation by a provider- of dial-pore that the law enforcement and prosecution of the dis
provider is offering illegal messages. This tribution of illegal pornography to chilmeans that if the dial-porn company does
dren."
not tell the phone company that the mes"Furthermore", states Donna Rice Hughes,
sages are obscene or going to children as in- Communications Director for the campaign.
"the current version of the Exon-Coate
decency, then the phone company doesn't
amendment will provide greater protection
have to block all the dial-porn lines until an
adult subscribes in writing. This is not work- for children from computer pornography's
able and should be fixed by Congress. The invasion into America's homes and schools
meet constitutional scrutiny."
dial-porn law should also be amended to give and still
This measure is an essential step in progood faith reliance only on a false representecting children from heinous forms of portation by a dial-porn provider. if the phone
nography available online.
company doesn't kneow about a dlal-porn
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. let me
service, then they should not be responsible.
now, if I might, go into some matters
However. the phone company should block
all the dial-porn lines and only unblock them that I.think are tremendously imporon adult request. This Is the provision that Is tant.
First, I notice that my friend and
causing the phone companies not to act, not
colleague from Vermont indicated he
the F.C.C. defenses. There Is no such provision in the Exon-Coats amendment that has some 25,000 signatures that he has
piled up on the desk down there from
would allow the carriers or connectors to
walt for the pornographer to confess guilt
people who support his efforts, and his
before they mest act, If they know. they efforts are supported, of course, by my
mest act in good faith. No more, no less.
friend and colleague from Wisconsin.
This computer porn law is. therefore, better
What they propose to do with the unthan the existing dial-porn law in that re- derlying amendment is to punt, to reeSpent,
ognize there is a problem that they
This amendment would allow federal pros- both have. but what they are suggestecutions against the pornographers and por
ing we do is just delay a punt.
pirates immediately, thus removing much of
We come from the football State of
the hard-core material from the networks Nebraska. That is what the Nebraska
that the carriere would be providing access
football team does, Mr. President.
to anyway. This can't wait several months or
Fourth down and 32 yards to go on
years- If Congress bas to exempt the connec- their own 3-yard line. they always
tre as long as they merely carry the signal punt, except when they are down near
and otherwise act in good faith, then so be the end of the game and they recognize
It It they abuse it, then Congress cn take
the serious situation that they might
that break away when it Is shown that they
be In and they might not get the ball
don't deserve it In the meantime, this law
back. Then they do not punt. They
will give federal law enforcement agencies a
tool to get at those who are responsible for move aggressively forward, which is
distributing the obscenity that we all com- what we are trying to do in the
plain of right now. It is a good and constitu- thoughtful manner embodied in the
tional law and arguments that It is not Exon-Coat proposal.
Those people that my friend and colenough are not true. not realistic, and could
cause Congress to bypass this opportunity to league from Vermont is supporting in
enact an effective remedy to protect the pub- carrying the ball would be interested in
lic and our children from this insidious prob- knowing, I am sure, what generated
lem. Senators ExeO and Cmts have done an many of those letters that have been
admirable and honorable job in forcing this offered in debate by the Senator from
issue to a resolution. They have agreed to a Vermont.
tough and fair law. with reasonable exempI happen to have a copy of a letter in
tions and defenses for legitimate and good this regard, which generated many of
faith interests. The effective role of alter- those letters, provided to me by my
native measures, like that of Senators Grass- grandson. My grandson is 25 years old,
ley and Dole, cannot be overlooked as part of and he is old enough to take care of
the pressure that brought this matter to a himself. But he thought that
I would
successful point, The efforts to kill all effecbe Interested In this. This is a letter
tive action, such as the pornography protecthat
has
been
widely
distributed
on the
tion and delay the bill of Senator Leahy bf
Vermont would offer to forego a criminal bill e-mail system. It says: "The obscenity
of
decency.
With
the
introduction
of
in favor of more study". must be relected as
unreasonable and Congress should act imme- Senator J.J. EXON's Communications
Decency
Act,
the
barbarians
are
really
diately to crimtnalize obscenity on the corpoter networks and forbid Indecent material at the gate."
I have been called many things in my
being sent or made available to minors.
life, but never before have I been called
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a barbarian. I would hope that the Senator from Vermont would advise the
people that he is using here as support
for his position that his mutual friend,
JIM EXON,is not a barbarian under any
normally accepted definition of the
term.
Let me go into some of the things
that I have been hearing and listening
to and attempt, as best I can. to maybe
straighten out some of the concern
that I think are very real and sincere,
as stated by my colleague from Vermont and my colleague from the State
of Wisconsin.
First. let me say that the Exon-Cats
amendment does not destroy, does not
retard, does not chill accepted information. pictures, or speech. To the contrary. We are trying to make the
Internet system, which Is displayed
here on this chart before me. safer, better, and to make it more frequently
used.
I do not know the authenticity of the
statement that I am about to make.
But I have read that it has been estimated that up to 75 percent. Mr. President, of present computer owners have
refused to join the Internet system
with their home computer, precisely
because they know and they fear-and
evidently they have seen or been advised s to what I have here In the blue
book. Once again, before anyone votes
against the Exon-Coats amendment, If
they are interested, I am willing to
share this information with them. It
has pictures in it that were taken directly off the Internet system last
week. So I simply say we are not trying to destroy, we are not trying to retard and we are certainly not trying to
chill the great system that is the
Internet. Anyone who believes that is
very badly misinformed.
I have also heard a great deal today
about the parents' responsibilities.
which. I guess, means that the parents
that have such responsibilities must
follow their children around all of the
time. This is not simply something
that the children have available to
them at home. More likely, they are
going to be introduced to It not at
home. but in the schools. We have just
made a concession in the telecommunications bill before us to give the
schools and libraries a break, if you
will, because we want them Involved In
this. The schools will be sources of the
information that Senator COATSand I
have been describing. The library is a
place where they can pick it up. We
also talk about some of the software
and the off-limits proposition that
some of the software may or may not
provide.
I simply say, Mr. President, that
those who know what is going on with
the Internet today-those who have
seen It firsthand, those who are concerned about making the Internet the
greatest thing that has ever happened
as far as communications exchange is
concerned-are the ones that are supporting the Exon-Coats amendment.
We want to make it even bigger, and
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we want to make it even better, but
not for raunchy pornography that
would turn most people off. And to the
25.000 people who want to call this Senator a barbarian. I simply say that.
evidently, they are so selfnsh-at least
their actions are so selfish, that they
simply say: We do not want to give up
anything. We want to be able to see
what we want to see. where we want to
see it. any time we want to see it.
I simply say that what we are trying
to do is constructively make some
changes that are necessary. Let me review for just a moment. if I can. and
make sure that everyone understands
what the Internet Is all about. The
Internet. basically, is In the center of
this chart or graph. From listening to
many of my colleagues today, those
who do not support the Exon-Coats
amendment. I think that they view
this as the way the Internet Is. First
you have a child at home or an adult at
home entering the Internet, and they
have to buy that service from one of
the many people who make money
charging the entry into the Internet,
where they have special provisions,
special facilities which that particular
provider might apply.
In addition to that. they apply for
entry into the massive Internet itself.
From the Internet. the child or the
adult can go worldwide. We can go into
all kinds of sources of information -the
Library of Congress. any of the great
universities, and all of the other massive sources of information. I think too
many people believe that because the
pornography bulletin board is sitting
out here to the side. that you have to
work to get to the pornography bulletin board. Mr. President. that is simply not the case. The pornographers
have invaded the Internet down here.
so that it is freely available, without
cost-all of the outlandish, disgusting.
pornographic pictures of the worst
type, that some of my colleagues think
we can handle by punting. This is not a
time to punt: this is the time to act.
I want to bring reference to the fact
that this is the system that the CoatsExon amendment is trying to createone that Is envisioned as the way the
Internet system works. Actually. the
way the Internet system is working
toily esp'-ciatly with regard to totally rampant potingraphy -is that
when the child nr adult at home goes
into the Internet systhm. all too often
he Is looking for something other than
basic Infnrination. He wouid have to
pay if he wants to subscribe to the pernogiaphy bulletin board- But. Mr.
Preoldent. It goes both ways. These
people.-the moneymakers on pornography up here are feeding information
because it can be fed free of charge Into
the Inlernet system. The pictires I
have here in tite blie book-there are a
whole series of them were taken freely off of the Internet systet free of
charge and readily available to anyone
who has a eomtputer and has the basic
knowledge.

What these pornographers do is place
free-of-charge material on the Internet
that"is designed to lure people over to
their bulletin board so they can maybe
hook them into a monthly charge of
some type, to have available whenever
they want from their pornography
which is a library full of everything
you can imagine.
What they are doing Is taking previews of what they have in here. They
are putting them. open and at large, on
the Internet system for all people to
see, not unlike, Mr. President, the previews of coming attractions that we
see when we go to the movies. This is
what we will see next.
Obviously, many of the pictures, as
evidenced by the blue book, are things
that are readily available. They, of
course, have a way of referencing back.
If you like this picture, come into our
porno shop over here. For a small fee.
we will show you the real thing. The
real thing is right here when it comes
to pornography.
Mr. President. I simply say, once
again, that while I am sure my friend
from Vermont and my friend from Wisconsin are sincere. I appreciate very
much the very kind things that both
have said about the efforts of this Senator and Senator COATS because we
have brought attention to this.
It is the intention of the Senator
from Nebraska and the Senator from
Indiana. though, now that we have
called attention to it. we are going to
do something about it. We do something about it in a fully constitutional
way, We are not going to trample on
the constitutional rights of anyone.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President?
Mr. COATS. Mr. President. could the
Senator yield for a question, so we can
get a sense where we might be with
time.
Mr. LEAHY. I yield.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President. I am not
aware of any specific requests for time
from anyone on our side. We might be
able to yield some time back.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I would
be happy to. I wanted to respond, a I
am sure the Senator from Indiana realIzed I would, to a couple of points,
Mr. COATS. We could get the word to
Members.
.Mr. LEAIY. I hope we can vote by 5
o'clock.
Mr. COATS. I thank the Senator.
Mr. LEAHY. I have spoken before on
the floor of my conerns with the
Exon Coats amendment. Last Friday,
my good friend from Nebraska. Senator
FXON. filed a revised version of the Decency Act as amendment No. 1268. The
revisions made by Senator EXON reflect
a diligent and considered effort by him
and his staff to correct serious problems that the Department of Justice, I
and others have pointed out with this
section of the bill.
I commend Senator EXON for proposIng In his amendment the striking of
the provision in the bill that would impose a blanket prohibition on wire-
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tapping digital communications. This
section would have totally undermined
the legal authority for law enforcement to use court-authorized wiretaps.
one of the most significant tools in law
enforcement's
arsenal
for fighting
crime.
If that particular section were passed
as introduced, the FBI would not have
been able to use court-ordered wiretaps
to listen in on digital calls made by
kidnappers, terrorists, mobsters, or
other criminals. This is an excellent
change that I heartily endorse.
PROBLEMSWITHSENATOR XO'S AtMENDMErr
But, even with this fix, serious constitutional and practical problems remain in Senator EXON's proposed legislation.,
The first part of the amendment
would make it a felony not only to
send obscene electronic messages to
harass another person, but would apply
the same penalty to sending an e-mail
message with an indecent or filthy
word that you hope will annoy another
person.
For example. if someone sends you an
annoying e-mail message and you respond with a filthy, four-letter word,
you may land In jail for 2 years or with
a $100,0 fine.
Under this amendment, no computer
user will be able to send a private or
public e-mail message with the seven
dirty words in it. Who knows when any
recipient will decide to feel annoyed by
seeing a four-letter word online?
The second part of the amendment
would make it a felony to send out or
receive over computer networks any
obscene material. There is no requirement that the person soliciting and receiving the material knew It was obscene. This means that a computer
user could be guilty of committing this
crime at the moment of clicking to receive material, and before the user has
looked at the material, let alone knows
the material to be, obscene.
This means that an adult sitting at
his computer in the privacy of his own
home. who wants to get a copy-consistent with our copyright laws-of a
magazine article on stock car racing.
could be subject to 2 years in jail and
a $100.000 fine for downloading the magazine, which unbeknownst to the user
also contains obscene materialThis also means that if you are part
of an online discussion group on rape
victims. your computer is programmed
to automatically download messages
sent into the discussion group. If a participant sends into the group a graphic
story about a rape. which could be
deemed obscene, this story will automatically be downloaded onto your
computer, and you would be criminally
liable under this amendment. even before you read the story.
This may mark the end of online discussion groups on the Internet. since
many users do not want to risk 2 years
in jail because of what they might receive from online discussion groups.
This
amendment would
chill free
speech and the free flow of information
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over the Internet and computer networks,
The amendment does give one out to
users who meet some government. FCC
determined standards to take steps to
protect themselves from receiving material the government has determined
to be obscene or indecent. This may
mean that any user with a connection
to the Internet or an electronic communications service may be required to
go out and buy special FCC endorsed
and expensive software programs to
stop obscene materials from reaching
their computers. That way they could
show that they have at least tried to
avoid the receipt of obscene materials.
Otherwise. they may risk criminal liability.
Take another example. What if a user
wants to join a campaign to stop obscenity on computer networks, and
sends out the message to others on the
campaign to send him examples of the
obscene materials they are fighting to
stop. Under this amendment, any receipt of these materials would be a
crime. If this amendment had been the
law. when my good friend from Nebraska collected the materials in his
blue notebook, he would have committed a felony.
How will anti-obscenity or pornography groups that now monitor online
obscenity be able to do so without
criminal liability?
The third part of Senator EXON'S
amendment would make It a felony to
purposefully make available, either
privately or publicly, any indecent
message to a minor.
We all share my good friend's concern over the kind of material that
may be available and harmful to minors on the Internet and other online
computer networks. But this provision
is not the way to address the problem.
Under this provision, no indecent
speech could be used on electronic bulletin beards dedicated to political debates, since kids under 18 may access
these boards.
This will certainly insure that civility is reintroduced into our political
discourse when we are online. But this
also means that works of fiction, ranging from "Lady Chatterly's Lover" to
science fiction novel
N~wT O OuRICH's
-'1945." which contains some steamy
scenes, could not be put out on the
Internet because of the risk that a
minor might download it. Rap music
with bad words could not be distributed
online. This provision would censor the
Internet in a way that threatens to
chill our first amendment rights on
electronic communications systems.
Under the amendment offered by my
good friend from Nebraska, those of us
who are users of computer e-mail and
other network systems would have to
speak as if we were In Sunday School
every time we went on-line.
L too,support raising our level of civility in communications In this country. but not with a government sanction and possible prison sentence when
someone uses an expletive. All users of
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Internet and other information services would have to clean up their language when they go on-line, whether or
not they are communicating with children.
There is no question that we are now
living through a revolution in telecommunications with cheaper, easier
to use and faster ways to communicate
electronically with people within our
own homes and communities, and
around the globe. A byproduct of this
technical revolution is that supervising
our children takes on a new dimension
of responsibility.
Very young children are so adept
with computers that they can sit at a
keypad in front of a computer screen at
home or at school and connect to the
outside world through the Internet or
some other on-line service. Many of us
are justifiably concerned about the accessibility of obscene and indecent materials on-line and the ability of parents to monitor and control the materials to which their children are exposed.
But government regulation of the
content of all computer communications, even private communications.
under the rubric of protecting kids and
In violation of the first amendment is
not the answer.
wUSTINO
LAWS
One could get the Incorrect Idea that
we in Congress have ignored the problem of protecting kids from harms that
could befall them from materials they
get online. This could not be further
from the truth. We have a number of
laws on the books that the Justice Department has successfully used to prosecute child pornography and obscenity
transmitted over computer networks.
Our criminal laws already prohibit
the sale or distribution over computer
networks of obscene or filthy matertal-18 U.S.C. U1465. 1466. 2252 and
2423(a). We already impose criminal liability for transmitting any threatening message over computer networks-18 U.S.C. 1875(c). Our existing criminal
laws also crinninalize the solicitation
of minors over computers for any sexual activity-18 U.S.C. §2452--and Illegal luring of minors into sexual activity through computer conversations18 U.S.C. 12423(b). Just this weekend,
there were reports of two instances in
which the FBI successfully tracked
down teenagers who were solicited online.
Congress took action 2 months ago to
pass the Sexual Crimes Against Children Prevention Act of 1995 to increase
the penalties and make these various
laws even tougher.
Congress has not been ignoring this
problem. This does not mean we cannot
or should not do better. But. the problem of policing the Internet is complex
and involves many important constitutional Issues.
T REQUIRINGA STUDY
LEARYAMENDMEN

The amendment I am offering with
and
KERREY, FEINGOLD.
Senators
MOSKugY-BRAuN would require a study
by the Department of Justice. In con-
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sultation with the U.S. Department of
Commerce. on how we can empower
parents and users of interactive telecommunications systems.
We should examine the recommendations of these experts before we start
imposing liability in ways that could
severely damage electronic communications systems, sweep away important constitutional rights. and possibly
undercut law enforcement at the same
time.
We should avoid quick fixes today
that would interrupt and limit the
rapid evolution of electronic information systems--for the public benefit far
exceeds the problems It invariably creates by the force of its momentum.
A number of groups support the approach of the Leahy study, including
civil liberties groups, librarians, online
providers, newspaper editors. and other. I ask that a list of the supporters
of the Leahy study be placed in the
RECORD.
An electronic petition has been circulated on the Internet for the past few
weeks. Over 6.50Wpeople have signed
on in support of the Leahy study, as an
alternative to the proposed Communications Decency Act.
A number of organizations have
signed onto the electronic petition to
support the Leahy study as an alternative to Government content regulation of electronic communications.
These organizations, including the
American Council for the Arts. Center
for Democracy and Technology, Voters
Telecommunications Watch. and others are helping to circulate the petition. Anyone Is allowed to sign It or
circulate it-this is a free country.
Since May 19, when the petition was
launched, over 35,00 people have
signed on.
The Leahy study approach is supported by civil liberties groups, librarians. online service providers and newspaper groups, Including: Association of
American Publishers (AAPI; Association of American University Presses
(AAUP]; The faculty of the City University of New York; Interactive Working Group; Online Operators Policy
.Committee of the Interactive Services
Advertising
American
Association:
Federation; American Association of
Advertising Agencies; and American
Library Association.
Also American Society of Newspaper
Editors; Association of National Advertisers, Inc.; Association of Research Libraries; Business Software Alliance;
Center for Democracy and Technology;
Computer and Communications Industry Association; Direct Marketing Assoclation; Electronic" Frontier Foundation; Feminists For Free Expression;
Magazine Publishers of America; Media
Public
Project;
National
Access
Telecomputing Network; Newspaper
Association of America; People For the
American Way Action Fund; Recreational Software Advisory Counsel;
Software Publishers Association; and
Times Mirror.
I have also asked a coalition of Industry and civil liberties groups, called
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the Interactive. Working Group, to address the legal and technical issues for
policing electronic interactive services.
There Is no question that we need to
educate parents about the types of materials available on the Internet which
they may want to stop their children
from accessing. By focusing attention
on this issue, Senator EXON's efforts to
legislate in this area have already
made strides in alerting Parents to the
material available online that may be
harmful to kids, such as the Internet,
to control the material transmitted to
them over those systems. We must find
ways to do this that do not invite invasions of privacy, lead to censorship of
private online communications, and
undercut important constitutional protections.
Before legislating to impose Government regulation on the content of communications In this enormously complex area, I feel we need more information from law enforcement and telecommunications experts. My bill calls
for just such a fast-track study of this
issue.
Mr. President. I tell my good friend
from Nebraska, I hope. he realizes I
would never call him a barbarian. We
know each other too well and we are
too good of friends for that.
I have to admit, when he talks about
football, he has the. good grace to live
in a State where the team. has had
some modicum of success. He has rightly achieved bragging rights on that.
But when he talks about punting on
this, with all due respect, Mr. President, I believe the Exon-Coats amend-.
ment punts, because it punts to the
FCC the task of finding ways to restrict minors' access to indecent communications so users can implement
them and have a defense to criminal
prosecution.
What we have to understand is that
nobody in this place wants to give pornography to children. I do not. The distinguished Senator from Nebraska, the
distinguished Senator from Indiana,
the distinguished Senator from Wisconsin. all who have spoken on this issue
this afternoon, none wants to give pornography to children.
Many Members also do not want to
destroy the Internet as we try to find
how to do protect children from harmful material on the Internet. We can
accomplish the goal of keeping pornography from children without putting
on a huge Government layer of censorship and without destroying the
Internet.
Now. my friend from Nebraska says
his amendment takes the same approach as the dial-a-porn statute. Not
really. On dial-a-porn, it took 10 years
of litigation for the FCC to find a way
to implement the dial-a-porn statute in
a constitutional way. That is why I say
his amendment punts to the FCC the
task of finding ways to restrict.
Why not instead follow the Leahy
amendment,
which will require a
study, a group of experts, an accelerated legislative path, so that we will
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pass responsible legislation that will
not be attacked constitutionally for
years thereafter.
I note that the House Commerce
Committee adopted
basically the
Leahy study in its markup of the
House telecommunications legislation.
This was Republicans and Democrats,
across the political spectrum, trying tofind the best way to handle this. They
did what I have recommended here.
In fact, some provisions in my
friend's amendment could hurt prosecution of those who are not law-abiding users of the Internet but use it to
distribute obscenity and child pornography.
As a former prosecutor. I want prosecutors to have the best tools to go
after criminals. I received a letter
today from the Justice Department
that makes several points. They say a
study of the issue is needed. They also
confirm that the Exon proposal would
regulate indecent speech between consenting aduit..And, third, the defenses
in this proposal would undermine the
ability of the Justice Department to
prosecute online service providers even
though they knowingly profit from the
distribution of obscenity and child pornography.
The Department says, "We still have
concerns. We continue to believe that
comprehensive. review should be under-.
taken to guide the response to the
problems the Communications Decency
Act seeks to address."
I ask unanimous. consent to have
that letter printed in the RECORD at
this point.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
U.S. DEPARTMENT
OFJUSTICE,
OFFICE
OFLEoISLATIVE
AFFAIRS.
Washingtas. DC, May 3, 1995.
Han. PATRICK
J. LEAHY.
U. Senate.
Washigtoo. DC.
DEAR SENATORLEAHY: I write to respond to

your letter of March 1. 1996concerning our
prosecution of violations of federal child pornography and obscenity laws and your April
21. 1995request for the views of the United
States Department of Justice on the 'Communications Decency Act." which has been
incorporated as title IV of the proposed
"Telecommunlations Competition and Deregulation Act of 1995.' S. 652. In accordance
with your request. the analysis of the Communications Decency Act focuses on sections
402and 405of the bill.
The Department's Criminal Division has.
Indeed, successfully prosecuted violations
of
federal child pornography and obscenity laws
which were perpetrated with computer technology. In addition we have applied current
law to this emerging problem while also discovering areas where the new technology
may present challenges to successful prosmuton. While we agree with the goal of varlous legislative proposals designed to keep
obscenity and child pornography off of the
information superhighway, we are currently
developing a legislative proposal that will
best meet these challenges and provide additional prosecutorial tools. This legislative
package is being developed while taking into
consideration the need to protect fundamentl rights guaranteed by the First Amendment.
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With respect to the Communications Decency Act. whilewe understand that section
402 is intended to provide users of online
services the same protection against obscene
and harmasing Communications afforded to
telephone subscribers, this prOvislon would
not accomplish that goal. Instead, it would
significantly thwart enforcement of existing
laws regarding obscenity and child poraography. create several ways for dIstributors
and packager of obscenityand child pornography to avoid criminal liability, and threaten important First Amendment and privacyrights.
Similarly, while we understand that section 405 of this bill is intended to expand privacy protectionsto "digital" communic.tins,
such communications are already protected under existing law. Moreover, this
provision would have the unintended cmnsequences of ieopardlzing law enforcement's
authority to conduct lawful, court-ordered
wiretaps and would prevent system administrators from protecting their systems beh
they are under attack by computer hackers.
Despite the flaws in these provisions,
the
Administration applauds the primary goal of
this legislation:prevent obscenity from'
being widely transrred over telecommuniations networks to which minors have access. However, the legislation raises complex.
policy ssuee that merit close examination
prior to Congressional action. We recommend that a comprehensive review be un-.
dertaken of current laws and law enforcement resources for prosecuting online obscenity and child porangraphy, and the technical means available to enable parents and
users to control the commercial and noncommercial communications they receive
over interactive telecommunications systems.
The following are the Department's primary objectionsto sections 402and 45 of the
pending telecommunications bill:
First. section 405 of the bill would impose
criminal sanctions on the transmission of
constitutionally protected speech. Speclfically,subsections 402(a)(1)
and (b)(2)of the
bill would criminalize the transmissionof Indecent communications. which are protected
by the First Amendment. In Sable Conmunications of Cal. v. FCC, 492 U.S. 115 (1989).
the Supreme Court ruled that any restrictionson the content of protected speech in
media other than broadcast media must advance a compelling state interest and be accomplished by the "least restrictive means."
By relying on technology relevant only to
900 number services, section 402 fails to take
into account less restrictive alternatives utilizing existing and emerging technologies
which enable parents and other adult users
to control access to content.
Nearly ten years of litigation, along with
modifications of the regulations, were necessary before the current statute as applied
to audiotext services,
or "dial-a-pora" calling numbers, was upheld as constitutional.
See Dial Information Services v. Thornburg,
938 F. 2d 1535 (2d Cir. 1991). The proposed
amendment in section 402 of the bill would
jeopardize the enforcement of the existing
dial-a-por
statute by inviting additional
constitutional challenges, with the concomltast diversion of law enforcement resources.
Second. the definition of "knowingly" in
section 402 of the bill would cripple obcenity
prosecutions. Under subsection402(e), only
those persons with "actual knowledge" of
the "specific content of the communication"
could be held criminally liable. This definition would make It dirocult, if not impossible, to prove guilt, and the standard is
higher than the prevailing knowledge requirements under existing obscenity and
child sexual exploitation statutes. Under
Miller v. Calilfornla. 413 U.S. 629 (IM73.the
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government must only prove that a person
being prosecuted under an obscenity statute
had knowledge of the general nature of the
material being distributed. Large-scale distributors of child pornography and other obscene materials-among the most egregious
violators-do not read or view each obscene
Item they distribute. The proposed definition
in subsection 402(e would make it nearly impossibls for the government to establish the
necessary knowledge requirement and would
thereby severely handicap enforcement of
existing statutes.
Third, section 402 would add new terms and
defenses that would thwart ongoing enforcement of the dial-a-porn statute. Currently.
the government is vigorously enforcing the
existing dial-a-porn statute. It took more
than ten years for the government to be able
to do so, due to constitutional challenges.
The proposed amendment to this statute fundamentally changes its provisions and subJecta it to renewed constitutional attack
which would hinder current enforcement effort.
Fourth. section 402 would do significant
harm by inserting new and sweeping defenses
that may be applied to nullify existing federal criminal statutes. The government currently enforces federal criminal laws preventing the distribution over computer networks of obscene and other pornographic material that is harmful to minors (under IS
U.S.C. H 1465,2252 & 2423(a)). the illegal solicitation of a minor by way of a computer network (under 18 U.S.C. 12252),and illegal "lurIng" of a minor into sexual activity through
computer conversations (under 10 U.S.C
124=(b)). These statutes apply to all methods of "distribution" Including over computer networks. The new defenses proposed
In subsection 402(d) would thwart ongoing
government obscenity and child sexual exploitation prosecutions In several important.
ways:
The first defense under subsection 402(d)(1)
would immunize from prosicution "any action'" by a defendant who operates a cempater bulletin board service us an outlet for
the distribution of pornography and obscenity so long as he does not create or alter the
material. In fact, this defense would estab.
llsh a system under which distributors of
pornogaphic material by way of computer
would be subject to fewer criminal sanctions
thin distributors of obscene videos, books or
magasins .
The second defense provided in subsection
4da)
would exculpate defendants who
ed rial control over the communCLUtiOna" Such a defense may significantly
karn the goal of ensuring that obscene or
pornographic material is not available on
the Internet or other computer networks by
creating a disincentive for Operators of public bulletin board services to control the
posting on their boards. Moreover, persons
who
roido critical lus
in the pornograph and obsceLity dsiribution chains by

serving us"package fulfillment centers" fill-
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ng the section 402. and could thwart existing
child pornography and obscenity prosecu.
tlons.
The fourth defense provided in subsection
402(d)(4)
would exculpate defendants whose
pornography business does not have the
"predominate purpose' of engaging In unlawful activity. This defense would severely
undercut law enforcement's efforts to pros.
ecute makers and distributors of noncommercial pornography and obscenity.
The fifth defense provided In subsection
402(d)(5)
would preclude any cause of action
from being brought against any person who
has taken good faith steps to,iner alia, Irestrict or prevent the transmission of, or access to, a communication deemed unlawful
under section 402. This defense would encourage intrusion by on-line service providers
into the private electronic mail communicationsof Individual users. The defense actu.
ally promotes intrusions into private electronic mail by making It "safer" to monitor
private communications than to risk liability. At the same time, this defense would defeat efforts by the government to enforce
federal privacy protections against illegal
eavesdropping.
Finally. but no less significantly, section
406 amends the federal wiretap statute in
several respects, each of which creates considerable problems. First. it amends the
wiretap st.tute to add the term "digital" to
18 U.S.C. 12511,1 without considering the effect of this amendment on other statutory
provisions. For example, 18 U.S.C. 12516(11

provides that certain government officials
may authorize an application for a wiretap
order for wire or oral communications while
18 U.S.C. 12516(3)
provides that other govern.
ment Officials may authorize an application
for a wiretap order for electronic communication. Since section 405does not amend
18 U.S.C. 12516 to include the term "digital,"
it would appear that no government official
has the authority to authorize an application for a wiretap order for digital commu.
nications. This is particularly problematic.
since this investigative tool is reserved for
the most serious cases, including those Involving terrorists.
organized crime, and narcotics.
Equally disconcerting, the amendment
serves to protect computer hackers at the
expense of all users of the Natlonal Information Infrastructure (il1). including businessmes, government agencies and individuals.
Prior to 1994. the wiretap statute allowed
electronic communication service providers
to monitor voice communications to protect
their systems
from abuse. 15 U.S.C.
12511(21aXI) (198 version). Thos. when hackers attacked computer systems and system
administrators monitored these communications, they had no clear statutory authority
to do so. in October 104. Congress finally
remedied this defect by amending 18 U.S.C.
62511(2)(aXi)
to permit the monitoring of
electronic (i.e.,
digital, non-voice) commu.
nicatione. If section 405is enacted and these
hacker communloations are deemed digital.
system administrators willonce again be denied the statutory authority to monitor
hacker communications. It would be most
unfortunate if.at the same time Congress is
encouraging the widespread use of the ff1, It
passed a law giving system administrator's a
Hobeon's choice: either allow hackers to at-
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tack systems unobserved or violate federal
law.

Thers are three other concerns as well.

First. by adding the term "digital" without
amending the suppression provisions of 18
U.S.C.12515, voice communications.-f
they
are deemed 'digital-will no longer be protected by the statute's exclusionary rule.
This would serve to reduce the privacy potections for phone calls.
Second. section 405 would replace the
words "oral communication'" with "comueenication" in 1S U.S.C. 12511(IlB). This would
have undesirable consequences for law enforcement because It would criminalise the
interception of communications us to which
there was no reasonable expectation of pvacy.2
From the law enforcement perspective.
there Is simply no sound reason for eliminating this highly desirable feature of present
law. Additionally, the amendment might
also impact upon the news gathering process.
For example, If the conversation of two Individuals shouting In a hotel room were recorded by a news reporter standing outside
the room. the reporter would, under section
405. be violating the wiretap statute. Under
currentlaw. of course, the individuate manid
not complain about the recording because.
by shouting loud enough to be heard outside
the room. they lack any reasonable expecta.tionof privacy.
Last, the provision in section 402(d)s()
Provides that "no cause of action eny be
brought in any court * * - against any person on account of any action which the person has taken is good faith to implement a
defense authorized under this section. - This would seem to suggest that any person
can freely engage in electronic surveillance
otherwise prohibited by Title 1I so long us
they claim to be Implementing a sectiln 4
defense. As such, section 402(d)(5)
severely
weakens the privacy protections currently
offered by the wiretap statute.
In saum.sections 402 and 405 of the blU
would hamper the government's ongoing
work in stopping the dissemination of obscenity and child pornography and threaten
law enforcement's continued ability to use
court-authorized wiretaps. We believe that a
comprehensive review be undertaken to
guide response to the problems that the
Communications Decency Act seeks to address.
I assure you that the Department Is aware
of the growing use of computers to tuneit
and traffic obscenity and child pornography.
The Criminal Division's Child Exsloitotion
and Obscenity Section is aggressively investigating and prosecuting the distribustion of
child pornography and obscenity through
computer networks, and the use of computare to locate minors of the purpose of exuIal
exploitation.
As we have discussed with your
staff in a meeting focussed on these Issues,
we remain committed to an aggresive effort
to halt the use of computers to sexually enploitchildren and distribute obscenity.
Sincerely,
KENT MARKUES.
Acting Assistant
Attorney General.

ito orders for obscene materials, could assert
the defense that they lack the requisite "editortal control." This proposed defense would
complicate prosecutions of entire obscenity
distribtion chains.
U.S. DEPARTMENT Or JUSICE,
The third defense provided in subsection
OFFICE OF LaoSisLAIVE AFFAISn
42(d)(). containing five subparta, would be
Waeingon. DC.
available to pornographic bulletin boards opSenator PATRICK J. LEARY.
eraGto who take such innocuous steps as (A)
U.S. Senate,
directing users to their "on/ofi" switches on
I3t shouldbe notedthat "dicitalcommunisatheir computers as a "meams to restrict ac- tioesae alreadycoered by the wiretap stattW. Wohinlon, DC.
DEAR SENATOR LtARY: This is In reatponses
cese" to certain'commooloatisc
(B) warnUnderconrent law.a "digital"
sommunicationis elIng, or advertising to. users that they could thir a wire comunication wider 1 U.S.C. 12510(1)to your June 14, 195 letter to me Ploing
(it
It
cowtess
i
se,
elecltronic
cmensicsreceive obscene nmateriul. and (C) responding
sThe definition of -eralcommninltseo" In 11
to complaints about such minimum, this Lion"odesr 15U.s.C. 1510(1)(uItdoes notcontin
Risen esach
comeeenastions s already
me- U.6.C.
that thu soes
IS1102) onn.alne. requiresent
proposed defense would lead to litigation vles
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the reasonfor enacting section 406 s uncleoar. menlcation m be protected
meet have been Me
over whether such actions constitute "good and it is dinIcut topredict hew the courts
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pedophiles and predators secure a much
gitimately, the people who use it for le- stronger foothold in what will be a universal
service network. That network was initially
gitimate on-line discussion groups, the created by the U.S. government and still. In
people who gather information from it,
part, is supported by American tan dollars.
the constituents who use it to contact
Technology will help. But there Is no techmy office and other offices, and those nological magic bullet. That is why industry
who find a way to access information is so concerned about vicarious liability.
Even the largest computer companies can
that they have never had before in
not figure out a "fool proof" way to prevent
their lives.
aem. It is odd to expect American tax dolThat is why, Mr. President, earlier I
printed in the RECORD a list of every- lare to pay for the development and expansion of this marvelous system, only to turn
body from librarians to publishers to
it over to pornographere. The Congrese
newspaper, editors to civil liberties should not turn Its eyes from what is on the
groups who support my alternative ap- Internet and issue a mere request to parents
proach in my amendment.
that they buy expensive products to keep
I am perfectly willing, if the man- this smut from their homes and keep
agers are here and they want to move pedophiles away from their children.
forward, to yield back the remaining
The American people need not pay twice in
order to keep pornography and filth from
time.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I am pre- tarnishing the sanctity of their homes, the
pared to yield back the remainder of pornographere and the pornography addicts
must find their own. secure adults-only
our time. I think about 20 minutes. All
stomping grounds and let our kids and faniI need to do is insert some additional
lies enjoy this universal. public service for
have
could
If
I
RECORD.
material in the
education, enlightenment and entertain1 more minute. I would be prepared to
ment.
yield back the remainder of my time. "
I introduced a version of this legislation
I thank my friend from Vermont for
nearly a year ago. The time for study Is over.
football The Congress must step up to the plate. The
Nebraska
the
mentioning
had a letter from Tom law will facilitate free speech by creating an
again. I
Osborne. the head football cdknh at the environment tljrough constitutional means
children can enjoy. the
University of Nebraska, who wrote, where families and
benefits of the Internet.
"Dear Jim: Thank you for what you
question of burdens.
fundamental
is
a
This
are doing. I hope you are successful in The hands off crowd" say that the burden
pasing the legislation."
lies entirely on the parent. The parent must
I ask unanimous consent that the spend hundreds of dollars on "blocking" softin
the ware and must be with the children 24 boom
Osborne letter be printed
a day to assure that they do not ccess ImRECORD, and I ask unanimous consent
proper material. The Exon-Coats approach
"No
RECORD
to have printed in the
says that parents have responsibllities, but
Time to Study."
so do on-line service providers. and publishthe
mateobjection,
There being no
If you operrial was ordered to be printed in the ers and so does law enforcement.
ate an on-line adult pornographic book store.
RECORD, as follows:
movie house or swap meet, you have the burNEBRASKAFoOrTL.
den to snure that children do not enter, and
Lincoln, NE, Febuary 10.1995.
that you are not trading In Illegal obscenity.
Senator EXON.
Those engaging In pornography and IndeWashington,DC.
cency should Install electronic 'bouncers"
you
for
what
eo
much
Thanks
DEAR Jim:
at their electronic doorways. The Supreme
are doing In your effort to Stop pornography.
Court in the Sable case Indicated that such
I realize this is always a somewhat unpopu- a burden wae not a constitutional impedilar Issue to tackle, however, my experience ment.
has been that pornography is tremendously
For all the talk about -technological
damaging to young people and women in par- fIxes" it is ironic that one group, the Electicular.
tronic Frontier Foundation. who opposes
I hope you are successful in passing the this measure in favor of more of the so-called
legislation.
"parental control" posts on the Internet InBest wishes,
Access Blocked
structions on "How-to
TOMOSBORNE.
Groups." The fact of the matter is that kids.
Head Football Coch.
not their parents know "how-to" access everything.
No TIME To ST-Dy
The Supreme Court noted that daytime
Further study does not Solve the problem, radio i -uniquely acceSsible to children." I
The larger telecommunications reform bill submit that computers are not only "uniquebefore the Senate will help link up schools to ly accesslble to children." but also "uniquely
and inaccessible to their parents." I expect that
services
telecommunications
new
Internet services. As one of the Stowe- any child or grandchild with basic computer
auamendment
Rockefeller-Exon-Kerrey
shills can outperform any member of this
thors, I am very proud of that fact.
body when It comes to operating a computer.
In addition. at least two Bell Companies
As the Supreme Court has noted In a numplan to offer Internet access as one of their
ber of cases, the Congress has a compelling
common carrier services; basic computer
the physical and
software manufacturers now offer 'easy state interest in protecting
health of America's children.
Internet access' with their programs and psychological
our hands up and allow
not
throw
should
We
thousands of homes every day subscribe to
every child's computer to become a branch
te o
tthe Eon-Coats measure esacer- new information service providers which office of Pornography Incorporated.
Sabsection
hates lbs costltattona conoers becauseItIseen homes Internet access. Let's not lose sight of
mom expassive than thesimilar subsecion (e) in the fact that this Is a very good thing. This
Mr. HATCH. As chairman of the
theEzon Proposal.
is a national policy objective.
Committee on the Judiciary, I would
of theEn-Coats
(f(1)
'The deleass In subsection
But let us not turn a blind eye to a very seto ask the Senator from Nebraska
like
It
I-ous.•e
as
measure is particularly problematic
rious problem of obscenity. indecency, elecfor clarification on one point. Title IV
on whethertheservice provider ba centeoi oeer the
the proeider does notbae tronic stalking and pornography in the digihoiletin board servic. if
legislation, the Communicathis
of
in
regardlesa o1whetherIt has guilty kow)- tai world. Every day the Congress delays
coantrl.
tions Decency Act, includes provisions
dealing with this problem the pornographers.
edge or intent. itis immune from prosecution.
questions about my June 13 letter to Senator
Exon concerning his propoeed CommunicationsDecency Act.
My letter to Senator Zxon commented on
the version of his proposal circulated in his
"dear colleague" letter of June 7. 199%(the
"Exon proposal"). Senator Exon had requested that we comment on the extent to
,which that revised proposal satisfied the
concerns I detailed to you In my May 3 letter. The letter does not address the EtonCoats proposal, which we had not seen nor
were aware of until today. We have just
begun to review this new proposal.
As stated In my letter to Senator Exon. his
proposal still ralses a number of complex
legal and policy Issuesthat call for In-depth
analysis prior to congressional action. Because we still have concerns, we continue to
believe that a comprehensive review should
be undertaken to guide response to the problems the Communications Decency Act seeks
to address.
Among these concerns are constitutional
questions raised primarily by the lack of
scienter required for the age element of subSection (e)of the Exon proposal. In our view,
this subeection would consequently have the
effect of regulating Indecent speech between
consenting adults.' Subsection (a) does not
have the same constitutional Infirmity because of the specific intent requirement that
the communication be done "with intent to
-a
annoy, abuse, threaten, or harass
which we believe Is inconsistent with the
concept of "consenting adults."
As described in my June 13 letter, we continue to have a concern with the "knowledge" requirements that were re-Inserted in
the Exon proposal as defenses for certain
parties.
The defenses Included in the Exon proposal
would undermine the ability of the Department of Justice to prosecute an on-line service provider even though It knowingly profIts from the distribution of obscenity or
child pornography.' Although the existence
of the defenses in the Exon proposal would
make prosecutions under the proposal's offenses difficult, If not Impossible. they would
not threaten obscenity prosecutions under
existing statutes.
I hope this information Is helpful to you.
Sincerely,
KENT MARKUS.
ActingAssstantAttorneyGeneIl.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President,.let me
conclude with this: No Member disagrees that we want to keep smut out
of the hands of our children. I would remind everybody that the Internet has
become the tremendous success it is
because it did not have Big Brother.
the Federal Government, trying to
micromanage what it does and trying
to tell users what it could do.
If the Government had been In charge
of figuring out how to expand the
Internet or make it more available and
so on. I guarantee it would not be onetenth the success it is today.
In our appropriate zeal to go after
child pornographers, let the Senate not
kill the Internet or smother it for the
99.9 percent of the people who use it le-

gitimately, the scholars who use it le-
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amending section 223 of the Commu- court to treat the online provider as a
nications Act to address, among other publisher, not simply a distributor, and
issues, the circumstances under which to therefore hold the provider responproviders of network services may be sible for defamatory statements made
held criminally liable for the trans- by others on the system. I want to be
mission or distribution of obscene, in- sure that the intend of the amendment
is not to hold a company who tries to
decent, or harassing materials.
Copyright matters are, of course, prevent obscene or indecent material
within the jurisdiction of the Judiciary under this section from being held liaCommittee, and it is my understanding ble as a publisher for defamatory statethat those provisions in title IV of the ments for which they would not otherbill, as reported by the Commerce wise have been liable.
Committee. were not intended to-and
Mr. EXON. Yes: that is the intent of
in fact do not-serve as a precedent for the amendment.
Mr. COATS. And am I further correct
addressing copyright infringement carried out over online services or other that the subsection (f)(4) defense is intelecommunications or digital net- tended to protect companies from
works. Am I correct in that under- being put in such a catch-22 position? If
they try to comply with this section by
standing?. ,
Mr. EXON. The Senator Is correct. preventing or removing objectionable
The liability standards contained in material, we don't intend that a court
my proposal have no applicability to li- could hold that this is assertion of ediability for copyright infringement. Nor torial content control, such that the
are they intended to set any precedent company must be treated under the
in the copyright field.
high standard of a publisher for the
Mr. HATCH. I thank my colleague for purposes of offenses such as libel.
this clarification.
Mr. EXON. Yes; that is the intent of
Mr. COATS. I wanted to clarify that section (f)(4).
it is the intent of this legislation that
Mr. COATS. Similarly, if a system
persons who are providing access to or operator discontinued service to a busconnection with Internet or other eec- tomer who was generating objectiontronic services not under their control able material, it is the intent in offerare exempted under this legislation.
ing this amendment, and specifically
Mr. EXON. Defense (f)(1) explicitly the intent of subsection (f)(4), that no
exempts a person who merely provides breach of contract action would lie
access to or connection with a network against the system operator?
like the Internet for the act of providMr. EXON. Yes; that is our intent.
ing such access. Understanding that
Mr. COATS. I wanted to clarify that
providing access or connection to on- it is the Intent of this legislation that
line sirvices is an action which can in- persons who are providing access to or
clude other incidental acts. this legis- connection with the Internet or other
lation is intended to exempt from pros- electronic service not under their conecution the provision of access includ- trol are exempted under this legislaitg transmission, downloading, stor- tion.
age. and certain navigational functions
Mr. EXON. Yes, defense (f)(1) explicwhich are Incidental to providing ac- itly exempts a person who provides acces or connection to a network like cess to or connection with a network
the Internet. An online service that is like Internet that is not under that
providing its customers vith a gateway person*s control. Providing access or
to networks like the Internet or the connection is meant to include transworldwide web over which it J=s no mission, downloading, storage, navigacontrol is generally not aware of the tional tools, and related capabilities
contents of the communications which which are incidental to the transare being made on these networks, and mission of communications. An online
therefore it should not be responsible service that is providing such services
for those communications. To the ex- is not aware of the contents of the
tent that service providers are doing communications and should not be remore than merely providing access to a sponsible for Its contents. Of course
facility or network over which they this exemption does not apply where
have no control, the exemption would the service provider is owned or conno longer apply. For instance. if an acO- trolled by or is in conspiracy with a
cese provider were to create a menu to maker of communications that is deassist Its customers in finding the por- termined to be in violation of this statnographic areas of the network, then ute.
that access provider would be doing
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I would
more than solely providing access to inquire of the Senator from Indiana If
the network. Further, this exemption my understanding is correct that.
clearly does not apply where the serv- under subsection (f(1) of your amendice provider is owned or controlled by ment. a person is protected solely for
or is in conspiracy with a pornographer providing access. Is that correct?
who is making communications In vioMr. COATS. The Senator is correct,
lation of this legislation.
this is a narrow defense. The defense is
Mr. COATS. I understand that in a for solely providing access or connecrecent N.Y. State decision, Stratton tion and not a defense for any person
Oakmont versus Prodigy, the court or entity that provides anything more
held that an online provider who than solely providing access. This does
screened for obscenities was exerting not create a defense for someone who
editorial content control. This led the has some level of control over the ma-
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terlal or the provision of material. To
the extent that enhanced access would
be an offense, this defense does not
apply to someone who, among other
things, manages the prohibited or restricted material, charges a fee for
such material, provides instructions on
how to access such material or provides an index of the material. This is
merely an illustrative list and not an
exhaustive list of the types of activities that would not qualify as solely
providing access or connection under
subsection (f)(11.
Mr. EXON. I agree with the Senator
from Indiana.
Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I oppose
the Exon-Coats second-degree amendment, I oppose it not because I disagree
with its mission-which is to keep children out of the redlight districts of the
Internet. With that. I wholeheartedly
agree. As has become all too clear, the
new information superhighway has Its
gritty roadside attractions: as the Senator from Nebraska has documented.
some of the information traveling over
the Internet is tasteless. offensive, and
downright spine-tingling. I stand with
him and the Senator from Indiana In
condemning and deploring this stuLffand I agree that we should do something here and now to help keep it out
of the hands of our kids.
But I respectfully disagree with them
about how we should go about doing
that. I believe there is a better, faster,
and more effective way to make the tnformation superhighway safe traveling
for our children. If the Exon-Coats provision passes, we will have mountains
of litigation over its constitutionality,
dragging on for years and year%--and
all the while, our kids will be doing
what they do best: finding new and better ways to satisfy their curiosity.
The Exon-Coate amendment would
make it a crime to send an indecent
communications over the Internet to
anyone under 18. Although that certainly sounds good, the problem is this:
in the world of the Internet-where
communications are sent out to hundreds and sometimes hundreds of thousands of people all at once-a baLn on
material that might reach a child is
tantamount to a complete outright
ban.
That's where the constitutional problem comes in. In the case of Sable
Communications versus FCC. the Supreme Court held that indecent
speech-unlike obscenity-is protected
first amendment expression. The Court
also ruled that although indecent
speech cannot be outlawed, itnevertheless can be restricted to protect children-provided, however, that the restrictions are drawn as narrowly as
possible so as not to unduly limit adult
access. This is known by lawyers as the
least restrictive means requirement. Or
put another way by Justice Frankfurter. you can't "burn the house to
roast the pig"-which is exactly what I
believe the Exon-Coat provision would
do.
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So I believe there will be a heated
I believe that a technology-based soand protracted constitutional chal. lution, as advanced in Senator LEAHY's
lenge to this provision. In fact. with amendment, is a better answer-conhistory as our guide, such a challenge stitutionally and practically. The maris virtually guaranteed: when Congress ket, as we speak, is already developing
banned Dial-a-Porn services to minors. software and hardware to enable parit took 10 years-and many different ents to block children's access to filth,
attempts by the FCC to write narrowly violence, and other objectionable matetailored regulations, all of which were rial. I believe it makes more sense, and
challenged and fully litigated-for the will be more effective, to empower
statute to be upheld as constitutional. users to protect themselves and their
Ten years. Multiple rulemaking pro- children than to attempt a topdown
ceedings. Four different trips up to the model of governmental regulation.
court of appeals. I, for one, just can't
LEVIN
ONEXoNAMENDMENT
'O a. 852,THE
wait that long. But more importantly,
T-ELECOMMUNICATION
S BILL
our children shouldn't have to wait
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President,.I support
that long. I want to get to work right keeping obscene material off the
now-and come up with the best and Internet and other electronic media.
fastest way to get at this problem.
This amendment goes significantly beThat is why I support the underlying yond that. The language of the amendLeahy amendment. The Leahy amend- ment before us is so broad and vague
ment will get us going right now. It di- that it would subject an American citirects the Departments of Justice and zen to criminal liability and possible
Commerce to quickly come up with imprisonment for two years, a SI00.000
technological
solutions-ways
by fine or both for making what is termed
which parents can screen out of their a "filthy comment" on the internet
computer systems violent, sexually ex- which, in the words of the amendment,
plicit, harassing, offensive, or other- is intended to annoy.
wise unwanted material. The Leahy
Annoying filthy comments that are
measure also directs the Departments put on the internet are reprehensible.
to evaluate whether current criminal But, I am afraid the attempt to make
laws are fully enforceable in inter- such language criminal will backfire
active media, and to assess law en- and make it more difficult for us to efforcement resources currently avail- fectively prohibit abusive and threatable to enforce these laws.
ening activities and pornographic maThe Leahy amendment doesn't stop terial aimed at children and adults.
there: it requires that the Departments Our best chance to meet this objective
also submit a legislative proposal with is through means which are Constitutheir study--outlining how best, tech- tional.
nologically, to empower parents to proThat is why I support the underlying
tect their kids: how to amend, if nec- Leahy amendment
to protect the
essary, our laws to better crack down internet and other electronic media
on pornographers; how law enforcefrom obscene material. The Leahy
ment resources should be allocated Amendment would require the Attormore effectively.
ney General of the United States withWhat's more, the Leahy amendment
in 150 days to produce Constitutional
puts that legislation on a fast-track
legislation to address the problem. The
schedule. That means that it would Leahy Amendment also provides for exonly be a matter of months--not I pedited procedures which would permit
year. 5 years, or 10 years-for us to
the Congress to consider such legislahave taken smart and effective action tion quickly. I believe this is the more
to get at this problem.
effective course to protect the Internet
Government censorship, in this inand other telecommunications media.
stance, is not just a bad idea in the
Mr. President. I ask unanimous coneyes of first amendment scholars and sent to have a letter printed from the
activists. It's also a bad idea when it
Department of Justice at this point in
comes to the eyes and minds of our the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD. The letter
children. While we might be able to
states, in part, "Defenses included in
shut down some of the filthy talk on the Exon proposal would undermine
the net, we simply can't do the job the ability of the Department of Jusright this way-we can't prevent access tice to prosecute an on-line service
to sexually explicit information from provider even though it
knowingly
Finland. Sweden. Japan or other counprofits from the distribution of obscentries, all of which are part of the ity or child pornography."
Internet community.
The Department of Justice letter
I also want to say that I-and I'm
also states that for many other reasons
sure I'm joined by many parents across a comprehensive review
should be
the country-am also very concerned
made before Congress acts.
There being no objection, the letter
about violent material on the net. As
the Judiciary Committee has learned was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
in some detail, you can learn all about
bomb-building and other ways of war
and destruction online. The Exon-Coats
provision doesn't address violence. The
Leahy amendment, with its headlights
aimed at technology to screen out violent as well as offensive and sexually
explicit material, does.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
OFFICEOF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS,

Washington. DC.
Senator PATRICKJ. LEAHY,
United States Sesste. Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR LEAHY: This IS in response
to your June 14. 1995 letter to me posing
questions about my June 13 letter to Senator
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Exon concerning his proposed Communinca.
tions Decency Act.
My letter to Senater Exon commented On
the version of his proposal circulated in his
"dear colleagus" letter of June 7. 1996 (the
"Exon proposal"). Senator Exon had rsquested that we comment on the extent to
whicb that revised proposal satisfied the
concerns I detailed to you in my May 3 letter. The letter does not address the ExonCoats proposal, which we had not seen nor
were aware of until today. We have lust
begun to review this new proposal.
As stated is toy letter to Senator Exon. his
Proposal still raises a number of complex
legal and policy issues that call for in-depth
analysis prior to congressional action. Because we still have concerns, we continue to
believe that a comprehensive review should
be undertaken to glde response to the problems the Communications Decency Act seeks
to address.
Among these concerns are constitutional
questions raised primarily by the lack of
scienter required for the age element of subsection (e) of the Exon proposal. In our view,
this subsection would consequently have the
effect of regulating indecent speech between
consenting adults.' Subsection (a) does not
have the same constitutiona infirmity because of the specific intent requirement that
the communication be done "with intent to
annoy
abuse, threaten, or harass ... ".
which we believe Is Inconsistent with the
concept of "consenting aduits."
As described in my June 13 letter. we contInue to have a concern with the "knowledge" requirements that were re-inserted In
the Exon proposal us defenses for certain
partes.
The defenses included in the Exon proposal
would undermine the ability of the Department of Justice to prosecute an on-line servics provider even though it knowingly profIts from the distribution of obscenity or
child pornography-' Although the existence
of the defenses in the Exon proposal would
make prosecutions under the proposal's offenses difficult. if not impossible. they would
not threaten obscenity prosecutions under
existing statutes.
I hope this information Is helpful to you.
Sincerely.
KENr MARKUS.
Acting Asistant Aitorney meral.
FOOTIO'TES
'Sub ecion (e) of the Exon-Coatesmeaure ecacer.
bates the tonssIstional ssncerns because iti1 een
moe e pvnsie thun th
ie tilsr suasetion le) in
the Es Proposal,
'The defense is ubsectton (Xl) of the Exon-COats
meesu is s.rtculsrly problematic m it focnes on
whether the service proide, has control over the
bulletin board serese, it the Orocice does not hsae
control. resardles nt wtether it has guilty kno.]
edge or intent. it is emmne from prosecution
Mr, EXON. With that. if the Senator
from Vermont Is ready to yield back. I
am ready to yield back our time.
Mr. LEAHY. I yield back my time.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment numbered 1362.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I ask for
the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and ays were ordered.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Nebraska.
The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators In the Chamber
who desire to vote?
The result was announced, yeas 84.
nays 16. as follows:
[RoIlall Vote No. 263 Leg.)
YEAS--4
L.t
Abonb
A~boeoft
Bn

xoo.
Ford
Gr.hd
OmMw

BmBr3s
5Sy

Benin
Hafleld

Col
.
CooSh..

nefllinp
R.I..

Co.d
conr1a
CrIL
Co5,ell
D'eto
D-t
DO.e
Damenid

Maok
MoCo~tnl
Ifi..ni
Nlkl.
Noo.kl
Nun
5.110
Pmkwood
ooreooer
Pen
Pry..
Sold
R.W011.
Roth
So-lnee
Shlby

Johbtoa
K-

Smith
5m..
a-.

Thom.o.
K..odtr

wn

IMNAYS---1
Bid.
Robb
Simon
Wel1toa
01.
J.ffoeds

NoIalh.

So. the amendment (No. 1362) was
agreed to.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote.
Mr. COATS. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
DEWIR). The majority leader ts recognized
SUUS "rE

AMENDME14T
No. InS. AS MODIFiD

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a un.imous-consent
request?
Mr. POLE. I yield to the Senator
brn Illinois for a unanimous-consent
request.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. I thank
the majority leader for yielding.
On my amendment No. 1288. there is
a technical error. I ask unaimous consent to correct that error. There Is no
objection by Senators.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
The submitted amendment (No. 1286).
as modified, is as follows:
On pace 75. line 11. in the lasnguag added
by the Dole Amendment No. 1255as modified.
insert the following.
(b(3) SuPEsazonoo RuLo ONRano OwmmeS.-in lieu of making the modification requilred by the first sentence of subeetion
(bX2)) the Commission shall modify its rmlss
set forth in 47 CFR 1&35M5
by limiting to 10
AM and 50 FM breadcast stations the number of such stations which may be owned or
ontrolled by one entitY nationally.
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The maJority leader.
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Mr. DOLE. As I understand, they
Mr. LEAHY. If the Senator will yield.
need to take care of the underlying the major one that I had was dialing
amendment,
parity. At one time, we thought It
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, if the - would take several hours. I think Senmajority leader will yield, the Leahy ator BREAUX and I have worked out a
amendment has now been amended by consensus. I suspect, once you have
the Exon amendment. Because many, gotten your unanimous consent. if the
many Senators supported the amend- managers yield to us, we can probably
ment as one by itself-obviously, the dispose of It in 10 minutes.
majority support the Exon amendMr. DOLE. Let us do that right now.
ment-there Is really no reason to have Then I will come back afler that and
a rollcall vote on my amendment,
try to get consent on these other
I recommend we adopt the Leahy things. In the meantime, if somebody
amendment, as amended by the Exon else has an amendment they feel a
amendment, by voice vote.
compelling desire to offer, we would
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The appreciate that information, because It
question is on agreeing to amendment might determine how long we stay toNo. 1258. as modified, as amended,
night.
The amendment (No. 1228) was agreed
Several
Senators
addressed
the
to.
Chair.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senreconsider the vote by which the ator from Vermont.
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. personMr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that ally. I like the plan that the majority
motion on the table,
leader has laid down. As he knows, we
The motion to lay on the table was tried on this other one to move as
agreed to.
quickly as we could, and we moved It
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
much faster than some thought. I note
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma- in that regard. I appreciate those who
Jorlty leader,
expressed their concern In wanting to
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I am try- protect the Internet but also to protect
Ing to determine when we can complete children from being exposed to smut
action on this bill. We bad a heavy. and pornography. I will state again.
positive vote on cloture. I am going to the protection of children is something
read a statement that I think satisfies we all want equally in this body. We
the managers of the bill to see if we just have different ways of trying to
can get some agreement, some accom- figure out ultimately how to protect
modation. The managers have been them and the first amendment at the
working toward a final resolution of same time.
this bill that encompasses the followI hope we go to the dialing paity. I
lg request. I am not going to try to ask unanimous consent that It be in
get the agreement, but I will read it:
order for. me to yield to the Senator
That all
amendments
qualified from Louisiana to bring up an amendpostcloture must be called up by num- ment on behalf of himself and myself.
ber by 7:30 p.m.: that all amendments That may settle that part and save us
be limited to 15 minutes, 30 minutes for several hours.
second degrees, for the debate to
Mr. STEVENS. Reserving the right
occur-we are not certain about this-- to object, if that is a request, we have
either tonight or beginning at 9 o'clock worked out an agreement on three
In the morning. If some of those can be technical amendments that deal with
debated tonight, it can save us time to- an amendment I previously offered, and
morrow morning. If we can get the I would like to get an agreement on
agreement, then rollcal votes will be those. We will proceed with them later
stacked to begin'at 12:30 p.m. I would in the evening, but I want to make sure
rather begin at an earlier time tomor- we have an agreement before we get
row, but I understand there is a prob- into this other unanimous-consent
lem on that side. If we can resolve agreement.
that, they will begin earlier, with the
Will the Senator yield to me for the
last vote In the voting sequence being purpose of a unanimous-consent refinal passage of the telecommuni- quest?
cations bill.
Mr. LEAIfY. Mr. President. I yield to
After that. if get consent, we will go the Senator from Alaska for the purto the highway bill. S. 440, which I un- pose of making a unanimous-consent
derstand there are a couple major Is- request without losing my right to the
sues, but, otherwise, we should be able floor.
to finish that by Friday sometime.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
So if Senators have amendments, the unanimous consent that there be 10
point is they ought to be letting the minutes equally divided for the considmanagers know. We think there are eratton of my amendments 1301, 1302.
only about six. maybe a few more than and 1304; that at the end of that 10 mnthat. I understand Senator STEVENS utes. we then proceed to consider.
has some that may be accepted. Sen- without any intervening action or deator LEART has one that s going to be bate, each of the three amendments. I
accepted. That would leave one by Sen- will at that time ask that they be conator LIEBERMAN, one by Senator SIMON. sidered en bloc. but I think they should
one by Senator McCAlI, one by Senator be explained first; In addition, that
HARIN.
and then the managers' after consultation with the Members
amendment,
involved. I ask unanimous consent that
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a modification to amendment No. 130 I interLATA services in such telephone a:9One of the things I have always advobe permitted prior to the vote on tha
change area or until three years alter th he cated is that companies.
when they are
date of enactment of the Telecommun
amendment.
iallowed
to move into another area.
cations
Act of 1995, whichever is earlier.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is then
objection? Without objection. it Is s(
Mr. BREAUX. Mr.President, I than k know that their competition will also
be able to compete in their areas at the
the Senator from Vermont for yieldln
ordered.
g same time.
Mr. LEARY. Mr. President. I believ
to me for this purpose and thank hir n
So. Mr. President. I think that the
I still have the floor.
for working with me and with the die
amendment is clear, as clear as it posThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen. - tinguished chairman of the committee
sbly
can be. in dealing with a very
ator from Vermont.
as well as the distinguished rankint
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, as I stat. member of the committee, as well as. g complicated situation. I think It cona
tinues
with the thrust of the commited earlier, I think there was general number of other Members in the body
agreement among the body that we
We have tried to work really for th
" tee product, which says we want a level
wanted to find a way to approach what Past 2 to 3 days on trying to develop . playing field. That is what this amendment addresses dealing with dialing
consensus amendment, which I thin
many see as a problem on the Internet
parity.
We had different ways of approaching we now have, which I think solves th
I thank all of the Members who had
it. I note that only because those who problem both from a sense of faires
major
input in helping us craft this. It
supported the underlying amendment as well as a sense of trying to encour
were trying to find the most constitu- age additional companies to do wha
has been a bipartisan effort, worked on
by people whose concerns were making
tional way of doing it. It was not a case they can do best.
sure we treated long distance compaI think the basic thrust of this tele
of anybody-anybody-In this body
being in favor of providing pornog- communications bill is to promotA nies fairly, as well as Members who
raphy to children, It simply should go competition. I think the Commerct were concerned about making sure we
without saying, but so there will not be Committee has done a tremendous jol treated regional Bells fairly at the
in reporting to the body a bill that. it nsame time. I think both sides have
any mistake on that point,
given a product that we now have pendMr. President. I yield to my friend fact, does say to all of the companies
from Louisiana. He has an amendment whether they be long distance compa. ing before the Senate. and it is a good
one.
nies or whether they be the so-callec
on behalf of the two of us.
I urge my colleagues to support it by
regional Bell companies, that we want
AMENDMENT
NO.1421
a voice vote, which is what I hope we
you
to
be
able
to
do
what
you
do
best
Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I ask
will
be able to do to dispose of it.
we
want
you to compete, we want yoc
unanimous consent that the BreauxMr. GRAHAM.
Will the
Senator
Leahy amendment at the desk be in to provide good service at a good price yield?
to the consumers of America. And the
order.
Mr. BREAUX. Yes.
big
problem
is
then
trying
to
manage
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Mr. GRAHAM. I briefly had an oppor
these various companies to make sure
Senator state the number?
tunity to look at the amendment. I
Mr. BREAUX. It Is an amendment everybody is treated fairly. We wanted asked for a copy to review it in more
to try to make sure no company got an
entitled Breaux-Leahy at the desk.
detail. Let me ask a question from the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without economic advantage, because of legis- perspective of my State. The recent
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk lation. over any other company, I Florida legislature of this spring
think
the
bill
does
do
that.
One
of
the
will report.
passed an interLATA
The assistant legislative clerk read features of the legislation is that we bill. That legislation dialing parity
goes into effect
sort of said, when you can do long disas follows:
tance service, the long distance compa- on January 1. 1996. What effect will
The Senator from Louisiana [Mr. BREAUX].
this amendment have on my State's
for himself and Mr. LeAHY. proposes an nies can do local service. It is sort of ability to adopt dialing parity?
saying that everybody is going to be
amendment numbered 1421.
Mr. BREAUX. I will respond to the
able to start competing at the same
Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I ask time. One
of the provisions in the bill Senator by saying that we have tried
unanimous consent that the reading of dealt
to take into consideration two types of
with a prohibition. It said simply
the amendment be dispensed with.
States could not order long dis- States in our amendment. The first
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without that
tance companies to be able to receive would be about I0 States that are sinobjection, it is so ordered.
dialing parity when they do long dis- gle-LATA States. which means they
The amendment is as follows:
tance service within an intraLATA sit- only have one division of what can hapOn page 93. strike lines 7-12and insert the uation. within a State.
pen in their State. That does not infollowing:
Mr. President, we thought that the clude Florida. The second category in-l) Except for single-LATA States and
cludes Florida-except States which
Commerce
Committee
provision
that
States which have issued an order by June 1.
1995 requiring a Bell operaing company to restricted that ability of a State was a have Issued an order by June 1, 1995.reimplement toll dealing parity, a State may good idea. It was consistent with what quiring this dialing parity. those
not require a Bell operating company to I-Judge Greene said. But there were con- States would be able to go forward
plement toll dialing parity in an intraLATA cerns, particularly by the Senator from with those orders, and they would be
area before a Bell operating company has Vermont. who said that. no. the States able to implement those orders. The
been granted authority under thls Subsection should be able to move forward. We only protection that is required-which
to provide interLATA services in that area have crafted an amendment that
the I think is a level playing field-is that
or before three years after the date Of enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 1995. Senator from Vermont really was help- they would not be able to have joint
whichever is earlier. Nothing in this clause ful in putting together, which said that marketing agreements in those areas.
precludes a State from issuing an order re- those States that have only one LATA But the State of Florida would be able
quiring toll dialing parity in an IntraLATA and already have issued orders to re- to go forward with that order and imarea prior to either such date so long as such quire dialing parity would be exempted plement it. In essence, the State of
order does not take effect until after the ear- from that prohibition in a way that Florida would be grandfathered in belier of either such dates.
would allow that State to take action
cause they are a State that already is(ll In any State in which IntraLATA toll on ordering parity.
sued the order at the State level.
dialing parity has been implemented prior to
This amendment specifies that clearMr. GRAHAM. Well, I am not certain
the earlier date specified in clause (ill. no ly. It also says, as
a precaution and a
if they have issued an order or not. My
telecommunications carrier that serves
protection
that
guarantees
equal
opinformation
is that the legislation goes
greater than five percent of the nations
presubscribed access lines may jointly mar- portunity for all of the companies, that into effect on January 1. 1996. I am not
ket InterLATA telecommunications services those States, while they would be able certain If that is the threshold that
and intraLATA toll telecommunicatlons to order dialing parity, they would not brings a State into the category of
services in a telephone exchange area in such be able to allow for joint marketing in
those which will still be allowed to exstate until a Bell operating company is so- those areas. I think that is a good bal- ercise some degree of State regulation
thorized under this subsection to provide ance and is fair treatment.
over dialing parity.
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Mr. BREAUX. My answer to the Senator from Florida i simply. yes. The
explanation is that it is based on the
States' issuing the order, not the effec•tive date. The State of Florida, for instance, would have issued the order in
a timely fashion in order to be one of
the excepted States.
Mr. LEAHY. If the Senator will yield.
the Senator from Louisiana is absolutely correct. Florida. having ordered
it. even though they have, not Implemented it, would be covered by the
Breaux-Leahy amendment and would
be protected.
Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you.
Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I have
no additional requests for time on behalf of my amendment.
The Breaux-Leahy
Mr.
LEAHY.
amendment makes a significant improvement in S. 652, and will permit
States. at a time certain, to create a
more competitive market for their instate toll calls.
Without this amendment. S. 652
would have prohibited all States from
ordering a Bell operating company to
provide dialing parity for in-State toll
calls before the company is authorized
to provide long-distance service in that
area. The bill preempted States' prerogative to open up the in-State toll
market to meaningful competition.
This preemption would persist under
the bill, as reported by the committee,
until the Bell operating company in
the State satisfied the unbundling and
interconnection requirements in the
bill and was permitted into the longdistance market.
In addition, as introduced, the bill
rolled back the actions of 10 States
that have already ordered local telephone companies to provide dialing
parity for in-State toll calls.
The 10 States that would have had to
undo their dialing Parity requirements
are: flinols. Wyoming. Wisconsin.
Michigan, Florida, Connecticut. Georgia. Kentucky, Minnesota. and New
York.
These States recognize that dialing
parity is a key to healthy competition
for in-State toll calls.
They should not be second-guessed
and preempted on the Federal level.
The bill would have stopped and reversed this progress toward a competitive market. The bill would also forbid
all other States, many of which are
considering changes, from implementing dialing parity until the regional
Bell operating companies (RBOCs] are
allowed into the intraLATA long distance market as a result, the States
were left with no time certain for when
they could require dialing parity for
intraLATA calls.
Without dialing parity for toll calls,
Bell company customers can place an
in-State toll call simply by dialing 1
plus the seven-digit telephone number,
for a total of eight digits to complete
the call.
By contrast, customers who want to
use their long distance company to
complete that same call must dial 1
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plus a special 5-digit access code plus
the 7-digit telephone number, for a
total of 13 digits to complete the call.
Dialing these extra digits severely
handicaps competition and gives an artiflclal advantage to Bell companies.
This handicap is anticompetitive and
anticonsumer.
Dialing parity for in-State toll calls
enhances competition for toll services.
Requiring dialing parity overcomes the
primary obstacle to meaningful competition in these short-haul long distance markets.
Without dialing parity, intraLATA
toll calls are simply carried by the
local exchange carrier.
For Vermont. a one "LATA" State.
this means that NYNEX carries the
bulk of in-State toll calls, because
other toll call carriers may only be
accessed by dialing cumbersome access
codes. Consumers are the losers.
When dialing parity is implemented,
customers will be able to choose the
carrier that carries their in-State toll
calls with the same convenient 1+" dialing that they have had available for
long-distance calling for many years.
Customers will be able to pre-select
their carrier for these calls, just as
there is presubsecription for long-distance carriers.
The availability of dialing parity for
In-State toll service should substantially increase competition in this
telecommunidollar
multibillion
cations market. Increased competition.
in turn, would bring lower prices for
consumers and less need for regulation
of such services by State public service
commissions.
A recent Wall Street Journal article
stated, "in California, MCI's direct-dial
toll rates are as much as 30 percent
cheaper than PacificBell'sin some
cases. Similar savings can be had In
other major markets across the country." In general, in-State toll calls are
significantly lower-priced where effective competition is introduced. Implementation of toll dialing parity would
help accomplish that result.
By preserving the Bell companies'
dominant position in these markets
until they secure long distance entry,
the bill as reported would have diminished, rather than increased, the Bell
companies' incentives to open their
markets to competition as rapidly as
possible.
S.652 provided a disincentive for the
Bell companies to open. their local exchange markets so that they could
compete in all segments of the long
distance market. Instead, the bill
might have encouraged the Bell companaes' to fight competition in their local
markets, because as long as they do
not enter the interLATA market, their
lucrative IntraLATA toll markets are
protected.
The bill, as reported, also puts unwarranted pressure on the regulatory
agencies to approve Bell companies
entry into the long-distance market,
interLATA entry, regardless of the status of local competition under the bill.
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until the Bell companies got into the
interexchange long-distance market.
real competition would not come to the
multibillion-dollar in-State toll market.
I have heard some concern that inState dialing parity might increase
local rates and thereby harm universal
service. The 10 States that have ordered dialing parity have carefully
analyzed and considered the effect of
dialing parity on local rates.
They have ordered dialing parity
after determining that universal serv.
ice will not be harmed, and that equal
access is necessary for effective competition. Competition reduces total
costs for consumers and results in new
services and technological advancements. These advances in technology
have reduced the cost of providing
basic service and provided new revenue
sources for the Bell companies.
Some States may decide that circumstances In their regions are such
that dialing parity for in-State toll
calls is not in the public interest. In
1987, Vermont decided against requirIng presubscription and dialing parity,
but this issue is currently being reconsidered. The Breaux-Leahy amendment
would permit the 10 States that have
already ordered it. based upon the particular circumstances present in the
State, to continue Implementation of
dialing parity.
The intraLATA toll dialing parity
preemption provision in S. 652. as reported, is opposed by consumer groups.
alternative
carriers,
long-distance
local transport providers, and State organizations such as the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUCI. and the Attorneys
General of 22 States and Guam.
In March 31. 1995 letter to Senator
PRESSLER. NARUC wrote that:
The blanket preemption of states that
have already mandated dialing parity wili
undercut state efforts, already in place, to
encourage competition and bring lower
prices and more choice to consumers.
The Breaux-Leahy amendment would
permit sIngle-LATA States. including
Vermont, Maine, Wyoming, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, New Mexico. Utah
and South Dakota, and the 10 States,
which have ordered IntraLATA toll dialing parity, to implement dialing parity. whether or not the RBOC in the
State has been authorized to provide
interexchange service.
the
Breaux-Leahy
addition,
In
amendment provides a time certain for
all other States to be able to Implement such dialing parity of the earlier
of 3 years after enactment or when the
RBOC is granted authority to provide
interexchange service. The preemption
'sunset" of 3 years permits those 13
States, Arizona, California, Delaware,
Indiana. Kansas. Louisiana, MassachuPennsylvania.
Jersey,
setts, New
Texas, Vermont. Washington, and West
Virginia--with proceedings underway,
time to complete their proceedings.
Issue any order for intraLATA toll dialing parity and make plans for implementation. though those States may
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not implement until the earlier of 36
months or until the RBDOC Is authorized to provide inter-exchange services.
Finally,
in those States where
intr.LATA toll dialing parity has been
Implemented-not merely orderedduring the 3 years after enactment or
before the RBOC in the State has been
authorized to provide interexchange
service, whichever is earlier, the
Breaux-Leahy amendment would bar
telecommunications carriers in that
State
from
jointly
marketing
interLATA and intraLATA services.
This ban would be lifted or "sunset" 3
years after enactment or' when the
REOC in the State was authorized to
offer interexchange services, whichever
is earlier. Furthermore. this ban only
applies to carriers serving greater than
5 percent of the Nation's presubscribed
access lines.
The biggest telecommunications legislative reform package in more than
60 years should not include provisions
that reverse progress toward competition. Supporting this amendment Is
proconsuimer. procompetitive, and proStates' rights.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate?
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment.
The amendment (No. 1421) was agreed
to.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote.
. Mr. BREAUX. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I sincerely thank the Senators and their
staffs who worked that out. That was
truly a remarkable compromise. - I
thank them very much.
I urge Senators to bring their amendments to the floor. We are marching
forward, but we need everybody who
has an amendment to get over here.
AMENDMENTSNO. 1311AND 31, ENBLOc

Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, I send
two amendments to the desk. en bloc,
and ask for their immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Colorado (Mr. Bas.s i
proposes amendments numbered 1317 and
1318. en bloc.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendments be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered"
The amendments are as follows:
AMENDMENT
No. 1317
In managers' amendment, on page 13. line
2D. after "programming" insert: "by any
means".
AMENDMENTNO. 1318

On page 12, line 10 insert after "services":
"or its affiliate".
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, these are
technical amendments. Both sides have
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had a chance to review them, and I believe they have signed off. What they
do ts deal with program access. They
make it clear that the rules are the
same for both cable operators and telephone companies. This is an area in
which, it seemed to me, it was appropriate to have consistent rules and
treat both of them the same.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate?
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. perhaps my colleague will speak on the
amendments, and then we will be sure
we get an agreement here.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, on
amendment No. 1317.the amendment
to the managers' amendment, on page
13, line 20. after the word "programming" we insert the words "by any
means." And on amendment No. 1318.
which deals with page 12 of the managers' amendment, line 10, after the
word "service," it inserts "or its affiliates."
The purpose of these two amendments is to make it clear that the rules
were the same for both cable operators
and telephone companies in the area of
program access. It seemed appropriate
to treat both kinds of firms the same
under these circumstances.
I believe the amendment is more in
terms of a technical amendment than a
substantive amendment, in terms of
the major policy issues this body has
been dealing with.
Mr. President, if I might correct
something. Amendment No. 1316 is an
amendment to the bill itself. Amendment No. 1317 is the amendment to the
managers' amendment.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOLE. I am advised that I can
make the following request that has
been cleared on both sides.
I ask unanimous consent all remainIng first-degree amendments be offered
by 7:30 p.m. this evening.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOLE. Let me indicate, at 7:30.
we will assess and see where we are. If
we can work it out, we will try to accommodate most of my colleagues.
I understand there may be a movie
tonight-Batman or something-that
many of my colleagues are headed for.
It isa good movie. I understand, too.
VOTEONAMENDMENT
NO.1311
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President. we have
worked out approval of amendment No.
1317. My understanding is it has been
signed off on both sides.
Mr. PRESSLER. We have no objection, and we are in support of that
amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Amendment 1317 will now be considered sepa-
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rately. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1317)was agreed
to.

Mr. PRESSLER. I move to reconsider
the
vote.
. Mr.
BROWN. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to set aside amendment No. 1318.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Isso ordered.
AMENDMIT NO. 1319WfIIDRAWN

Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous
consent
to
withdraw
amendment No. 1319. That is not one
we have been able to reach agreement
on.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
So the amendment (No. 13191 was
withdrawn.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President. my
amendment No. 1320 is one we are attempting to clear on both sides. It is an
amendment which I believe both sides
have a copy of. My hope is that we will
shortly be able to deal with both
amendments numbered 1318 and 1320. 1
yield the floor.
AMENDMENrNO- M2o

(Purpose: To require broadcasters to review
viewer input on the violent content of Programming upon license renewal)

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I send
to the desk amendment No. 1272 and
ask for its immediate consideration.
The
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from North Dakota (Mr- DOSNUMSEREDI.
GANl PROPOSES As AMENDMENT
Mr. DOROAN. Mr. President, I ask
that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 82. between lines 4 and 5. Insert
the following:
(3) This section shall operate only if the
Commission shall amend its 'Application for
renewal of License for AM. FM, TV. Translator or LPTV Station" (FCC Form 30-$) to
require that, for conmcertia. TV applicants
only, the applicant attoch an an exhibit to
the application a summary of written comments and suggestions received from the
public and maintained by the licensee in accordance with 47 C.F.R. sec. 73.1202 that comment an the applicant's programming, if
any. characterized by the commentor s constituting violent programming.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, this is a
very simple. amendment. I shall not
take a great'deal of time to explain it.
We have visited with both the chairman of the committee and the minority member, the ranking minority
member, on this issue. I know the
ranking minority member is inclined
to accept. I have not heard back from
the Chair.
Let me describe exactly what this
does. It follows on the vote that we had
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yesterday on the issue of television vi- require the television etations to cololence. I had originally thought about lect information that they are not now
the
bringing to the floor the television vio- collecting. It simply requires that
is in
lence report card, but I decided not to information they now have that
unand
disclosed
be
must
flies
their
do that.
they
My amendment would do something mariged with respect to commente
that is very simple: It would deal with have received from viewers on telerethe application to renewal of licenses vision violence when they file for
for televisions and say that for com- newal of their license. the floor.
I
yield
President.
Mr.
refor
applicants,
mercial television
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. we
newal, the applicants would attach as
to accept the amendment.
an exhibit for the application for re- are prepared
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
newal a summary of written comments
debate, the question is on
further
no
is
and suggestions received by the public
to the amendment numbered
and maintained by the licensee-which agreeing
1212.
Is, incidentally. now required--and
The amendment (No. 1272) was agreed
that comment on the applicants proto.
gramming, if characterized by the comMr. PRESSLER. I move to reconsider
menters as constituting violent prothe vote, and I move to lay that mogramming.
What this says is. when you are doing tion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
a renewal of application, you are a television station and you are filing for a agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, Without
renewal of your license, that In your
application, you shall provide a sum- objection, it is so ordered. President. if
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr.
mary of written comments and suggesbring their amendments
tions that are in your file that you are Senators will
the floor, we are eagerly awaiting.
to
required to keep. anyway, with respect
only
to those who comment on violent pro- We want to do business here. We
gramonting that your viewers have wit- have an hour and a half.
SenThe
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
to
bring
to
nessed and felt they wanted
Carolina.
your attention, and that that informa- ator from South
MODIFIED
AS
FUliTR
122,
NO.
AMENDMENT
FCC.
the
to
tion should be available
Mr. HOLLINGS. On behalf of Senator
It does not in any way expand the
power of the FCC. It simply will re- MOSELgy-BRAUN, I ask unanimous conquire the disclosure and summary of sent amendment 1282 be further modiinformation that is already in the file fied as indicated in the modification
that Is now required by law to be kept, that I send to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
and I think it will emphasize In a renewal for application any information objection, it Is so ordered.
about
The amendment (No. 1282), as further
files
those
in
exist
would
that
viewers' concerns about violent pro- modified. is as follows:
At the end of the bill, insert the followinr
gramming.
I think that that would be something
TITLE -NATIONAL EDUCATION
reviewing
in
FUNDING CORPORATION
useful
find
TECHNOLOGY
would
the FCC
the renewal of applications. I think it axe, -as, SHOlRT
ITLU,
had
we
that
vote
the
on
follows
also
This title may be cited As the "National
yesterday on television violence. My Education Technology Funding Corporation
of 1995".
Act
North
from
CONRAD
Senator
colleague.
Dakota, offered an amendment with a=e -4% VDINGS: PURPOSE.
FIssIS.-The Congress finds as fol(a)
for,
I
voted
which
Senator LxEasdAN,
lows:
on the issue of television violence.
(I) CosPoSATioN.-There has been estabI have a piece of legislation that I coIn the District of Columbia a private.
sponsored with Senator KAY BAUILY** lished
nonprofit corporation known as the National
HUTCHsON on television violence, call- Education Technology Funding Corporation
ing for the development of a television which is not an agency or independent estabviolence report card so that parents lishment of the Federal GovernmenL
would know which are the most violent
(21 BOARDor DIRcross.-The Corporation
programs, which programs have the is governed by a Board of Directors. as premost violence in them, and who spon- scribed in the Corporation's articles of incorconsisting of 15 members, of
sore them. Parents would, therefore, I II poration,
whichable to better Supervise their children'
are representative of pubmembers
five
(A)
viewing habits and selid mesaMges
lie agencies representative of schools and
those who are sponsoring the violence, public libraries;
I
air
I have not offered that. Instead.
(B) five members are representative of
offering something that I think com- State government. including persons knowlplements what we did last evening an d edgeable about State finance, technology
something that I think is simple, sme- and education; and
(C) five members are representative of the
thing I hope will not be controversial
sector, with expertise in network
and something I hope the committe I private
technology, finance and management.
Chair, the floor manager. will accept
(3) CRPORATE pURPOSEc.-ThO p rposes of
I do not intend or need to take addi, the Corporation. as set forth in its articles of
tionlM time on this. I think it is eaI3Y incorporation, are(A) to leverage resources and stimulate
understood by everyone, and it is com
plementery to legislation the Senatee private investment In education technology
infrastructure;
passed last eveninf.
(B) to designate State education techAn I indicated, it does not expand thII
FCC powers or authority, and does nol t nology agencies to receive loan. grants or
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other forms of assistance from the Corporaion;
(C) to establish criteria for encouraging
States to(i) create, maintain, utilize and upgrade
Interactive high capacity networks capable
of providing audio. visual and data commucications for elementary schools. secondary
schools and public libraries;
(ii1 distribute resources to assure equitable
aid to all elementary schools and secondary
schools in the State and achieve universal
access to network technology; and
(li) upgrade the delivery and development
of learning through innovative technologybased instructional tools and applications:
iD) to provide loans. grants and other
forms of assistance to State education technology agencies, with due regard for providIng a fair balance among types of School districts and public llbraries assisted and the
disparate needs of such districts and librarles:
iS) to leverage resources to provide maimum aid to elementary schools, secondary
schools and public libraries; and
(F) to encourage the development of education telecommunications and information
technologies through public-private ventures, by serving As a clearinghouse for information on new education technologies,
and by providing technical assistance, Including assistance to States, if needed, to establish State education technology agencies.
(b) PURPOSE.-The purpose of this te is
to recognize the Corporation aS a nonprofit
corporation operating under the laws of the
District of Columbia. and to provide authorIty for Federal departments and agencies to
provide assistance to the Corporation.
scI -03 DRFINITIONS&
For the purpose of this title(1) the term "Corporation" means the National Education Technology Funding Cor5lia)1il,
poration described in section
(2) the terms "elementary school" and
-secondary school" have the same meanings
Given such terms in sction 14101 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965; and
13) the term "public library" has the eas
meaning given such term In section 3 of the
Library Services and Construction Act.
sge, -04. ASSISTANCE FOR ZDUCAIlON TOM
NOLOGY PUIPOSMS
ltCEIpr BY CORPORATION.-Notwltbis)
standing any other provision of law, in order
to carry out the corporate purposes de02ia)3), the Corporascribed in section tion shall be eligible to receive discretionary
grnts, contracts, gifts, contributions, or
technical assistance from Any federal department or agency, to the extent otherwise permitted by law.
(b) AOGREtmdN.-In order to receive any
assistance described In subsection (a) the
Corporation shall enter into an Agreement
with the Federal department or agency pro
viding such assistance, under which the Corporation agresa(I) to use such assistance to provide fending and technical assistance only for activities which the Board of Directors of the Corporation determines Are consistent with the
corporate purposes described in section
02(a)(3);
(2) to review the activities of State education technology agencies and other entities receiving Assistance from the Corporation to assure that the corporate purposes
0laX31 are carried
described in section Out;
(3) that no part of the assets of the Corporation shall accrue to the benefit of any
member of the Board of Directors Of the Corporation, any omcer or employee of the Corporation, or any other individual. except as
salary or reasonable compensation for services;
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(4) that the Board of Directors of the Corporation will adopt policies and procedures
to prevent conflicts of interest;
(5) to maintain e Board of Directors of the
Corporation consistent with section 02(a)(3);
(6) that the Corporation, and any entity recelving the assistance from the Corporation.
are subject to the appropriate oversight procedures of the Congress; and
(7) to comply with(A) the audit requirements described in
section 05;and
(S) the reporting sad testimony requirements described in section 06.
(C) CONSTRUCTION.-NOthing in this title
shall be construed to establish the Corporation as an agency or independent establishment of the Federal Government. or to establish the members of the Board of Directore of the Corporation. or the officers and
employees of the Corporation. as officers or
employees of the Federal Government.
nEC. e& AUDITS.
(A) AUDrS BY INDEPENDENTCERTIFIEDPUBLICACCOUNTANTS(1) IN OGNERAL.-The Corporation's financial statements shall be audited annually in
accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards by independent certified public accountants who are members of a nationally
recognized accounting firm and who are certified by a regulatory authority of a State or
other political subdivision of the United
States. The audits shall be conducted at the
place or places where the accounts of the
Corporation are normally kept. All books,
accounts, financial records, reporte. files,
and all other papers, things. or property belonging to or in use by the Corporation and
necessary to facilitate the audit shall be
made available to the person or person conducting the audits, and full facilities for
verifying transactions with the balances or
securities held by depositories. fiscal agents.
and custodians shall be afforded to such person or persons.
(2) REPORTINOREQUIRsiENTs.-The report
of each annual audit described In paragraph
(1) shall be included in the annual report required by Section 06(a). (hi RECOROKEEPiNOREQUiEMENss; AUDIT
ANn EXAMiNATION OF BOOKS.(1) REcoRDKEEPINO REQUIREMENTS.-The
Corporation shall ensure that each recipient
of assistance from the Corporation keeps(A) separate accounts with respect to such
assistance;
(B) such records as may be reasonably necessary to fully disclose(1) the amount and the disposition by such
recipient of the proceeds of such assistance:
il) the total cost of the project or undertaking in connection With which such assistance is given or used; and
lili the amount and nature of that portion
of the cost of the project or undertaking supplied by other sources and
(C) such other records as will facilitate an
effective audit.
(2) AtUr AND EXAMINATION
O noos.-The
Corporation shall ensure that the Corporation, or any of the Corporation's duly authorized representatives, shall have access
for the purpose of audit and examination to
any books, documents. papers, and records of
any recipient of assistance from -' Corporation that are pertinent to such assistance.
Representatives of the Comptroller General
shall also have such access for such purpose.
SEC. 06. ANNUAL REPO, 1ESTIMONY TO THE
CONGRESS
(a) ANNUAL REPORT,-Not later than April
3D Of each year. the Corporation shall publish
an annual report for the preceding fiscal
year and submit that report to the President
and the Congress- The report shall include a
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comprehensive and detailed evaluation of
the Corporation's operations, activities, financial conditlon, and accomplishments
under this title and may include such recommendations as the Corporation deems appropriate.
(b) T TIMONY BXFOgR CONORESS-The
members of the Board of Directors, and officers. of the Corporation shall be available to
testify before appropriate committees of the
Congress with respect to the report described
in subsection (a), the report of any audit
made by the Comptroller General pursuant
to this title, or any other matter which any
such committee may determine appropriate.
AMENMNr NO.1i. AS MODIFIED
The
PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question recurs on the Brown amendment. No. 1318.
Is there further debate? The Senator
from Colorado.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President. I ask'
unanimous consent to amend 1318 into
a form the chairman of the committee
and distinguished ranking memberMr. PRESSLER. If my colleague will
Yield. he is not trying to amend the
Moseley-Braun amendment?
The PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
pending amendment is the amendment
of the Senator from Colorado.
Mr.BROWN. Mr. President, I send to
the desk a revined version of amendment No. 1318. and ask unanimous consent I be allowed to offer the revised
version.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The amendment is so modified.
The amendment (No. 1318). as modifled, is as follows:
On page 13.line 20 insert after "carrier":
"or its affillate".
Mr. BROWN. It is my understanding
both sides have agreed to this version.
I think it more clearly states the intent that was involved. I urge its approval.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate? If not the question occurs on amendment No. 1318, as modifled.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
me see a copy of it.I have not seen the
modification. We had made suggestions
as to the modification. Can we look at
It?
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, is it
possible the Senator from Pennsylvania could offer an amendment at this
point? I ask unanimous consent whatever the pending business Is it -be set
aside so the Senator from Pennsylvania can offer an amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered. The Senator
from Pennsylvania.
AME.NDME-r NO, 1294.
AS MODIFIED
iPurpose: To promote the use of
telecommuting by the American work force)
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President. I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to considering the amendment?
Mr. SPECTER. It has been previously
filed.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
clerk will report.
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The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. SpocTER], proposes an amendment numbered 129,
as modified.
Mr. SPECTER. I ask unanimous consent there be no reporting of the
amendment so I may explain It.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
The amendment Is as follows:
At the appropriate place in the bill, Insert
the following:
SEC. . tnscoissuruNG PUBLIC oNsOO5ATION
PeOGRADL
(s) FINoDIO.-Congress makes the following findingr(1) Telecommuting is the practice of allowing people to work either at home or in nearby centers located closer to home during
their normal working hours, substituting
telecommunications services, either partially or completely, for transportation to a
more traditional workplace;
(2) Telecommuting is now practiced by an
estimated two to seven million Americans.
includlng Individuals with impaired mobility. who are taking advantage of computer
and telecommunications advances in recent
years
(3) Telecommuting has the potential to
dramatically reduce fuel consumption, mobile source air pollution, vehicle miles traveled, and time spent commuting, thus contributing to an improvement in the quality
of life for millions of Americans; and
(4) It Is in the public interest for the Federal Government to collect and disseminate
infor oation encouraging the Increased use of
telecommuting and identifying the potential
benefits and costa of telecommuting.
(b) The Secretary of Transportation, in
consultation with the Secretary of Labor
and the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, shall. within three
months of the date of enactment of this Act.
carry out research to Identify successful
telecommuting programs in the public and
private sectors and provide for the dissemination to the public of Information regardingof successful
establishment
il)
the
telecommuting programs: and
of
and
costs
the
benefits
(2)
telecommuting. ,
(c) REPO.-Within one year of the date of
enactment of this Act. the Secretary of
Transportation shall report to Congress its
findings. conclusions, and recommendations
regarding telecommuting developed under
this section.
Mr. SPECTER. This amendment directs the Secretary of Transportation.
in consultation with the Labor Department and EPA. to identify successful
business
teleand
governmental
commuting programs and to disseminate information about such programs.
Including
the
benefits
of
telecommuting, to the general public.
The amendment is intended to promote
the increased use of telecomnuting
through a broader awareness of the
benefits,
including
flexibility.
profamlly employment, reduced traffic
congestion, and lower fuel consumption. The Secretary of Transportation
will be required to report to Congress
on his findings, conclusions, and recommendations
regarding
telecommuting within 1 year of enactment.
It is my understanding this amendment is acceptable on both sides.
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Mr. PRESSLER. We are prepared to
accept this amendment by Senator
Specter from Pennsylvania. I commend
him for his efforts.
I believe the Specter amendment has
been cleared on both sides.
Mr. HOLLINGS. It has been cleared.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
urge the adoption of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
pending question is amendment 1294, as
modified.
If there be no furthei debate, the
question Is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1294) was agreed
to.
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President. I move
to reconsider the vote.
Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to -lay on the table was
agreed to.
AjezsDMgsss N0.1SS

(Purpoe: To provide for Commission notification of the Attorney General of any apvroval of Bell Company entry into long dietae)
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I have
amendment No. 1343 at the desk. I ask
for Its consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection the pending amendment is
set aside. The clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
7b Senator frm North Dakota (Mr. DosGAsl prposes an amendment numbered 1343.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIMING OFFICER (Ms.
SNOWs). Without objection, it Is so ordered.
The aunendment is as follows:
Ge
ins.pese M.after line 12, Insert the follow"(9) NoTtrICATIONOr ATrOSEY OZN5RAL.-

"(A NOrTMATION.-The Commisalon shall
imm diately notify the Attorney General of
any approval of as applicatn under paragraph (1).
"(8) ACMlONBY ATraNNY

OXNEnAL.-UPon

notiflcation of a approval Of as application
under p rar aph (I). the Attorney General
may commence as action is any United
States District Court If
"(1) the Attorney General determines that
the authorization granted by the Commiseion May subtantilly lean competition or
tend to create a monopoly; or
"(fl) the Attorney General determines that
the authorisation granted by the Conmls.
Sion is inconsistent with ay recommendatio of the Attorney General provided to the
Commlssion pursuant to paragraph (2) of this
section,
'ls oomenement of such an action
shall stay the effectivenes of the Commiston's approval unis the court shall otherwin speclflally order.
"(C) 13aYAARD
0, Rsviz.-ln any such antion. the court Shall review de nose the issus presented. The court may only uphold
the Commission's authorization if the court
flnds that the effect of such authorisation
will not be substantially to laws competition or to tend to create a monopoly in any
line of commerce In any section of the country. lbs court may uphold all or part of the
authamlsatics,"

Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, because of the time constraint that
amendments must be offered by 7:30, I
feel constrained to offer the amendment but I admit this Is a very controversial issue. This is a different approach on the issue that we have debated at some length with respect to
the role of the Justice Department.
I would not. in this amendment, preserve the same role for the Justice Dep&rtment that we had previously debated, but the amendment I have offered, that Is germane and I had previously at the desk, is one that would
provide, upon notification by the Federal Communications Commission of
an approval of an application under
paragraph 1, that the Attorney General
may commence an action in U.S. District Court and seek a stay, if the Attorney General determines the authorization granted by the Commission
may substantially lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly.
Mr. HOLLINOS. What is the last
wording there? I am trying to hear.
Mr. DORGAN. Let me read the paragraph again. Essentially what this
amendment would do is to provide
that, If the Federal Communications
Commission approved an application
under paragraph 1 In the bill, the Attorney General may commence an action in a U.S. District Court:
.. if... the Attorney General determines
that the authorization granted by the Commission may subtantially lessen corpetition or tend to create a monopoly; or, if the
Attorney General determines that the asthorization rsted by the CommissIon Is Inconsistent with ay recommendation of the
Attorney General provided to the CommissiOn pursuant to pmargaph (2) of this section.
The conunencement of such an action shall
stay the effectiveness of the Commission's
approval unless the ourt ehail otherwise
specifically order.
I recognize this Is a very controversial Issue. We have already debated a
couple of versions of the Justice Department involvement. I do want to
have this called up, as I have just done,
prior to 7:30 to have the right to ask for
a vote on this different approach with
respect to the Justice Department
prior to final passage of this bill. I do
not intend to speak at length this
evening but I did want to have this introduced. I will be happy to have it set
aside.
Mr. PRESSLER. I will be prepared to
table right now and get a vote on it.
Then it will be behind us. Would that
be agreeable?
Mr. DORGAN. My understanding is
we are going to vote on a good number
of amendments tomorrow en bloc. Or
at least stacked amendments. I expect
there may be some others who discussed the Justice Department role
who may want to add some comments
to this.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, If
my friend will yield, we have had a
long debate on the Senate floor. I
thought we bad a general agreement.
We allowed the Thurmond amendment
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to be voted on first. in consideration of
my friend from North Dakota. We bent
over backward to give everybody every
chance for this. The bill has been in for
a week. I would plead with him. we
would like to vote now before Members
leave. This subject has been debated so
thoroughly and for so many days. We
are prepared to vote here on his amendment.
Mr. DORGAN. The Senator from
South Dakota is absolutely correct. He
has been eminently fair. I have not referenced an amendment this evening
that is identical to the Justice Department amendments that we have discussed before. This is a different
amendment.
It provides that the Attorney General will have the opportunity to seek
a stay in U.S. District Court if and
only if. upon approval of an application
by the Federal Communications Commission, the Attorney General would
determine the authorization granted
by the Commission may substantially
lessen competition or tend to create a
monopoly.
This is a different approach and it is
gradations lower than the stuff, rather
the approaches that we were talking
about earlier.
There may be some others who would
like to discuss this. But. in any event.
the Senator certainly has a right to
table this. At the moment, I hope be
will refrain from doing so in the event
some others would like to discuss it.
Mr. PRESSLER. If my friend will
yield, I hate to do this because at 7:30
we are supposed to have the potential
list of amendments that we are trying
to move forward. There is very little
time tomorrow morning. Senator DoLt
has asked that we vote on as many of
these amendments as we can. This has
been debated thoroughly.
Mr. DORGAN. Let me ask the Senator from South Dakota, as well as the
ranking minority member on this
issue-the Senator realizes that we
have had substantial debate on the
Justice Department role. Those of us
who offered the Justice amendment understood that we lost, and it was a very
close vote. But, nonetheless, we lost.
Many of us feel very strongly about the
need to update the 1934 law, that we
ought to move forward in the rewrite
of the telecommunications laws. We
also feel very strongly that if we proceed just as we are now with this bill.
we could find ourselves in a heck of a
fix having dealt the Justice Department out of a legitimate role here.
I guess my question is, Does the
chairman of the Commerce Committee
and the ranking member intend to hold
oversight hearings in the next couple
of years, next year, or the year after.
so that you can, through the committee structure, address this Issue of the
Justice role and what has happened
since the passage of the bill. if this bill
in fact passes?
If I had some assurance that maybe
we would have aggressive oversight,
and if we find in that oversight that we
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have made a mistake here, then perhaps I would be persuaded to let this
go. I am uncomfortable with where this
rests. This amendment is not the same
as the previous amendment. It ie a different approach.
I ask the chairman of the committee
and the ranking minority member
about their intentions with respect to
evaluating whether what we have done
works or does not work and whether
dealing out the Justice Department the
way they have been dealt out of this
process has been helpful or hurtful to
the consumers.
Mr. PRESSLER. Let me first of all
commend the Senator from North Dakota. He is my friend. We work together on all kinds of issues, and we
will in the future. We will try to make
this a part of a hearing or hearings. I
cannot guarantee it. There is so much
authorization legislation to do in the
Commerce. Science, and Transportation Committee, a stack of authorizing legislation to do when we are getting a letter from Senator DOMENICi as
to how to raise about $25 or $30 billion.
So we have a lot of work to do in the
Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee. But we will be holding hearings. This will be a part of it.
I really wish that my friend from
North Dakota would give us a chance
In good faith to address this after the
proper hearings and take it up legislatively later, if that would be possible.
Mr. HOLLINGS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Let me Join in the
comments with our distinguished
chairman. What happens here is,with
the amendment of the Senator from
North Dakota, as this Senator sees it,
it just comes back around and reiterates the amendment which was defeated. I do not think it was
unjustifiably defeated or casually defeated, or whatever was the expression
used by my friend from North Dakota.
Yes, we should have oversight hearings. This is a really complex measure.
I cannot see, as a member of that communications subcommittee, that we
not have hearings each year to see the
progress made, how they have managed
to set down the rules for the
unbundling. the dial parity, the interconnection, the number portability.
and all of these particular things to
move everything along down this information superhighway.
So I agree with the Senator from
North Dakota on that. But I agree with
our chairman. We do not want to come
back around now. and have it all settied-one-stop shopping, so to speak.
that the FCC comes back around here
at the last minute saying: By the way,
we want to put the Attorney General
back In there again.
I am back in, if you want to hear
those arguments again about antitrust
lawyers.
Mr. DORGAN. That is fine. The Senator does not need to repeat those arguments. But I was entertained by

them the first time. I am sure I would
be the second time, as well. In fact. I
share some of them. But at least with
respect to the Justice Department, the
antitrust enforcement, now with Anne
Bingaman down at the Attorney General's office, I am pretty pleased with
what is going on.
Let me ask one additional question. I
guess If I get some feeling that you are
willing to do oversight hearings and be
aggressive. and find out whether this
works or does not work, or whether the
consumers are advantaged or disadvantaged, I would have some better feeling
about it. When we go to conference
with this bill. if this bill passes the
Senate and the House comes to a conference with a Justice Department role
in it. as you know, it is a lesser standard than we were proposing. I know
that 43 percent of the membership of
the Senate on the issue of the Justice
role felt differently than the majority.
but a substantial minority, nonetheless.
I hope we can find a way in the conference to resolve this issue in a slightly different way, as well.
I am happy to yield.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
want to thank the Senator from North
Dakota because I feel comfortable that
our Commerce. Science. and Transportation Committee should be an oversight committee for part of the time.
We have had two of the larger bills, the
tort reform bill, and the product liability bill, coming through our committee. And then the telecommunications
bill has occupied a lot of our time. Because we have the NASA space issue.
we have the reauthorization of the
Magnuson Act. which has had field
hearings, we have had a lot of legislation.
But I am hopeful that we can have a
lot of oversight hearings because I am
one who believes strongly that we
should have a Congress oversight.
David Boren used to say that in his discussions about reforms. That was one
of the reforms we were going to have,
was to have a Congress with no legislation and oversight, which is kind of the
-Blue Monday" work of Congress
where you Just sit and try to improve
the Government we already have.
So I think the Senator makes a good
point. We hope to get into those types
of hearings. We have had some already.
We will have more. I hear what he is
saying. But I think at this particular
time in this bill, after all these negotiations and so forth have gone on, that
we would have to oppose his amendment at this time. But we hope to work
with him on it in the future.
Mr. DORGAN. Madam President.
whether we count votes or weigh votes,
I do not think there is any reason to
believe a tabling motion made by the
chairman of the committee would
produce a different result than I saw
last evening. So I shall not pursue this,
and I will ask unanimous consent to
withdraw the amendment in a moment.
But I will say to you that I think this
issue will not dissolve. The issue of the
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Justice Department role and dealing
with anticompetitive or antitrust issues will not go away and will show up
again, certainly when some of us think
we have the votes to win. When it does
show up. you will know that we have
counted differently. But In any event,
if the chairman and the ranking member will permit me. I ask unanimous
consent to withdraw the amendment at
this point.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection. It is so
ordered.
So the amendment (No. 1343) was
withdrawn.
Mr. PRESSLER. I thank my friend
from North Dakota very much for his
cooperation on this.
Mr. BROWN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado.
NO.1318,AS MODIFIED
VOTE
ONAMEjNDMET
Mr. BROWN. Madam President. I call
up amendment No. 1318, as modified. I
believe all parties have had a chance to
review it. It has been cleared now.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1318). as modifled, was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks recognition?
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I
again urge Senators to please come to
the floor with their amendments. We
are open for business. By 7:30, Senator
DOLE will return to the floor and look
over the amendments that people wish
to offer. We are eager to do business
over here. I plead with Senators. We
are trying to finish up. Please come to
the floor with your speeches or amendments.
Madam President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Madam President. I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so'ordered.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank the distinguished Chair.
AMENDMENT NO. 1s

Mr. HOLLINGS. Madam President,
on behalf of the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. BREAUX], he wanted to make
sure he qualified amendment No. 1299
to be called up but not necessarily to
be voted on at this particular time. He
is not present, but I would like to call
it up and then set it aside, 1299.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk willreport.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from South Carolina lMr.
proposes in
for Mr. BREAUfX,
HOLLLNGS].
amendment numbered 1299.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Madam President, I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
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The amendment is as follows:
On page 123, line 10, add the following new
sentence: *This section shall take effect
upon a determinatioe by the United States
Coast Guard that at least 110%of vessels required to implement the Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System have the equipment required by such System installed and
operating in good working condition."
Mr. HOLLINGS. And I ask unanimous consent now that the amendment
be set aside.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

SEN ATE

both sides. I wish to thank both Senator HOLLINGS and Senator PRESSLER
for being willing to accommodate me
and to work this out. I thank the esteemed Senator from Kentucky also for
his willingness to help work this matter out in an acceptable manner.
Madam President. I ask unanimous
consent to strike the number 6 and insert in lieu thereof the number 4.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Hearing
no objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment (No. 1323), as modified. Is as follows:
AMENM T NO. U8I
On page 109, line 4. strike out -3 years(Purpose: To means test the eligibility of the and Insert in lieu thereof "4 years".
community users in the act)
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President. I
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I know that most of any Senate colwould like to call up amendment No. leagues share my belief that small
1285 on behalf of Senator JOHNMCCAIN. business people are the backbone of
The intention is for this amendment to both the economic and community life
be debated and possibly voted on to- of this country. We know that the
morrow.
small business people in our villages,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without towns and cities back home help to
objection. It is so ordered. The clerk provide neighborhood stability and
will report.
pride by being the individuals who can
The legislative clerk read as follows: be depended upon to participate in
The Senator from South Dakota fMr. community affairs, and we all know
PRESSLl], for Mr. MCCAn, for himself. Ms. small businesses are where the jobs are
SNOwn, Mr. RocKnrELIJUL Mr. ExON. Mr. created.
KeKIayI. and Mr. ChAo, proposes an amendToday, in the midst of these great
ment numbered 12S.
battles among corporate titans like the
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I baby Bells, the major long distance
ask unanimous consent that reading of
carriers, the large cable television
the amendment be dispensed with.
companies and the large broadcasters.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
this amendment helps the little person.
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment that I have just introThe amendment is as follows:
duced on behalf of myself and Senator
At the end of section 310 of the Act, add PACKWOOD is very simple. It merely
the following:.
changes the waiting period before the
I ) No entity listed in this sectlon shall be
Bell companies could enter the alarm
entitled for preferential rates or treatment
as required by this section. If such entity op- monitoring service business to 4 years.
Now. some of my colleagues might
erates a a for-proflit business. Is a School as
defined in section W4(dXl) with an endow- ask why we are doing this. Well. this
ment of more than 50 million. or Is a library amendment would partially restore an
not eligible for participation in stato-tased agreement reached in the last Congress
plane for Library Services and Construction through good faith negotiations beAct title M fu.nds.
tween the alarm industry and the
Mr. PRESSLER. I ask unanimous
Bells. They were asked by Members of
consent the amendment be laid aside.
Congress to work out a deal, and they
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
did. There was give and take on both
objection, it is so ordered.
sides and they came to an agreement.
Mr. HARKIN addressed the Chair.
It is the purpose of the HARKIN-PackThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- wood amendment to restore one key
ator from Iowa.
.
element in that agreement..
AMENDMIENT
NO. I. AS MODIFED
And why was this agreement struck
(Purpose: To postpone the effective date of In the first place? First of all, the burthe authority to provide alarm monitoring glar and fire alarm industry is unique.
servies)
It is the only information service
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, I which is competitively available in
would like to canL up my amendment. I every community across the Nation.
If
believe it is amendment No. 1323.
you want to verify this, I urge you to
The PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The go back to your offices and check the
clerk will report.
yellow pages in the phone book for
The legislative clerk read as follows: your State. What you will find is that
The Senator from Iowa [Mr. HAKI ]. for
the alarm security services are widely
himself and Mr. PACKWOOD. proposes an and competitively available.
amendment numbered 1
What is less apparent is the fact that
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, I this highly competitive, $10-billion inwould like just to take a couple of min- dustry is not dominated by large comutes to talk about this amendment. I panies. Instead, it is dominated by
do not want to take a great deal of small businesses which employ on aver
time; I know the managers want to
age less than 10 workers. There are
move on to other amendments, and I over 13,000 alarm companies across the
have two more amendments I want to
Nation. The top 100 control less than 25
offer.
percent of the marketplace and the
I believe this amendment as it has 100th largest company has annual revebeen modified will be acceptable to
nues of less than 13 million a year. The
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eight largest companies control merely
11 percent of the marketplace.
Many of these businesses epitomize
the American dream. Alarm companies
are started by people with all kinds of
backgrounds. A military veteran who
learned electronics In the service,
someone who worked In the building
trades, or a retired police officer, they
start their own businesses; they work
hard; they succeed; and they want to
pass on their business to their children.
All of that is at risk. The industry is
an open marketplace where small companies compete successfully every day
with a few large national companies
because no single company has the
ability to control access to service or
how it is delivered.
Furthermore. no single individual or
group of companies has the ability to
set the price in the marketplace. It is
the American consumer who has the
most to lose because the consumer benefits from this competitive marketplace. Over the past decade, the average price of the Installation of a home
security system has declined 40 percent. Today. you can have a system installed in your home for as little as
3200. and some companies are even offering free installation in order to promote alarm monitoring services.
The alarm industry also has an excellent job creation record. Over the past
20 years, the alarm industry has more
than tripled employment from 40.000
Jobs to well over 140,000 jobs.
This is a very vibrant sector of the
American economy. So vigorous alarm
industry competition benefits the
consumer in another way-the development of an Industry-wide culture which
promotes prompt, reliable service.
This Is vitally important in an industry where the service involved is a protection of life, safety, and property In
one's home or business. Knowing that a
service person will be there next week
sometime in the morning or afternoon
is not good enough. Consumers benefit
from the knowledge that if they do not
like the service they are receiving.
there is always another al&rm company
that will provide the service they want
and need at a competitive price.
Another compelling reason for increasing the transition period for the
Bell entry into the alarm monitoring
service is the fact most experts agree
that the vast majority of small busness alarm companies. will be driven
Out of business if the regional Bell operating companies enter before a level
playing field exists.
The industry felt It had an excellent
chance of developing that level playing
field in its prior agreement with the
Bells. That agreement included a ban
on Bell company access to the customer lists of existing alarm companies, an expedited complaint process at
the FCC. a Department of Justice-administered VIII(c) antitrust entry test.
and an adequate waiting period to ensure that an overburdened FCC should
actually address the Industry's complaints when Bell entry occurs.
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(B) by adding at the and the following sew
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I paragrapha:
move to reconsider the vote by which
FOR BlL-OIN
"(8) SUBSCirITION AGREEMENTS
sions remain in the bill, the critical
was agreed to. and I FR INroRATiON PROViDED VIA TOLL-FMRE
VIlI(e) antitrust entry test Is gone and the amendment
lay that motion on the table. CALLS.the term of years prior to entry was move to
The motion to lay on the table was
"(A) IN osmRAL.-Por purposes of faecut in half to 3 years.
agreed to.
graph (7)(C). a written subscription does not
So. Madam President. while S. 652 readdressed the Chair.
HARKIN
Mr.
the requirements of this paragraph unmeet
quires the REBOC's meet a checklist of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- less the agreement specifies the material
requirements designed to establish con- ator from Iowa.
and conditions under which the inforterms
ditions necessary for competition in
NO. 21
AMMEDMENT
mation is offered and includesthe local exchange. It does not require
"iI) the rats at which charges Are assessed
practices
billing
unfair
To
prevent
(Purpose:
actual competition to exist. An VHI(c)
for information or services provided over for the information;
antitrust test is no longer available.
"ill the information provider's name;
calls to O0 numbers)
-(liil) the information provider's business
Competition in the local telephone exMr. HARKIN. Madam President. if
change is the next best assurance of a my friend from Massachusetts will address;
"(iv) the information provider's regular
level playing field.
yield, I just have two other amend- business
telephone number;
So, Madam President. the goal of this ments that have been accepted. I call
'(vI the information provider's agreement
amendment Is to make sure that these up amendment No. 132 and ask for its
the subscriber of all future changes
notify
to
indeed,
small companies out there,
immediate consideration.
in the rates charged for the information: and
have some period of time to ensure
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
"(vii the subscriber's choice of payment
bethat there is a level playing field
clerk will report.
method, which may be by direct remit, debit,
fore the Sells can enter the alarm and
The legislative clerk read as follows: prepaid account, phone bill or credit or callservice industry.
The Senator from Iowa (Mr. HARKIN pro- ing card.
"(B) BILLI40 ARRANOEMENT.-If a subThis period, has been agreed upon for poses an amendment numbered 1322.
4 years, and I am hopeful that would be
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, I scriber elects, pursuant to Subparagraph
the minimum length of time that we ask unanimous consent that the read- (AXvi). to pay by means of a phone bill"iI) the agreement shW! clearly explal
would have. I still believe that the ini- ing of the amendment be dispensed
that charges for the service will appear on
tial agreement of 6 years should have with.
subscriber's phone bill:
the
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER. Without
been adhered to, but I understand that
"(ii) the phone bill shall Include, In promithis has been worked out for 4 years objection, it is so ordered.
type. the following disclaimer:
nent
follows:
The amendment is as
here in the Senate, with the assurance
'Common carriers may not disconnect
On page 146. below line 14, add the follow. local or long distance telephone service for
of the committee that this would be acfailure to pay disputed charges for informaceptable. I am hopeful that a longer pe- Ing:
OF uW4Am BILLING tion services.'; and
riod can be worked out in the con- sxE 40. PREVENTON
PRACTICES FOR RPORMATION OR
ference committee. Again, I want to
RVIcES PsiOVDED OVER TOtA. "(M) the phone bill Shall clearly list the
00 number dialed.
rEE TELEPHONECALsa
thank Senators PRESSLER and HOL1"(C)UsE OF PiNe To PREVENT csAuTHORIZED
(a) FPeeoS.-Congress makes the followLINGOfor helping work out this agreeUSE.-A written agreement does not meet the
Ing findings:
ment.
of this paragraph unless it rerequirements
DisTelephone
the
by
required
(1) Reforms
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senclosure and Dispute Resolution Act of 1992 quires the subscriber to use a personal idesator from South Dakota.
pay-per- tification number to obtain acces to the inof
the
reputation
the
improved
have
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, call industry and resulted in regulations formation provided, and Includes instructhese carveouts are always difficult be- that have reduced the incidence of mislead- tions on Its uss.
"(D) ExcEPrioNs.-Notwithstanding par.cause when there is a carveout, there ing practices that are harmful to the public
graph (7)(C). a written agreement that meets
are problems for new entrants. I agree Interest.
(2) Among the successful reforms is a re- the requirements of this paragraph is not rewith the Senator from Iowa that this is
for calls quiredsmall business. There has been a lot of striction on charges beingorassessed
other telephone
"(I) for calls utilizing telecommunications
S0 telephone numbers
discussion on this. whether the burglar to
numbers advertised or widely understood to devices for the deaf:
a
certain
given
be
should
alarm people
be toll free.
"(i1) for services provided pursuant to a
period of protection.
(3) Nevertheless. certain Interstate pay- tariff that has been approved or permitted to
We hope in a deregulatory bill to get per-call businesses are taking advantage of take effect by the Commission or a State
everybody competing as soon as pos- an exception in the restriction on charging commission; or
"(Ilii) for any purchase of goods or of servsible. In fact, we had a big thing--at for information conveyed during a call to a
in ices that are not Information services.
least it was big to me-in the Com- "toll-free" number to continue to engage
are
not
practices
These
practices.
misleading
-(Ei TERMINATION OF SERVIC .- On receipt
the
even
keeping
of
merce Committee
of Congress in by a common carrier of a complaint by any
a in compliance with the intent
without
publishers
newspaper
pausing the Telephone Disclosure and Dis- person that an information provider is In
years
of
a
period
carveout. without
puto Resolution Act.
violation of the provisions of this section, a
-they have 5 or 6 years in the House
(4) It Is necessary for Congress to clarify carrier shallbill.
that its intent is that charges for Informa,ill promptly investigate the complaint;
If we are going to have deregulation, tion provided during a call to an 800 number and
we have to get people competing. be- or other number widely advertised and onif the carrier reasonably determines
-i)
-soessed
that the complaint Is valid. it may termLicause new people want to get Into the derstood to be toll free shall not be
the calling party unless the calling party nate the provision of service to an informafield also out there, new small busi- to
of
terms
to
the
according
be
hilled
to
agrees
tion provider unless the provider supplies
nesses.
a written subscription agreement or by other evidence of a written agreement that meets
As I understand it. there is an infor- appropriate means.
the requirements of this section.
mal agreement, if we can use that
(b) PREVENTION OF UNFAIR BILLLNO PILAC'iF) TREATMENTOF REMEDis.-The remterm. reached that they will not seek TiCES.edies provided in this paragraph are in addi(1) IN OENERAL.-Section 52(c) (47 U.S.C.
beyond 4 years In conference, hopetion to any other remedies that are available
amendedis
229c)i
fully. With that understanding, we can
under title V of this Act..
(A) by striking out subparagraph (C) of
accept this amendment.
-(9) CHARGESIN ABSENCEOF AORSEMET.-A
paragraph (7) and Inserting in lieu thereof
I urge adoption of the amendment.
calling party is charged for a calI in accordthe following,
with this paragraph if the provider of
ance
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
'(C) the calling party being charged for InSenator have any further debate on formation conveyed during the call unless- the information conveyed during the callclearly States to the calling party the
"(A)
this amendment?
agree"ill the calling party has a written
total cost per minute of the Information proMr. HARKIN. No.
ment (including an agreement transmitted
during the call and for any other inforThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The through electronic medium) that meets the vided
mation or service provided by the provider to
question is on agreeing to the amend- requirements of paragraph (8); or
calling party requests connection
"(i) the calling party is charged for the in- which the
ment.
during the call; and
(9);
paragraph
with
In
accordance
formation
The amendment (No. 1323). as modifrom the calling partyreceives
-(B)
or": and
fied. was agreed to.
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-i) an agreement to accept the charges for
Unfortunately, this small loophole
In closing I would like to urge you to
any information or services provided by the
has allowed some sleazy operators to please find a way to stop this problem. I
Provider during the call: and
would
love to find a way to stop the phone
"(i1) a credit, calling. or charge card sum. set up phone sex services on 800 num- scam operations but I do not know
where to
ber or verification of a prepaid account to bers--and to make the caller pay the begin. I plan
to send a copy of this letter to
bill.
They
use the loophole allowing a
whisk such charges are to be billed.
Senators Tom Harkin and Charles Orassley.
"(10) Dciruimom.-As used in paragraphs charge when there is a preexisting ar- I can only hope that the more of us who com(8)and (9).the term Icalling card'means an rangement to turn a toll-free 800 num- plain the easier It will be to put an
end to It
Identifying number or code unique to the in.
ber call into a toll call.
all.
dividual, that is issued to the individual by
Families are being hurt by these
Thank
you
for
your
time
In
reading
my
a Common carrier and enables the individual services.
Youngsters run across the concerns.
to be charged by-means of a phone hill for
Sincerely.
charges incurred independent of where the ads. and, thinking the call will be free.
SHEILAWENSR.
call numbers like 1-00 HOT TALK.
call originates."
(2) ROULATIONS.-The Federal Commu. These numbers appear in all kinds of
IOWAUTILITIES BOARD,
nications Commission shall revise its regula- publications--from the city paper here
UTILITIES DIVISION.
tions to comply with the amendment made In Washington; Rolling Stone magaDes Mosnes. IA.
by paragraph (1)not later than 180days after zine; and a host of adult magazines.
DEAR SIRs: My name is Sue Tappe and I
the date of the enactment of this Act.
Here are just two examples of this
(3) EFFECTIVE DAT.-The amendments outrageous behavior that has come to work as the Clinton County Protective
Payee. work with clients that receive some
made by paragraph (1)shall take effect on
my attention recently. I would bet that type of Ibenefit,
the date of the enactment of this Act.
such as SS or SSI, VA etc..
and cannot handle their own funds for a'vari(C CLARIFICArlONOF "PAY-PER-CALL SERV- every Senator has received calls from
ICES" UNDER ThLEHONn DIsCLOSURE AND constituents about this problem, but
ety of reasons.
here
are
just
two
from
Iowa.
DISPUTE REsoLTION Acr.-Section 204(1)of
I am writing today In reference to a client
Madam President. I ask unanimous that had a phone service Installed in Sept.
the Telephone Disclosure and Dispute Resolotion Act (15U.S.C. 5714(1)) is amended to
consent to print some constituent let- 1994. This service. at the time of order. had
read as follows:
a long distance block set up on it. so I sters in the RECORD.
"(1) The term 'pay-per-cal services' has
There being no objection, the letters eumed there would be no long distance callthe meaning provided in section 228(j11) of
ing. WRONG assumption. My client got a
were
ordered
to
be
printed
in
the
the Communications Act of 1934.
except that
hold of some advertisements that offered 9M
the Commission by role may, notwithatond- RECORD.as follows:
numbers, and went to town dialing them.
CONSUMER
ADVOCATE,
OFFICEOF
tig subparagraphs (B) and (C) of such sec.
They then turned into ODD numbers by re.
UThrrEs. LUCASSTATE OFFICE
tion.extend such definition to other similar
questing the caller to push another button.
BLOO..services providing audio information or
He can only read to approximately 3rd grade
Des Moines. IA January 28. 1995.
audio entertainment if the Commission delevel, but he can follow instructions. He said
To Who,, It May Concern:
termines that such services are susceptible
ODDnumbers do not cost anything when
This letter is regarding my recent encoun- questioned him on the subject.
to the unfair and deceptive practices that
are prohibited by the rules prescribed pursu- ter with U.S. West Comunications.
I have called all the long distance compe.
On TUesday January 24. 19951 called U.S.
ant to section 201(a).".
West to change or service. Because of a re- nies and have asked for credits because of
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, I
Cent problem with the so called "chat line" the long distance block. I have gotten coWant to speak about a problem being and because of pst problems with
the I-soe'a operation from a couple of the companies.
faced by families across the country-a
that Conveniently turn into the i-S0 but they also let me know that the normal
problem that has cost families hun- charges. I asked U.S. West to take my bus- procedure is to have them then turned over
dreds and even thousands of dollars. band off the account completely and to have to a collection agency.
What can be done about these pay talk
This problem exposes families to ripoff eli long distance service blocked from ar
home. I wasted no access to any I+ dialing. telephone companies who take advantage Of
schemes in their own homes. Worst of
-S0001400calle. I also cancelled all calling cilents who cannot understand the con.
all, young people are being exposed to
cards. My husband agreed and the calling sequences of their actions much less the
dial-a-porn phone sex services, even
cards were stopped that same day and every- value of their money?
when the families take the step of plac- thing was switched to only my access.
By the way. my client no longer has a
Ing a block on extra cost 900 number
On Thursday January 26th I thought I had phone service, and that, he does understand.
calls from their home.
better check to see that my order was com- But until.there is complete credit hack. he
Most people believe that when they pleted. I had no I+ direct dialing but I could will never have service again.
still call I-SW numbers. I was shocked.
I am enclosing copies of bills and sending
dial 1-00 at the beginning of a call.
On Saturday January 28. 19951 called U.S. copies to Senator Tom Harkin and Congressthey are calling toll free. Toll free 800
West to see why I still had 1-00 access. They man Jim Leach. We need to take action for
number calling has had a dramatically
informed me that there was no way to block a change In laws. and to protect ourselves.
positive impact on mary businesses, al- I-SWcalls.
I explained to the lady that I had all of us. from this situation happening
lowing catalog sales to take off, and been misinformed because I was told my
hus- again.
providing helpful customer services. band would not be able to make any long disThank you for listening and hope you
My State of Iowa is prominent in pro- tance calls from our house. She put me on might
provide
suggestions to me and
bold then cams back to me and sald I could certainly some some
viding these telemarketing services. So
action can be taken in this
I strongly believe that we must ensure not block I-0 calls. I waited a few bourn. area.
thinking
about
everything
I
had
been
told
public confldencq in toll-free 800 numSun TAPPE. Payee.
and then I recalled U.S. West and asked to
bere.
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, here
Federal law prohibite most practices speak to a supervisor. I was told that there
were no supervisors around to talk to. The is how the companies do it. A caller
that would allow People calling to an
repentative offered to help. I explained calls an 800 number. He or she is diO0 number to be Charge for the call.
the situation to her. She read a new depart- rected to enter an "access code," in
Callers cannot be assessed a charge by
ment memo Onthe I-Sol information while I order to be connected to a servicevirtue of completing the call. and they waited to get some answers. I explained to
knowing that, by entering the
cannot be connected to a pay-per-call
her that I really needed to speak to a super- without
number, they are authorizing the servservice-which are usually called 900 visor and was told that the supervisor would
lUst do the same thing that she was doing Ice to charge for the call. Another
number services. They also cannot
scam is for the call to be switched to
charge for Information conveyed dur- (read the memo oan -IW).
la n discouraged for many reasous: I could international numbers in small counIng the call-with one exception. If not speak to a supervisor and it
was not of- tries around the world, or to give an
there is a preexisting agreement to be fered.
International phone number without
'charged, a charge is allowed. This proFor a minor to boy alcohol or cigarettes disclosing
the extremely high intervision was added, because there was they must show an LD. They are face to face
with the seller. These phone conversations national calling rates. Phone sex comconcern that the provision might be
Panice
set
up in
these companies.
read to prevent people buying mer- have a recording saying you must be 18years
or older or have parente permission. They where local law in the host country alchandise with a credit card on an ow
have no actual contact with the buyer and in lows them to receive a cut from the
number, or for nationwide access num- turn are seling
to minors, and unfortunately charges. One service operated out of
bers for long distance providers.
it's the parents who pay.
Suriname charges some 80 per minute.
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Under another so-called preexisting
agreement, the first call from a number establishes the agreement, and subsequent calls are charged to the phone
number the first call was made from.
This means that anyone making a telephone call from your phone could make
you liable for hundreds of dollars of
calls-even if the person never makes
another call from that phone. A person
making a call from a motel can set up
one of these agreements with a phonesex service, and the motel could be
forced to pay for subsequent calls from
anywhere In the country. At the Motel
6 chain alone, porn calls have cost a
quarter of a million dollars In the last
year. In our own offices here at the
Senate. a courier who uses the courtesy telephone, supposedly to call his
dispatcher, could charge phone-sex
calls back to your office account,
How many people are concerned
about this problem? All you need to
know is how many families have signed
up for 900 number blocking. These families have said that they have no Intention of using pay-per-call services. In
Iowa. about one In four lines are restricted from calling 900 numbers, most
of which are homes, rather than businesses.
Today, I am offering an amendment
that would prohibit this abuse. My
amendment, which is similar to one
that has been included in the House
Commerce Committee-passed version
of this legislation by our House colleague. Representative BART GORDON of
Tennessee. would alleviate this problem. Representative GORDONhas been a
leader on this issue for many years.
and has fought hard to get control of
the phone-sex industry. This amendment would clarify that a preexisting
agreement must be In writing, which
would end the supposed preexisting
agreements that are initiated by pressing a button on a phone. It also expands the definition of pay-per-call
service to Include the international
calls. to allow the FCC to regulate
them.
Alternatively, it would allow Information services on 800 numbers without a preexisting agreement. The service provider would have to disclose
their rates on each call. If the caller
agreed to pay and gave a credit, charge
or calling card to pay for the Information. the service could be provided.
The bill as reported by committee
purports to address this problem, in
section 406. However, this section
would not go as far as the language I
am offering. My amendment was developed after extensive consultation with
Industry representatives, to try to take
into account problems beyond the 800
numbers, and also to take into account
the new legitimate information systems that are going to be offered in the
new Information envirounent that this
bill will create. Further, a similar
amendment has already been accepted
in the House subcommittee markup. I
urge my colleagues to support this ir-
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portant amendment to close the loophole on the phone sex peddlers.
Madam President, again, I believe
this amendment has been agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate on this amendment? If
not, the question is on agreeing to the
amendment.
The amendment (No. 1322) was agreed
to.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to. and I
move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

thousands and even millions of dollars,
and then discontinue the operation and
move on to another location and rip-off
promotion.
By the time law enforcement authorities have received enough information to support obtaining the grand
jury subpoenas required under current
law, the business and the operators are
gone. And the often elderly victims are
out of luck. Law enforcement authorities currently do not have a mechanism available to quickly identify the
location of the boilerroom before the
promotion is discontinued. So. they
often cannot get after these scam artlets until many people have been vicAMENDMENT
NO. 14
(Purpose: To combat telemarketing fraud timized and the operation has closed
through reasonable disclosure of certain down.
records for telemarketing Investigations)
Law enforcement agencies have this
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, I problem because often these procall up amendment No. 1324.
motions furnish only a phone number,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The leaving no other means of identificaclerk will report.
tion or location. My amendment adThe legislative clerk read as follows: dresses this shortcoming by providing
The Senator from Iowa lMr. HARKiNlpro- law enforcement authorities with a
poses an amendment numbered 1324.
narrowly drawn procedure to more
Mr. HARKIN. Madam President, I quickly obtain the name, address, and
ask unanimous consent that the read- physical location of businesses susof
being
involved
in
ing of the amendment be dispensed pected
telemarketing fraud. Phone companies
with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without would have to provide law enforcement
officials only the ame, address, and
obJection, It is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
physical location of a telemarketing
On page 146.below line 14. add the follow- business holding a phone number if the
Ing:
officials submitted a formal written reSE 4t DISCLOSeRE
OF CirAIN RECORDS
for this information relevant to a
FOR INvx TrGATIONSOf TELE- quest
legitimate law enforcement InvestigaKA5ETnG
rRAUD.
7
Section 2 0(t)(1XB) of title 18. United tion.
The need for this change was brought
States Code. Is amended(l) by striking out "or" at the end of to my attenton by the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. the Federal agency
clause (ll);
(2) by striking out the period at the end of which investigates
many of the
clause (ll) and inserting in lieu thereof
telemarketing schemes. It is necessary
or"; and
to
crack
down
on
serious
consumer
(3) by adding at the end te following:
"(lv) submits a formal written request for fraud. With this change, we will have
Information relevant to a legitimate law en- many more successful efforts to shut
forcement investigation of the governmental down these rip-off artists like several
entity for the name. address. and place of recent cases in my home State of Iowa.
business of a subscriber or customer of such
Gregory Dean Garrison of Red Oak,
provider, which subscriber or customer ts en- IA was recently indicted for operating
gaged in telemarketing (as such term Is in a telemarketing promotion. He Is alsection 2325of this title)".
leged to have obtained lists of people
Mr. HARKIN.
Madam President, who had previously been victimized by
every year thousands of Americans are telemarketing schemes. Using the comvictimized
by
fraudulent
pany named Teletrieve, he offered for a
telemarketing promotions. And, unfor- fee, of course, to help individuals retunately, these scam artists prey most
cover all the money they previously
often on our senior citizens. The losses lost to telemarketers. No money was
every year are estimated to be in the ever recovered. Most of the victims
billions of dollars. I send an amend- were in their eighties.
ment to the desk that would help law
Approximately 30,000 Iowans received
bnforcement to more effectively com- solicitations for another scam. Sweepbat these abuses.
stakes International. Inc., mailed these
How do these rip-offs occur and why Iowans and others around the Nation
is my amendment necessary to stop postcards that enticed recipients to
them?
Advertisements
regarding call a 900 number in order to receive a
sweepstakes, contests, loans, credit re- "valuable prize." Callers were charged
port and other promotions appear in $9.95 on their phone bill. Based on a
newspapers, magazines, and other di- Postal Service investigation, civil acrect mail and telephone solicitations. tion was initiated in U.S. District
The operators of many of these phoney Court in Iowa. As a result of the court
promotions set up a telephone boiler action the promotion was halted and
room In which a number of phones are $1.7 million was frozen. This repoperated to receive calls responding to resented lust one and a half month's
their ads and to make direct phone ap- revenue from the scam.
peals, run their promotion for two to
In a similar case,Disc Sweepstakes,
three months, ripping people off for Limited of West Des Moines mailed
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about 1.5 million postcards during a
three month period to individuals
throughout the country, representing
that they bad won a valuable prize. To
collect the "prize" people had to again
call a 900 number for which they were
billed $9.90. This scheme brought in
over 31 million.
These are obviously cases in which
the Postal Inspection Service was able
to take action. But for every scam they
close down, there are many more that
go unstopped. It is frustrating for our
law enforcement professionals and it is
costing consumers, particularly the elderly, millions of dollars every day.
My amendment simply would allow
law enforcement to more easily identify and locate these operations. To get
any further information about the
company, they would have to go
through the current law subpoena process. For post office boxes rented for
commercial purposes, any individual.
let alone just law enforcement for a legitimate law enforcement purpose, can
obtain the name and address of the box
holder. So my proposal is very modest
in comparison.
I want to make it very clear that this
amendment is not about privacy. It
should in no way set a precedent for allowing the Government easier access to
company or client records or other information from businesses. I share the
concerns of those who seek to protect
privacy rights generally. I want to
work with them and others who may
have a concern with this amendment to
see how we can work together before
this bill is subject to conference and
final consideration by the Senate.
I urge my collesagus to support this
narrow but important amendment to
give law enforcement a simple tool to
better protect Americans from telemarketing scams.
Mr. PRESSLER. I urge the adoption
of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1324) was agreed
to.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to. and I
move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. KERRY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senktor from Massachusetts.
ANDNENT NO.0111
Mr. KERRY. Madam President. I ask
unanimous consent that amendment
No. 1342 be brought up at this time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
KzlRYl proposes an amendment numbered
1311
Mr. KERRY. Madam President. I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
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The amendment is as follows:

the information super-highway as it
On page 146, strike line 14 and insert in lieu begins to weave its way across the Nation.
the following: "cency. or nudity".
In presenting this amendment. we
This section shall not become effective unless the Commission shall prohibit any tele- recognize that there is a fear among
communications carrier from excluding from
many groups and .community organizaany of such carrier's services any high-cost
tions that the infrastructure of the inares, or any area on the basis of the rural loformation super highway will leave out
cation or the income of the residents of such
and
leave behind those who most need
area: provided that a carrier may exclude an
parts of Bosares in which the carrier can demonstrate access to it. families in
or In parts of South Dakota, South
ton.
thab(1) providing a service to such area will be Carolina. or Mississippi. or other areas
less profitable for the carrier than providing
of the country.
the service In areas to which the carrier is
Ironically, in the 1950's the intraalready providing or has proposed to provide structure
debate was about which
the service; andneighborhoods and which rural areas
(2) there will be Insufficient consumer de- would be plowed under by bulldozers
mand for the carrier to earn some return
building the Federal highway system.
over the long term on the capital invested to
And, here we are again. in the conprovide such service to such area.
The Commission shall provide for public temporary equivalent of that same debate.
comment on the adequacy of the carrier's
When the Federal highway system
proposed service area on the basis of the rewas developed, we plowed under the
quirements of this section.
AMENDMENT
NO. Io. AS MODIFIED
poorer areas of many cities and the
Mr. KERRY. Madam President, I ask poorest land in rural areas. We were
unanimous consent that the amend- willing then to lay roads and build
ment be modified with the changes bridges through the backyards of these
that I now send to the desk, and I do areas in our good faith efforts to connect States and cities coast to coast. It
this on behalf of myself. Senator Lrr,
Senator HOLLINOS. and Senator PRES- was the key to commerce and economic
been opportunity. It was the future.
has
This amendment
SLEM.
Now. in the 1990's. the information
worked out on both sides. I advise the
Senate that this modification makes super highway holds the same key to
no substantive change in the amend- economic opportunity, and it would be
ment. It merely places the amendment unforgivable for us to ignore and avoid
in a more appropriate place in the bill. the same backyards that we were so
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there willing to plow under when we built
the interstates beginning in the 1950'e.
objection? Without objection, it is so
Without access to the information
ordered. The amendment is so modisuper highway there are those in our
fled.
country who will surely be left behind.
The amendmient, as modified, is as
and we cannot let that happen.
follows:
Let me make it clear that this is a
At the appropriate place insert:
bipartisan amendment, and that it does
OF ARRS
(k PROHIBIION ON ExcUSo
FROn St uvwc BASED ON RURAL. LOCATION. not imply that there is anyone in this
HIGH COSTS, OR INCOME.-Part la of title 13(47 Chamber or anyone who has particiU.S.C. 201 et seq.) as amended by this Act, Is pated in the development of tis
legisamended by adding after section 261 the fol- lation who has intended in any way to
lowing.
allow the redlining of any area. It is
"E.
seAs. PROHnIrTON ON EXCLUSION OF equally true that no one is seeking to
AgAS FROM SuRVICE RASED ON
force telecommunications companies.
RURAL LOCATION,HIGH Co17 oa
ENCOMR.
in their good-faith effort to provide
lhs Commission shaIl prohibit any tele- universal service, to lose money by
communications carrier from excluding from
telecommuniadvanced
providing
Of such carrier's ervices any high-cost cations services to every road and
oay
area, or any area on the basis of the rural 10- home in the Nation no matter how recation or the income of the residents of suqh
area: provided that a carrier may exclude an mote or how Impractical.
That is not the intent of anyone.
area in which the carrier can demonstrate
But. having said that, the intent of
tha. (1) theme will be Insufficient consumer de- the Senate must be clear: that everymand for the carrier to earn some return one. especially those less fortunate in
over the long term on the capital invested to our society, those poorer inner-city
provide such service to such area. andareas and poorer more remote rural
"() providing a service to such area will be
areas struggling to keep up and move
les profitable for the carrier than providing on, should have access to the equipthe service In areas to which the carrier is
already providing or has proposed to provide ment that will hold the keys to success
and the tools to compete in the 21st
the service.
even where it may not
'"rhe Commission shall provide for public century.
comment on the adequacy of the carrier's produce great profit for the provider
Proposed service asra on the basis of the re- companies.
qui emente of this section.
Fairness. in this case. means access:
Mr. KERRY. Madam President, I rise and, though there is no intent with this
to offer a bipartisan amendment. with amendment to punish telecommuniSenators IAlOr. HOLLINGSo and PRas- cations companies or to force them to
aLE., that will go a long way to make lose money by providing a service to an
area where It is clear they will lose
the intentions of the Senate clear in its
recognition of the need for every seg- money in their effort, we also recognize
the importance of universal access.
ment of our society to have access to
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
The bill, of course, embodies this phi-losophy in several ways. But nowheree is no further debate, the question is on
is the principle set forth as straight- agreeing to the amendment No. 1342. as
forwardly as it should be. and as this modified.
amendment does.
The amendment (No. 1342). as modiIn summary, this amendment pro- fed. was agreed to.
hibits the exclusion of areas from acMr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
cess to service based on either rural lo- move to reconsider the vote by which
cation or income; and it requires the the amendment was agreed to, and I
Federal Communications Commission move to lay that motion on the table.
to adopt rules and regulations to proThe motion to lay on the table was
hibit any telecommunications carrier agreed to.
from excluding an area from service
Mr. SIMON addressed the Chair.
based on the income of its residents, or
The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Senthe rural nature of the area; but it does ator from Illinois.
allow the company to make a decision
AMENDMENT
NO.128, ASMODIFIED
not to offer an advanced telecommuni- (Purpose: To revise the authority relating to
cation service if it can demonstrate
Federal
Communications
Commission
that
rules on radio ownership)
there
will
be
insufficient
Mr. SIMON. Madam President, I offer
consumer demand for the carrier to
earn some return over the long term on amendment No. 1283, as modified. I will
its capital investment in providing the discuss it tomorrow.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
service in that area.
I think this is a fair amendment. It is clerk will report the amendment, as
fair to the consumer and to the indus- modified.
try. It establishes in law the principle
The legislative clerk read as follows:
that all our citizens should have access
The Senator from Illois
[Mr. SIMON] proto these telecommunications services Poses an amendment numbered 1283. as modiand it respects the complexity of pro- fied.
viding those services on a universal
Mr. SIMON. Madam President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
basis.
With this legislation we will move the amendment be dispensed with.
into a new age of information and comThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
munication-a promising future that objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment, as modified, is as
demands our careful consideration. We
will either establish an infrastructure follows:
On page 79. line II. in the language added
that brings every American along, or
by the Dole amendment No. 1255, as modileaves some behind.
We must remember, that access to fled. insert the following:
(b)(3) SUPERSEDINo RULE ON RADIO OWNER.
and knowledge of the information SIP.
-ID lieu of making the modification resuper-highway will define the economic quired by the first sentence of subsection
and political power of this democracy. (bX2). the Commission shall modify its rules
We can no more deny any American ac- set forth in 47 CFR 73,3565 by limiting to 50
cess to that power than we can deny AM and 50 FM broadcast stations the sumthem access to a decent education, or 4er of such stations which may be owned or
to the ballot, or to the voting booth, controlled by one entity nationally.
Mr. SIMON. Madam President. I am
for in access to them are the fundamental freedoms of this democracy not sure we have the right amendment
and the individual opportunities that here.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
those freedoms provide.
Madam President. I urge passage of will take this opportunity to urge Senthis amendment. It is fair. It is respon- ators to bring their additional amendsible. It is right. It places the benefit of
nents to the floor and also to say that
I am very proud that 500 delegates at
the doubt where it ought to be.
I thank the managers of the bill for the small business conference today
their cooperation and assistance. I sent over individual letters endorsing
thank the committee staff. I especially the passage of this bill and also urging
appreciate the cooperation and efforts President Clinton to strongly support
of the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. it.
I know the White House has been a
LOTT] and his staff, both in committee
and now as the bill is considered on the little cool toward this bill, but I hope
that they are warmed up by the small
floor.
I will just say very quickly that this businessmen who are in the White
amendment will empower the Commis- House Conference on Small Business. I
sion to try to guarantee that, as we have a whole stack of letters here.
build an information highway struc- which I will not put In the RECORD. I
ture, no part of America is left out of might put In the names, but they are
that for reasons of discrimination or from all over the Nation, small busioversight that no one in the Senate. I nessmen who have come to Washington. who have sent letters urging that
think, would embrace.
I believe this will help us to have a the Telecommunications Competition
fair and equitable approach. I appre- and Deregulation Act of 1995 be passed
ciate the help of the managers of the and that the White House support it
bill in arriving at an agreement on and that the Senate version is the verthis.
sion that they are interested in.
Mr. PRESSLER. I commend my
So I am very proud of that. There has
friend from Massachusetts. I urge the been some talk about big corporate inadoption of the amendment,
terests and so forth, There has been
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talk about the cellular valley out here.
But these are 500 small business men
and women from across the Nation
wanting to pass this bill because small
business will benefit and small business
will be able to participate.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
hope that Senators will come to the
floor with their amendments because
the hour of 7:30 p.m. is approaching.
and Senator DOLE will be back here
then.
So I thank the Chair, and I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator suspend his request for a moment?
The Senator from Illinois wanted a
vote on his amendment tomorrow.
The amendment will be set aside
until tomorrow.
AMENDMENTNO.13V

Mr. HEFLIN. Madam President, I
send an amendment to the desk and
ask for Its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Alabama (Mr. HEFLIN)
proposes an amendment numbered 117.
Mr. HEFLIN. Madam President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place in the amendment. insert the following:
SEC. . AUTHORIr TO ACQUIRE CABLE SYS.
TEaS.
(a) IN GENERAL.-Notwithstanding the pro-

visions of section 613(b)(6)of the Communications Act of 1934, as added by section
203(a) of this Act. a local exchange carrier
(or any affiliate of such carrier owned by. operated by. controlled by. or under common
control with such carrier) may plrhase or
otherwise acquire more than a 10percent flnancial interest. or any management interest, or enter into a joint venture or partnership with any cable system described In subsection ib) within the local exchange carrier's telephone service area.
(b) COVERED CABLE SYsTEMs.-SubsectIon

(a) applies to any cable system serving no
more than 2O,000cable subscribers of which
no more than 12.000of those subscribers live
within as uranized area, as defined by the
Bureau of the Census.
(c) DEFINMON.-For purposes of this sec-

tion. the term "local exchange car-ier- has
the meaning given such term in -ection 3
(kk) of the Communications Act of 1114.as
added by section 8(b) of this Act.
Mr. HEFLIN. Madam President. I ask
unanimous consent that this amendment be laid aside until later.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks recognition?
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate now turn to the consideration of
amendment 1341.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
AMENDMENTNO. 1341

(Purpose: To strike the volume discounts
provision)
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
send an amendment to the desk for Mr.
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DOLE and ask for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from South Dakota [Mr.
PsEnsaLEM. for Mr. DOLE.proposes an amendment numbered 1341.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 70, beginning with line 22. strike
through line 2 on page 71.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
ask unanimous consent that the
amendment be set aside and carried
over until tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. WARNER. Madam President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.
AMENDMENT
NO.ne
(Purpose: To require additional rules as a
precondition to the authority for the Bell
operating companies to engage in research
and design activities relating to manufacuring)
Mr. WARNER. 'Madam President. I
send an amendment to the desk and
ask for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Vlesinia (Mr. WAsncal
proposes an amendment numbered 1325.
Mr. WARNER. Madam President, my
amendment No. 1325 is a bipartisan
proposal. I am joined by a number of
my colleagues on both sides of the
aisle. including my colleague Senator
RBoB as well as 'Senators DoMenICl.
GRAHAM,KENNEDY, KERRY. LIEBERMAN.
and MCCAm.
This amendment is intended to Improve the procompetitive thrust of this
bill as it relates to the manufacture of
communications products, both telecommunications equipment and customer premises equipment. It will
make the bill more workable, and most
important it will support the bill's effort to generate more jobs. stimulate
innovation, and deliver more consumer
choices and lower prices.
I want. to express my thanks to the
managers of this bill for their tireless
efforts to draft .and to enact telecommunications reform legislation. I
had the privilege of serving on the
Commerce 'Committee In the 1970's
when we began to address the Federal
policies- that would be needed because
of the then impending and dramatic
changes in telecommunications technology. We learned -two important
things in those early efforts. First.

changes in communications and information technology would transform
our society and our economy. Second.
drafting the appropriate policies to
support this transformation would be a
complex and controversial undertaking. Our floor consideration of 5. 652
bears out the validity of these two
points and demonstrates the challenges
which the bill's managers have successfully faced.
Our amendment deals with the manufacturing sector, which will develop the
"brick and mortar" of the information
highway. As with all key communication industries, the stakes for manufacturers in this bill are very high. We
cannot jeopardize the current competitive nature of this sector as the MFJ
restrictions are removed. It has been a
very successful and competitive area.
sparked by the innovation and growth
made possible by the postdivestiture
environment. This has become a 344
billion sector, and it has created tens
of thousands of jobs.
The manufacturing sector came alive
after the 1984 Modified Final Judgment
ended practices which had discriminated against nontelephone company
manufacturing. The heart of this discrimination was the control which the
local Bell telephone company had-and
still has-over the local telephone exchange. Equipment had to connect to
and use the local exchange network.
Companies who wanted to make telephone equipment needed to deal with
the local exchange company as the exclusive designer of the network and the
exclusive buyer of equipment to run
the network. The MFJ eliminated the
local telephone company's incentive to
discriminate in manufacturing by preventing their direct participation In
this sector and that MFJ policy has
been successful'. Manufacturing has
flourished while the BOCs have managed their networks in cooperation
with the manufacturing community.
S. 652develops rules which, will guide
the local telephone companies; and polIcymakers as the BOC's reenter manufacturing. Recognizing, the continued
potential for competitive problems associated with the localt exchange monopoly, the bill also encourages the end
to this local exchange monopoly by
eliminating restrictlons-government
and facility-on local exchange competition. However. because we do not
know how or when local competition
will develop, the bill contains safeguards intended to preclude recurrence
of the practices that hurt the manufacturing industry before 1984.These safeguards will be needed for so long as the
local exchange monopoly persists.
S. 652 contains two important principles for the manufacturing sector
which are Intended to maintain the
current competitiveness In the manufacturing sector and to build on this
competition. First. the bill treats
elimination of the long distance and
the manufacturing line of business restrictions in the same manner. The
Bell operating company must comply
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with the "competitive checklist" before it is eligible to enter either the
long distance or the manufacturing
line of business. It is very important to
retain this "parity" In the timing and
the requirements for entry into both
lines of business, and I commend the
managers of the bill for establishing
this important principle.
The second important principle contained in this bill is one that we have
relied upon for twenty years. namely.
the requirement of a structural separation between the competitive and monopoly activities of the Bell operating
company. S. 652 requires the Bell operating company to provide all competitive services, including manufacturing
activities, through a fully separate affiliate. Without such a requirement, it
would be virtually impossible to assure
the ratepayers of this country that
they were not underwriting the BOCs
competitive ventures. Both the Courts
and the FCC have said on many occasions that accounting separation alone
is insufficient to protect ratepayers in
this type of situation.
I urge the bill's managers to continue
to defend these important principles.
Unfortunately, from a manufacturing
perspective, and in my opinion. S. 652
has created a potential loophole. The
bill would permit the Bell operating
company to undertake research and design aspects of manufacturing and to
enter into royalty agreements with
third parties as soon as the separate
subsidiary rules are adopted. This provision means that the operating company will not necessarily have complied with the "competitive checklist"
before It is able to engage in these two
activities. This provision has. created
an exception to the parity between.
manufacturing and long distance services, and in my opinion,. it may become
a very troubling distraction and loophole.
In their package of amendments
adopted last week; the managers of the
bill have clarified that these exceptions are not effective, until the separate affiliate rules have: been adopted'.
This is an Important clarification.
In my opinion, these exceptions
should be removed from the bill, and in
my discussions with the bill's manager I am hopeful that you will keep
an open mind on this question as you
proceed forward to conference.
For now. the presence of these exceptions in the bill highlights two areas
where the bill's safeguards should be
improved. In my view this amendment
would be an important improvement to
the bill even if the exceptions were not
in the bill. But they are made more important because of the exceptions.
First, the bill does not require full
and ongoing information disclosure
about the telephone exchange network.
In order to develop the products and
the services that would connect with
and use the network, manufacturers
need to know the protocols and technical requirements that control connection to and use of the network. As
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Electri Co.. 675 F.Supp. 655 (D.D.C.
Court Wen
currently written, the bill fcuses On When the MFJ was adopted, the
1987).
In his report to the Justice Department
requiring disclosure of vital network found that "design" had been a signiflinformation when the Bell operating cant source of discrimination. More re- Peter Huber reached the same conclusion.
company transfers that information to cently. in this report to the Justice De- stating that "research and development
system design and softits affiliate. This trigger Is important, partment, Peter Huber concluded that costs, especially for would
surely offer a(n)
development.
but it begs the fundamental point that should the BOCa be permitted to again ware
opportunity for croem-sueidy." and that
then
manufacturing,
In
directly
engage
when
available
be
nformation should
telcos comes at
U.S.
by
"cross-subsidy
such
manufacturers need it. not merely "research and development costs, espe- the expense of U.S. ratepayers," See Peter
when the HOC may decide to transfer it cially for system design and software Huber. The Geodesic. Network (Washington:
to the affiliate. This trigger also does development, would surely offer an Im- U.S. Government Printing Office. 1957) at
not address situations where informa- portant opportunity for cross-subsidy." 14.20 and 14.23n. 51. Therefore. allowing the
For these reasons I oppose the Idea of Bell companies to engage in these activities
tion is transferred to preferred third
the --competitive
party suppliers. A trigger based on a a more rapid elimination of the entry before they have satisfled significant
antioould allow
transfer to the affiliate invites "gam- restrictions for "design." but at the checklist"
competitive conduct by the Bell companies.
must
Commission
the
least
very
ing" by the BOC and it can encourage
addition to providing a check against
n
considerable debate about when infor- confront the opportunities and risks cross-subsidization, your amendment will
mation was given to the affiliate associated with this exception as part help reduce the likelihood that the "design"
whether information was provided to of its development of separate affiliate exception will lead to the type of regulatory
safeguards rules.
and judicial disputes that the sponsors of S.
competitors on the timely basis.
Mr. President, our amendment has 652 are seeking to avoid and ensure that
In my opinion, Information regarding
manufacturers have access to the intermanufacturing
the
in
support
protocols and technical requirements broad
tele- connection information necessary to comprimary
The
for connecting to the network should community.
pete equitably for Bell operating company
trade
be on file with the FCC and kept cur- communications manufacturing
contracts.
Tele- procurement
the
rent at all times. This is not a regu- associations, including
We are joined in our support for your
AssoclaIndustry
communications
amendment by several other manufacturing
latory burden. This is good business
Inand sound, pro-competitive policy. And tions, the Electronic Industries Asso- organlzations. Including the ElectronicData
it will reduce regulation because it will ciation, the Independent Data Commu- dustries Association. the Independent
Manufacturers Association
Communlcations
Association,
Manufacturers
nications
and
timing
reduce debates about the
and the MultiMedia Telecommunications Asthe caliber of information available to and the MultiMedia Telecommuni- sociation. Collectively. these organizations
Association. support this represents manufacturers which collectively
competitors. Our amendment would cations
call on the Commission to establish amendment. These manufacturers ac- account for an overwhelming majority of the
this filing requirement at the same count for an overwhelming majority of S55 billion in revenues generated by the teletime that it establishes the separate the $55 billion generated by the tele- communications manufacturing industry In
communications manufacturing indus- 1994.
affiliate rules.
Sincerely.
Second. the bill recognizes that rela- try In 1994.I ask by unanimous consent
MATTHEWJ. FLANIOAN.
that a letter of support from these oroperatingBell
tionships between the
Mr. WARNER. Madam President. this
companies and third parties can be a ganizations be included in the RECORD
which the managers
amendment
point.
an
this
is
at
subcross
and
source of discrimination
an yet.
Again I thank my colleagues, the have under consideration ad,
sidy. However. the development of
on
efforts
their
for
652.
a resolution beof
S.
been
not
managers
has
there
disrules to prevent such activities are
cretionary. Given the royalty and de- this bill and for their cooperation on tween the managers as to whether or
not it can be accepted. Pending their
sign activities, It is especially impor- our amendment.
There being no objection, the letter decision. I have to make a decision as
tant for the FCC to address this area at
the to whether or not to present it to the
In
printed
be
to
ordered
was
the same time It develops Its separate RECORD. as follows:
entire Senate.
affiliate rules, and our amendment InThe Hon. JOHN WARNER.
If I might briefly state it, I have concludes this directive.
Last. the amendment attempts to ad- M.0Russell SenateOffice Building,Washington. cerns about the provision in S. 652 that
DC.
the Bell operating companies
permits
between
distinction
dress the murky
DEAR SENATOR WARNER: Os behalf of the
"research and design" and the other Telecommunications Industry Association. I into design aspects of manufacturing
the separate affiliate rules
as
soon
as
remain
which
aspects of manufacturing
want to thank you for your efforts to improhibited until the BOC has complied prove S. 652. the Telecommunications Com- are established. This amendment proto the bill's imporan
exception
vides
We
19M.
of
Act
Deregulation
and
petition
to
with the checklist and is authorized
offer long distance service. If the Bell share your belief that the "design" carve-out tant principle that entry into manufac652
creof
S.
section
will not occur
manufacturing
distance
the
long
in
in
turing
operating company is to be allowed to
a dangerous exception to the bill's oth- until the checklist for local exchange
engage in research and design activi- ates
reasonable proposal that a Bell oper- competition has been adopted.
erwise
in
ties before it is permitted to engage
ating company must comply with the bills
Short of delaying the design incepother manufacturing activities, then it
"competitive checklist" and establish a sepmy hope that we
is critical for the Commission to clear- arate subsidiary before being granted relief tion. it would be possibility
that the
ly identify and articulate these activi- from the line-of-business restrictions Im- could explore the
to mitigate
modified
be
can
provision
JudgFinal
of
ties which are permitted to distinguish posed by the Modification
constitumy
Is
con- what we view-that
these activities from the other aspects ment. Accordingly, although we do not
exception in Section ents--as serious potential for discrimiof manufacturing and from HOC activi- cede that the "design" communications
pol- nation and cross-subsldization. which
Is appropriate
ties. This definitional undertaking 25&a)(2)
icy, and while we continue to believe that
we view as the current situation. Given
must be part of the separate subsidiary Section 256(a,(2)
should be dropped from the that the managers are reviewing this. I
rulemaking process in order to ensure bill, we strongly support your proposed
will ask that the amendment be laid
that "research and design" are com- amendment to S.612.
aside until some future time.
There is a broad consensus that "design"
pletely separate from other aspects of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
the
of
part
manufacturing and from BOC activi- activities are the most Important
manufacturing process, and that it presents objection?
ties.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I
anticompetitive
for
opportunity
greatest
the
The design area is the most imporbehavior. Thus. the Court administering the understand that some Senators have a
tant part of the manufacturing process. MFJ has stated that:
with this amendment, and I
problem
It is the area where considerable value
" 'filnvirtually every manufacturing epi- think we will have to resolve those
is created, and it is the activity which sode' that was the subject of a pretrial problems at a future time.
largely determines the functionality charge by the government or that produced
Does the Senator from Virginia visand complexion of the products. The evidence at the trial. it was design and devel- age this coming up tomorrow?
MFJ Court has repeatedly found that opment manipulation that was the focus or
Mr. WARNER. Yes, that would be
design presents the greatest oppor- sole subject rather than discrimination with quite agreeable.
tunity for anticompetitive behavior. respect to fabrication." See United States v.
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changes in how telecommunications prodMr. WARNER. Madam President. to ucts and services are sold that would greatly
correct .what seems to be an imperfec- benefit the small businesses of our state.
A recent survey, sponsored by the National
tion, I send a modification of my Federation
of Independent Business Foundaamendment to the desk.
tion. found that a full 86 percent of small
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- business owners said they want the convenator has that right. The amendment is ience of "one-stop shopping" for teleso modified.
communications services.
The amendment (No. 1325). as modiS. 62 would bring us one-stop shopping. By
creating a more competitive marketplace
fied. is as follows:
At the endof section 222of the bill. insert that will let local Bell companies and iongdistance companies and cable companies all
the following:
(c) ADDrrIONAL REQUREMENTSRELATINGTO compete in each other's traditional busiRESEARCH AND DESION ACTIvmTES WrH RE- nesses. It will provide small businesses with
the convenience and lower prices we need.
SPECTTO MANUFACURNO.-() In addition to
In enacting legislation, we urge Members
the rules required under section 256(a)(2}of
the Communications Act of 1934,as addedby of Congress to keep In mind "Five Easy
Pieces"
of guidance from small busines on
subsection (a). a Bell operating company
may not engagein the activities or enter what constitutes good telecommunications
into the agreements referred to in such sec- policy.
I. For small businesses as customers. we
tion 256(a)1(2until the Commission adopts
need legislation that maximines choice and
the rules required under paragraph (2).
(2) The Commission shall adopt rules affordability by simult neously opening all
telecommunications markets-at the earlithat(A) provide for the full, ongoing disclosure est possible date-to full and equal competiby the Bell operating companies of all proto- tion among vendors.
2. For small businesses as customers. we
cols and technical specifications required for
conDection with and to the telephone en- need legislation that minimices confusion
change networks of such companies, and of and complexity by letting all vendors comany proposedresearchand design activities pete to offer us one-stop shopping for the full
or other planned revisions to the networks array of telecommunications products and
that might require a revision of such proto- services.
3. For all small businesses, we need iegielacols or speciflcations.
(B) prevent discrimination and cross-sub- tion that maximizes flexibility and minisldization by the Bell operating companies mines regulation, so introduction of new
In their trantactlons with third parties and products and services can keep pace with
rapid technologlcal and market changes.
with the affiliates of suchcompanies; and
4. For small businesses as vendors, we need
(C) ensure that the researchand design activites are clearly delineated and kept sepa- legislation that maximines opportunities for
us to create and sell Innovative new products
rate from other manufacturing activities.
Mr. PRESSLER. We have no objec- and services by removing regulatory contion to this amendment being laid over straint.
5. For small businesses in rural or highuntil tomorrow.
cost areas, we need legslation that maxiI ask unanimous consent that amend- mines universal opportunity by insuringment No. 1325.as modified, be set aside through a fair system of cost sharing-that
until tomorrow.
sine parts of our country do not become too
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without costly in which to operate. as technological
backwaters.
objection, it Is so ordered.
We believe S. 62 achieves these objectives.
Mr. WARNER. Madam President, I
Please support S. 62.
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The small businesses of our state thank
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
you for your consideration.
clerk will call the roll.
What this letter is saying and seems
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order to represent, talking of small businessmen,
the majority of small businessfor the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without men-and ndeed I guess there might be
at some point some resolutions adopted
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. Madam President. I over there. They made it a point to get
mentioned earlier that over 500 dele- to the Senate today over 500 letters
gates of the. I think, about 1.600 or supporting the Senate version of the
1.700 delegates to the Small Business Telecommunications Competition and
Conference going on now at the White Deregulation Act. They have also given
House have written me letters-and the same letters to President Clinton,
urging him to support it. I hope he is
also have written President Clintonurging that he support the Senate ver- listening closely to the small businesssion of the Telecommunications Com- men in his White House conference.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
petition and Deregulation Act and that
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
the Senate pass it.
I just pulled out of this packet of S0 clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
letters, one letter from a Mr. Robbie
Smith. Smith Communications in Chi- call the roll.
Mrs. BOXER. Madam President. I ask
cago, IL. I do not know him. but he Is
a delegate to the Small Business Con- unanimous consent that the order for
the
quorum call be rescinded.
ference' now going on at the White
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
House. He wrote the following, and I
think it is important, because It is il- objection. it is So ordered.
Mrs. BOXER. Madam President, I ask
lustrative that small business strongly
unanimous consent to speak as in
supports this legislation.
I am writing to urge you to support S. 662. morning business for 2 minutes.
the Telecommunicatios Competitlon and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Deregulation Act, which would bring about objection, it is so ordered.
AMENDMENTNO. Its. AS MODIFIED
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DR. HENRY FOSTER DESERVES A
VOTE
Mrs. BOXER. Madam President. perhaps I am interrupting the flow of the
telecommunications bill for just I or 2
minutes because I promised that I
would do so every day until we hear
that there are plans to bring the nomination of Dr. Henry Foster for Surgeon
Generill to the Senate for a vote.
Senator Pat MURRAY from Washington and I brought this issue up yesterday. We noted very clearly that Dr.
Foster was nominated by President
Clinton in February. This country has
no Surgeon General.
We still have an AIDS epidemic.
Madam President. We have an epidemic
of teen pregnancy. I know *my friend
who is sitting in the chair now strongly
supports efforts to reduce the rate of
teen pregnancy and strongly supports
efforts to reduce the rate of AIDS.
We now have a tuberculosis epidemic
that has reemerged, after we thought
we had solved the problem. We have
teens smoking in great numbers.
This is the business of the Surgeon
General. to look over the health issues.
In the Senate we look over so many
issues-telecommunications--compllcated Issues. difficult issues. They
change every day. The Surgeon General
will look after the health of this country.
We know when we have healthy babies and they are immunized and there
is prenatal care for women, and we
know when there is less drug use and
alcohol use in our Nation, we become a
much more productive nation. Certainly. as we are going to look a the
welfare reform bill, we know one of the
greatest causes of welfare Is. simply
put. that teens are having babies. This
Is a problem we must deal with.
Again. I call on the majority leader
to please move forward this nomination. Dr. Foster showed he had the true
grit to stand the criticism. He emerged
out of the committee with a bipartisan,
favorable vote.
I look forward to debating this nomination on the floor. I certainly hope
that because an individual is an ob/gyn.
an obstetrclan/gynecologlst. and in
that practice performed a small number of abortions and yet brought 10,000
babies Into the world, It would not be
used against that individual and that
this will not become a pawn in the
Presidential nomination. It would be
very sad. I think the American people
are very fair people. This man deserves
a vote. This man deserves a hearing.
I just really hope that the majority
leader will come to the floor-perhaps
today, tomorrow, this week-and tell
Members when we can hope to have the
Foster nomination brought before the
full Senate.
I thank the Senate. I thank my colleagues. I yield the floor.
Madam President. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ASHCROPT). The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
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to say there was only one that any
consumer had any access to in the
State of Connecticut. they were subject
to a kind of public utilities regulation,
since there was no competition.
This went on until 1984 when the Congress in Its wisdom, without the parTHE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COM- ticipation of the occupant of the chair
PETITION AND DEREGULATION or myself, at that time passed an act
ACT
which prohibited the States from reguThe Senate continued with the con- lating the cost of cable. As I will document in a moment or two. there was a
sideration of the bill.
great outcry from many of us at the
AMENDMENT
NO. Ise
(Purpose: To improve the provisions relating State level, first on the basis of federalism, that we had been deprived of
to cable rate reform)
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President. at this opportunity to exercise our capacthis time I call up amendment No. 1298. ity and obligation to protect our conThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The sumers in the State of Connecticut or
elsewhere as we saw fit, but also beclerk will report.
cause the effect of the congressional
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Connecticut 11Mr.act of 1984 was to leave cable consumLiEBERMAN) proposes an amendment num- ers facing monopolies, only one cable
provider, without the benefit of protecbered 12.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President. I tion from consumer protection legislaask unanimous consent that reading of tion, and without the benefit of competition.
the amendment be dispensed with.
What happened I will document in a
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
moment or two. but it ultimately led
objection, it is so ordered.
to a very successful effort in 1992 to
The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place, insert the follow- adopt a cable act which was passed
with strong bipartisan majorities, and
ing new section:
It
SEC. . DESRAIUNAllON OF REASONABLENESS was vetoed by President Bush.
OF CABLEPATSM
turned out to be the only veto of the
(a) COMMISSIONCOsslDERATION.-NotwithBush years that was overridden by this
standing any other provision of this Act or Congress. The Cable Act of 1992 went
section 623(c), as amended by this Act, for into effect, with positive effect, as I
purposes of section 623(c). the Commission will describe in a moment. Then, sudmay only consider a rate for cable programming services to be unreasonable if it sub- denly as part of this major reform of
appears
there
stantially exceeds the national average rate telecommunications,
for comparable programming services in what amounts to the evisceration of
cable systems subject to effective competi- that cable consumer protection.
tion
So just 3 years after passing that
b)
(i RATES OF SMALL CAsTS COMPANIES.landmark legislation to bring competiany tion to cable television and keep regu(1) IN OENERAL.-NOtwiithstanding
other provision of this Act or the amend- lation until that competition came.
ments made by this Act. the regulations prejust 3 years after the effort began once
scribed under section B3c) shall not apply
again to hold down cable rates for the
to the rates charged by small cable companies for the cable programming services pro- millions of cable consumers around
America until competition emerges, we
vided by such companies.
(2) DEFINITION.-As used in this subsection.
are now considering a bill that I am
the term 'small cable company' means the afraid will undo many of the consumer
following:
protection benefits of the 1992 Cable
(Al A cable operator whose number of subAct.
scribers Is less than 35.000.
The amendment that I have introgB) A cable operator that operates multiple
duced this evening. No. 1298. will precable systems, but only if the total number
of subscribers of such operator is less than vent the dismantling of the cable
400.000 and only with respect to each system consumer protections of the 1992 act.
Mr. President. I assume we all
of the operator that has less than 35.000 subscrlbers.
agree-I certainly do-that competiMr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, I tion is the best way to set prices. Maram delighted to see occupying the kets can set prices much more accurately and effectively than regulators
chair at this time. the distinguished
former attorney general of the State of can. Although consumers cannot really
Missouri. because my interest in this reap the benefits of competition. obviously, until there is effective competisubject of the regulation of cable rates
started in 1984 when I was the attorney tion in their local markets, the amendment that I am introducing. I think.
general of the State of Connecticut.
will provide consumers with some of
We had established a system similar
the advantages of competition. Within many ways. different in some ways.
to other States and municipalities out competition, monopolies have the
around the country to deal with the ad- license to unreasonable rate increases.
So we have a choice, When there is no
vent of this exciting new technology.
competition, we can have regulation,
cable television, in which our Stateduring the 1960's. originally, and the or we can just simply say let the monopolies go.
1970's-had given out franchises for
The cable rate regulation included in
cable television in different areas of
the State. These were monopolies. Be- the current underlying bill before us,
in my opinion, does not prevent mocause they were monopolies, which is
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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nopoly abuses, and virtually deregulates cable, which means that without
this amendment we are inviting the
majority of cable companies to raise
their rates. And, unfortunately, we are
guaranteeing that the majority of our
constituents, many of whom may be
watching tonight, are going to see increases in the cost of cable television
every month, unless we act to amend
this bill. And I believe the amendment
I am offering is a good procompetitive
way to do so. consistent with the overall procompetitive spirit of this legislation.
Mr. President, before my colleagues
vote on this matter, I think it is imperative to review the current status of
cable regulation and how it is working.
First of all, let us ask what has happened since we pased the Cable Act of
1992; and, second, what impact will this
legislation before us have? My concern
again is that this legislation, if
unamended, virtually guarantees sIgnificant cable rate increases before
competition comes to the cable market. And today, the FCC tells us that
only 50 of the more than 10.000 cable
markets in America have effective
competition. That means if we have
constituents in the 9,910-plus other
markets, and if this legislation goes
forward as it is. they are probably
going to see a cable rate increase.
What I see happening here isthe potential for this Congress to make the
same mistake that was made in 1984
when the cable industry was deregulated based on the promise or the hope
that competition was right around the
corner.
In 1984. it was the promise of competition from satellites to the traditional cable. Now it is again and still
the promise of satellite competition
plus the promise of telephone company
competition. After the 1984 act passed
the Congress, the fact is that the cost
of cable television skyrocketed. Today
only one-half of 1 percent of cable consumers receiving satellite service from
DBS, direct broadcast satellite, which
is the new satellite competitor, and
only experimental efforts exist today
to transmit cable over telephone lines.
It Is only natural to fear that cable
rates will shoot up again under the current bill.
Let me just go back over that. The
promise of satellite reception for cable
consumers, television consumers, was
ripe in the air In 1984 when cable was
deregulated. Today. 11 years later, onehalf of I percent of the television consumers with multichannel service receive that service from the Direct
Broadcast Satellite.
The last time Congress prematurely
deregulated cable rates, the General
Accounting Office found that the price
of basic cable service rose more than 40
percent in the first 3 years without regulation. And 40 percent is three times
the rate of inflation during that same
period of time. 1986 to 1989. and four
times the level of increases experienced
under regulation.
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Mr. President. the Commerce Committee received testimony from local
ofn sia that demonstrated real price
exorbitance. Mayor Sharpe James of
Newark testified that rates increased
by more than 130 percent from 1986to
189 in his community. Mayor Eddy
Patterson of Henderson. TN. noted
rates rose 40 percent in the same period
in his area. Rates shot up as much as 99
percent in communities in Hawaii. according to Robert Aim from Hawaii's
Department
of Commerce.
David
Adkisson, Mayor of Owensboro. KY.
testlifed that basic receipts rose 40 percent in just 1 year. And I can report
that rates in Connecticut jumped 52
percent in those 3 years in the mid1980's. led by one company which actually hiked its rates by an unbelievable
= percent when there was no regulation and no competition, which effectively is what this bill will bring us
back to.
Consumer groups testified to the
Commerce Committee demonstrating
that in the few communities where
there was competition, which is to say
two cable companies going head to
head, rates were about 30 percent lower
.than in the monopoly markets.
So on the basisof that evidence this
Congress moved in a bipartisan fashion
in 1992 to pasa the Cable Act. Let me
now remind my colleagues briefly what
that law does. The Cable Act-that is
the law in effect today, before this
bili-allows Federal and local officials
to limit cable rates to a reasonable
level until there is effective competition to the cable monopoly. This is not
permanent regulation. This is not the
heavy, Immovable habnd of Government. This says let us get regulation
out of here as soon as there Is competition. In other words, regulation sunsets, disappears. And the standard here
is it disappears when half the residents
of a community have more than one
choice for cable service and 15 percent
of them, only 15-percent of that community. actually select the service
from the cable oompetitdr.
Let us talk about the results of the
law. Mr. President, according to the
Consumer Price Index for cable service.
rates are down about 11 percent from
their trend line when cable was deregulated. I plotted here on this chart the
trend of cable rate increases before
rate regulation extrapolated to the
present. That is the blue line.
Also plotted are cable rates after rate
regulation, and cable rates subject to
competition. So the red line Is the difference here in rates after the 192 act
went into effect, and this actually is a
projection of what has happened In
those 50 markets where there is competition, which is great for consumers.
Regulation is modestly controlling
monopolies. That is what the red line
tells us. But competition is the real solotion. Competition works at keeping
cable rates under control. Without.
competition regulation is necessary to
control those price increases. On a nationwide basis--this is an interesting
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number-this
translates
into
a lation has existed again for a couple of
consumer savings of 12.5 billion to 13 years, the capital expenditures of the
billion per year since the adoption of cable industry have been very healthy.
the Cable Act of 1992.
In fact. they have dramatically inFurthermore, consumers were not hit creased in the years that regulation
by the two to three times inflation rate has been on. We go from 1993, up to alincreases they used to face when cable most 13 billion; in 1994. up to almost $4
was deregulated. So not only did we billion, $3.7 billion.
not have the increases, we actually had
Since last summer. 1994. major cable
$2.5billion to $3 billion of consumer companies have raised and invested
savings, and there is not much that we over $15billion in new competitive yencan look at in the way of the cost of tures. Most recently, a consortium
living in our society that went down that includes TCI. Comcast and Cox,
during this period of time.
raised and spent more than $2 billion to
While consumers have come out buy. if you will, the spectrum that was
ahead, I want to point out that the auctioned, a figure higher than any
cable industry has done well. contrary other set of bidders paid in the specto its fears, under this new act. They trum auction.
have been busy developing new service
Let us talk about the profit margin
and increasing revenue streams, and as for the cable industry during this pefar as I am concerned that is great riod of time. For 1993. it was 20 percent.
news. With pay channels, increased ad- the highest profit margin of any segvertising revenue and digital audio ment of the telecommunications indusservices, the cable industry has made try, and this is after regulation went
up all of the money consumers" saved into effect, because there was no cornfrom regulation. In addition, cable has petition. Cable companies have been
had the money to prosper through ex-' successful in acquiring and spending
pansion. And you can see in this plot money, and that is the way it ought to
the increase in subscribers that cable be. I want them to grow and prosper.
companies have had since the regulaFinally. here I have plotted the avertions imposed by the Cable Act.
age value of cable stocks as compared
The impact of the Cable Consumer to the S&P 500.As you can see. regulaAct of 1992 saved consumers a substan- tion has not hurt the performance of
tial amount of money. $2.5 billion to 13 cable stocks. In blue, we have cable inbillion a year. and rates went down 11 dustry stocks charted. The S&P 50 is
percent. But the great news about It is in red. Here. again., you can see how
that all that happened and the cable healthy the cable Industry has beencompanies still remained healthy.
-and the stock market, after all. is a
In this chart. I am showing the in- measurement of consumer confidence
crease in the number of subscribers the in the future of this industry. Here we
cable companies have had since the go, 1993 and 1994. during that period of
regulations Imposed in the cable act. time when regulation was instituted
This is 1990, a 4.4 percent increase; 1991; because there was no competition, the
and then after the act, 1993-1994, you cable industry stock index performed
can see they go up 2.8 percent; and then significantly better than the Standard
in 1994, when the act really kicked in & Poor's 500.
for the full year. a 5-percent increase in
Obviously, investors do not think
subscriber growth to cable, which regulation has been bad for the cable
shows that the business remained industry. Just about every day newshealthy during that period of time.
papers announce new examples of
Last year. cable systems expanded major cable advancement or system
their infrastructure to reach 1 million upgrades or system expansion. Again,
additional homes. 1.4 additional house- that i good news.
holds subscribed to basic cable service,
Finally. it is critical to understand
and 1.1 million families purchased ei- that the cable act and the FCC regulapanded cable packages.
tions allow cable operators to respond
Pay services were taken by an addi- to both the threat of competition or
tional 2 minion homes, and dozens of actual competition In the same manner
new programming channels were devel- that any reasonable business in An unoped and offered to the public, all of regulated market would react to such
that growth occurring during these2 threats. In the face of competition, a
years in which regulation has been in cable operator may either improve
place,
servtce-that is what competition is al,
Equally important, some would say about--without any regulatory filings.
most important, the cable industry has reduce prices for any tier of servicebeen investing to compete with tele- that is what a normal business does
phone companies in the multimedia when they have competition without
services. I know that one of the argu- any regulatory OK. they reduce their
ments that the cable company folks prices--they may offer new services at
have made against this amendment and any price, all this without regulation.
for deregulation now before there is And. of course, under the act. all pay
any competition to them has been that services-this is the 1992 act-all pa.
they have to be able to miss money to services and premium channels are t.,
compete, build an infrastructure with ready unregulated.
the telephone companies when they get
Mr. President. there is only one th;ng
into the cable business,
the cable operator may, not do under
But the fact is that the chart illus- the Cable Act of 1992 and that is to
trates during this period in which regu- raise rates above a reasonable level.
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Why would any cable operator who
faced real competition want to raise
prices above a reasonable level? Obviously, most sensible business people
would not raise prices in the face of
that competition. But does that not all
change If there is no competition?
I am sorry to say that the committee
bill with its repeal' of these cable
consumer
protections
that have
worked for the consumer and the industry will allow the industry to raise
its rates again before competition ever
arrives and literally takes us back to
1984.
Although proponents of this bill, S.
652, note that it does explicitly deregulate all cable services immediately, the
bill provides cable operators an opportunity to raise rates back to about the
level they would have been if We had
not passed the Cable Act of 1992.
Let me briefly explain. In this bill. S.
652 before us now, the standard for determining that a cable company is
charging unreasonable rates for program services would be a comparison
to the national average of cable system
rates as of June 1, 1995,a few weeks
ago. A cable company would 'have to
charge rates that are substantially
above the national average on June 1,
1995. before that company could be regulated.
And this deals with what we all consider to be cable. The bill, S. 652, leaves
basic services regulated. There are
three tiers of cable: basic, which is
what you can get without cable over
antenna, in most cases, the networks
and maybe public television; the middle tier, what most people think of as
cable-CNN. ESPN. Nickelodeon, whatever; and the third tier is channels unregulated.
Today, the basic tier and middle tier
are regulated. Premium channels are
not. Under this legislation, the basic
tier remains regulated, the middle tier
is unregulated, unless the rates are
found to be substantially above the national average. The national average
will be recalculated every 2 years.
So. there again, we have an incentive
for the industry to increase its prices.
Ironically. it is as if instead of a reason
to reduce prices or hold prices, we are
giving in this legislation the industry
an incentive to increase prices, because
the standard will be changed every 2
years. With almost 40 percent of the
market dominated by two cable companies. the national average will be controlled by a. small number of companies.
For example, an average package of
cable programming around this country now costs about $15 or $20 a month.
Every cable consumer whose company
currently charges less than this average will have a green light to Increase
their rates to 920 to $25 per month
without being substantially above the
national average, which is the standard
in this legislation.
In other words, consumers are likely
to face at least a $5 a month rate increase for stations like ESPN. CNN,
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Discovery, Lifetime, USA and. in many
cases, C-SPAN. Rate increases in this
range would drive cable prices back up
to the levels experienced from 1986 to
1992when there was no consumer protection.
What we are presenting here is an opportunity for the cable operators to go
back to their old ways. What I am saying is you do not need to do this to
keep them healthy, as the numbers I
have shown indicated. Even if the Congress completely deregulated cable
again, It-well, basically this amounts
to complete deregulation.
In my amendment. No. 1298,the cational average would be calculated not
by what exists on June 1,1995, or on
what exists 2 years from now after raising the rates. It will be calculated by
Including markets that currently have
effective competition and those who
become competitive over time, allowing the markets, not regulators to set
prices.
That Is the point of this amendment,
and that is why I think this amendment is so consistent with the overall
thrust of this bill. It is procompetitive.
It says let the markets, not regulators,
set reasonable prices. Small cable companies, because they have their own
economic pressures that control their
rates, In my opinion, would be exempt
from regulation under this amendment.
I want to emphasize that the negotiations that resulted in some changes in
the calculation of the national average.
while moving in the direction of putting some pressure on these monopolies
and protecting consumers, In my opinion. just do not go far enough. The national average would be calculated
using the rates from June 1 of this
year. Using a fixed date when regulation Is in effect is supposed to result In
a fair value for the national average for
cable rates. But that date. June 1. occurs after some significant deregulation for certain cable systems under
the FCC procedure. Using that date
will increase the national average,
therefore, leading to higher cable rates.
The method of calculation spelled out
in the bill. which is complicated, uses a
per-channel approach, cost per channel.
So let me give you an example based on
numbers from a compilation of cost per
channel rates in an article that appeared in Consumers Research.
In 1990.monopoly cable systems were
charging 50 percent more than cable
companies in competitive markets on a
cost per channel basis. Using the complex calculation described in the current bill, as modified by the managers
amendment, there would be a significant increase in the cost per channel
over the rates charged in competitive
markets.
So taking inflation into account, the
average cost per channel would be 20
percent higher in the current bill than
by simply comparing rates to competitive markets, as occurs in my amendment.
So to summarize, the current bill defines a very complex method of cal-
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culation dreamed up by regulators. Not
only is the system illogical, it is also
unfair. And though the system of calculation may be complex, the result, in
my opinion, will be plain and simple.
and that is that the consumer of cable
services-the millions out there across
America, who depend on cable for their
entertainment, for their information,
in many cases today, even for their
shopping-are going to be the ones to
lose their rates. Their rates will go up.
My amendment uses markets to set
prices, not arcane formulas devised by
regulators.
In conclusion, I want to make sure
we do not make the same mistake I believe Congress made in 1984and that
Congress recognized it made in 1992.
Consumers paid a hefty price for premature deregulation of cable over the
last decade. I say "premature" because
competition effectively exists in very
few cable markets. I do not want to
redo that mistake.
This amendment will prevent excessive deregulation before there is competition, while maintaining the spirit
of the underlying bill. I am in favor of
competition. I hope it comes quickly. I
hope there are more than one-half of 1
percent who get a competitive cable
service from the direct broadcast satellites. I hope that the telephone companies move as rapidly as some suggest
they will-though, I doubt it-into providing multi-channel services and competition with existing cable systems.
Let competition set rates and protect
consumers, not regulators. That is
what my amendment is all about.
I thank the Chair for the courtesy
and the opportunity to address my colleagues on behalf of this amendment.
I urge support for It, and I yield the
floor.
Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Just for the
sake of the hour of 7:30, I simply ask
unanimous consent, Mr. President, for
10 seconds to call up amendment No.
1292,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? In the absence of objection.
the Senator from West Virginia is recognized.
Mr. ROCKEFELLER. I thank the
Senator.
AMENDMENTNO. 1n

(Purpose: To eliminate any possible jurisdictional question arising from universal
service references In the health care providers for rural areas provision)
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator call up an amendment? Would
,you repeat the number again, please?
Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Yes. 1292.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
ROcxEELLERI proposes an amendment numbered 1292.
Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
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In section 264 of the Communications Act
of 1934. as added by section 310 of the bill beginnlng on page 132. strike subsections (a)
and (b) and insert the following.
"(a) IN OEERAL*"() IIIALTIH CARE PROVIDERS FOR RURAL
AREAS.-A telecommunications Carrier shall.
upon recelving a bons lide request, provide
telecommunications services Which are neceary for the provision of heath care servIces, Including Instruction relating to such
ervices, at rates that are reasonably comparable to rates charged for sindlar services
in urban ares to any public or nonprofit
health care provider that serves persons wbo
reside In rural areas. A telecommunications
carrier providing service pursuant to this
paragraph shall be entitied to have an
amount equal to the difference, if any, between the price for services provided to
health.cars providers for rural areas and the
price for services provided to other customers in comparable urban areas treated as
a service obligation as a part of its obligation to participate In the mechanism to preserve and advance universal service under
section =0(c).
"(2) EDUCAIONAL PROVIDES AND LMRAREs-All telecommunications carriers servtog a geographic ares shall, upon a bona fide
request, provide to elementary schools, secondary schools, and libraries universal services (as defined In section 253) that permit
such schools and libraries to provide or receive telecommunications services for edu.
cational purposes at rates lees than the
amounts charged for similar Services to
other parties. .The discount shall be an
amount that the Commission and the States
determine Is appropriate and necessary to
ensure affordable access to and use of such
telecommunlcations by such entities. A teleCommunications carrier providing service
pursuant to this paragraph shall be entitled
to have an amnount equal to the amount of
the discount Created as a service obligation
as part of ite obligation to participate In the
mechanisms to preserve and advance universal service under section 253(c).

(b) UNIcRsSALSEuvicII MscouuNS.s-The

Commission shall Include consideration of
the universal service provided to public Institutional telecommunlcations users in any
universal service mechanism It may establish under section 253
Mr. ROCKEFELLER. I thank the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. the amendment will be set
aside.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I want
to comply with the majority leader.
I would like to call up my amendments 1301, 1302, 1304. already covered.
and 1300. And I will offer a second-degree amendment to the 1300.
Thank you very much.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay this
aside in order to continue with the consideration of Senator LIEBRBIAN'O
presentation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator suspend for just a moment?
Was the Senator intending to call up
amendment No. 1300?
Mr. STEVENS. Yea.
AMENDMENTNO.Me
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Aleaka [Mr. STEVENS] often an amendment numbered 1310.
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Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 36.between lines 23 and 2t, Insert
the following new subsection and renumber
the remaining subections accordingly:
(s)FINDINOS.-ThS Congress finds that(1)the existing system of universal service
has evolvedsince 1930through an ongoing
dialogue between industry, various FederalState Joint Boards. the Commission. and the
courts;
(2)this system has been predicated on
rates established by the Commission and the
States that require implicit cost shifting by
monopoly providers of telephone exchange
service through both local rates and access
charges to Interexchangs carriers:
(3) the advent of competition for the provisionof telephone exchange service has led to
industry requests that the existing system
be modified to make support for universal
service explicit and to require that all telecommunications carriers participate in the
modified system on a competitively neutral
basis;and
(4) modification of the existing system Is
necessary to promote competition Inthe provision of telecommunications services and to
allow competition and new technologies to
reduce the need for universal service support
mechanisms.
On page38.beginning on line 15.strike all'
through page 43.line 2.and Insert the followlnr.

-SEC.
253 UNIVERSSAL
SERVICE,
"'(a)
UIVERSAL

SERVICE PRLNClPLES.-TI3e

Joint Board and the Commission shall base
policies for the preservation and advancement of universal service on the following
principles:
-(I)
Quality services are to beprovided at
Just, reasonable,
and affordable rates.
.(2) Access to advanced telecommunlcations and information services should be
provided in all regions of the Nation.
"il) Consumers in rural andhigh cost areas
should have access to telecommunIcatinos
and
Information
services.
Including
interexchange services, that are reasonably
comparable to those servicesprovided in
urban areas.
"(4)
Consumers in rural andhigh Cost areas
should have accessto telecommunications
and Information services at rates that are
reasonably comparableto rates charged for
similar services Is urban areas.
"(5)
Consumers
in rural and high cost area
should have accessto the benefits of advancedtelecommunications and Information
services forhealth care,education, economic
development, and other public purposes.
"(6)
Thereshould be a coordinated FederalState universal service systemto preserve
and advance universal service using specific
and predictable Federal and State mechanisms administered by an Independent, nongovernmental entity or entities.
i'7)Elementary and secondary schools and
claserooms
should have access to advanced
telecommunications services.
"b) DxrmirrloN."(I) IN OaEiRAL.-Unlversl service is an
evolving level of Intrastate and interstate
telecommunications services that the Commission, ba ed on recommendations from the
public, Congress, and the Federal-State
Joint Board periodically convened under section 103of the Telecommunications Act of
195.and taking into account advances In
telecommunications and Information technologies and services, determines"(A)should be provided at Just.
reasonable.
and affordable rates to all Americans, In-
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cluding those In rural and high cost ares
and those with disabilities;
"(S) are essential in order for Americans
to Participate effectively In the economo,
academic, medical, and democratic processes
of the Nation;and
"'(C) are. through the operation of market
choices, subscribed to by a substantial Ialority of residential customers.
"(2) DIFFERENT DEFINITION Mo CWTAn1
PURposts.-The Commission may establish a
different definition of universal service for
schools, libraries, and health care providers
forthe purposes of section 284.
"(c ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONSCAsumuS
MUST PARTICIPAT.-very
telecomm nications carrier engaged In intrastate, Interstate, or foreign communication shall participate, on an equitable and nondiscrimInatory basis, in the specific and predictable
mechanisms established by the Commission
and the States to preserve and advance universal service. Such participation shall be In
the manner determined by the Commission
and the States to be reasonably necesary to
preserve and advance universal service. Any
other provider of telecommunications may
be required to participate in the preservation
and advancement of universal service. if t15
public interest so requires.
"(d) STATE AUTSoarr.-A State may
adopt regulations to carry out 4its espo
sibilites under this section, or to provide for
additional definitions. mechanisms, and
standards to reserve and advance universal
service within that State, to the extent that
such regulations do not conflict with the
Commission's rules to implement this soction. A State may only enforce additional
definitions or standards to the extent that it
adopts additiona specific and predictable
mechanisms to support such definitions or
standards.
"(5) ELIOIBILITY FOR UNIVERSAL SERVICE
SUPPORT.-To the extent necessary to Provide for Specific and predictable mochanisms
to achieve the purposes of this section. she
Commission shallmodify Ite existing rules
for the preservation and advancement of salvereal service. Only essential telecomnunlcations carriers designated under setion
214(d) shall be eligible to receive support for
the provision of universal service. Such support, If any, shall accurately reflect what Is
necessary to preserve and advance universal
service in accordance with this section and
the other requirements of this Act.
"if) UNIVERSAL SERVIcE Suppoir.-Tioe
Commission and the States shall have a
their goal the need to make any support for
universal service explicit, and to target that
support to those essentla
teleomnications carriers that serve areas for which
such support is necessary. The specificand
predictable mechanisms adopted by the Coinmlssion and the States shall ensure that esential telecommunications carriers are able
to provide universal service at inst, reasonable. and affordable rates. A carrier that recelves universal service suppoi-t shall no
that support only for the prevision. maIntenance, and upgrading of facilities and sen.
ices forwhich the support is Intends&d
"() INTREXCNGE SERvlcE.-TIe ralse
charged by any provider of intreichange
telecommunications service to customers In
rural and high cost areas shall be no higher
than those charged by such provider to Its
customers in urban areas.
-(h) SURSIDy Or CoMPcTmvS SERVICES
PROIBI-ED.-A telecommunlcations carrier
may not use services that are not competitive to subsidie competitive services. The
Commission. with respect to Interstate services. and the States, with respect to intraState services, shall establish any ueesoux
cost allocation rules, accounting safeguards
and guidelines to ensure that services Included In the definition of universal service
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bear no more than a reasonable share of the
joint and common coate of facilities used to
provide those services.
.(i)
CONORESSIONAL NOTIFICATION REQUIRED."(1) IN ONERAL-The Commission may
not take action to require participation by
telecommunications carriers or other providore of telecomemunications under subsection
(c). or to modify ito rules to Increase support
for the preservation and advancement of universal service. until-"(A) the Commission submits to the Committee on Commerce. Science, and Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on
Commerce of the House of Representatives a
report on the Participation required, or the
increase of support proposed, as appropriate:
and
"(B) a period of 12D days has
elapsed since
the date the report required under paragraph
(1) was submitted.
'(2) NOT APPLICABLETO REDucaIONs.-ThIs
subsection shall not apply to any action
taken to reduce costs to carriere or consum.
ore.
T
"U) EFPECON COMMISSION'SAirrHoRiry.Nothing in this section shall be construed to
expand or limit the authority of the Commission to preserve and advance universai
service under this Act. Further. nothing in
this section shall be construed to require or
prohibit the adoption of any specific type of
mechanism for the preservation and advancement of universal service.
*(k) ErrcEivo DATE-This section takes
effect on the date of enactment of the Teecommunicatons Act of 1995, except for subsections (ci, (d). (0). (f). and (i) which take effect one year after the date of enactment of
that Act.".
On Page 43. beginning with "receive" on
line 25, through "253." on page 44. line 1. is
deemed to read "receive universal service
support under section 253.".
In section 264 of the Communications Act
of 1904, as added by section 310 of the bil beginning on page 132. strike subsections is)
and (b) and insert the following-.
.(&) IN GENERAL"(I) HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS FOR RURAL
ARAS.-A telecommunications carrier shall.
upon receiving a boas fide request, provide

telecommunications services which ace nec-

esoary for the provision of health services.
including Instruction relating to such services, at rates that are reasonably comparabie
to rates charged for similar services in urban
areas to any public or nonprofit health care
provider that serves persons who reside in
rural areas. A telecommunications carrier
providing service pursuant to this parngrph
shall be entitled to have an amount equal to
the difference. if any. between the price for
services provided to health care providers for
rural areas and the price for similar services
provided to other customers in comparable
urban areas treated as a service obligation as
a part of Its obligation to participate In the
mechanisms to preserve and advance universal service under section 25Mc).
"(2) EDUCATIONALPROVIDERSAND LIBRARIES.-All telecommunications carriers serving a geographic area shall, upon a bona nde
request, provide to elementary schools, secondary schools, and libraries universal services (as defined in section 253) that permit
such schools and libraries to provide or receive telecommunications services for educational purposes at rates less than the
amounts charged for simllar services to
other parties. The discount shall be an
amount that the Commission and the States
determine is appropriate and necessary to
ensure affordable access to and use of such
telecommunications by such entities. A telecommunications carrier providing service
pursuant to this paragraph shall be entitled
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to have an amount equal to the amount of
Will the Senator indicate to which
the disoount treated a a service obligation amendment he intended to offer a secas part of Its obligation to participate in the ond-degree amendment?
mechanisms to preserve and advance univer.
Mr. STEVENS. I intend to call up an
sal service under section 253(c).
amendment to amendment numbered
-(b) UNIVERSALSERVICE MEcHANisms.-The
1300.
and that has been filed.
Commission shall Include consideration of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Thank
the universal service provided to public Inyou. Under the unanimous consent
stitutional telecommunications users in any
universal service mechanism it may estab- order, amendments are to be called up
prior to 7:30. It may be that there will
lish under sectlon 253.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, par- be Members of the Senate who will
liamentary inquiry: My amendments come forward.
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I thank
1301,1302. and I304 are covered by the
•.
unanimous consent agreement. Do I the Chair.
AMENDMENT NO. Im
have to call them upAt this time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- (Purpose: To encourage steps to prevent the
access by children to obscene and indecent
ator needs to call them up at this time.
material through the Internet and other
and they need to be reported.
networks)
electronic information
Mr. STEVENS. I ask that they be reMr. INOUYE. On behalf of the Senported. I ask unanimous consent that
ROBB. I call
(Mr.
Virginia.
ator
from
we may proceed In this manner.
up Amendment No. 1280 and ask for its
AMENDMENTSNOS. 1301.13, AND 11
immediate consideration.
The
OFFICER.
PRESIDING
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
clerk will report.
objection, the clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The assistant legislative clerk read
The Senator from Alaska [Mr. STEVENS)
as follows.
proposes amendments numbered 1301. 132.
The Senator from Hawaii (Mr-IoNYEl. for
and 1304.
Mr. ROBB. proposes an amendment numbered
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ask 1280.
unanimous consent that reading of the
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President. I ask
amendments be dispensed with.
unanimous consent that reading of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without amendment be dispensed with.
objection, it is so ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The amendments are as follows:
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
AMENDMENTNo. 1301
below line 14.add the followOn page 146,
(Purpose: To modify the definition of LATA
ing:
as it applies to commercial mobile services)
ON ACCESSBY CH.
At the appropriate place insert the follow- SEC. 4o REIICInONS
D50N TO OBSCENE AND INDECENT
ing:
MATERIAL ON ELECTRONIC INF0ORAct
of
the
Communications
In section 3(itt)
MATION NETWORKS OPEN TO THE
of 1934. as added by section 8(b) of the bill on
PUBLIC
page 14. strike "services." and insert the folIn ordrthe
case
that
in
however,
"Provided.
lowing:.
(1)to encourage the voluntary use of tags
of a Bill operating company affiliate, such in the names, addresses, or text of electronic
geographic area shall be no smaller than the files containing obscene. indecent, or mature
LATA area for such affiliate on the date of textor graphics that are madeavailable to
enactment of the Telecommunications Act
the public through public information netof 1995."
works in order to ensure the ready identiAMENDMENT No. 1302
(Purpose: To provide Interconnection rules
for Commercial Mobile Service Providers)
On page 28 before line 6 inset the following:
11m) COMMERCIALMOBILE SERVICE PROVIDERs.-The requirements of this section shall
not apply to commercial mobile services provided by a wireline local exchange carrier
unless the Commission determines under
subsection iaX31 that such carrier has market power in the provision of commercial
mobile service -AMENDMENTNo. 1304
(Purpose: To ensure that ressle of iocal services and functions is offered at an appropriate price for providing such services)
In subsection (dl of the section captioned
-SPECTRUM AUCTIONS" added to the bill
by amendment, strike "-three frequency
meabands i225-400 megahertz. 3625-30
hertz." and Insert "two frequency bands
13625-3650megahertz".
Mr. STEVENS. All of my amendments will now be called up later?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The four
amendments are now pending.
Mr. STEVENS. I ask .unanimous consent that they be set aside.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The amendments are set aside.

fication of files containing such text or
graphics:
(2)to encourage developers of computer
software that provide access to or interface
with a public information network to develop Software that permits users of such
software to block access to or interface with
text or graphics identified by such tags: and
131 to encourage the teiecommunication.
industry and the providers and users of public information networks to take practical
of a
actions (including the establishment
board consisting of appropriate members of
such industry, providers, and users) to develop ahighly effective means ofpreventing
the accessof children through public inforthat conmation networks to electronic files
tainsuch text or graphics.
The Secretary of Commerce shall take apprupriate steps to make information on the
in voluntary
tags established and utilized
compliance with subsection (a)available to
the public through public information networks.
(b) REPORT.-Not later than I year after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Comptroller General shall submit the Congress a report on the tagsestablished and
utilized in voluntary compliance with this
section. The report shall- (I)
describe the tags so established and uttsed
(2)assessthe effectiveness of such tags in
preventing the, dccess of chlidren to electhat contain obscene. indecent.
tronic files
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or mature text or graphics through public Information networks; and
(3) provide recommendations for additional
means of preventing such access.
(d D&FrINmos.-in this section:
(1) The term "public information network"
means the Internet. electronic bulletin
boards.andother electronic information networks that are open to the public.
(2) The term "tag' means a part or segment of the name, address, or text of an electronic file.
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that,-.this amendment be in order to be taken up tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it will be set aside.
Mr. INOUYE. I thank the Chair.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.
AMKNDMicy
NO.tM
(Purpose: To ensure that resale of
local services and functions is offered
at an appropriate price for providing
such services)
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, in
order to comply with the previous
order. I would call up my amendment
13M0and ask unanimous consent to call
it up at this time to qualify.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
The Senator from Alaska (Mr. ftvnexl,
for himseif and Mr. Imour, propses an
amendment numbered 1305.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that teading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
Page 8, line 25. after "basis" insert a
comma and "reflectlsg the actual cost of
providing those servicesor functions to another carrier,"
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I
might state that it is not my present
intention to call this up. We are working on this, and we may not call this
up. I Just want to qualify it for the purposes of the RCORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment will be set
aSide.
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, the
amendment Senator STEvENs and I are
introducing
provides an essential
mechanism for achieving a central goal
of this bill-to open the local exchange
to competition for the first time. Today's highly competitive long distance
market has its roots in a 1976 order by
the Federal Communications Commission that ushered in the unrestricted
resale of AT&T's telecommunications
services by its competitors. The FCC
order allowed competitors to purchase
AT&T's excess long distance capacity
in bulk, at non-discriminatory and
often deeply discounted rates, and then
resell those services to their own customers at competitive retail rates.
Three companies--Sprint, MCI. and
LDDS-exploited this resale capability
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to grow and eventually build their own
state-of-the-art
national
networks.
Those networks now allow nationwide,
long distance competition with AT&T.
What's more, excess capacity in the
three new national networks has given
birth to an entire industry of more
than 500 resellers around the country.
The benefits of this new competition
among carriers and resellers have been
enormous-rapid technological innovations. greater consumer choice, and
lower consumer prices.
If our Nation's experience with competitive long distance service is any
model--and I am convinced it is our
best model-resale will be the essential
first step in developing competitive
local exchange markets. Given the
enormous cost of building sophisticated
communications
networks
throughout the country, local exchange competition will never have a
chance to develop if competitors have
to start by building networks that are
comparable to the vast and well-established Bell networks. For this reason,
affordable resale opportunities are the
key to stimulating local competition.
Sut these resale opportunities must be
based on economically reasonable
prices that reflect the actual cost of
providing those services and functions
to another carrier and not monopoly
mark-up prices. The amendment we are
offering today will ensure that resale
opportunities in the local exchange
will in fact stimulate the development
local competition.
Make no mistake-we want to be
sure that the Bell companies are compensated for the actual cost of providing these facilities, services, and functions to competing carriers. We are not
asking them to subeidize their competitors. But neither should these competitors be asked to subsidize the Bell
companies. Therefore. resale prices
must reflect the very substantial savings that will be realized by the Bell
companies by selling their facilities on
a wholesale, rather than a resale, basis.
As a wholesaler, a Sell company is relieved of the obligation to provide a
wide variety of services to the retail
customer, such as billing and maintenance, that add to the cost of service.
Similarly. the costs associated with
marketing, advertising, and collecting
on receivables are eliminated when the
Bell company acts as a wholesaler. By
ensuring that these cost-savings are
accurately reflected in the resale
prices charged to competing local carriers, we can guarantee a viable resale
industry that will serve as an early
stimulus for local competition.
The amendment also leaves undisturbed pricing structuring that benefit
residential consumers of local exchange service. As the Bell companies
have told us. to keep residential prices
affordable, they sometimes sell these
services below their actual costs and
recover the shortfall, where It occurs.
by pricing other services above their
costs, thereby indirectly subsidizing
their residential retail rates. The
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amendment we offer today will not affect those subsidies, which will be
counted towards the recovery of costs
in setting resale prices.
We believe the amendment properly
balances the interests here in permitting the Bell companies to recover
their costs and indeed to make a reasonable profit while assuring that a
viable resale business can Jump-start
local competition. We simply cannot
expect competitors to build out their
own networks before they can provide
full. unrestricted competition to current local exchange service providers.
Nor can we expect them to enter the
market if the wholesale rates offer
them no margins for profit, such as in
the Rochester experiment. The creation of full-scale, vigorous competition in the market for local exchange
services is critical if our Nation's telecommunications industry Is to provide
a wide array of the best technology at
low costs to consumers. Resale Is a
proven policy for achieving that competition. I urge my colleagues to adopt
this amendment.
Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.'
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. What is the pending
business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. At this
point, all the amendments offered have
been set aside.
AMDMEcNTs
Nes. 1303.IM. UIH
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, is it in
order to call up my three amendments,
1301. 1302 and 1304?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is in
order.
Mr. STEVENS. I yield myself 5 mlnutes on the amendments, and I will
make a simple statement on each one.
Amendment No. 1301 is a technical
clarification of the definition
of
LATA-Local Access and Transport
• Area--in the bill. This amendment
clarifies that a Bell company cellular
operation will continue to have the
same size LATA as they do today.
Mr. President. amendment No. 1302 is
a technical clarification of the Interconnection requirements of section 251.
to ensure that the commercial mobile
service portion of a local exchange carrier's network is not subject to the requirements of section 251, unless that
carrier has market power in the provision of commercial mobile services.
Mr. President, amendment No. 1304 is
a technical amendment to my earlier
amendment on spectrum auctions that
the Senate adopted this past week. The
amendment deletes the requirement
that the Secretary of Commerce submit a timetable for the reallocation of
the 225 to 400 megahertz band of spectrum.
I have had several discussions on this
matter with the Department of Defense
and the National Telecommunications
and Information Agency. Both have
recommended that this frequency continue to be reserved for military and
public safety uses.
I might point out that my amendment did not mandate the transfer of
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that spectrum. It merely made the
spectrum subject to the requirement
that the Secretary provide a schedule
for transfer. The Secretary could have
indicated no intent to transfer. But
since there was a problem, I am going
to ask the adoption of this amendment.
I am informed that amendment No.
1304 has no budgetary impact on the
statement I have previously made to
the Senate concerning the estimate of
revenues pursuant to the CBO estimate
process for my spectrum auction
amendment that was adopted last
week.
If there are any questions from any
Member about these three technical
amendments. I would be pleased to respond at this time.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. HOLLINGS. The amendments
have been cleared on this side.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I am
pleased to have the statement of the
Senator from South Carolina that
these three ameodments are cleared on
his side. I ask my friend, the chairman
of the Commerce Committee, if he is
prepared to similarly support these
amendments?
Mr. PRESSLER. Yes. we are prepared
to do that. We thank the Senator for
taking care of them in auch a good
manner.
Mr. STEVENS. I yield the remainder
of my time.
Who controls the other time'
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. I propone that, if we
can, we adopt the amendments.
Mr. STEVENS. I ask unanimous consent that the amendments be considered, en bloc, and adopted, en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendments are agreed
to. en bloc.
So the amendments (Nos. 1301, 1302,
and 1304)were agreed to. en bloc.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote.
Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
AMENDMENTNO. 130, AS MODIFIED

Mr. STEVENS. I send a modification
to amendment No. 1310to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has that right.
The amendment is so modified.
The amendment (No. 1300), as modified, is as follows:
On page 3. between lines 23 and 24, insert
the following new subsection and renumber
the remaining sub ections accordingly:
(a) FINDINGs.-The Congress finds that(1) the existing system of universal service
has evolved since 1930through an ongoing
dialogue between industry. various FederalState Joint Boards, the Commission, and the
courte;
(2) this system has been predicated on
rates established by the Commission and the
States that require implicit cost shifting by
monopoly providers of telephone exchange
service through both local rates and access
charges to interexchange carriers:
(31the advent of competition for the provlslon of telephone exchange service has led to
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the the
manner
determined
by the necemry
Commilsson
to
Industry requests that the existing system and
to be reasonably
States
be modified to make support for universal
preserve End advance universal service. Any
service explicit and to require that all teletelecommunications may
of
provider
other
the
in
participate
communications carriers
be required to participate In the preservation
modified system on R competitively neutral
and advancement of universal service, if the
basis; and
public interest so requires.
(4) modification of the existing system is
State may
"(d) STATE AUTosrr.-A
necessary to promote competition In the pro- adopt regulations to carry out its responto
and
services
vision of telecommunications
this section. or to provide for
under
sibilities
allow competition and new technologies to additional definitions, mechanisms, and
reduce the need for universal service support standards to preserve and advance universal
mechanisms.
service within that State. to the extent that
On page B8. beginning on line 15, strike all
such regulations do not conflict with the
through page 43. line 2. and insert the follow- Commiseions roles to implement this secing:
tion. A State may only enforce additional
egM251 UNOIWRAL SZSIMCZ.
definitions or standards to the extent that it
"(a) INIvERSAL SERVICi pIycliPLEs.-The adopts additional specific and predictable
Joint Board and the Commission shall base mechanilams to support such definitions or
policies for the preservation and advance- standards.
ment of universal service on the following
(e) El IOBen2rT FOR UNIVERSAL SERVICE
principles:
SUPPORT-TO the extent necessary to provide for specific and predictable mechanisms
"(1) Quality services are to be provided at
just, reasonable, and affordable rates.
to achieve the purposes of this section. the
"(2) Access to advanced telecommuni- Commission shall modify its existing roles
catons and information services should be for the preservation and advancement of uniprovided In all regions of the Nation.
versal service. Only essential telecommuni-'(3)Consumers in rural and high cost areas cations carriers designated under section
should have access to telecommunications 214(d) shall be eligible to receive support for
including the provision of universal service. Such sUPservices.
information
and
Interexchange services, that are reasonably port, if any. shall accurately reflect what is
comparable to those services provided in
necessary to preserve and advance universal
urban areas.
service In accordance with this section and
(4) Consumers In rural and high cost areas the other requirements of this Act.
(f) UIVEAAL SERVICE SUPPoRT.-The
should have access to telecommunications
and information services at rates that are Commission and the States shall have as
their goal the need to make any support for
reasonably comparable to rates charged for
similar services in urban areas.
universal service explicit, and to target that
"(5) Consumers in rural and high cost areas support to those essential telecommunishould have access to the benefits of ad- cations carriers that serve areas for which
vanced telecommunications and information such support is necessary. The specific and
services for health care, education, economic predictable mechanisms adopted by the Commission and the States shall ensure that esdevelopment, and other public purposes.
"(6) There should be a coordinated Federal- sential telecommunications carriers are able
State universal service system to preserve to provide universal service at lust, reasonand advance universal service using specific able, and affordable rates. A carrier that reand predictable Federal and State mecha- celves universal service support shall use
nisms administered by an independent, non- that support only for the provision, maintenance, and upgrading of facilities and servgovernmental entity or entities.
"(7) Elementary and secondary schools and ices for which the support is intended.
advanced
to
access
-(g) INTEREXCHANOESERViCES.-The rates
have
should
classrooms
charged by any provider of Interexchange
telecommunications services.
telecommunications service to customers in
fb) DnriMrioN.ENERAL.-Unlversal service Is an rural and high cost areas shall be no higher
IN)to
evolving level of intrastate and interstate than those charged by such provider to its
telecommunications services that the Com- customers in urban areas.
"(h) SUBSIDY OF CouPETrimvE SERVICES
mission, based on recommendations from the
public. Congress. and the Federal-State PROHIBITED.-A telecommunications carrier
Joint Board periodically convened under sec- may not use services that are not competition 103 of the Telecommunications Act of tive to subeidise competitive services. The
1995. and taking Into account advances in Commission, with respect to interstate servto intratelecommunications and information tech- ices. and the States, with respect
state services, shall establish any necessary
nologies and services, determinessafeguards.
"(A) should be provided at just. reasonable. cost allocation roles, accounting
inand affordable rates to all Americans, in- and guidelines to ensure that services
uniersal service
cluding those in rural and high cost areas cluded in the definition of
bear no more than a reassonble share of the
and those with disabilities;
to
-1B are essential in order for Americans joint and common costs of facilities used
to participate effectively in the economic. provide those services.
CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATioN RE- (I)
academic, medical. and democratic processes
QUIRED.of the Nation; and
"'(1) Lo OENEL.-The Commission may
-(C) are, through the operation of market
not take action to require participation by
choices, subscribed to by a substantial matelecommunications carriers or other providcustomers.
lorlty of residential
of telecommunications under subsection
"(2) DIFFERENT DEFINITION FOR CERTAIN ers
c), or to modify Its rules to increase support
PURposEs.-The Commission May establish a
the preservation and advancement of unifor
for
service
universal
of
definition
different
versal service, untilschools. iibraries, and health care providers
-(A) the Commission submits to the Comfor the purposes of section 264.
Science, and TransporCARRIERS mittee on Commerce.
-(c) ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
tation of the Senate and the Committee on
telecommuniMUST PARTIClPATE.-Every
Commerce of the House of Representatives a
cations carrier engaged in intrastate, inter- report on the participation required. or the
state, or foreign communication shall parincrease in support proposed, as appropriate;
ticipate, on an equitable and nondiscrimand
inatory basis, in the specific and predictable
15B)a period of 120 days has elapsed since
mechanisms established by the Commission the date the report required under paragraph
and the States to preserve and advance uni.
Ill woassubmitted.
versal service. Such participation shall be In
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. .
trying to do is see that amendment in
"(2)NOT APPLICARLS70 . .ill EFrECT ON COMMISION'S AUrHOrr.the second degree. We do not have that.
Nothing In this section shall be construed to
Mr. STEVENS. I suggest the absence
expand or limit the authority of the Com- of a quorum.
mission to preserve and advance universal
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
service under this Act. Further, nothing in
clerk will call the roll.
this section shall be construed to require or
The assistant legislative clerk proprohibit the adoption of any specific type of
mechanism for the preservation and ad- ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask
vancement of universal
-(k) EFFECTIVE DATL-This section takes unanimous consent that the order for
effect on the date of enactment of the Tele- the quorum call be rescinded.
communications Act of 19. except for subThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoutsections (c). (d). (e). (f).
and (l)which take ef- objection, it is so ordered.
fect one year after the date of enactment of
AMENDMENT
NO.i20
that Act.".
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
On page 43. beginning with "receive" on
line 25. through 253."on page 44. line 1. is unanimous consent that the Senate
deemed to read "receive universal service now turn to the consideration
of
support under section 253.".
amendment 1280, that it be considered
In section 264of the Comnnunications Act as read, adopted and the motion to reof 1534. as added by section 310 of the bill beginning on page 132.strike subsections (a) consider be laid upon the table, all
without intervening action or debate.
and (b)and insert the following:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
"(a) IN OgNERAL.(1l HEALTH CARs PROVIDES FOR RURAL objection, it is so ordered.
So the amendment (No. 1280) was
AR
,.-Atelecommunications carrier shall.
upon receiving a boas Oide request, provide agreed to.
telecommunications services which are neco
Mr. PRESSLER. I suggest the abeseary for the provision of health care serv- sence of a quorum.
Ices, IncludingInstruction relating to such
The
PRESIDING OFFICER. The
services, at rates that are reasonably comparable to ratee charged forsimilar services clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proIn urban areas to any public or nonprofit
health care provider that serves persons who ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ask
reside in rural area. A telecommunications
carrier providing service pursuant to this unanimous consent that the order for
paragraph shall be entitled to have an
the quorum call be rescinded.
amount equal of the difference. If any. beThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
tween the price for ervicee provided to
objection, It is so ordered.
health care providers for ruralareas and the
AMENDMENT
NO. Me
price for similar eervlces provided to other
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I
customers in comparable urban areas treated
as a service obligation as a pat of itsobliga- renew my request that amendment 1300
tion to participate In the mechanisms to pre- be amended by the second-degree
serve and advance universal service under
amendment that is at the desk.
section 253(e).
What the second-degree amendment
"(2) EDUCATIONALPROVIDERS AND LiSAitdoes is delete a provision that I added
Ig:&-AII telecommunications carrier servtig a geograp¢ic area shall. upon a bona fide in the modification to clarify a concern
request, provide to elementary schools, sec- that I thought had been expressed by
the House. It was in order, and I ask to
ondary schools, and libraries universal servdelete that one sentence in accordance
Ices (a. defined is section 253) that permit
Such schoolsand libraries to provide or re- with that amendment.
ceive telecommunications services for edu.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
cational purposes at rates les than the objection, the amendment is so modiamounts charged for W-sliar services to
fied.
other parties. The discount shall be an
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. this
amount that the Commission and the States
modifies the universal
determine is appropriate and necessary to amendment
ensure affordable aceem to and uss of such service provisions of the bill to address
telecommunications by such entities A tele- concerns that were raised by the House
communications carrier providing service Ways and Means Committee.
pureuant to this paragraph shallbe entitled
As we know. bills that concern the
to have an amount equal to the amount of raising of revenues must originate In
the discount treated a. a service obligation the House. We did not intend to raise
as part of Itsobligat lon to partiipation in
revenues, and this bill does not do so.
the mechans to Preserve and advance unieither before or after this amendment.
vereal service under section 253(c).
The amendment has been cleared by
-(b) UIVERSAL Ssavs MaciAmism.-The
Coanission shall Include consideration of both sides of the Senate. and the secthe universal service provided to public in- ond-degree amendment has now made
stitutional telecommunicatins users in any this amendment consistent with the
universal service mechanism it may estab- position, as we understand it. that has
liah under section 25&
been brought by the House Members
I have a second-degree amendment who raised concerns about the original
which I filed to this amendment num- language in the bill concerning univerbered 13.
sal service.
I send that amendment to the desk
As amended, these universal service
and ask that my amendment numbered provisions more clearly address the
1300. be amended by that amendment in goal of the bill, which is to target unithe second degree.
vereal service support where it is needThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ed.
objection to the modification?
I will submit a statement later toMr. HOLLINGS. Reserving the right morrow, discussing in detail the House
•to object. Mr. President. what we are concerns. Again. I want to state we are
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doing our best to meet the concerns
that have been expressed by the House
Ways and Means Committee.
There Is no intention here to make
this bill a revenue-raising measure, and
it is not one. It merely Intends to modify the existing universal service concept in telecommunications.
As I
pointed out before, the CBO has informed Members that the universal
service concept in this bill will cost
less than the current system. Therefore, it is not a revenue-raising measure.
I do ask now that this amendment
1300 be adopted. I hope that my two
friends, the managers of the bill. will
agree with me that the amendment-which, incidentally, I assume will be
printed in the RECORDbefore my remarks. Is that the case?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator Is correct.
Mr. STEVENS. I point out to the
Senate that the amendment makes specific findings of the Congress with regard to the universal service system
that exists and has been developed
through an ongoing dialog between industry, the various Federal-State joint
boards, the FCC, and the courts.
It is an ongoing system that has been
predicated on rights established by the
dialog. I believe that the findings we
have now put in the bill clarify our intent with regard to the concept of continuing universal service through the
use of essential telecommunications
carriers.
It is a modification of the existing
concept, as I said, and it will save
money for the system. I believe It will
provide universal service In the future
that will meet the expanding needs of
the country, particularly the rural
areas.
Are my friends ready to accept the
amendment numbered 1300. may I Inquire of the distinguished Senator from
South Carolina?
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, No.
1300 has been cleared on this side.
Mr. STEVENS. May I make a elmilar
inquiry of the Senator from South Dakota? Is that amendment acceptable to
the chairman of the committee? "
Mr. PRESSLER. That amendment is
acceptable to the ranking member and
1. I commend the Senator from Alaska
for his efforts.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
for the adoption of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 1300). as modifled, was agreed to.
Mr. STEVENS. I move to reconsider
the vote.
Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. STEVENS. I thank both the
chairman and ranking member.
I am pleased to see we were able to
work this out. I hope It is worked out
now between the Senate and the House.
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perticultrly with regard to concerns
raised by the House Ways and Means
Committee members.
Mr. BURNS. While the Senator from
Alaska is on the floor. I want to express my appreciation for his work on
this, as a supporter of universal service, which is the core of our telecommunications industry, and he has
worked this out to the good, I think, of
the industry. He has been a tireless
worker in this. I appreciate his efforts.
along with many who serve with him
on the committee. We appreciate that
very much.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. if the
Senator will yield, I think due credit
has to be given to the staff of the committee on both sides, of the majority
and minority, and my able assistant.
Earl Comstock, who has worked extensively and tirelessly on the subject. To
us in rural America this is the core of
this bill.
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President. I would
Just want to make a few remarks with
regard to the Lieberman amendment
which the Senator spoke on just a little while ago.
I want to set the record straight, because with this amendment we are
going down the old road of reregolation. In fact. more regulation than was
placed on the cable industry a couple of
years ago.
We saw the figures of the stock and
the worth of these companies, and even
though I want to pass along these figures, make no mistake, regulation is
not too much of a friend to those entrepreneurial people who have built probably one of the greatest cable systems
in the world.
What we have done is regulated an
industry, basically, that is not a necessity in the home. In other words, the
homeowner, or whomever, has the freedom of not taking the service. There is
still over-the-air free broadcast television that can be received almost everywhere in the United States. There
may be some specific spots that do not
receive free over-the-air television.
Also. in my State, looking at the
rates where I can remember when we
only got the two local stations, and I
think three stations from Salt Lake
City, and maybe a public television
station when cable first came to Billings. MT. That service cost about
$5.50. I think, to $6. something like
that. Today we receive between 40 or 45
channels for $21. When you figure the
cost per channel, cable rates have not
gone up any.
And that was done at a time when
there was no regulation in the cable industry. The explanation for the explosion in the jobs that were provided, the
opportunity in programming
new
ideas. new channels, exciting Discovery-all of those channels came to be
under an era when there was no regulation.
Since we passed the 1994 reregulaton
of cable, cable revenues have remained
flat. In other words, around =2 billion
in 1993; S23 billion in 1994.
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If yOU look at the cash flows on the
reports of the major companies, companies like TCI-their cash flow, 960
billion; Time WARNER Cable, S46 billion; Comcast. 130 billion; and Cox at
$27.2 billion-those are flat from 1993 to
1994 and 1995.
Stock values have dropped about 10.1
percent between September 1993 and
April 1995. while the S&P and NASDAQ
indexes have risen 12.2 percent and 14
percent respectively.
According to A.C. Nielsen. subscriber
growth rates have declined from 3.14
percent in 1993 to 2.85 percent in 1994.
It is very dangerous, when we start
down this road of reregulating. Right
now competition in the entertainment
business and in the television business
has never been better. And I ask my
friend from Connecticut, why would
anybody, even a telco, want to go into
the cable business with a regulated environment where they could not recover their costs of investment? This is
anticompetitive legislation, if I have
ever seen it. In other words, it is. I
would Imagine, to those who are regulated, those who are already in the
business-they would stay there. They
are warm and comfortable in that cocoon. But whoever wants to go into the
business--the investment and ability
to recover under a regulatory environment is very, very difficult.
So. If we want to promote competition, and that is the very heart and
soul of this legislation, you create
competition, you also create new technologies and new tools and force those
technologies Into the areas that need
them so; and that technology gives
them the tools for distance learning.
telemedicine. and a host of services
that we Just would not see in States as
remote as my home State of Montana.
So, the argument Just does not hold
water. Additional regulation or additional rules in order to lift regulatory
control is counterproductive, and that
is what this amendment would be.
I am sure we will have a lot of time
tomorrow to make our statements on
this. It all depends on what the agreement is. But this is a damaging amendment. It slows the growth in one of the
most dynamic industries, the industry
that has the potential for the most
growth and the potential to really push
new services out into America. Do you
know what? They always talk about
the glass highway, the information
highway. If one wants to think a little
bit, maybe the information highway is
already there and it could have been
built in an era where there was no regulation and it could be called cable.
Think about that. Whenever we provide a competitive environment for
both the telcos and personal communications, and also in telecommuncations. and then in cable communications, we set the environment for a lot
of competition. I imagine the big winner will be the consumers of this country and the services they receive and
the price those services will be.
Mr. President. I yield the floor and I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
INHOF). The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
want to identify myself with the remarks of the Senator from Montana. I
think Senator BURNS is very accurate
on this cable thing.
As reported by the Commerce Committee on March 30. this bill would
maintain regulation of basic cable
rates until there is effective competition: deregulate upper tiers of cable
programming services only if they do
not "substantially exceed" the "national average" for comparable programming service and redefine the effective competition standard to include
a telephone company offering video
services.
On June 9. the Senate adopted. T7 to
8. a Dole-Daschle leadership amendment. of which I was also a cosponsor,
which met the concerns of those who
believe that, despite the safeguards already contained in S. 652, it might lead
to unreasonable rate increases by large
cable operators. The Dole-Daschie
amendment also deregulated small operators, a feature of the pending
Lieberman amendment, which proposes
to narrow the definition of effective
competition and tie "national average"
to systems that already face effective
competition. As such, the Lieberman
amendment is excessive and unwarranted.
As modified by our amendment. S.
652 will now, first, establish a fixed
date, June 1. 1995, for measuring the
"national average" price for cable
services and only allow adjustments
every 2 years. This provision eliminates the possibility that large cable
operators could collude to artificially
inflate rates immediately following enactment of S. 652. The bill as amended.
establishes a "national average" based
on cable rates in effect prior to passage
of S. 652, when rate regulation was in
full force, and excludes rates charged
by small cable operators in determining the "national average" rate for
cable services.
This provision addresses the concerns
that deregulation of small system
rates, which was included as part of the
Dole-Daschle amendment to S. 652.
would inflate the "national average"
against which the rates of large cable
companies would be measured. It specifies that "national average" rates axe
to be calculated on a per-channel basis.
This provision ensures that "national
average" is standardized, and takes
into account variations in the number
of channels offered by different companies as part of their expanded program
packages. It specifies that a market is
effectively competitive only when an
alternative multichannel video provider offers services "comparable" to
cable television service.
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This provision enables cable operatore not to be prematurely deregulated
under the effective competition provision if. for example, only a single channel of video programming is being delivered by telco, video, and dial tone
providers in an operator's market.
What the bill does: The basic tier.
broadcast and PEG, remains regulated
until, one, telco offers video programming, or, two. direct broadcast satellite, or any other competitor reaches
15 percent of the market penetration.
I think that is very important because the basic tier remains regulated
until the telco in the area has competition or until there is at least 15 percent
of a direct broadcast satellite.
The upper tiers of cable rates are
subject to bad actor review when the
price of program packages significantly exceeds the national average. I
have been in some parts of the country
where you see a cable rate that is much
higher, sort out of the blue, and I think
that under this legislation that could
fall under the so-called bad actor provision of the legislation.
The point we are making is that. as
we move toward deregulation of these
cable rates, there are safeguards built
into this bill.
I am very concerned that the
Lieberman amendment would undo the
carefully crafted compromise on cable
deregulation that has been agreed to
by Democrats and Republicans, and we
have had several votes in committee
and on the floor already. We have the
leadership packet. This would tend to
unravel all of that at this late moment.
The fact of the matter is that rates
continue to rise with regulation. Cable
rates will continue to increase with
regulations. Indeed, they have been increasing with regulations. The FCC
rules allow rates to increase for inflation, added program costs, new equipment charge and other factors.
Actual and potential competition
spurred by our bill will result in lower
cable rates.
I have said that. if we can pass this
bill, we will have much lower cable
rates than we would under a regulated
system because we will have more providers, we will have direct broadcast
satellite, we will have the video dial.
and we will have the opportunity for
utilities to come into the television
market.
We are really talking about, with
this type of regulation, the 1980'a and
1990's and 1970's when maybe you could
conceivably say some of this was necessary when you just had one or two
providers. But in the 190's and on Into
the year 2000. we will have a broad
range of competition. I hope that we
can take advantage of that. It will resuit in lower cable rates.
Refulation harms the cable industry.
In 1L
for the first time ever, cable
revenues remained flat-W.l
billion
in 19M, and S23 billion again in 1994.
Cash flows for major companies declined. TCL 110 billion; Time Warner
Cable. WICbillion; Comcsst, S0.1 billion Cox. 1 7.2 billion..
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Cable stock values dropped 10.1 percent between December 1991 and April
1995 while the S&P and NASDAQ indexes rose by 12.2 percent and 14 percent. respectively. That is about a 20percent spread.
During the last year 16 major cable
companies, representing 20 percent of
the industry, serving 12 million subscribers have sold or announced their
intentions to exit the industry.
Capital raised for public debt and equity offerings declined 81 percent in
1994. $8.6 billion in 1993 to $1.6 billion in
1994.
According to A.C. Nielsen, subscriber
growth rates declined from 3.14 percent
in 1993 to 2.A5 percent in 1994.
Existing and potential competition:
Direct broadcast satellite is the fastest
growing consumer electronics product
in history with 2.000 new subscribers a
day projected to grow to 2.2 million
subscribers by year's end and over 5
million by 2000.
Due to program access, direct broadcast satellite offers every program
service available on cable plus exclusive direct broadcast satellite programming, such as movies and sports; for
example, 400 NBA games this season
and 700 games next season.
Cable also faces competition from 4
million C-band dishes.
Wireless cable has 90,000 subscribers,
expected to grow 158 percent in 2 years
to 1.5 million and to 3.4 million by 2(00.
Bell Atlantic, NYNEX. and PacTel
have recently invested in wireless
cable.
So the point is there are new services
being offered. There is new competition
coming forward.
Telcos have numerous video programming trials all over the United
States. Meanwhile the Clinton/Gore administration continues to fight in
court to keep the cable-telco ban firmly in place.
Cable deregulation is a prerequisite
for competition
in
telecommunications..
A central goal of this bill is to create
a
competitive
market
for
telecommunications services.
Cable television companies are the
most likely competitors to local phone
monopolies, but in order to develop advanced,
competitive
telecommunications infrastructures, cable companies must invest billions in new technologies.
Federal regulation of television has
restricted the cable industry's access
to capital, has made investors concerned about future Investments In the
capable industry, and reduced the ability of cable companies to invest in
technology and programming.
Concerns about cable rate Increases
should be mitigated by cable's new
competitive pressures from direct
broadcast satellite services and from
telco-delivered video programming.
Deregulation of cable television services is a prerequisite to bringing competition to telecommunications and is
essential to making the competitive
model embodied in S. 652 viable.
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Cable systems pass over 96 percent of
Americans homes with coaxial cables
that carry up to 900 times as much information as the local phone company's twisted pair.
Cable companies are leaders in the
use of fiber optics and digital compression technology.
Cable's high-capacity systems will
ultimately provide virtually every type
of communication service conceivable
and allow consumers to choose between
competing providers of advanced voice,
video, and data services.
Mr. President. I feel very strongly
that we have reached a proper balance
regarding cable in this bill. and to
adopt the
Lieberman
amendment
would undo that package that has been
worked out.
I also feel very strongly that the
American public will benefit from what
we are doing here. I mentioned earlier
that I have received 500 letters from
the small business people at the White
House Conference on Small Business
who want to pass the Senate-passed
bill and also urge President Clinton to
endorse the Senate-passed bill.
I think that we all want that procompetitive deregulatory environment.
Everybody says that. But many of the
folks out there are arguing to preserve
regulation. I frequently see large companies using Government regulation to
block out competition.
I look upon this telecommunications
area as a group of people in a room
with a huge buffet of food stacked on
the table. But they are all worried that
somebody else is going to get an extra
carrot. I think we are going to find
there Is plenty for all, and the consumers will benefit with lower telephone
prices, lower cable prices, more services, more services for senior citizens,
more services for farmers, and our
small cities will be able to flourish.
And it is my strongest feeling that
we should continue, as we have done all
day. to defeat these amendments tomorrow. We had a very good day today
and yesterday in terms of holding this
committee bill together.
I see one of my colleagues is in the
Chamber and wishes to speak. I am
glad to have any speakers. We are trying to move forward. I thank you very
much.
I yield the floor.
Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, this
debate on S. 652 has clearly demonstrated the potential of emerging
telecommunications technologies. It is
truly exciting to contemplate what
this legislation could mean for American society.
A particularly intriguing new development in the telecommunications
field is the creation of personal communications 'service [PCSI. These devices will revolutionize the way Americans talk, work, and play.
While this new technology opens new
vistas for personal communications
services, Its emergence also highlights
the potential downside of entering
untested areas. Specifically, concerns
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have been raised about the potential
side-effecte of some new PCS technology on other devices such as hearing aids.
Recently, the Government completed
an auction that netted $7 billion for
the right to provide advanced digital
portable telephone service. It is my understanding that some of the companies that obtained these PCS licenses
have considered utilizing a technology
known as GSM--global system for mobile communications. I am Informed
that people who wear hearing aids cannot operate GSM PCS devices, and
some even report physical discomfort
and pain if they are near other people
using GSM technology.
It should not be our intent to cause
problems for the hearing impaired In
promoting the personal communications services market. It Is my view
Communications
that the Federal
Commission [FCC] should carefully
consider the impact new technologies
have on existing ones, especially as
they relate to public safety and potential signal interference problems. An
FFC review is in keeping with the intent of S. 652. which includes criteria
for accessibility and usability by people with disabilities for all providers
and manufacturers of telecommunications services and equipment.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Will the Senator
yield?
Mr. DASCHILE. I will be glad to yield
to the honorable ranking member of
the Commerce Committee.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank the Senator
for yielding and support his suggestion
that the FCC investigate technologies
that may cause problems for significant segments of our population before
they are introduced into the U.S. market. Such review Is prudent for consumers. and it will help all companies
by answering questions of safety interference before money is spent deploying this technology here in the United
States.
Four million Americans wear hearing
aids. and the Senator from South Dakota has raised an important issue.
GSM has been introduced in other
countries, and problems have been reported. It Is reasonable that these
problems be investigated before the
growth of this technology effectively
shuts out a large sector of our population.
Mr. DASCHLE. I thank the Senator
for his remarks, and would also like to
commend his role in bringing telecommunications reform to the floor.
His leadership and patience throughout
this 3-year exercise that has spanned
two Congresses is well known and widely appreciated.
Mr. President. the public record indicates that if companies are allowed to
introduce GSM in its presemt form. serious consequences could face individuals wearing hearing aids. I would urge
the FCC to investigate the safety, Interference and economic issues raised
by this technology. I also would urge
the appropriate congressional commit-
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tees to consider scheduling hearings on
this issue.
AMENDMENTSNO. M4 AND l7

Mr. HOLLINGS. I would direct a
question to my colleague with regard
to the Stevens amendment on expanded
auction authority for the FCC, as
amended by the Pressler amendment.
These amendments will auction spectrurn currently assigned to broadcast
auxiliary licensees, and were adopted
by voice vote Wednesday evening. This
bill now conforms with the Budget Act.
Specifically. I do not believe that It is
the intention of the sponsors to impede
the ability of local broadcasters to continue to deliver on-the-spot news and
information.
Mr. STEVENS. That is correct. Several concerns have been raised about
auction of certain spectrum which we
intend to address as this bill proceeds
to conference with its companion bill
in the House. In addition, some of these
same concerns will be considered within the budget reconciliation bills later
this summer. Therefore, we will continue to review these provisions to determine whether the newly-assigned
spectrum will adequately satisfy the
needs of electronic news gathering,
what, if any, interference problems will
arise, and how the costs of such transfers should be borne.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank my colleague for his comments.
TELEPHONERATES
MONOPOLY

Mr. GLENN. Mr. President. I rise In
support of Senator KERREY's monopoly
rates amendment. This
telephone
amendment offers critical protection
potential
from
ratepayers
for
multibillion rate increases for telecommunications services during the
transition to effective local competition.
In mandating price flexibility and
prohibiting rate-of-return regulation.
section 301 of the bill also prohibits
State and Federal regulators from considering earnings when determining
whether prices for noncompetitive
services are just. reasonable, and affordable. While the Federal Communications Commission [FCC) and many
State commissions have instituted various price flexibility plans, most of
those plans involve some consideration
of earning. If regulators are prohibited
from considering the earnings factor
when determining the appropriateness
of prices for noncompetitive services.
the captive ratepayers of these services
will be subject to unwarranted rate increases.
Mr. President, this amendment does
not change the bill's prohibition on
rate-of-return regulation. The amendment would simply allow State and
Federal commissions to consider earnings when authorizing the prices of
those noncompetitive services. In this
way, the amendment provides a safeguard against excess rate impacts in
the future.
Mr. President, the monopoly telephone rates amendment recognizes
that it is appropriate and In the con-
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eumers' Interest for State regulators to
continue to have a roll in determining
the price of noncompetitive services in
their States, and in having the discretion to consider the earnings of the
local telephone compny. Approximately 75 cente of every dollar consumere spend on their overall telephone
bills is for calls made within their
State. The goal of local telephone competition advanced In this legislation
will not be achieved overnight. In the
interim. State regulators should have
the authority to consider a company's
earnings before setting the price level
of noncompetitive services. I urge my
colleagues to join me in voting for this
amendment.
pRESMPriON OFBrAT-ORDERED INTRALATA

OIAIN PARIrY
Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr. President. as an
original cosponsor of the amendment
filed yesterday by the Senator from
Vermont [Senator LEARY]. amendment
number 1259. I want to discuss the Important issue of IntraLATA dialing
parity.
Senator LEAfeY's
Mr. President,
amendment was very simple. It would
have merely clarified the rights of the
States to implement pro-competitive
measures for telecommunications markets within their State borders, a role
which we have always provided to our
States. As is often the case in other
policy areas, many States. including
Wisconsin, are ahead "of the Federal
deregulating teleGovernment in
communications markets. In the case
of my State, efforts to begin deregulation of telecommunications markets
have been on-going for many years,
culminating in a major telecommunications bill passed by Wisconsin's
State legislature last year and signed
by our Governor.
Unfortunately, while S. 652 has the
laudable goal of increasing competition
in all telecommunications markets,
without the changes that the Senator
from Vermont and I are promoting. it
would actually cripple existing State
efforts to enhance competition in markets within their own borders. The legislation would prevent States from ordering IntraLATA dialing parity in
markets
telecommunications
local
until the incumbent regional bell opersting company is allowed access to
long distance markets.
IntraLATA dialing parity is complicated phraseology for a very simple
concept. Currently, for any long distance calls that consumers make within their own LATA or local access and
transport area-also known as shorthaul long distance-are by default handled by the local toll provider. In order
to use an alternative long distance
company to make a short-haul long
distance call, a consumer would have
to dial a long string of numbers to access that service, in addition to the
telephone number they must dial. For
most consumers, that is a inconvenience they simply will not tolerate and
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provides an advantage to the incumbent tolI provider in providing shorthaul long distance.
Dialing Parity already exists in
interstate long distance
markets,
which is why any person can place a
long distance call simply by dialing 1
plus the area code and phone number.
The call is automatically routed
through the long distance carrier the
consumer has preselected. This convenience simply does not exist for consumers making short-haul" long distance
calls within their own LATA.
Wisconsin's Public Service Commission has gone through a lengthy multiyear process examining the technical
feasibility and cost of requiring dialing
parity for short-haul long distance. determining whether competition would
be enhanced by this type of dialing parity and whether the public interest
would be served by dialing parity for
short-haul toll calls.
Their findings indicated that not
only was intraLATA dialing parity
technically feasible, it was also in the
public interest. The Commission stated:
IntraLATA lodialing parity will benefit
oustolers and the Stats: will encourage the
development of new products and services at
reduced prices; and will result in local company provision of service more efficiently as
the market becomes more competitive.
In 1994, State legislation directed our
Wisconsin Public Service Commission
to develop rules for i+diaIIng parity for
IntraLATA markets. The Commission
has not approached this in a haphazard
manner, Mr. President. In fact the
Commission has established procedures
whereby a provider can request dialing
partty and a company asked to provide
that service to request a temporary
suspension from honoring the request.
This provides our PS0 with the opportunity to review each request on a case
by case basis if necessary. Our State
legislature and our Governor endorsed
this process in the Telecommunications Deregulation Act passed and
signed into law last summer.
That legislation went far beyond the
issue of dialing parity but also allowed
the toll providers to use price cap regulation instead of rate of return regulation. The bill also stripped certain providers of their monopoly status to
allow for greater competition in service areas to which they were not previously allowed access This legislation
was miles ahead of Federal legislation.
Mr. President.
Mr. President, the point of this
lengthy description of Wisconsin's deregulatory process is to emphasize that
the States are well qualified and experienced in deregulating telecommunications markets and are doing so in a
well-reasoned and orderly fashion.
Senator L&AOy's amendment would
have simply allowed States to continue
on their path to deregulation and increased competition in telecommunications markets unhampered by the
Federal Government. The amendment
would have allowed the t0 States that
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have already ordered intraLATA dialing parity and the 13 States that are
currently considering that option, to
continue their efforts without being derailed by this bill.
Those States may. in some instances.
determine that competition will. in
fact, not be enhanced by providing
intralATA dialing parity in certain
markets if the incumbent toll provider
is not allowed to enter long distance
markets. In other cases, however, a
State's Public Service Commission's
deliberative process may indicate that.
in other markets, dialing parity should
be provided regardless of whether the
incumbent toll provider has access to
long distance service. The State has
the expertise to examine the different
competitive circumstances for individual markets and they should be allowed to do so.
It is inappropriate for the Congress
to attempt to preempt a State's ability
to make these types .of decisions. Recently, 24 Attorneys General. in a letter to Senators, stated their opposition
to the preemption of State's ability to
order intraLATA dialing parity. Signing that letter were State Attorneys
General from Wisconsin. New Mexico,
Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Ilinois. Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota;
Missouri. Montana, North Dakota.
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah. Vermont.
Washington, and West Virginia, among
others. I ask unanimous consent that a
copy of that letter be printed in the
RECORD.
Mr. President. I also ask unanimous
consent that a letter from the Chairman of the Public Service Commission
of Wisconsin, Cheryl Parrino, in support of this amendment and addressing
the issue of Universal Service be printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See Exhibit 1.]
Mr. FEINGOLD. The amendment
which I have been working on with
Senator LEARY would have simply
made clear that the bill before us shall
not prevent a State from taking procompetitive
steps
by
requiring
intraLATA dialing parity within markets under their regulatory jurisdiction.
Mr. President. however, it is my undemtanding that there are a number of
objections to this amendment. In response to those objections, the Senator
from Vermont (Senator LEANT] and the
Senator
from Louisiana [Senator
BREAUtX] have worked out a compromise which will allow the States
that have already ordered intraLATA
dialing parity, such as Wisconsin, as
well as single LATA states to implement it despite the overall preemption
contained in this bill. However, the
compromise restricts companies seeking to offer competitive intraLATA
toll services from jointly marketing
their intraLATA toll services with
their long distance services for a period
of up to 3 years. There may be concerns
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with respect to this restriction that
may need to be addressed before the
legislation is enacted.
I appreciate the hard work of my colleagues. Senators LEANT and BREAUX
in reaching this agreement. I thank
them for their efforts.
Exinsrr I
PUBLICSERVICE
COMMISSION
OF WISCONSIN.
June 12. 1995.
Hon. RUssmc. FEINOOLD.
U.S. Senator,
Washingion. DC.
DEAR SENATORFEiNOOLD:
I applaud your
efforts to remove preemptive language from
the telecommunications bill pending before
the Senate. This letter is to express
support
for your amendment that eliminates a preemption clause that prohibits state actions
that require intraLATA dialing parity. In
Wisconsin. the Public Service Commisslon of
Wisconsin has ordered full intraLATA dialing parity (I+ presubscriptioni. and It is our
belief that implementation of our orders on
that issue will enhance competition and
serve the public interest. It would be a die.
service to the telecommunications customers of Wisconsin if federal action negated
our decision on this issue.
Proponents of preemption have suggested
that state actions to order full dialing parity
prior to federal court action allowing the
entry of the Regional Bell Operating Compsales (RBOCa) into the InterLATA toll market would constitute a threat to universal
service. This argument is simply off base.
States. particularly state regulatory commissions, are Inexorably attuned to the
needs of the citizens of the states and are
very cognizant of the need to maintain universal service. Any state commisslon consldering an order for full dialing parity will
have every opportunity to consider the Costs
of that decision and the related Implications
for universal service. The orders of the WisconsIn Comnlssion that mandate InLmaLATA
1 - presubscrlption Include a process whereby Individual local exchange companies may
request Commission waivers of the requirements for dialing parity implementation.
This Commission will certainly consider the
potential costs of dialing parity implementation and modify our requirements when It is
in the best interests of the consumers. I am
confident that other state commissions
would give this same consideration.
Further. in Wisconsin. legislation passed
last summer mandates a universal service
program. This Commission will be promulgating rulesto assure service is available
and affordable to all parts of the state and to
all segments of the public. The safeguards
available through that program offer further
support to actions by this Commiesles to
move forward with the introduction of competition and fair competitive service standards at a pace that is reflective of the specific needs of this state. Universal mandates
or activities are being addressed in numerous
other states. Those state plans should be allowed to move forward based on the respective wisdom of the state legislatures or commissions in those states. A blanket hold on
all intraLATA dialing parity by Congressional flat gives no weight to the evidence of
competitive need and regulatory safeguards
in any individual state.
Another argument advanced by those who
support preemption is that full dialing parity may cause the loss of the carrier-of-lastresort obligation by the incumbent local echange carrier. I recent hearings In Wisconsin on this very subject. this argument was
raised. It was met by a commitment from
other Carriers to fill that carrier-of-last-resort
role If in fact the incumbent is no longer
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taking on that obligation. This argument
about the los of universal service because of
the carrier-of-lsut-resort impects Is without
merit
teleCompetition is coning to the
communications Industry. This bodes well
for telecommunications customers. Federal
action to stunt competition in parts of the
market, while arguments are hashed Out on
the InterLATA front, is a move in the wrong
direction. State commislons should decide
on the need for and pace of competition in
the states. While there are rtany advantages
to establishing, a national policy on telecommunications, and many good points are
spelled out in the legislation, the preemption
of the states on dialing parity is not one of
them.
Again. I commend your attempts to rectify
this portion of the pending telecommunications bill. Please contact me if you have
questions on my position on this matter.
This letter of support for your amendment
is independent of the merits of and schedule
for InterLATA relief for the E.OCo.
Sincerely.
CHERYL L PARRINO.
Chirsan.
STATE OF WISCONSIN.
DEPARTENT OF JUSTICE.
Juse 2. 1995.
Hon. RUssELL D. FEINGOLD,
U.S. Senate. Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATORFEINGOLD:The undersigned
state attorneys general would like to address
several telecommunications deregulation
bills that are now pending in Congress. One
of the objectives in any such legislation
must be the promotion that fosters competition while at the same time protecting consumers from anticompetitive practices.
In our opinion, our citicens will be able to
look forward to an advanced, efficient, and
Innovative information network only if such
legislation incorporates basic antitrust principles and recognizes the essential role of the
states In ensuring that citizens have universl
and affordable access to the telecommunications
network. The antitrust
laws ensure competition and promote efficiency. Innovation, low prices, better management, and greater consumer choice. If
telecommunications reform legislation Includes a strong commitment to antitrust
principles, then the legislation can help preserve existing competition and prevent parties from using market power to tilt the
playing field to the detriment of competition
and consumers.
Each of the bills pending in Congress would
lift the court-ordered restrictions that are
currently in place on the Regional Bell Operating Companies IRBOCs). After sufficient
competition exists in their local service
areas, the bills would allow RBOCs to enter
the fields of long distance services and equipment manufacturing. These provisions raise
a number of antitrust concerns. Therefore,
telecommunications deregulation legislation
should include the following features:
First. the United States Department of
Justice should have a meaningful role in determining, In advance, whether competition
at the local level is sufficient to allow an
RBOC to enter the long distance services and
equipment manufacturing markets for a particular region. The Department of Justice
has unmatched experience and expertise In
evaluating competition in the telecommunications field. Such a role is vital regardless
of whether Congress adopts a "competitive
checklist" or "modified final judgment safeguard" approach to evaluating competition
in local markets. The Department of Justice
will be less likely to raise antitrust challenges if it Participates In a case-by-cas
analysis of the actual and polential state of

competition in each local market before
RBOC entry into other markets.
Second, legislation should continue to prohibit mergers of cable and telephone companies in the same service area. Such a prohibition is essential because local cable companies are the likely competitors of telephone
companies. Permitting such mergers raises
the possibility of a "one.wire world," with
only successful antitrust litigation to prevent It. Congress should narrowly draft any
exceptions to this general prohibition.
Third. Congress should not preempt the
states from ordering l+intraLATA dialing
parity in appropriate Cses. including cases
where the incumbent EEOC has yet to receive permission to enter the interLATA
long distance market. With a mere flip of a
switch, the RBOCs can immediately offer
"one-stop shopping" (bothlocal and long distance services). New entrants, however, may
take some time before they Can offer such
services, and only after they incur signficant capital expenses will they be able to develop such capabliltise.
In conclusion, we urge you to support telecommunications reform legislation that incorporates provisions that would maintain
an important decision-making role for the
Department of Justice; preserve the existing
prohibition against mergers of telephone
companies and cable television companies Icated in the same service areas: and protect
the states' ability to order l-IntraLATA
dialing parity In appropriate Cases.
Thank you for considering our views.
Very truly yours.
Tom Udall, Attorney General of New
Mexico; James E. Doyle, Attorney General of Wisconsin; Grant Woods. Attorney General of Arizona: Winston Bryant, Attorney General of Arkansas;
Richard Blumenthal, Attorney General
of Connecticut: M. Jane Brady. Attorney General of Delaware; Garland
Pinkston.
Jr.. Acting Corporation
Counsel of the District of Columbia;
Robert A. Butterworth. Attorney General of Florida: Calvin E. Holloway,
Sr., Attorney General of Guam; Jim
Ryan, Attorney General of Illinois;
Tom Miller, Attorney General of Iowa;
Carla J. Stovall, Attorney General of
Kansas; Chris Gorran, Attorney General of Kentucky; Scott Harsbbarger,
Attorney General of Massachusetts:
Hubert H. Humphrey.
, Attorney
General of Minnesota; Jeremiah W.
Nieon, Attorney General of Missouri;
Joseph P. Maeurek, Attorney General
of Montana: Heidi Heltkamp. Attorney
Drew
General
of North Dakota;
Edmondson. Attorney General of Oklahoma Charles W. Burson, Attorney
General of Tennessee; Jan Graham. Attorney General of Utah; Jeffrey L.
Amestoy. Attorney General of Vermont; Christine 0. Gregoire. Attorley
General of Washington; and Darrell V.
McGraw. Jr., Attorney General of West
Virginia.
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. I thank the
Chair. I say to my colleague, I am not
here to speak on this specific legislation. although it Is obviously important and signifIcant legislation. I am
here to speak as if in morning business
and with the indulgence of the sponsors
and managers of the bill, I ask unanimous consent to be allowed to speak In
morning business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. I thank the
Chair.
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WELL WISHES TO CARDINAL
BERNARDIN
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. At the outset, Mr. President, I would like to call
to the attention of my colleagues and
call for the prayers of the American
people In behalf of his eminence, Cardinal Joseph Bernardin. It has been recently
diagnosed
that
Cardinal
Bersrdin is suffering from a form of
cancer that is very difficult to overcome, and certainly we are all saddened by his condition and the physical
pain that he must be undergoing presently but at the same time confident
that secure in his faith he will find
comfort at this time In the prayers and
the well wishes from the millions of
people in this country who love him
dearly.
Cardinal BernardIn has been the leader of the archdiocese of Chicago for
over a decade now and is an integral
part of the community and lalinois and,
indeed, of the church community
throughout this Nation. We all wish
him the very best. We wish his health
returns to him. But in the event that it
might not, we wish him the strength of
his faith and the prayers of people who
care about him and the leadership he
has provided in regard to matters of
faith for our country.
SUPREME COURT DECISION IN
ADARAND VERSUS PENA
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. Mr. President. I should like to address the issue
of the Supreme Court decision in
Adarand versus Pens.
Mr. President. on Monday. a closely
divided Supreme Court handed down a
5 to 4 decision in the case of Adarand
versus Pens. Adarand involved a challenge to the provision In the small
business act that gives general contractors on Government procurement
projects a financial Incentive to hire
socially and economically disadvantaged businesses as subcontractors. In
its opinion, the Court held that all racial classiflcations imposed by the Federal Government will henceforth be
subjected to a strict scrutiny analysis.
Strict scrutiny, Mr. President, in a
very difficult standard to meet. Indeed.
it is the most difficult standard the
Court applies. Accordingly. Federal racial classifications will be found constitutional only If they are narrowly
tailored measures that entail further
compelling Government interests.
At the Outset I think it is important
to note that under our system of government, the Constitution is what the
Supreme Court says it is. Accordingly.
"strict scrutiny" for Federal Government race programs is now the law of
the land. Ever since I studied constitutional law In law school, I have had a
profound respect for the Supreme
Court and all that It represents in our
system of laws.
Having said that, however, Mr. Prsident, I still believe that the Adarand
decision was bad law. Clearly. the
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